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TO THE RIGHT HON. THE VISCOUNT PALMERSTON, M.P., G.C.B.,

HER MAJESTY S SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
THE HOME DEPARTMENT.

MY LORD, Census Office, 10th December 1853.

WHEN the Census of Great Britain was taken, in 1851, I received

instructions from Her Majesty s Government to endeavour to procure

information as to the existing accommodation for Public Religious Worship.

Every exertion has been made to obtain accurate Returns upon which

reliance may be placed ; and the duty of arranging these Returns in a

tabular form, accompanied by explanatory remarks, has been confided by me

chiefly to Mr. Horace Mann. He has devoted much time and labour to the

subject, and I trust that your Lordship will be of opinion that the task

delegated to him has been well executed.

I have the honour to be,

My Lord,

Your faithful servant,

GEORGE GRAHAM,
Registrar-General.





REPORT.

TO

GEORGE GRAHAM, ESQ.

$c. $c. S&amp;gt;-c.

REGISTRAR GENERAL OF BIRTHS, DEATHS, AND MARRIAGES.

SIR,

IN fulfilment of the task with which you have entrusted me, I have now Origin of the

the honour to present, in a digested form, a Summary of the Returns collected iSEguJiaVor-
at the recent Census, showing the amount of accommodation for worship pro- jhip^

andManner

vided by the various religious bodies in the country, and the extent to which tion.

the means thus shown to be available are used.

It may, perhaps, be advantageous to preface the observations which, with

your permission, I propose to offer on the state of religion in England, as dis

closed in these returns, by a brief account of the origin of the Inquiry and the

mode in which it has been prosecuted.

It will, doubtless, be within your recollection that, when making preparation

for the General Census, and determining what information was most worthy to

be gathered by the aid of the complete machinery then specially to be provided,

it appeared to you exceedingly desirable to seize upon so rare an opportunity in

order to procure correct intelligence on two important subjects of much public

interest and controversy, viz., the number and varieties and capabilities of (1) the

religious, and (2) the scholastic institutions of the country. In pursuance of this

scheme, a set of Forms (reprinted in the Appendix to this volume) was prepared
and issued to the various enumerators, with instructions for their distribution

and collection.

These proceedings were adopted under the impression that the language of

the Census Act conferring on the Secretary of State the power to issue ques

tions, not alone respecting the mere numbers, ages, and occupations of the

people, but also as to such &quot;

further particulars
&quot;

as might seem to him
advisable would amply warrant so important an investigation. When, how
ever, in the House of Peers, objections were preferred against the contem

plated Inquiry, and doubts expressed upon the applicability of the penal sections

of the Act to parties who might choose withholding information on these

subjects, it was deemed desirable to submit the question to the legal advisers of

the Crown, and then* opinion proved to be confirmatory of this view.

As you, however, still retained a firm conviction of the great advantage to

the public of the object for which preparations so extensive had already been

matured, and for the satisfactory pursuit of which so great facilities existed,

it was recommended by you to the Secretary of State that the investigation
should be nevertheless continued ; the various parties from whom information

was to be requested being made aware that they were not by law compellable to

furnish the particulars referred to in the Forms supplied to them. It seemed to

c. B
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you that a reliance on a general willingness to meet the wishes of the Govern

ment in so conspicuously valuable an object would be amply justified by

nearly universal acquiescence; and that the necessary employment, for the

ordinary purpose of the Census, of a staff of nearly 40,000 persons, visiting on

two distinct occasions every house throughout Great Britain, offered an oppor

tunity for procuring accurate statistics much too rare to be neglected such

indeed as could not possibly recur till, after another ten years interval, the

Census should again be taken in 1861.

The Secretary of State assenting to these views and your proposal, printed

Forms were carefully distributed by the enumerators to the proper parties. In

the case of returns for places of religious worship, the forms were left with the

clergyman or minister, warden or deacon, or other officer connected with each

place of worship.*

The extent to which returns, in answer to this application, were received,

affords abundant evidence of the hearty co-operation of the clergy and the

ministers of all denominations in this voluntary labour. Such returns have

been obtained from 14,0/7 churches belonging to the Church of England, and

from 20,390 places of worship belonging to all other religious bodies. From

this simple fact alone it will be manifest that these returns are nearly as com

plete as could be wished for ; and that now, for the first time, there is given to

the country a full picture of the state of its religion as exhibited by its religious

institutions.

Perhaps it would be difficult to over-estimate the importance of authentic

facts upon this subject ; since, for many reasons, the religion of a nation must

be matter of extreme solicitude to many minds. Whether we regard a people

merely in their secular capacity, as partners in a great association for promoting
the stability, the opulence, the peaceful glory of a State ; or view them in their

loftier character, as subjects of a higher kingdom, swift and momentary
travellers towards a never-ending destiny; in either aspect, the degree and

the direction of religious sentiment in a community are subjects of the weightiest

import : in the one case to the temporal guardians of a nation to its spiritual

teachers in the other. Statesmen aware to what a great extent the liberty or

bondage, industry, or indolence, prosperity or poverty, of any people, are the

fruits of its religious creed, and knowing also how extensively religious feelings

tinge political opinions find an accurate acquaintance with the various degrees
and forms in which religious sentiment is manifested, indispensable to a correct

appreciation either of the country s actual condition or of its prospective

tendency ; and equally essential to enable them to legislate with safety upon
questions where religious principles or prejudices are inextricably involved.

Nor yet to Christian ministers and teachers, and the Christian church in

general, can facts like those now published fail to be of utmost interest ; since

here, in the rise and progress of new sects, they see what novel forms of error

need to be encountered, and, perhaps, what new developments of truth require
to be received ; while, in the numbers of our population destitute of spiritual

teaching, and without the means of gaining it, they see in what direction and to

what extent their zealous efforts for diffusing true religion are demanded.

Number of Sects. There are in England and Wales 35 different religious communities or

sects, 2/ native and indigenous, 9 foreign.f The following arrangement

* See form of schedule in the Appendix.
t Those include all the bodies which have assumed any formal organization. There are, in

addition, many isolated congregations of religious worshippers, adopting various aimollrtiuis,
but it docs not appear that any of them is sufficiently numerous and consolidated to be called a
&quot;

sect.&quot;
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shows them, under certain obvious considerable and minor classes, in the order

of historical formation :

PROTESTANT CHURCHES
continued.

BRITISH.continued.

Calvinistic Methodists :

Welsh Calvinistic Metho

dists.

Countess of Huntingdon s

Connexion.

Sandemanians, or Glassites.

New Church.

Brethren.

PROTESTANT CHURCHES :

BRITISH:

Church of England and Ireland.

Scottish Presbyterians :

Church of Scotland.

United Presbyterian Synod.

Presbyterian Church in

England.

Independents, or Congrega-
tionalists.

Baptists :

General.

Particular.

Seventh Day.
Scotch.

New Connexion General.

Society of Friends.

Unitarians.

Moravians, or United Brethren.

Wesleyan Methodists :

Original Connexion.

New Connexion.

Primitive Methodists.

Bible Christians.

Wesleyan Association.

Independent Methodists.

Wesleyan Reformers.

The existence of so many separate sects Mill be considered an advantage or

an evil, in proportion as the active exercise of private judgment, or the visible

unity of the Church, if both be unattainable together, is esteemed the more

important acquisition. Much too of the feeling, favorable or adverse, which

the contemplation of such multiplied diversities must cause, will be dependent
on the question whether, notwithstanding much apparent and external difference,

substantial harmony with truth may not extensively prevail.

It seems important, then, to ascertain the reasons which have led the English Popular miscon-

people to divide themselves, as here we see them, into such varieties of religious tenets of those

combination ; and I purpose, therefore, as a fitting, and perhaps a necessary,
different Bodies,

introduction to the subsequent statistics, to investigate and briefly notice the

peculiar tenets and distinctive principles of all the more conspicuous English
sects. This course is rendered all the more essential by the misconceptions
which so commonly obtain with reference to Dissenting Bodies misconceptions

which, if not removed, would render the succeeding tables either valueless or

worse ; since, doubtless, the majority of readers, puzzled or deceived by names of

sects which rarely are employed in their accustomed acceptation, either would

derive no sort of information from the Summaries, or would be led astray.

Indeed, the various names which different bodies have selected or adopted to

distinguish them from other bodies are the most uncertain guides. With many
persons,

&quot; Methodist &quot;

applies to all Dissenters equally ; while some think every
Nonconformist is an &quot;

Anabaptist.&quot;
&quot;

Independents or Congregationalists
&quot;

are not the monopolists of their particular form of government ; the Baptists
are professedly, the Unitarians practically, quite as independent and as con-

B 2

FOREIGN:
Lutherans.

German Protestant Reformers.

Reformed Church of the

Netherlands.

French Protestants.

OTHER CHRISTIAN CHURCHES.
Roman Catholics.

Greek Church.

German Catholics.

Italian Reformers.

Catholic and Apostolic Church.

Latter-day Saints or Mormons.

JEWS.
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gregational. The
&quot;Baptists,&quot;

on the other hand, are not allowed to be the

only persons who baptize ; the Independents and Wesleyans indeed all who

practice infant baptism claim an equal or superior title to the appellation.*

So the &quot; Unitarians
&quot;

are not by other sects admitted to be such exclusively :

all Trinitarians equally believe the Unity of God. Again, the &quot;

Catholic and

Apostolic Church &quot;

is not, as might be fancied, Roman Catholic. Few persons
know the meaning of the terms &quot;

Particular,&quot;
&quot;

General,&quot; and
&quot;

Strict,&quot; applied
to different communities of Baptists : many are ignorant of the difference

between the Calvinistic and Arminian tenets which divide some bodies from

each other.

Even if the leading principles of any sect are known, it rarely happens that

the points, sometimes important, upon which secessions have from time to tima

occurred, are understood ; and of these the mere denominations give no hint.t

And, more important still, these names present no indication of the doctrines

entertained and propagated by the various bodies upon subjects universally
esteemed of vital consequence.

Necessity of Of great importance evidently, therefore, is it to supply some sketch, however

slight, of the prominent characteristics of each sect; partly for the sake oi

justice to the sects themselves, in order to reveal, in some of them, accordances,

perhaps not generally hitherto suspected, with admitted truth and partly for the

sake of the community at large, in order to reveal the progress of erroneous

doctrines, likewise, it may be, hitherto unnoticed.

And because the real spirit and genius of a sect are best discovered in its his

tory without some reference to which indeed the present aspect of religious
bodies cannot well be understood it seems essential to direct a rapid glance
upon the various changes in religious sentiment through which the English
nation has progressed towards its present state. We thus shall be enabled to

perceive what movements have originated what communities what causes,

potent formerly, are still in operation, active or but feeble and perhaps what
influences, altogether novel, are at work to bring about yet further changes.

If this review, and the succeeding notices, should aid in giving us a clearer
estimate than would be otherwise obtained of our existing state with reference
to religious institutions, by displaying to us how much of the present means
of worship is available for orthodox instruction, and how much for the diffusion
of supposed erroneous doctrines, we shall then be better able to discuss the
practical question of the actual extent of our deficiency.

* The difficulty of finding a distinctive name that shall be unobjectionable is well illustrated
&quot;

BaSiT&quot; Sv f ?f
1S

V
tS *

^agonists
assorted that they had no title to the Sme of

tJWf* S1

lfv,
as that implied that no other body claimed to perform that rite; and the

iS h P̂
pwdoMVtlst ,

(
.

r W.ononts of infant baptism) was suggested as an implementThis, however, was deemed inadmissible, as not conveying anv notion of their views on baptismby immersion as the only scriptural mode. To the term &quot;

Anabaptists
&quot;

(or Re-baptix.ers) u v
equally object, because they do not allow that the rite administered to infants is truly a bapS
t The Wesleyan Methodists are divided into five principal sections; (1) the Original Con-

?So? Vlfthe^oT
ConneXM&amp;gt;n Jfoundod in 1793); (.3) the Primitive Methodists (CmedTn

(established in 1835); and (5) the Wesleyan Reformers
* theSG aWcllations indicate the grounds of the
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PROGRESS OF RELIGIOUS OPINIONS IN ENGLAND. * E^
PROGRESS

OF RELIGIOUS
OPINIONS

IN ENGLAND.

When Caesar landed on the coast of Britain, in the year 55 before Christ, The Aboriginal

he found the religion of the primitive inhabitants to be a system of Paganism,

based, no doubt, in great degree, upon the mythological worship of Greece and

Rome, but substituting, in the place of the poetic ideality which at last dis

tinguished the idolatry of those refined communities, a sort of gloomy super

stition more accordant with the natural bias of barbarian minds. Jupiter, Apollo,

Mars, Minerva, Mercury, were ranked among the gods of Britain ; but the British

altars of these deities,
&quot; besmeared with blood of human sacrifice,&quot; bore witness

to a mode of worship widely different from that by which the polished cities

of comparatively civilized Europe rendered homage to the same divinities.

Of this religion, the Druids were the ministering priests, and the authors of The Druids,

a creed of mingled mystery and terror well adapted to impress the uncultivated

intellect of an almost savage race. Possessed of considerable learning, which

attracted many even of their own fraternity from neighbouring Gaul, the British

Druids jealously restricted all participation in their knowledge to those of

their own order ; and even these were not allowed, except by oral tradition,

to perpetuate the mystic lore all written record of their doctrines being

stringently prohibited. They seem to have had a certain dim persuasion of the

immortality of the soul, and to have taught its everlasting transmigration

through successive forms of lower animals and men. The science of Astronomy

engaged no little share of their attention ; and, like most astronomers of barbarous

times, they fancied they discovered in the motions of the heavenly bodies,

indications of futurity. Omens were also sought for in the flight of birds, and

the inspection of the entrails of beasts. Invested thus with the double character

of sage and seer, the sway of the Druids over the rude Britons was complete and

unconfined. Exempt from taxes and from military service, the civil as well

as the religious power was in their hands : by them all criminals were tried,

and all disputes determined ; and the litigant who ventured to rebel against
their sentence was delivered over to the horrors of excommunication. The
oak was to them a holy tree, and the misletoe pre-eminently sacred ; so that

every fortunate discovery of the latter plant was an occasion for a festival and

sacrifice of oxen under the spreading branches of the oak on which it grew.
Darker rites, however, were performed in those mysterious circles of gigantic
stones of which the massive fragments yet remain to puzzle us, or in the sad

recesses of deep groves, where human sacrifices in the last resort were offered

to propitiate offended deities and lighten or avert calamity. This cruel

superstition happily was overcome by the milder Paganism of imperial Rome ;

but it was not till a century after Caesar s landing, that Anglesey, the stronghold
of the Druids, was subdued, and their power completely broken. In the year 59

of the Christian era the island was invaded by Suetonius, and the Druids were

consumed in their own fires. After this, the ancient superstition lingered,

probably, in a modified shape, attempered by the more humane idolatry of

Rome, till altogether dissipated by the light of Christianity.

At what period, and by what agency, Christianity was introduced into Britain, Introduction of

has been matter for much controversy.* With regard to the time when the
Christianity-

Gospel was first preached here, some have placed this as early as the reign of

Tiberius (i.e. prior to A.D. 37) ; while, with regard to the agents by whom it

* See Note A. to Lingard s History of the Saxon Church, vol. i.

B 3
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PKOGBESS
Of KELIGIOUS
OPINIONS

IN ENGLAND.

Influence of

Christianity
upon the early
Britons.

was proclaimed, different theories have assigned the task to James the son

of Zebedee and brother of St. John to Simon Zelotes to Aristobulus to

Claudia, wife of Pudens to Joseph of Arimathea to St. Peter and to St. Paul.

Several of these suppositions are evidently inadmissible, and none can be said

to rest on any satisfactory basis ; but it is, nevertheless, tolerably certain, both

that Christianity was preached, and that Christian Churches were formed, in

this country in the Apostolic times ; though whether the mission had its origin

in the eastern or the western portion of the Christian Church is subject to

dispute. Concerning the progress which the new doctrines made, there is

scarcely any record for a very considerable interval. It is said that, about the

year 1/6, a British king, named Lucius, became a convert, opened a com

munication with the then Bishop of Rome (with what precise object is not

very clear), and considerably promoted the interests of the Christian faith

throughout the island. After his death, in the year 201, a blank occurs until

the persecution under Diocletian (A.D. 303 to A.D. 305), during which many
Christians in Britain suffered severely for their faith, including St. Alban, the

first British martyr. The persecution ceased in the year 305, upon the accession

of Constantius Chlorus to the empire of the western provinces this prince ,

though not himself a convert, being tolerant of Christianity ; and the subsequent
elevation to the throne of Coristantine the Great, who was both a Christian and

a native of this island, gained for the British Christians a period of ease and

prosperity, testified by the presence of three British bishops at the first Council

of Aries (A.D. 314). It seems probable, also, that British bishops took part ir

the Council of Nice, held, for the purpose of condemning Arianism, clever

years after that of Aries. Constantine died A.D. 337. Under his successors

Constantius and Constans, was held the Council of Sardica (A.D. 347), at

which also British bishops were present and joined in the acquittal of Athanasius

and the condemnation of Arianism. To these tenets it appears that the British

Churches were for a long time opposed ; but at length, in the reign of

the Emperor Gratian, they made considerable advances in Britain, and soon

after, Pelagius, a native of this country, began to maintain the opinions known
in connexion with his name, which likewise obtained much favour, until, applica
tion being made to the Galilean bishops for assistance, Germanus and Lupus
were despatched by them to confute the Pelagians (A.D. 429). This they are

reported to have successfully accomplished, partly by the force of reasoning, and

partly by the aid of miracles ; but it seems that the new doctrines were not

completely eradicated, since a second visit of St. German was considered

necessary, and was undertaken about the year 449, one year before the arrival

of the Saxon conquerors.

The actual extent of the progress made by Christianity throughout this

lengthened period, the form of ecclesiastical polity which it assumed, and the

operation of its doctrines on the minds and habits of the people, are unfortu

nately matter of but doubtful speculation. For more than two centuries after
its first promulgation, the new belief would have to struggle against the elegant
idolatry of Rome, seductive always by the mingled gracefulness and grandeur
of its outward show, and oftentimes defended from assault by terrible persecu
tions of its enemies. Down to the time of Constantine the Great, the Pagan
faith was the imperial creed, in Britain no less than at Rome. Numerous
imposing fanes were reared in every portion of the land. A temple of Diana, it

is^said,
then stood upon the spot now covered by St. Paul s Cathedral: while

Westminster Abbey occupies the site of a former temple of Apollo.* It is

therefore probable that through this period the mass of the inhabitants, partly
from unacquaintancewith the Christian doctrines, and partly from the influential

*
Lappenburg s Anglo-Saxons.
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example of their civilized masters, and the natural tendency of men to conform

to the state-supported creed, were, ostensibly, believers in the Roman form of
^
opisiosV

Paganism. From the reign of Constantino, however, this same spirit of
* ENGLAND.

conformity would operate in favour of the Christian faith ; and, as its mission

aries and disciples then had ample freedom for the propagation of their senti

ments, it may be assumed that Britain speedily became professedly a Christian

country. Little can be said with safety as to the organization of the now

successful faith. Some territorial dioceses seem to have been created, and

British bishops appeared in several continental Councils. As to doctrine, upon

many points the British Churches differed from the Church of Rome ; and they

never could be brought to recognize the spiritual supremacy of the Roman

pontiff. But, although Christianity was thus triumphant as a creed, its actual

effect upon the morals of the people seems to have been but small ; the ardour

of its votaries being spent in bitter controversies on the metaphysics of their

faith rather than directed to the realization of those obvious truths the

influence of which is as benignant as their sense is clear. Thus, first, the

Arian *, then the Pelagian f, tenets gained considerable sway in Britain, and

provoked successive storms of controversy, in the midst of which, it may too

certainly be said, the other essential doctrines of the Gospel suffered sad neglect.

The civil condition of the Britons, too, must have been unfriendly to the power
ful development of Christianity amongst them. Oppressed to the dust by their

Roman conquerors, excluded from all civil rights and responsibilities, deprived
of arms, enervated by luxury, sometimes degraded into slaves, they in

evitably sank into a state of demoralization and servility especially unfavourable

to the spread of a religion which, although appropriate to every condition, fortu

nate or adverse, of mankind, is yet most eminently prosperous in a people that

is manly and free. Indeed, the condition of the British people and Churches after

the virtual departure of the Romans seems to have been deplorable in the extreme.

Politically, they were sunk in the very lowest depths of national disorder and

debility, an easy and inviting prey to the incursions of less numerous foes ;

while, religiously, they were abandoned, clergy and laity together, to a general

corruption and licentiousness. The Roman power, which rescued them from

barbarism, had but given them the weaknesses without the strength of civiliza

tion; and even Christianity, while overthrowing their debasing superstition,
had yet failed to bring them under practical subjection to its own exalting
influence. Thus they were found by the invading Saxons, when the Pagan
bands of Hengist landed on the Isle of Thanet in the year 450.

At the termination of nearly 150 years after the arrival of Hengist, the The Saxons,

mingled races known as Anglo-Saxons had established themselves over the

greater part of England and a portion of the south of Scotland. The Britons

were completely overcome, and driven to the wilds of Cornwall and the inac

cessible retreats of Wales. Adversity appears to have wrought beneficially upon
their religious character; for Bede commends the virtues of the British Church.
The Anglo-Saxons, in the meantime, had settled down into several separate

kingdoms, usually called the Heptarchy; and had, wherever they so settled,

introduced their Pagan worship ; so that Christianity was once again the creed

of a minority in England, and was only saved from utter extermination by the

*
Arius, a presbyter of Alexandria in the early part of the fourth century, denied the eternity

or Christ and his equality with the Father. His opinions made great progress, although con
demned by the Council of Nice, A.D. 325.

t The tenets of Pelagius were, that Adam was entirely mortal, and would have died whether
ne had sinned or not; that his sin affected only himself, and that children at their birth- are as
pure and innocent as he was at the creation; that the grace of God is not necessary to enable
men to do their duty, overcome temptation, and attain perfection, all which they can do by the

Eii 1 d* 8 fi \

and thC dUG exercise of their natural powers. ( Meightley s History of

B 4
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retiring Britons. These, indeed, most likely from excess of national animosity,

JN ENGLAND, made no exertion, and perhaps felt no desire, for the conversion of the merciless

idolaters ; who, on their side, would probably have small original respect for a

religion which appeared, by the arbitrament of war, to be adjudged less potent

than their own.*

Character of the The form of Paganism thus victorious by arms, and strangely unassailed by
Saxon Paganism. Spirjtuai weapons, is but vaguely known to us. The Sun, the Moon, the Earth,

had each its representative embodiment ; and the kingly warriors most famous

in traditionary stoiy soon acquired a place among the gods. The names of

some of these are still preserved to us in the appellation^ of our week-days.
The Sun and Moon commence the week; the former was a female deity

the latter, masculine. Woden was their chief divinity, and the fabulous pro

genitor of all the Saxon leaders; Friga was his consort. Eostre was a

goddess whose festivities were celebrated in the month of April; hence the

origin of
&quot;

Easter,&quot; as the name appropriated by the early Church to signify the

period of our Saviour s resurrection.f Other deities they likewise worshipped,
some benevolent, and some malicious ; and stones, groves, and fountains were

the objects of a superstitious reverence. Human sacrifices were not spared, upon
the Continent, when any powerful divinity required to be appeased ; but, happily,
this horrid practice was not brought to England. Some of their temples were

considerable structures, both for size and architecture ; and the enclosures round

about them were esteemed so sacred that it was sacrilege to throw a lance against
them. Priests were not allowed to ride on horses, nor to carry arms. A super
stitious faith in auguries prevailed; and the notes and flight of birds, the

neighing of horses, the decision of the lot, the issue of a duel, were

imagined indications of futurity. Astrology and magic also exercised a potent
influence. They were not without belief in a sort of immortality for the

departed ; but their Paradise, like that of Mahomet, was altogether sensual,

though adapted for the gratification of a different kind of passions : as their

highest glory upon earth was that of personal valour and successful conflict, so

their most exalted notion of eternal bliss was that of a prolonged triumphant
revel in the halls of their great war-god Woden, who would then reward the

bravery of such as died upon the battle-field, and gratify at once their gluttony
and their vindictiveness, by granting them to drink for ever from the skulls of

their slain foes.

he
U

Saxon&amp;lt;!

f The task wllich the British Churches had declined, of bringing these warlike

races to the knowledge and acceptance of the Christian faith, was undertaken by
the Church of Rome. In prosecution of an enterprise conceived by Gregory the

Great, the monk Augustine and his forty coadjutors, in the year 596, arrived at

the Isle of Thanet ; thus landing where, with other objects. Hengist landed nearly
150 years before. The fortunate result of this missionary enterprise is well
known. Ethelbert, the King of Kent, already favourably inclined towards the
new religion by the influence of his Christian Queen, became an open convert ;

and his people probably induced in greatest measure by their sovereign s

example and the miracles apparently effected by Augustine yielded also to the
rite of Christian baptism. Augustine, upon this success, was created by the

Pope Archbishop of Canterbury. Having thus obtained a footing in the

country, the Roman missionaries zealously pursued their enterprise in neighbouring
states; and now the Scottish portion of the British Church in emulation,
doubtless, of so prosperous an example organized a missionary effort which

* Soames s Anglo-Saxon Church, p. 38.
Sharon Turner s History of the Anglo-Saxons, vol.ii. p. 15.
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produced, in course of time, the conversion of the northern and the central parts PROGRESS

of England. By the conjoint influence of these different agencies, a gradual *&amp;lt;53rioM

011

progress was achieved for Christianity throughout the whole of the territory under is EXGLASD.

Saxon domination ; and although occasional relapses into Paganism interrupted

temporarily the tide of Christian conquest, yet, at the expiration of a little less

than a century from Augustine s landing, all the kingdoms which unitedly

composed the Heptarchy professed a common allegiance to the Christian faith.

England was, therefore, now(A.D. 681) definitively become a Christian country,

though not yet possessing total uniformity of creed or practice. The ancient

British Church retained its old peculiarities, and two attempts, the former by

Augustine, and the latter by Laurentius, his successor, to induce it to adopt

the Roman practices, and recognize the supremacy of the Roman see, proved

wholly unsuccessful. It is true that in A. D. 664, at the conference of Whitby,
called by Oswy the Northumbrian king, the advocates of Rome prevailed, and

by their victory secured the adherence of that portion of the Heptarchy which

hitherto had sympathised with British rather than with Romish customs ; but

the actual British race, inhabiting Wales and portions of contiguous counties,

steadily maintained their opposition to the influence of Rome, and preserved

their isolation for a very considerable time.

From A. D. 681 to the present time, an interval of more than eleven centuries, Definitive esto-

Christianity, in one form or another, has maintained itself as the predominant Christianity in

religion of the English people. Naturally, in the course of this protracted
England,

period, the ever-varying condition social, intellectual, material of the country,
as successive generations made new acquisitions of enlightenment and liberty

and wealth, effected corresponding variations in the aspect, both political and

doctrinal, of the religious faith of the community. Thus we behold, in earliest

times, particular articles of Christian faith and practice gathering the undivided

homage of the people, and receiving sanction from the civil power, which also

punishes diversity. In course of time these ancient tenets lose their hold upon
the national affections ; the civil sanction is transferred to other doctrines, and

the civil penalties are now enforced against all opposition to the new belief.

Gradually, however, these restraints upon opinion are withdrawn; existing

creeds take form and practical embodiment ;
and further sects arise and organise

and multiply, till, favoured by almost unbounded toleration, sects perpetually

appear and disappear, as numerous and varied as the opinions or even as the

fancies of men. Some slight review of these mutations in the national mind and
in the fortunes of particular Churches seems almost essential to a satisfactory

appreciation of the present state of England in regard to her religious

institutions.

Christianity, when introduced among the Saxons, at once assumed an State of Clvristi-

organized character. This was, of course, accordant with the episcopal model to times!

which the missionaries were themselves attached. The conversion of the king of

a Saxon State was immediately followed by the elevation of his benefactor to

a bishopric, the territorial boundaries of which were generally conterminate with
those of the kingdom itself.* In course of time, as some of the dioceses were

manifestly too extensive, divisions of the larger sees were made, and additional

bishoprics created. The first partition of this kind was effected by Theodore,

Archbishop of Canterbury, about A.D. 680; and the Council of Hertford,
held in 693, enacted, or at least affirmed, that sees should become more numerous
as the number of the faithful increased.f In this manner the larger ecclesiastical Bishops and

Dioceses.

*
Collier s Ecclesiastical History, vol.i. p. 512. Lingard s History of the Anglo-Saxon Church,

vol. i. p. 86.

t Soames s Anglo-Saion Church, p. 265. Lingard, vol. i. p. 86.
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Clergy and Pa
rishes.

Revenues.

divisions of the country were soon settled on a permanent basis ; for, with the

exception of some changes made in the reign of Henry VIII., and a few of very

recent origin, the present bishoprics are the same as those established in the

Anglo-Saxon times.* The Bishops were ostensibly nominated by the clergy of

the cathedral church, but the sovereigns generally influenced, if they did not

altogether monopolize, the appointments.f The authority of the prelates was very

considerable. They ranked with the Earl, and each of their oaths was equivalent

to those of 120 ceorls. Apart from their spiritual jurisdiction, they sustained an

important position in the conduct of civil affairs, possessing seats in the national

Witena-gemot, and assisting the sheriffs in the local administration of justice.

The various orders of the clergy were similar to those of the Church of

Rome. Seven are enumerated by Elfric, a Saxon writer, viz., ostiary, reader,

exorcist, acolyte, sub-deacon, deacon, and priest. At first, and before the con

siderable spread of their doctrines, the clergy formed a strictly missionary body,

residing with the bishop in the vicinity of the cathedral, whence, at his direction,

they continually issued forth upon itinerant expeditions into the surrounding

country, preaching to the heathen people, and returning to the bishop at the

expiration of the time agreed upon. In course of time, however, as success rewarded

their endeavours, and the Saxons turned to Christianity, the principal owners of

the land erected churches on their property, and endowed them with an adequal e

amount for the constant maintenance of a priest. It is supposed that the estal e

upon which a church was thus erected became the &quot; Parish &quot;

of early times ;

and that, as further churches were erected when the need for them arose, either

on the same estate or upon portions alienated to other owners, the number cf

parishes was mutiplied until the whole of England speedily became divided as

we find it in the present day; the limits of the various parishes being wide or

narrow just according to the accidental size of the original estates or manor:)

of the founders. Another theory assumes that many of these parochial divisions;

were the same as those existing for the purposes of Pagan worship, under

Roman government, adopted as convenient limits by the rulers of the new religion

at the same time that the Pagan edifices also were appropriated to the Christian

service.^ Whatever be the origin, it is certain that the parochial system soon

prevailed throughout the entire of England, and that the parishes as now

existing, both in number and extent, were constituted in the period between the

seventh century and the Norman Conquest. The body of clergy thus distributed

throughout the country formed the regular and legally recognized machinery for

the diffusion and support of Christianity. They were not, however, the only

agents in this work ; for the early rise of monachism, and its speedy prevalence,

produced a considerable body of irregular instructors, who pursued a sort of

missionary labour in the neighbourhood of most monastic institutions.

The funds for the support of Christianity were derived from various sources.

At first they seem to have been exclusively supplied by voluntary offerings,
of which the bishops had the sole disposal. Afterwards, upon the erection of
a church or the foundation of a religious establishment, it became the custom

probably in imitation of a practice which appears to have prevailed in nearly

every age and every country of the world for the founder to devote a tenth of
all his property to purposes of religion and charity. Tithes thus appear to have
had their origin in voluntary payments, and as such they were, doubtless, very
generally rendered in the early periods of Anglo-Saxon rule, when the payment

*
Lappenburg s Anglo-Saxons.

t Sometimes they were chosen by the Witenagemot, and confirmed by the King. Hume, His-
tory of England, vol. i. ; Kemble s Saxons in England.

Kemble e Saxons in England. Keinble, ii. p. 473. Lingard. vol. i .1
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was considered applicable both to the provision for religious worship and to the

relief of the poor. It was not till the middle of the sixth century that tithes

were demanded by the clergy of Christendom as a right j nor were they declared IN ENGLAND.

to be such by any General Council prior to that of Lateran in 1215. In

England, however, it was not long before a custom so generally adopted began
to be regarded, first as a religious, and then as a legal, duty ; and, accordingly,

the legislature in the tenth century recognized the obligation, and provided for

its due discharge, first, by declaring that defaulters should be liable to spiritual

censures, and, ultimately, by enacting civil penalties for disobedience. Several

minor customary payments, under the various names of Church-shot, Light-shot,

and Plough-alms, seem also to have gradually acquired a legislative sanction.

Monasteries, and similar religious institutions, were, in general, well provided

for by the endowments settled on them by their founders, and by grants and

gifts continually made to them by later benefactors.

Under the powerful inducements which, in Saxon times, a faith in the efficacy Churches and

of good works offered to liberality, a very great number of churches speedily

arose. Indeed, one learned writer supposes that the number in the tenth

century was greater than that now existing.* Certain it is that very potent
influences tended to secure the constant increase both of churches and monastic

institutions. Whether as a composition for a penance, an atonement for a

crime, or a relief from purgatory, the erection and endowment of a church or

monastery would naturally be a means of spiritual safety far from unattractive

to the wealthy and devout; while different inducements, in the shape of rights

of patronage and titles of social rank, would have an equal power with persons
of more secular ambition.t The rise and rapid spread of the monastic system

soon, indeed, presented an almost illimitable field for the development of indi

vidual munificence. So prevalent became the custom of originating a religious

house, that nearly every royal personage in Saxon times was the founder of at

least one monastery ; while some sovereigns established several, with handsome

permanent endowments. Thus Waltham Abbey was the work of Harold;
Westminster Abbey was the penalty imposed on Edward the Confessor, for the

nonfulfilment of his vow of a pilgrimage to Rome ; the Abbey of St. Alban a

was erected by the powerful Offa, King of Mercia, as a satisfaction for the

murder of King Ethelbert, his guest ; while Edgar who had many crimes

requiring expiation- is reported to have founded no less than forty-eight of

these and kindred institutions in the course of his reign of sixteen years. And
it is probable that royal bounty, large as it was, fell far beneath the amount of

private benefactions ; for we are told that, at the death of Edward the Confessor,

A.D. 10G6, no less than one third of the land of England was supposed to be

in the possession of ecclesiastical bodies.J

The tenets held as orthodox by the Christian Church in Saxon times were Doctrinal Tenets

those agreed to in the first five General Councils and the Synod held at Rome
in A.D. (549. This was determined at a meeting of the Saxon Church, convened

by Archbishop Theodore, in the year 680. Subsequently, at the Council of

Calcuith, in 7$7, the sixth General Council was also received. In several

particulars the Saxon Church accorded, either originally or ultimately, with the

doctrines and practices of the modern Church of Rome. Belief in Purgatory

Kemble s Saxons in England.
Archbishop Theodore formed

on their estates by tempting them with the patronage of their several foundations. Athelstan
granted the rank of Thrnu&amp;gt; to

proprietors, being otherwise qualified, who would not see their
tenants unprovided witli a place of worship. Soames s Anglo-Saxon Church, p. 3.

J Short s History of the Church of England, p. 14.

.

t Archbishop Theodore formed the plan of inducing Englishmen to build and endow churches
heir estates by tempting them with the patronage of their several foundations.
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was general ; and, under the name of Soul-shot, wealthy persons left a certain

portion of their property to pay for intercessions for their souls. Prayers for
the dead were, therefore, equally general. The practice of Confession, also, was

habitual. Image-worship, sanctioned by the second Council of Nice (A.D. 787),

was at first repudiated by the Saxon clergy ; but it gradually gained adherents,

and became, before the Conquest, almost universal. The doctrine of Transub-

stantiation, however, met with a more strenuous opposition, and does not seem

to have been generally, or even widely, received in Anglo-Saxon times.*

Penances were customary, and the subjects of minute regulation by which every

sin was to be visited with an appointed and appropriate mortification : most of

these penalties, however, could be obviated by pecuniary composition.f Venera

tion for Relics was a general and powerful sentiment ; and pilgrimages were

frequent to the shrines of reputed saints and to places rich in sacred associations.

The Celibacy of the Clergy, though apparently the law of the Church, could

never be effectually enforced among the Saxons. Strenuous attempts were made

at various times to procure an uniform submission to this rule ; but the opposi

tion was so steadfast, that some time elapsed beyond the Norman Conquest ere

entire compliance with the canon on the subject was obtained. Monachism had,

more or less, prevailed from very early times, and had fully displayed itself in

the period of the British Church, when flourished the extensive monastery of

Banchor, said to have been inhabited by as many as 2,000 monks, who sup

ported themselves by their own labour. But it was in the Saxon period that

the system received its full development ; when, as already mentioned, princes

and people joined to multiply religious houses, which, in consequence, and

notwithstanding the repeated devastations of the Danes, considerably increased

in number and in wealth. At first these institutions seem to have been merely

private houses, wrhere persons of ascetic disposition not necessarily, nor even

chiefly, priests obtained congenial retirement : often they combined the cha

racter of colleges, or seminaries for instruction. After a time,, it was thought
advisable to prohibit all associations of this character, unless they settled in

establishments endowed for the special purpose and amenable to ecclesiastical

control. No prohibition as to marriage was effectually asserted till the intro

duction or revival, by Dunstan, of the Benedictine Order; when many of the

secular (or married) clergy were ejected from the monasteries, and their places

occupied by Benedictine monks. The influence of the system soon became

extremely powerful upon the Saxon mind, and many persons, of both wealth

and station, manifested their religious disposition by retiring to conventual

seclusion. No less than eight of the Anglo-Saxon kings are reported to have
thus renounced the world and resigned their crowns for the superior attractions

of the cloister. As minor illustrations of the prevalent belief and practice of

the Saxon Church, it may be mentioned that the rite of baptism was adminis

tered by immersion (pouring the water on the head being formally forbidden), and
the sign of the cross was used ; that festivals in honour of foreign and of native

saints were held, and fasts at stated periods ; that a charmed character was
attributed to fluids, substances, and vestments hallowed by the priests ; that

trial by ordeal was considered a religious ceremony, in which the priests

officiated; and that the order of knighthood was conferred by priests. In the
time of Edgar it was considered necessary to declare by a canon that hunting
and hawking were improper diversions for a priest. The Liturgy was in the

Latin tongue ; but several of the offices of religion were performed in the native

language. Translations were given of the Lord s Prayer and the Creeds ; and
a popular exposition of their meaning was a task imposed upon the clergy.

*
See, however, on this point Lingard s History of the Saxon Church chapter vii

t Lingarcl, vol. i. pp. S36-337.
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Christianity among the Saxons soon became connected with the civil power.

The method of its introduction led to this. The Roman missionaries uniformly

made their application to the kings ; and their conversion was, in almost every
IN ENGLAND.

instance found to be equivalent to the conversion of their subjects.* Naturally, Connection with

therefore, would the sovereign assume and exercise the right to legislate in
t]

spiritual things for those who took so readily their creed from his example, and

would look upon himself as the spiritual, no less than the temporal, governor of

his dominions. Accordingly we find him exercising constant control in eccle

siastical affairs. Bishops were generally nominated, and invariably confirmed,

by him. At his coronation he took an oath to employ his power in preserving

Christianity. In conjunction with the clergy and the Witenagemot, he

sanctioned laws for the support and regulation of the Church. Thus tithes, and

various other dues, were in course of time prescribed by legislative mandate ; the

baptism of children was made a duty, the neglect of which was punishable by
fine ; and a strict observance of the Sabbath was enforced in similar manner.

The influence of Rome upon the Saxon Church, though very considerable Influence of

indirectly and in matters of faith and practice with regard to which her dicta

were received with the utmost deference was yet comparatively weak in matters

of ecclesiastical administration and supremacy. The kings successfully resisted

for a long time all attempts to deprive them of the power they had been

used to exercise over the Church of which they deemed themselves the head.f

The Roman see was jealously debarred from any share in the appointment of the

Church s officers ; and when it ventured to assume authority, its mandates, as in

the case of Wilfrid, Bishop of York, were altogether disregarded by the

monarch. But although thus unproductive of immediate success, the efforts of

the Papal power were not without result in laying the foundation for a future

triumph. Gradually the public mind became familiar with the notion of an

ultimate appeal to Rome; communication with the Holy See became much

closer, and pilgrimages to the Eternal City much more frequent ; so that, towards

the termination of the Saxon rule, a certain amount of influence exerted by the

Pope was neither unusual nor unrecognized, and the way was evidently paved
for the approach of a far more vigorous and systematic interference.

For nearly 150 years immediately following the Conquest, the history of Condition of tho

Christianity in England shows an almost continual advance of the power of the SaS* to the*

clergy and the Holy See. William the Conqueror, though personally little Norman ( on-

inclined to yield the smallest portion of his spiritual jurisdiction, nevertheless

contributed materially, by steps adopted for political advantage, to augment the

influence of Rome. While he himself maintained with spirit his supposed

prerogatives, not suffering any interference with the Church without his sanction,

and requiring that no Pope should be received as such without his previous

consent, the various acts by which he introduced or strengthened precedents for

papal intervention could not fail to be the efficacious means by which, in more

perplexing times, or under less determined rulers, England would be brought to

more complete dependence on the Court of Rome. Among these measures, not

the least effectual was the separate ecclesiastical tribunal which he instituted for

offences and disputes in which the clergy were concerned. This exclusive juris

diction, and the further advances made in enforcing clerical celibacy, tended

much to erect the priesthood into an independent power in the state, asserting,
first an equal, and at last a superior, position to the civil government.

* Upon the conversion of Edwin, King of Nortliumbria, by Paulinus, that prelate was engaged
for six and thirty days successively in baptizing the imitative converts.

t Edgar, indeed, though otherwise the slave of Dunstan, seems to have claimed a spiritual
jurisdiction even more extensive, styling himself the

&quot;

Vicar of Christ.&quot; Soames s Anglo-Saxon
Church, p. 118.
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Dawning of the
Reformation.

From the reign of Henry I. to that of John (1100-1216) the progress of the

Papal authority was rapid and conspicuous. Archbishop Anselm refused to

render homage for his bishopric to the former sovereign, and retired to France

accompanied by the universal sympathies of the people. In the quarrel between

the same monarch and the Pope about investitures, Henry was compelled to

resign a portion of the customary royal prerogative, and he was unable to

prevent the visits of the legates who, on several occasions, were sent over

by the Pontiff. The civil disorders which prevailed throughout the reign of

Stephen further aided the establishment of ecclesiastical supremacy : the king
himself was summoned by the legate, his brother, to answer for his conduct

towards two other prelates ; and Matilda received the crown from the same eccle

siastic in a purely clerical synod. Even the capacity and energy of Henry II.

were unable to restrain the progress of ecclesiastical dominion; and his

contest with A Becket, though commenced under favourable auspices, and

prosecuted for some time with spirit and sagacity, was ultimately terminated

only by defeat and concession; the Constitutions of Clarendon by which,

amongst other things, the separate clerical tribunals were abolished, all appeals
to Rome forbidden, and episcopal appointments made dependent on the king s

approval were virtually inoperative, and Henry was himself obliged, as an

atonement for A Becket s murder, in some degree to promise never to enforce

them. It is evident that at this time the great strength of the papacy lay in its

hold upon the popular veneration: the people hitherto had nearly always

sympathised with clerical resistance to the crown : A Becket was received on
his return from exile with unbounded demonstrations of respect, and his tomb
was yearly visited by thousands upon thousands who regarded him as a martyr
and a saint. Under the disgraceful rule of John, the Papal power attained its

utmost height. Appeals to Rome had now become continual; taxes were

imposed upon the clergy by the Pope; episcopal and clerical appointments
were controlled by him; and the absolute subordination of the king to the

successor of St. Peter was not only asserted but assented to. John was
defeated in his famous contest with Pope Innocent, and forced to acknowledge
that he held his kingdom as a feudatory of the Holy See, at an annual tribute

of 1,000 marks, (A.D. 1213). The power thus gained was exercised, but not

extended, during the long reign of Henry III. (1216-12/2) : indeed the causes

were already operating which produced its subsequent decline and overthrow.

The national impoverishment, attributed in a great degree to the exactions of

the Court of Rome, was gradually producing in the laity a feeling of hostility
towards the foreign domination, and even towards the native clergy by whose
aid it was maintained. Thus, in the succeeding reign, when Edward I. resenting
the refusal by a synod to bestow upon him a supply withdrew from all eccle

siastics the protection of the civil power, the people seem, in spite of ex

communication, to have witnessed tranquilly the injuries and robberies to

which, in consequence, the clergy were exposed; a striking indication of the

change of popular sentiment which must have happened since the clerical

object of a monarch s wrath received, while living, the unbounded homage of
the people, and their thronging adoration after death. This rising opposition

gathered force in the vigorous reign of Edward III. (132/-13/7). That

energetic prince refused to pay the tribute that had been imposed upon the

country by King John, and the parliament sustained their monarch in this

resolution. The statute of premunire also was enacted to restrain the exercise

of patronage by Roman pontiffs, and prevent appeals to Rome. About this

time commenced that movement m the public mind, with reference to the

discipline and doctrines of the Church, which henceforth made continual

progress till the period of the Reformation and beyond. The extent to which a

foreign potentate controlled the business of the nation the enormous wealth
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and luxury and vices of the clergy and the prevalence of doctrines favourable to

transubstantiation *, pilgrimages, image worship, and purchasable absolution

gradually provoked in the people, and even in some of the clergy f, a spirit of IN ENGLAND.

opposition, which, to become extremely formidable, clearly only waited the

inevitable advent of one of those men of genius, who, identified with a particular

era, come to be the embodiment of its ideas, and give a vivid and perhaps

exaggerated expression to the inarticulate aspirations of the times. Such an

embodiment was Wycliffe of the spirit of incipient Puritanism. Born in 1324,

and dying in 1384, he probably assisted, by his works, his preaching, and

particularly his translation of the Bible, more than any other individual to bring

about that mighty conflict of opinions out of which, two centuries ago, so

many of our now existing sects emerged. Apart from his assaults on clerical

delinquency, he seems to have maintained that the authority of the King and

the civil power was superior to that of the pope ; that the State had the right

to deal with misapplied Church property ; that Christ alone was the head of

the Church; that there were only two scriptural orders, viz., priests and

deacons ; that the Scripture was the sole rule of faith ; that justification was

by faith and the influence of the Holy Spirit ; that baptism is not essential to

salvation, nor can it confer grace or take away sin ; that tithes are a purely

voluntary offering, and ought not to be enforced by penalties. He also rejected

transubstantiation, pilgrimages, prayers to saints, and the use of images.

The followers of Wycliffe (soon distinguished by the name of Lollards) J The Lollards

multiplied with great rapidity. In the time of Henry IV. it was estimated

(probably on no sufficient data) that they amounted to one half of the people
of England. Under this monarch s rule they were subjected to severe per

secution : in the year 1400 an act was passed against unlicensed preaching,

and the bishops were by it empowered to arrest all persons spreading unsound

doctrines as to transubstantiation and the authority of the Church, and, upon
their refusal to recant, to consign them to the flames. The first martyr to

these opinions was a clergyman named Sautrey, who, denying transubstan

tiation and refusing to worship the cross, was burnt in 1401. Lord Cobham
suffered for the same offence in 1414 ; and thenceforth a continual series of

sufferers for the same opinions stretches to the period of the Reformation,

and to some extent beyond. Concurrently, the opposition to the influence of

Rome increased. The schism in the papacy which led to the existence of two

rival Popes for forty years (A.D. 1380 to A.D. 1420) would naturally lessen

popular respect for the papal power, and aggravate the wish for national

independence. Accordingly, we find that nearly every Parliament from the 13841500,

time of Wycliffe to the reign of Henry VIII. (1384 to 1509) adopted measures

to resist pontifical supremacy; and, not restricting their hostility to Rome,

they even several times suggested to the sovereign the appropriation of Church

property to secular objects. It is therefore clear that the prodigious movement
of the public mind which now displayed itself possessed a twofold aspect;

one, doctrinal, directed against certain points of authorized belief, the other,

political, directed against the temporal position of the pope and priesthood.
Two parties hence arose in the ranks of the Reformers, one desiring both

political and doctrinal reformation, the other limiting their aims to merely
secular changes. The mass of the Reformers, filled by itinerating preachers
with the sentiments of Wycliffe, while strenuously opposed to papal inter-

* This doctrine was formally asserted by the Council of Lateran (A.D. 1215).
t Robert Greathcad, Bishop of Lincoln, the most learned man of his time, who was born in

1175 and died in 1253, protested against the corruptions of the Church of Rome and on his
deathbed declared that the pope was Antichrist.

$ The Lollards derived their name from Walter Lolherd, a German reformer. When it became
desirable to burn them, another derivation was discovered; viz. from lolium, or tares; and
their destruction by fire was justified by a reference to Matt. xiii. 30.
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ference and clerical abuses, had their minds supremely fixed upon imagined

errors of belief: the sovereign and parliament, while equally anxious to assert

the national independence on the Roman see, and to resume for national

purposes some portion of the vast possessions of the church, were still disposed

to pay implicit deference to Rome as the fountain of orthodox belief, and to

prevent by penalties and punishments all aberration from the doctrines sanc

tioned by her councils. When, therefore, Henry VIII., observing the Court

of Rome to be so uncompliant with his wishes in respect of his divorce from

Catherine, began to entertain the project of a separation from the Holy See

and a transference of the pope s authority to himself as head of the English

portion of the Church, he found all sections of reformers favourable to his

designs ; the purely political reformers, because they thought that, while the

nation thus acquired a much more dignified position, the king would put

forth equally effectual means to vindicate the ancient tenets, and the doctrinal

reformers, because they thought that in addition to the national independence
thus recovered, the king would be at least more likely than the pope to

abandon those opinions which they deemed erroneous. All parties in the

state appear to have been agreed that it was the duty of the head of the

Church to distinguish truth from error, and thus frame the Church s creed ;

and also, this accomplished, that it was the duty of the civil power to enforce

professed reception of the creed thus authorized. The only questions were

(1) who was the proper head of the Church; and (2) what were the doctrines

which ought to be enforced.

The Parliament and Convocation gave, in 1534, their answer to the former

question by declaring, in indefinite but comprehensive language, that the King
was the supreme head of the Church in England.* From 1534 this country,

therefore, may be said to have possessed a National Church ; for ever since,

with the brief exception which occurred in the reign of Mary, all the civil

laws by which, in England, Christianity has been established and expounded,
have derived their force entirely from the sanction of the native government
of the state, apart from any, the slightest, interference of a foreign power.

Henry, being thus established as the spiritual ruler of the Church, proceeded
to supply his answer to the second of the two great questions then perplexing
the community. In 1536, the Convocation passed, and the King adopted,
certain Articles, by which the faith of the Church of England was, for the time,

authoritatively settled. In these, the Bible and the three creeds are set forth as

the foundation of belief; baptism, penance, confession to a priest, belief in

the corporal presence, are declared essential to salvation; justification is said

to be obtained by the union of good works with faith. Images were to be used

as examples, but not as idols ; saints were to be honoured, but not worshipped ;

the use of holy water was allowed, but its efficacy was denied; indefinite

prayer was permitted for the dead ; and the existence of an unspecific purgatory
was affirmed.t All the clergy were directed to explain these articles to their

flocks. Latin and English Bibles were to be set up in the churches ; and the

children of the parish were to be taught, in the mother tongue, the Lord s

Prayer, the Ten Commandments, and the Creed.J In the following year, 1537,
the King put forth a fuller exposition of the orthodox belief in the shape of a

book adopted by the Convocation and entitled
&quot; The Institution of a Christian

Man,&quot; and in 1543 he published, of his own authority, a second edition of this

work, with certain alterations favouring the ancient doctrines. These books

* Short s History of the Church of England, p. 93.
t Hume s History of England, vol.iv. p. 165 Short s History of the Church of England, p. 109.

J This permission to read the Scriptures was restricted, in 1543, to gentlemen and merchants.
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were, each in turn, accepted as the standard of belief: but the test by which it

was attempted to secure an uniformity of faith was the &quot; Law of the Six

Articles,&quot; passed in 1539. By this law were established, (1) the doctrine of

the real presence, (2) the communion in one kind only, (3) the perpetual

obligation of vows of chastity, (4) the utility of private masses, (5) the

celibacy of the clergy, and ((i) the necessity of auricular confession. Death

by fire, and forfeiture of all possessions, were the penalties of controverting the

first article; imprisonment or death the penalty of opposition to the rest,

according as the opposition was withdrawn or persevered in. In 1544, the

Legislature somewhat mitigated the severity of this enactment ; but the number

of persons who were executed under its provisions was yet very great.

It is evident, from this recital, that scarcely any progress had been made in

the doctrinal reformation which a great proportion of the people much desired :

indeed the acceptance of the most important of the ancient tenets was enforced

with greater rigour than before. But changes in the political condition of the

Church were far from disagreeable to Henry, whose proceedings in this direction

were adapted to secure to himself a considerable transference of ecclesiastical

property and power. The latter object was attained by the assertion of his

supremacy, the denial of which was construed to be treason ; the former, mainly

by the dissolution of the monasteries, and the confiscation of their wealth. The
lesser monasteries, to the number of 375, were suppressed in 153(1, and furnished

to the king-an annual revenue of 30,000/. ; the destruction of the greater houses

followed in 1538, and yielded a yearly income of 140,000/. more.* Out of the

proceeds of this measure, Henry provided six new bishoprics (viz., those of

Westminster, Oxford, Peterborough, Bristol, Chester, and Gloucester) fifteen

chapters and the colleges of Christchurch at Oxford, and Trinity at Cam
bridge ; but the greater portion of the proceeds was distributed in grants to the

nobility. At the same time, such of the benefices, with their tithes, as belonged
to these establishments, became the property of the Crown, and many of them

were, in similar manner, given to various laymen.

During the brief reign of Edward the Sixth the progress of the doctrinal Refor- Edward VI.

mation was more rapid, and its character more definite. The law of the Six

Articles was repealed; the celebration of private masses was prohibited; the

laity were allo\ved the communion of the cup ; marriage was permitted to the

clergyf; images were removed from all the churches; altars were converted to

communion tables; and finally, in 1553, Forty-two Articles of Faith were

issued by authority, establishing the doctrines of the Church of England nearly
as they stand at present. A new Communion Service, differing but slightly
from that now in use, was produced in 1547; and the English Liturgy, first

introduced in 1549, and afterwards revised and somewhat altered, was confirmed

by Parliament in 1552. To spread the new belief among the people, measures
were adopted to promote and regulate the practice of preaching, which began
to be a very powerful means of influencing popular opinion. Bishops were

required to preach four times a year to stimulate the parish clergy in this

exercise and to ordain for the ministry none who were unable to perform
this necessary duty. As, however, the supply of preachers was, for some time,

unavoidably deficient, a Book of Homilies, composed in chief by Cranmer, was

appointed to be used in churches, together with the Paraphrase of Erasmus.
The singing of psalms and hymns from Scripture was also now, for the first

time, authorized.

At the close of this monarch s reign the principles of the Reformation may Completion of
be said to have acquired the fullest national and legal recognition which in the Reformation.

*
Southey s Book of the Church. t 2 & 3 Edw. VI. c. 21.

C. C
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England they were destined to obtain. All subsequent abiding legislation on

the subject of religion, for a long time after, was directed, not to further

innovation in the doctrines, ceremonies, or government of the Church, but, to

the maintenance against, on the one side, the adherents of the Papal system,,

and, upon the other, the advanced reformers of the settlement already made.

Hence the succeeding history of Christianity in England is a record principally

of the strife between three parties in the Church as thus established ; one

anxious for the conservation of existing laws, another wishing to recede

towards the ancient faith, and a third desirous to behold a more complete

embodiment, in national institutions, of the spirit of the Reformation. Each

of the latter parties gained in turn a temporary triumph ; but in neither case

was their success effectual to perpetuate their conquests or prevent the speedy

re-establishment, in all essential points, of the religious system in existence at

the death of Edward.

Mary I.

Keaction to
Roman
Catholicism.

The party of retrogression was the first to triumph. Mary, a sincere and

zealous Romanist, succeeding to the sovereign authority at a time when the

almost universal voice of the community affirmed it as the duty of the civil

ruler to decide the nation s creed and to enforce compliance, naturally at once

reversed her brother s policy restored the former faith and practices and

put in energetic force against the Protestants the persecuting principles which

they themselves so generally sanctioned. All the acts of Edward touching on

religion were repealed ; the doctrine of the corporal presence in the mass was

re-affirmed ; the Prayer Book and the Catechism were pronounced heretical ;

the celibacy of the clergy was prescribed, and every married clergyman ejected

from his cure; severe enactments against heresy were passed; and a sort of

inquisition to discover heretics was instituted. All the prominent reformers

either fled across the sea or suffered in England at the stake. About 300 had

already paid for their opinions with their lives when Mary s brief reign ended

in 1558.

Elizabeth at once replaced the Church in the position it had occupied before

the reign of Mary. Parliament again affirmed the sovereign s supremacy as

head of the Church, and punished with extreme severity all those who ques
tioned this prerogative.* In 1559 the Act of Uniformityf restored with little

variance the Book of Common Prayer, and made it penal to be absent without

reasonable cause from a church where it was used. In 1563 the second Book
of Homilies was printed, and the Larger Catechism sanctioned. And the

Articles of Religion which, in 1563, had been subscribed (then numbering

thirty-eight) by the Convocation were, in 1571, adopted in their present shape
and number, ratified by the Queen, and confirmed by Act of Parliament. J

Thus, Protestant Christianity was re-established as the national religion ; and

severe coercive measures were enacted to secure unanimous profession and

obedience.

No sooner, however, had the victory been thus completed over one of the

two great parties hostile to the settlement effected in the reign of Edward,
than a vigorous and long protracted conflict with the other party was renewed.

Both for their numbers and sincere activity these new antagonists were

formidable foes. As, in deciding on the changes which should be admitted,

Cranmer and the other founders of the Church displayed the cautious policy

* The Queen preferred the title of
&quot;

Supreme Governor&quot; of the Church to
&quot;

Supreme Head.&quot;

All the bishops except one refused to take the oath, and were in consequence deprived; 178 of
the inferior clergy imitated their refusal with a similar result.

t 1 Eliz. cap. 2 J 13 Eliz. cap. 12.
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than to contend uncompromisingly for all the progress they might think

desirable it followed, almost of necessity, that multitudes, deriving their

opinions from the exercise of private judgment on the Scriptures recently un

sealed to them, and urged, by natural reaction, to the utmost distance from the

Church of Rome, would find their ardent expectations of the new establishment

unrealized, and would lament as well the absence from its constitution and its

ritual of much which they desired as the continued presence there of much
which they disliked.

At first the objections of the Puritans (as all who advocated change in this Opinions of the

direction were denominated) seem to have been confined to points of ceremonial

and discipline. They disapproved the customary dresses worn by clergymen ;

the use of rings in the marriage services, the sign of the cross in baptism,

kneeling at the sacrament, and bowing at the name of Jesus ; also, they
exclaimed against the general laxity of discipline, pluralities, non-residence,

and the scarcity of preaching ministers. These sentiments were prevalent

extensively, and that not only with the general body of the people : clerical

though secret discontent was widely cherished several of the bishops were

themselves offended at the garments Cambridge University was much divided

and the House of Commons was preponderantly Puritan. Elizabeth, however,

was inexorably bent upon enforcing uniformity as well of ritual observance

as of doctrinal profession ; and the High Commission Court, to which the

practical authority involved in her supremacy was delegated, took most stringent

measures to achieve this object. Common rumour was accepted as sufficient

primd facie evidence to justify the administration to suspected persons of an

oath by which they were required to clear themselves, not only from the guilt

of actual nonconformity, but also from suspicion of intending future disobedience.

Many clergymen, declining to conform, were dispossessed ; and many who
refused to take the oath were sent to prison. This coercive policy, however,
failed of its designed effect. Not only were the Puritans, in spite of fines, im

prisonments, and deprivations, steadfast in their opposition, but, as the bishops
were the instruments by which their sufferings were more immediately inflicted,

they began to nourish, first an enmity against the temporal authority, and after

wards a question of the scriptural propriety, of the episcopate itself. A famous

controversy on this subject was commenced in 1570 at Cambridge between

Cartwright, Margaret Professor of Divinity, and Whitgift, then the Master of

Trinity ; the former advocating a return to that which he supposed to be the

form of government prevailing in the days of the apostles and alone discernible

in Scripture, namely, the existence of two orders only, presbyters (or ministers)
and deacons the choice of ministers by congregations and the administration

of all Church affairs by general and local synods of the clergy. Cartwright was

deprived and silenced
; but these sentiments obtained a wide acceptance and,

as no concession could be hoped for from the Queen, the Puritans of pres-

byterian bias were induced by their position to conceive and entertain the

plan of holding separate and private meetings, where, unvexed by the obnoxious
rites and garments, they could worship in accordance with their simpler model,
and enforce their stricter discipline.* From this time, therefore, we may
date the origin of Nonconformity, though not as yet embodied in distinct and

separate sects ; for though by law all subjects of the state were still considered

members of the national establishment, and every act of separate worship was
a legal crime, yet henceforth, notwithstanding penal statutes, many congrega-

*
Hoylin s History of the Presbyterians, p. 259.

c 2
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tions, risking and encountering punishment, continually assembled, more or

less in secret, to indulge a form of worship differing from the established

ceremonial. They virtually thus became distinct associations, though intending
to remain still members of the English Church. Indeed, the early Puritans

were far from wishing for a toleration such as that which now exists.* Attach

ing infinite importance to the points of ritual and government on which they
differed from the ruling party, they were just as disinclined to tolerate imagined
error in their brethren as conform to it themselves, and would have thought the

State to be regardless of its highest duty if it merely suffered them to worship
in the way they deemed most scriptural, without enforcing this supposed most

scriptural model as the rule for the entire community. Believing that the

Church must necessarily be co-extensive with the nation, and that civil

magistrates were not more bound to seek political security than to. establish

pure religion, they could see no middle course for Government between an

Presbyterianism. undivided patronage of truth and virtual countenance of error. Their design

was, consequently, to procure a legal recognition of the absolute accordance

with the Scripture of their views and system, and to get the necessary alterations

sanctioned by supreme authority and universally imposed upon the nation.

The Puritans, however, were not wholly presbyterian. The natural tendency
of the religious movement in the public mind was to develope constantly new
theories of ecclesiastical government, each fresh advance distinguished by
a nearer approach to a democratic system. Although the Presbyterians,

therefore, for along time formed the vast majority of the opponents of the Church

establishment, opinions much less favourable than theirs to clerical authority
and State control in matters of religion soon began to gain adherents. Most

conspicuous among the sects which entertained such notions were the

Independents,^ who, rejecting equally the presbyterian and episcopal machinery,
maintained that every individual congregation is a separate Church, complete
and perfect in itself, and altogether independent of external oversight. They
also held that the province of the civil magistrate did not extend to spiritual

things, the State possessing no infallible means of distinguishing truth from

error, and the true religion being best discovered and established by the unforced

zeal of its disciples. Similar opinions were maintained by the Baptists,^ who,
about this period, began to grow into importance.

Else of the
Independents

Baptists.

15531625. Against these various opponents, the Established Church throughout the reigns
of Elizabeth and James the First (1558-1 (1:25), maintained itself with scarcely

any alteration. At the opening of the latter monarch s reign a conference

was called at Hampton Court with the professed design of meeting, if

possible, the views of moderate Puritans, and enabling them to conscientiously

conform&quot;; three days were occupied in controversy on the obnoxious points;
but no&quot; result of any consequence ensued. With this exception, the policy
of severe repression was adopted by both sovereigns. Several acts were passed

against both Puritans and Roman Catholics. By one, against libels, several

Puritans were put to death for questioning the Queen s supremacy. Another

provided that all persons upwards of sixteen years old refusing to attend once

every month at the parish church, should be imprisoned, and, if still neglectful
for three months, should be banished. Another made it penal for a popish
recusant to go five miles from his accustomed residence. The penalties of

premunire were denounced to such as should import or put in execution bulls

or similar instruments from Rome. Sanguinary laws were passed against Jesuits

and seminary priests. Upwards of 200 Roman Catholics were put to death

* See their ideas on toleration, post, page Ivi.

t See post, pp.l-lvii. J See port, pp. Iviii-lxi.
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The reign of Charles the First beheld the crisis of the controversy. All the Charles I,

various severe repressive measures which were put in force proved ineffectual to

check the spread of puritanic principles, and only served to render yet more bitter

the hostility of their professors towards the ruling hierarchy. At last this long

protracted opposition triumphed. Parliament, in 1641, abolished the Court of

High Commission, and deprived the bishops of votes in the House of Peers. In

1G43 episcopacy was itself abolished, and the chief direction of the Church

entrusted to the &quot; Westminster Assembly,&quot; a body chosen by the Parliament,

and consisting of 120 clergymen and 30 laymen. This assembly, where the

Presbyterians predominated, issued a Confession of Faith, a larger and a shorter

Catechism, a form of Presbyterian Church government, and a &quot;

Directory
&quot;

for

public worship. Parliament, in 1(145, suppressed the Prayer Book, and enjoined

the use of the Directory an outline service, which each minister was authorized

to supplement at his discretion. Part only of the Confession (which was

Calvinistic) was adopted by the legislature ; and the form of government was

not established, save in Lancashire and London, and not there without the

safeguard of an ultimate appeal to Parliament. An ordinance was passed in

1644 by which the clergy were required to take the Covenant and thus engage
to uphold Presbyterianism : 3,000 of them refused, and were ejected from their

benefices, being allowed one fifth part of their income for their future mainte

nance. In the absence of episcopacy, the discipline of the Church was adminis

tered by the Assembly, which ordained and appointed ministers. In this reign Risoofthc
the Quakers first appeared, originated by George Fox.* Quakers.

By Cromwell s assumption of supreme authority in 1(54. } the influence of the The Protectorate,

Presbyterians was much diminished. The power of ordination was removed
from the Assembly and entrusted to a committee of thirty-eight persons of

different sects called Triers (nine of whom were laymen), who examined all the

nominees for ministerial functions. In Wales, itinerant preachers were employed
by a Commission out of revenues at its disposal. Tithes were continued to the

clergy ; but the proceeds of the bishop s lands, and tenths and first fruits, were

made over to the Commissioners, with the design of aiding from the fund thus
raised the stipends of the smaller livings.

The principle of toleration was first recognized in this administration ; free

exercise of their religion being guaranteed to all
&quot; who professed faith in God

&quot;

in Christ Jesus;&quot; and it was further added, &quot;that none be compelled to
&quot; conform to the public religion by penalties or otherwise, but that endea-
&quot; vours be used to win them by sound doctrine and the example of a good
&quot;

conversation.&quot;

The spirit of the age, however, did not suffer the Protector to give full effect

to this engagement.
&quot;

Popery and Prelacy
&quot; were excepted by express pro

vision ; and Socinians, Jews, and other sects obnoxious to the popular sentiment
were also virtually unprotected. The royalist clergy were severely dealt with ;

no one being suffered to receive them as instructors of their children ; while the
whole of those who still preserved a natural attachment to the recently abolished
ritual were prohibited from using, either in public or in their families, the Book
of Common Prayer. The actual condition of religion during the Interregnum is

a subject upon which contemporary writers have expressed conflicting judg
ments. Baxter says that religion never had so flourished ; while Izaak Walton
and some others of a different bias attribute to a hypocritical and forced

*^Sce post, pp. Ixii-lxvii. \
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a fine for absence from the parish church was now repealed, attendance at some

place of worship was enjoined, and strict observance of the Sabbath was com

manded under heavy penalties. Death was the punishment awarded to adultery

and incest ; and enactments of extreme severity were passed against brothel

keepers, and all sexual immoralities. Swearing and attendance at a play were

fineable offences. Marriage was recognized as a civil contract, but the parties

were allowed to use religious rites.

The Restoration. But the change in the national religion which was thus effected during the

Interregnum, by the advance towards a Puritan establishment, was nearly as

evanescent as was that which had been caused in the reign of Mary by the

retrogression towards the ancient faith. With the lasting restoration of the

monarchy, episcopacy also was enduringly restored. The ascent of Charles

-the Second to the vacant throne in 1660 seemed to have effaced from history

the period of the Great Rebellion, and the Episcopal Church regained the

dominant position, fenced by penal statutes, it had occupied in the days of

Laud.

A previous professed endeavour to conciliate the Nonconformists failed.

Like Mary, like Elizabeth, like James the First, so Charles the Second also,

on the eve of his accession, promised tenderness to conscientious scruples ; but

the Savoy conference between the Nonconformists and Episcopalians, convened

pursuant to this promise, ended in no tangible result. An Act of Uniformity,
more stringent than the similar enactment of Elizabeth, was passed in 1662, by
which all ministers refusing to assent to everything contained in the Book of

Common Prayer, as recently amended, were to be ejected from their benefices on

the next St. Bartholomew s Day; and accordingly 2,000 ministers were then

deprived of their preferments. Several other statutes, varying in rigour, were

enacted in this reign against the Nonconformists, for the purpose of pro

tecting the Established Church. In 1661, the Corporation Act excluded

all dissenters from municipal appointments. Two Conventicle Acts, in 1664

and 1670, made it penal for five persons, in addition to the occupiers of

a house, to assemble for religious worship ; and in 1665 the Five Mile Act

imposed a penalty of 407. on every Nonconformist minister who came
within five miles of any corporate town, and also upon all, whether ministers

or laymen, who, if not frequenting the Established Church, should teach in

a public or private school. In 1673, the Test Act, aimed at Roman
Catholics and Nonconformists equally, excluded them from civil offices

and military commands. In 1678, in consequence of Oates s plot, the

Roman Catholics were prohibited from sitting in Parliament. The King made
several attempts to grant a toleration, but as these endeavours were supposed by
Parliament to spring from a desire to favour Roman Catholics, they uniformly
failed.* Still, towards the termination of this reign, a feeling of the impolicy of

treating harshly nonconforming Protestants began to be displayed ; and

gradually the sentiment extended through the nation that a trivial diversity in

modes of worship might be well allowed them without danger to the national

establishment.

James II. This feeling was much strengthened in the reign of James, when the Non
conformists declined to receive the toleration which the King, by an illegal

* It is stated that above 8,000 Protestant dissenters were imprisoned in the rei^n of Charles
the Second: and that a

;

s many as 60,000 had in various ways, in the same period&quot;, suffered for
religion. See Short s History of the Church of Ensland p fn9
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stretch of his prerogative, held out to them. Several of the bishops, grateful for

assistance rendered at a critical conjuncture, entertained a plan of compre- OPINIONS

hension, which, proceeding on an alteration of some portions of the liturgy,
ENGLAND.

might bring again within the pale of the Established Church the mass of those

who had abandoned her communion. In the troubles and excitement of the

times, however, no advance was made in this direction ; but a disposition to

indulgence was excited in the ruling party, not unlikely to be fruitful when a

favorable opportunity occurred. This opportunity was soon presented, when King

James the Second, partly for political and partly for religious causes, was, in 1688

expelled the throne. The claim of the Dissenters to a milder treatment could

not well be disregarded, either by the monarch they had helped to elevate, or

.by the Church they had assisted to defend. Accordingly, the Toleration Act*

bestowed, on all but Roman Catholics and such as denied the doctrine of the

Trinity, full liberty of worship, upon paying tithes and other dues, taking the

oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and certifying their places of worship to the

bishops or the justices of the peace : Dissenting ministers being also required

to sign thirty-five and a half of the Articles of the Established Church. The

scheme for a comprehension was proceeded with, but proved abortive. A

commission, appointed by the King, suggested sundry alterations in the liturgy ;

but these the Lower House of Convocation was unwilling to concede, and this,

the last, endeavour to procure by comprehension greater uniformity was finally

abandoned, and has never since that period been renewed.

The Revolution settled the Established Church upon its present basis.

Several alterations, have indeed, been since effected in its relative position Church.

towards other sects ; but not the slighest change has been effected in the Church

itself, in its doctrines, polity, or worship. The principal effect of the Toleration

Act was on the character of the Church as a national establishment. Before

this statute, no discrepancy was deemed conceivable between the Church and

the community : the one was looked upon as altogether co-extensive with the

other. To dissent from the belief or mode of worship sanctioned by supreme

ecclesiastical authority was much the same as to rebel against the civil power ;

and all who placed themselves in this predicament were either to be brought.

by fines and other punishments, to yield conformity, or, if intractable, were to

be burnt or banished, and the absolute identity of Church and Nation thus

restored. The Toleration Act in part destroyed this theory. The Episcopal

Church was still considered &quot;national,&quot; as being recognised as orthodox by
national authority endowed by law with the exclusive right to tithes and

similar unvoluntary contributions gifted with a special portion of the State s

support and subject generally to the State s control ; but those who differed

from her creeds and formularies were allowed, while aiding to support the legal

faith, to worship in the way they deemed most scriptural and proper, subject for

a time to some disqualifying statutes which have gradually been repealed or

modified.t

*
1 w. & M. c.18.

t The principal of these wcro, the Conventicle Act, 22 Car. II. c. 1. (repealed in 1689), which
made it penal to attend a Nonconformist meeting of more than five persons; the Corporation
Act, 13 Car. II. c. 1. (repealed in 1828), which disqualified for offices in corporations all who
should decline to take the sacrament according to the rites of the Established Church, and to
swear that it is in no case lawful to take arms against the king; the Test Ac f, 25 Car. II. c.2.

(repealed in 1828), which disqualified from holding any place of trust or public office those who
.should refuse to take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, subscribe a declaration against
transubstantiation, and receive the Lord s Supper in accordance with the usage of the Church o(

England; the Act of 13 & 14 Car. II. c.4., by which dissenters were prohibited from keeping
schools (modified in 1799, by allowing them to teach upon taking the usual oaths and subscrib
ing the usual declaration) ; the provision (repealed in 1813) in the Toleration Act, excepting
from its benefits all persons who denied the Trinity ; the Occasional Conformity Act, 10 Anne,
c.2. (repealed in 1718), by which no person was eligible for public employment unless he entirely
conformed; the Schism Act, 12 Anne, st. II. c.7. (repealed in 1718), by which all schoolmasters
were to be licensed by the bishops, and to be strict conformists.
The chief disabilities which, for the safeguard of the Established Church, are still imposed on

ether bodies, are the following : all persons holding certain responsible civil and military offices,

c 4
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PROGRESS
OF BELIOIOUS

OPINIONS
JN ENGLAND.

Seceding
Churches.

1CS8-1S51.

Methodism.

Swedenborg.

Disruptions of
the Methodists.

Irving.

The Mormons.

The era of the Revolution, therefore, is the birthday of religious sects in Eng
land. For a long time previously they had been struggling into being ; but

from henceforth they obtained embodied life. The hasty glance bestowed upon
the various phases of the land s religious history will not be deemed superfluous,

if it serve to indicate with any clearness through what intellectual conflicts and

political convulsions most of the extant varieties of creed have worked their way
towards a separate embodiment and legal recognition. But from 1(588 the

history of our religion, ceasing to be identical with the history of the State, must

not, as formerly, be looked for in the national annals or the pages of the statute

book, but in the records of each individual church. A brief view, therefore, of

the origin and course and principal peculiarities of these seceding bodies, will

complete the sketch by which it seemed advisable to introduce the denomina

tional statistics. In this view I purpose to bestow the chief attention upon
Protestant seceding churches ; as requiring, from the little that is popularly

known concerning them, a fulness of explanation which the notoriety attaching

to the leading features of the Church of England and the Church of Rome
makes quite unnecessary in the case of those communities.

From this proposed review it will be seen that four of the existing sects, the

Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, and Society of Friends, derive their

origin directly from the conflict of opinions which produced and followed the

Reformation. The prolonged reaction which succeeded to the Puritan enthu

siasm was not, as we shall see, disturbed till near the middle of the eighteenth

century, when a marvellous revival of religious sentiment broke in upon the

slumbers of the general Church, and in the form of Methodism, came to be

condensed into the largest of the nonconforming bodies. Next, as the author

of a new belief, a Swedish noble and philosopher affirms himself to be divinely

authorized to publish a fresh revelation both of truths communicated to himself

by angels, and of truths before concealed beneath the hidden meaning of the

Scriptures, but made manifest to him. Towards the termination of the century,

the patriarch of Methodism quits the world and leaves the vast community
which hitherto had been consolidated by his influence and skill, a prey to

discords, which, recurring at repeated intervals, detach considerable sections

from the parent body, this, however, scarcely pausing in its growth. In recent

days, the startling oratory of a Scottish minister convinces many that the pro

phesied millennial advent is at hand ; and a church at once is founded claiming
to possess the apostolic gifts which are to be exhibited upon the eve of such a

consummation. More recent still, and more remarkable, another claimant of

celestial inspiration has appeared across the Atlantic; and the book of the

prophet Mormon, like another Koran, is attracting its believers even from this

and all ecclesiastical and collegiate persons, preachers, teachers, and schoolmasters, high con
stables, and practitioners of the law, are required to promise, bv oath or affirmation, allegiance
to the Crown, and acknowledge its ecclesiastical supremacy, and also to abjure allegiance to tho
descendants of the Pretender, and to maintain the Act of Settlement. No Dissenter can l.okl
the mastership ofa college or other endowed school, unless endowed since 168S, for the immediate
benefit of Protestant Dissenters. All meetings for religious worship of more than twenty per
sons besides the family, if held in a building not certified to the Registrar General, are subject to
a penalty of 20?. Every person appointed to any office, for admission to which it was necessary
under the Test Act to receive the sacrament according to the custom of the Church of England,
is to make a declaration

&quot;

upon the true faith of a Christian,&quot; that he will never exercise any

Siwer,
authority, or influence obtained by virtue of hitch ofiice, to injure or disturb the English

inrch or its bishops and clergy. (Stephen s Commentaries, vol. iii. p. 108.) Mayors or other

corporations, take an oath abjuring any intention to subvert the Church establishment, and
another, promising never to make use of any privilege to disturb the Protestant succession or the
Protestant government. The latter oath must be taken to enable them to exercise any franchise
or civil right, and to hold any ofiice from \\hich they were excluded by the Test Act. No Roman
Catholic can present to any benefice, nor hold the office of Regent of the United Kingdom, Lord
High Chancellor, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, High Commissioner of the General Assembly of
Scotland, nor any ofiice in the Church or the ecclesiastical courts, or in the universities, colleges
or public schools.
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country, whence continually little bands are voyaging to join, at the city of the

Great Salt L

day Saints.&quot;

Great Salt Lake, beneath the Rocky Mountains, the &quot; Church of the Latter- OPINIONS
IX ENGLAND*

These are the principal developments of religious sentiment, apart from the

Established Church, at present prevalent amongst us. How far some of these,

and others of a less numerical importance, are substantially accordant \vith the

teaching of the Church of England, will be seen in the more detailed notices.

That Church herself unaltered in her doctrines, discipline, and polity since

1688, demands but a very brief description further, and that chiefly for the

purpose of displaying by what wonderful almost unparallelled achievements,

in the way of self-extension, she has lately proved her inexhaustible vitality.
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THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

The doctrines of the Church of England are embodied in her Articles* and

Liturgy : the Book of Common Prayer prescribes her mode of worship ;

* ARTICLES OF RELIGION .

1. Of Faith in the Holy Trinity.
rue God, everlasting, without bod

Sower,
wisdom, and goodness ; the Maker, and Preserver of all things both

nd in unity of this Godhead there be
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.

There is but one living and true God, everlasting, without body, parts, or passions; of infinite

Sower,
wisdom, and goodness ; the Maker, and Preserver of all things both visible and invisible,

nd in unity of this Godhead there be three Persons, of one substance, power, and eternity ;

II. Of the Word or Son of God, ivhich was made very Man.
The Son which is the Word of the Father, begotten from everlasting of the Father, the very

and eternal God, and of one substance with the Father, took Man s nature in the womb of the
blessed Virgin, of her substance : so that two whole and perfect Natures, that is to say, the
Godhead and Manhood, were joined together in one Person, never to be divided, whereof is one
Christ, very God, and very Man; who truly suffered, was crucified, dead and buried, to reconcile
his Father to us, and to be a sacrifice, not only for original guilt, but also for all actual sins
of men.

III. Of the going down of Christ into Hell.

As Christ died for us, and was buried, so also is it to be believed, that he went down into
Hell.

IV. Of the Resurrection of Christ.

Christ did truly rise again from death, and took again his body, with flesh, bones, and all

things appertaining to the perfection of Man s nature ; wherewith he ascended into Heaven,
and there sitteth, until he return to judge all Men at the last day.

V. Of the Holy Ghost.

The Holy Ghost, proceeding from the Father and the Son, is of one substance, majesty, and
glory, \rith the Father and the Son, very and eternal God.

VI. Of the Sufficiency of the holy Scripturesfor salvation.

Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation : so that whatsoever is not read
therein, nor may be proved thereby, is not to be required of any man, that it should be believed
as an article of the Faith, or be thought requisite or necessary to salvation. In the name of the
holy Scripture we do understand those Canonical Books of the Old and New Testament, of whose
authority was never any doubt in the Church.

Of the Names and Number of the Canonical Books.

Genesis,
Exodus,
Leviticus,
Numbers,
Deuteronomy,
Joshua,
Judges,
Ruth,
The First Book of Samuel,
The Second Book of Samuel,
The First Book of Kings,
Tfte Second Book of Kings,
And the other Books (as Hierome saith) th

The First Book of Chronicles,
TJie Second Book of Chronicles,
The First Book ofEsdras,
The Second Book of Esdras,
The Book of Esther,
The Book of Job,
The 1 salms,
The Proverbs,
Ecclesiastes or Preacher,
Cantica, or Songs of Solomon,
Four Prophets the greater,
Tu dre Prophets the less.

Church doth read for example of life and
instruction of manners; but yet doth it not apply them to establish any doctrine; such are
these following :

The Third Book of Esdras,
The Fourth Book ofEsdras,
The Book of Tobias,
The Book of Judith,
The rest of the Book of Esther,
TJie Book of Wisdom,
Jesus the Son of Sirach,

Barv.ch the Prophet,
The Song of the Three Children,
The Story of Susanna,
Of Bel and the Dragon,
The Prayer of Manasses,
The First Book dfMaccabees,
The Second Book of Maccabees.

All the Books of the New Testament, as they are commonly received, we do receive and
account them Canonical.

VII. Of the Old Testament.
The Old Testament is not contrary to the New: for both in the Old and New Testament

everlasting life is offered to Mankind by Christ, who is the only Mediator between God and
Man, being both God and Man. \Vherefqre they are not to be heard, which feign that the old
Fathers did look only for transitory promises. Although the Law given from God bv Moses as
touching Ceremonies and Rites, do not bind Christian men, nor the Civil precepts thereof oujrht
of necessity to be received in any commonwealth; yet notwithstanding, no Christian man
whatsoever is free from the obedience of the Commandments which are called Moral.

VIII. Of the Three Creeds.
The Three Creeds, Nicene Creed, Athanasius s Creed, and that which is commonly called the

Apostles Creed, ought thoroughly to be received and believed : for they may be proved by most
certain warrants of holy Scripture.

IX. Of Original or Birth-sin.
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and the Canons of 1603 contain, so far as the clergy are concerned, her code of

discipline.

every person born into this world, it deserveth God s wrath and damnation. And this infection

of nature doth remain, yea in them that are regenerated ; whereby the lust of the flesh, called

in the Greek, phronema surkos, which some do expound the wisdom, some sensuality, some the

affection, some the desire, of the flesh, is not subject to the Law of God. And although there is

no condemnation for them that believe and are baptized, yet the Apostle doth confess, that

concupiscence and lust hath of itself the nature of sin.

X. Of Free-Will.

The condition of Man after the fall of Adam is such, that he cannot turn and prepare himself,

by his own natural strength and good works, to faith, and calling upon God : Wherefore we have
no power to do good works pleasant and acceptable to God, without the grace of God by Christ

preventins us, that we may have a good will, and working with us, when we have that good
will.

XI. Of the Justification ofMan.
We are accounted righteous before God, only for the merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ by Faith, and not for our own works or deservings: Wherefore, that we are justified by
Faith only is a most wholesome Doctrine, and very full of comfort, as more largely is expressed
in the Homily of Justification.

XII. Of Good Works.

Albeit that Good Works, which are the fruits of Faith, and follow after Justification, cannot

put away our sins, and endure the severity of God s Judgement ; yet are they pleasing and
acceptable to God in Christ, and do spring out necessarily of a true and lively Faith ; insomuch
that by them a lively Faith may be as evidently known as a tree discerned by the fruit.

XIII. Of Works before Justification.

Works done before the grace of Christ, and the Inspiration of his Spirit, are not pleasant to

God, forasmuch as they spring not of faith in Jesus Christ, neither do they make men meet
to receive grace, or (as the School-authors say) deserve grace of congruity ; yea rather, for that,

they are not done as God hath willed and commanded them to be done, we doubt not but they
have the nature of sin.

XIV. Of Works of Supererogation.

Voluntary Works besides, over and above, God s Commandments, which they call Works of

Supererogation, cannot be taught without arrogancy ahd impiety : for by them men do declare,
that they do not only render unto God as much as they are bound to do, but that they do more
for his sake, than of bounden duty is required : whereas Christ saith plainly, When yc have
done all that are commanded to you, say, We are unprofitable servants.

XV. Of Clirist alone without Sin.

Christ in the truth of our nature was made like unto us in all things, sin only except, from
which he was clearly void, both in his flesh, and in his spirit, He came to be the Lamb without
spot, who, by sacrifice of himself once made, should take away thn sins of the world, and sin.
as Saint John saith, was not in him. But all we the rest, although baptized, and born again in

Christ, yet offend in many things ; and if we say we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the
truth is not in us.

XVI. Of Sin after Baptism.
Not every deadly sin willingly committed after Baptism is sin against the Holy Ghost, and

unpardonable. Wherefore the grant of repentance is not to be denied to such as fall into sin
after Baptism. After we have received the Holy Ghost, we may depart from grace given, and
fall into sin, and by the grace of God we may arise again, and amend our lives. And therefore
they are to be condemned, which say, they can no more sin as long as they live here, or deny the
place of forgiveness to such as truly repent.

XVII. Of Predestination and Election.

Predestination to Life is the everlasting purpose of God, whereby (before the foundations of
the world were laid) he hath constantly decreed by his counsel secret to us, to deliver from curse
and damnation those whom he hath chosen in Christ out of mankind, and to bring them by
Christ to everlasting salvation, as vessels made to honour. Wherefore, they which be endued
with so excellent a benefit of God be called according to God s purpose bv his spirit working in
due season : they through Grace obey the calling : thev be justified freely : they be made son*
of God by adoption : they be made like the image of his only-begotten S*on Jesus Christ : they
walk religiously in good works, and at length, by God s mercy, they attain to everlasting
felicity.
As the godly consideration of Predestination, and our Election in Christ, is full of sweet,

pleasant, and unspeakable comfort to godly persons, and such as feel in themselves the working
of the Spirit of Christ, mortiiiying the works of the flesh, and their earthly members, and
drawing up their mind to high and heavenly things, as well because it doth greatly establish
and confirm their faith of eternal Salvation to be enjoyed through Christ, as because it doth
fervently kindle their love towards God : So, for curious and carnal persons, lacking the Spirit
of Christ, to have continually before their eyes the sentence of God s Predestination, is a most
dangerous downfall, whereby the Devil doth thrust them either into desperation or into
wretchlessness of most unclean living, no less perilous than desperation.
Furthermore, we must receive God s promises in such wise, as they be generally set forth to

us in holy Scripture : and, in our doings, that Will of God is to be followed, which we have
expressly declared unto us in the Word of God,

XVIII. Of obtaining eternal Salvation only by the Name of Christ.

They also are to be had accursed that presume fo say, That every man shall be saved by the
Law or Sect which he professeth, so that he be diligent to frame his life according to that Law
and the light of Nature. For holy Scripture doth set out unto us only the Name of Jesus
Christ, whereby men must be saved.
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[HE CHURCH OF
EXGLAXD. Bishops, Priests, and Deacons are the ministerial orders known to the epi

scopal establishment of England. In the Bishop lies the power of ordination of

XIX. Of the Church.

The visible Church of Christ is a congregation of faithful men, in the which the pure &quot;Word of
God is preached, and the Sacraments lie duly ministered according to Christ s ordinance in all

those things that of necessity are requisite to the same.
As the Church of Jerusalem, Alexandria, and Ant loch, have erred; so also the Church of

Home hath erred, not only in their living and manner of Ceremonies, but also in matters of

Faith.

XX. Of the Authority oftlic Church.

The Church hath power to decree Rites or Ceremonies, and authority in Controversies of
Faith : And yet it is not lawful for the Church to ordain any thing that is contrary to God s

Word written, neither may it so expound one place of Scripture, that it be repugnant to
another. Wherefore, although the Church be a witness and a keeper of holy Writ, yet, as it

ought not to decree any thing against the same, so besides the same ought it not to enforce any
thing to be believed for necessity of Salvation.

XXI. Of the Authority of General Councils.

General Councils may not be gathered together without the commandment and will of
Princes. And when they be gathered together, (forasmuch as they be an assembly of men,
whereof all be not governed with the Spirit and Word of God,) they may err, and sometimes
have erred, even in things pertaining unto God. Wherefore things ordained by them as neces

sary to salvation have neither strength nor authority, unless it may be declared that they bo
taken out of holy Scripture.

XXII. Of Purgatory.
The Romish Doctrine concerning Purgatory, Pardons, Worshipping and Adoration, as well of

Images as of Reliques, and also invocation of Saints, is a fond thing vainly invented, and
grounded upon no warranty of Scripture, but rather repugnant to the Word of God.

XXIII. OfMinistering in tlie Congregation.
It is not lawful for any man to take upon him the olfiee of publick preaching, or ministering

the Sacraments in the Congregation, before he be lawfully called, and sent to execute the same.
And those we ought to judge lawfully called and sent, which be chosen and called to this work
by men who have publick authority given unto them in the Congregation, to call and send
Ministers into the Lord s vineyard.

XXIV. Ofspeaking in tlie Congregation in such a tongue as the people understandeth.

It is a thing plainly repugnant to the Word of God, and tlie custom of the Primitive Church,
to have publick Prayer in the Church, or to minister the Sacraments in a tongue not under-
standed of the people.

XXXV. Of the Sacraments.
Sacraments ordained of Christ be not only badges or tokens of Christian men s profession, but

rather they be certain sure witnesses, and effectual signs of grace, and God s good will towards
;;s, by the which he doth work invisibly in us, and doth not only quicken, but also strengthen
and confirm our Faith in him.
There are two Sacraments ordained of Christ our Lord in the Gospel, that is to say, Baptism,

and the Supper of the Lord.
Those five commonly called Sacraments, that is to say, Confirmation, Penance, Orders,

Matrimony, and extreme Unction, are not to be counted for Sacraments of the Gospel, being
such as have grown partly of the corrupt following of the Apostles, partly ate states of life

allowed in the Scriptures; but yet have not like nature of Sacraments with Baptism, and the
Lord s Supper, for that they have not any visible sign or ceremony ordained of God.
The Sacraments were not ordained of Christ to be gazed upon, or to be carried about, but

that we should duly use them. And in such only as worthily receive the same they have a
wholesome effect or operation : but they that receive them unworthily purchase to themselves
damnation, as Saint Paid saith.

XXVI. Of the Un worthiness of the Ministers, which hinders not the effect of the Sacrament.
Although in the visible Church the evil be ever mingled with the good, and sometimes the

fvil have chief authority in the Ministration of the Word and Sacraments, yet forasmuch ai*

they do not the same in their own name, but in Christ s, and do minister by his commission and
authority, we may use their Ministry, both in hearing the Word of God, and in receiving of the
Sacraments. Neither is the effect of Christ s ordinance taken away by their wickedness, nor the
grace of God s gifts diminished from such as by faith and rightly do receive the Sacraments
ministered unto them ; which be effectual, because of Christ s institution and promise, although
they be ministered by evil men.
Nevertheless, it appertained to the discipline of the Church, that enquiry be made of evil

Ministers, and that they be accused by those that have knowledge of their offences; and finally
being found guilty, by just judgment be deposed.

XXVII. OfBaptism.
Baptism is not only a sign of profession, and mark of difference, whereby Christian men are

discerned from others that be not christened, but it is also a sign of Regeneration or new Birth,
whereby, as by an instrument, they that receive Baptism rightly are grafted into the Church ;

the promises of forgiveness of sin, and of our adoption to be the sons of God by the Holy Ghost,
arc visibly signed and sealed; Faith is confirmed, and Grace increased by virtue of prayer unto
God. The Baptism of young children is in any wise to be retained in the Church, as most
agreeable with the institution of Christ.

XXVIII. Of the Lord s Supper.
The Supper of the Lord is not only a sign of the love that Christians ought to have among

themselves one to another; but rather is a Sacrament of our Redemption by Christ s death:
insomuch that to such as rightly, worthily, and with faith, receive the same the Bread which
we break is a partaking of the Body of Christ

; and likewise the Cup of Blessing is a partaking-
of tlie Blood of Christ.
Transubstantiation (or the change of the substance of Bread and Wine) in the Supper of the
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inferior ministers, who otherwise have no authority to dispense the sacraments

or preach. Deacons, when ordained, may, licensed by the bishop, preach and

Lord, cannot be proved by holy Writ ; but is repugnant to the plain M ords of Scripture, over-

throweth the nature of a Sacrament, and hath given occasion to many superstitions.
The Body of Christ is given, taken, and eaten, in the Supper, only after an heavenly and

spiritual manner. And the mean whereby the Body of Christ is received and eaten, in the

Sapper is Faith.
The Sacrament of the Lord s Supper was not by Christ s ordinance reserved, carried about,

lifted up, or worshipped.

XXIX. Of the Wicked w7t,ich eat not the Body of Christ in the use of the Lord s Stepper.

The Wicked, and such as be void of a lively faith, although they do carnally and visibly press
with their teeth (as Saint Angnstins saith) the Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ, yet
in no wise are they partakers of Christ : but rather, to their condemnation, do eat and drink the

sign or Sacrament of so great a thing.

XXX. Of both kinds.

The Cup of the Lord is not to be denied to the Lay-people : for both the parts of the Lord s

Sacrament, by Christ s ordinance and commandment, ought to be ministered to all Christian
men alike.

XXXI. Of the one Oblation of Christfinished upon the Cross.

The offering of Christ once made is that perfect redemption, propitiation, and satisfaction, for

all the sins of the whole world, both original and actual ; and there is none other satisfaction for

sin, but that alone. Wherefore the sacrifices of Masses, in the which it was commonly said, that
the Priest did oiler Christ for the qaick and the dead, to have remission of pain or guilt, were
blasphemous fables, and dangerous deceits.

XXXII. Of the Marriage of Priests.

Bishops, Priests, and Deacons, are not commanded by God s Law, either to vow the estate of

single life, or to abstain from marriage : therefore it is lawful for them, as for all other
Christian men, to marry at their own discretion, as they shall judge the same to serve better to

godliness.

XXXIII. Of excommunicate Persons, how they are to be avoided.

That person which by open denunciation of the Church is rightly cut oil from the unity of the
Church, and excommunicated, ought to be taken of the whole multitude of the faithful, as an
Heathen and Publican until lie be openly reconciled by penance, and received into the Church
by a Judge that hath authority thereunto.

XXXIV. Of the Traditions of the Church.
It is not necessary that Traditions and Ceremonies be in all places one, and utterly like; for

at all times they have been divers, and may be changed according to the diversities of countries,
times, and men s manners, so that nothing be ordained nirainst God s Word. Whosoever
through his private judgment, willingly and purposely, doth openly break the traditions and
ceremonies of the Church, which be not repugnant to the Word of God, and be ordained and
approved by common authority, ought to be rebuked openly, (that others may fear to do the
like, (as he that offendeth against the common order of the Church, and hurteth the authority
of the Magistrate, and woundeth the consciences of the weak brethren.
Every particular or national Church hath authority to ordain, change, and abolish, cere

monies or rites of the Church ordained only by man s authority, so that all things be done to
edifying.

XXXV. Of the Homilies.

The second Book of Homilies, the several titles whereof we have .joined under this Article,
doth contain a godly and wholesome Doctrine, and necessary for these times, as doth the former
Book of Homilies, which were set forth in the time of E-licard the Sixth; and therefore we
judge them to be read in Churches by the Ministers, diligently and distinctly, that they may be
understanded of the people.

Of the Xaines of the Homilies.

1 Of the right Use of the Church. \ 11 Of Alms-doing.
2 AgainstperU ofIdolatry. 12 Of the Nativity of Christ.
8 Of repairing and keeping clean of 13 Of the Passion oj Christ.

Chnrrhes.
\

14 Of the JResurectwn ojf Christ.
4 Ofgood Works: first of Fasting. \

15 Of tltc worthy receiving of the Sacrament
5 Against Gluttony and Drunkenness.
6 Against K.rccss of Apparel.
7 OfPrayer.
Of the Place and Time of Prancr.

the Body and Blood of Christ.
16 Ofthe Gifts of the Holy Ghost.
17 lfor the Rogation-days.
18 Of the state of Matrimony.

9 That Common Prayers and Sacraments 19 OfRepentance.
ought to be ministered in a known 20 Against Idleness,
tongitc. 21 Against Rebellion.

10 Of the reverend estimation of God s Word.

XXXVI. Of Cons, (-ration of Bishops and Ministers.
The &quot;HnnV- nf Cnnsoi

lately
ity of _
neither hath it anything, that of itself is superstitkms and unsrodly. And&quot; therefore whosoever
are consecrated or ordered according to the Rites of that Book, since the second vear of the
forenamed King Edward unto this time, or hereafter shall be consecrated or ordered accordin-
to the same Rites ; we decree all such to be rightly, orderly, and lawfully consecrated an3

XXXVII. Of the Civil Magistrates.
The King s Majesty hath the chief power in this Realm of England, and other his

Dominions, unto whom the chief government of all Estates of this Realm whether they be
Ecclesiastical or Civil, in all causes doth appertain, and is not, nor ought to be, subject to anv
foreign Jurisdiction.
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the Lord s Supper, and to hold a benefice with cure of souls.

Dignities.

Territorial Divi
sions :

Parishes,

Besides these orders, there are also several dignities sustained by bishopsjand by

priests ; as (1) Archbishops, each of whom is chief of a certain number of bishops,

who are usually ordained by him ; (2) Deans and Chapters, who, attached to all

cathedrals, are supposed to form the council of the bishop, and to aid him

with, advice; (3) Archdeacons, who perform a kind of episcopal functions in a

certain portion of a diocese; (4) Rural Deans, who are assistants to the bishop

in a smaller sphere.

These various orders and dignities of the Church have all (except cathedral

deans) attached to them peculiar territorial jurisdictions. The theory of the

Establishment demands that every clergyman should have his ministrations

limited to a specific district or Parish; and, when England first became divided

into parishes, the number of churches would exactly indicate the number of

such parishes, each parish being just that portion of the country, the inha

bitants of which were meant to be accommodated in the newly-erected church.

In course of years, however, either prompted by the growth of population or by
their own capricious piety, proprietors erected and endowed, within the mother-

parishes, fresh edifices which were either chapels of ease to the mother church

or the centres of new districts, soon allowed by custom to become distinct

ecclesiastical divisions known as
&quot;

chapelries.&quot; In this way nearly all the

soil of England became parcelled out in ecclesiastical divisions, varying greatly,

both in size and population, as might be expected from the isolated and

unsystematic efforts out of which they sprung. Of late years, as new churches

have been built, some further subdivisions of the larger parishes have been

effected by the bishops and commissioners empowered by acts of parliament.
The number of ecclesiastical districts and new parishes thus formed was, at

the time of the census, 1,255, containing a population of 4,832,491.

Rural Deaneries. jn the ancient Saxon period, ten such parishes constituted a Rural Deanery.
The growth, however, of the population, and the increased number of churches,

have now altered this proportion, and the rural deaneries are diverse in extent.

At present there are 463 such divisions.

Archdeaconries. Archdeaconries, as territorial divisions, had their origin soon after the Norman

Conquest, previous to which archdeacons were but members of cathedral

chapters. Several new archdeaconries have been created within recent years, by

AVhere we attribute to the King s Majesty the chief government, by which Titles we under
stand the minds of some slanderous folks to be offended; we give not to our Princes the
ministering either of God s Word, or of the Sacraments, the which thing the Injunctions also
lately set forth by Elizabeth our Queen do most plainly testify ; but that only prerogative,
which we see to have been given always to all godly Princes in holy Scriptures bv God himself;
that is, that they should rule all states and degrees committed to their charge by God,
whether they be Ecclesiastical or Temporal, and restrain with the civil sword the stubborn
and evil-doers.

The Bishop of Rome hath no jurisdiction in this Realm of England.
The laws of the Realm may punish Christian men with death, for heinous and grievous

offences.

It is lawful for Christian men, at the commandment of the Magistrate, to wear weapons, and
serve in the wars.

XXXVIII. Of Christian men s Goods, ^chich are not common.
The Riches and Goods of Christians are not common, as touching the right, title, and posses

sion of the same, as certain Anabaptists do falsely boast. Notwithstanding, every man ought,
of such things as he possesseth, liberally to give alms to the poor, according to his ability.

XXXIX. Of a Christian man s Oath.

As we confess that vain and rash Swearing is forbidden Christian men by our Lord Jesus
Christ, and James his Apostle, so we judge, that Christian Religion doth not prohibit, but that
a man may swear when the Magistrate requireth, in a cause of faith and charity, so it be done
according to the Prophet s teaching, in justice, judgment, and truth.
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the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, by virtue of the act of 6 & 7 Wm. IV. c. 77- Tira CHURCH OF

The total number now is /I.

Bishoprics or Dioceses are almost as ancient as the introduction here of Chris- Dioceses,

tianity. Of those now extant, all (excepting seven) were formed in Saxon or in

British times. The Saxori bishoprics were generally co-extensive with the several

kingdoms. Of the excepted seven, five were created by Henry the Eighth, out

of a portion of the confiscated property of the suppressed religious houses, and

the other two (viz. Manchester and Ripon), were created by the Act of

6 & 7 Wm. IV. c. 77- There are two Archbishoprics or Provinces : Canterbury,

comprehending 21 dioceses, and York, comprising the remaining seven. The

population of the former in 1851 was 12,785,048; that of the latter 5,285,687.

The discipline of the Church of England is administered by a series of Discipline,

ecclesiastical courts, viz., (1) that of the Bishop; (2) that of the Archbishop;

and (3) that of the Sovereign, who is, over all, the supreme governor of the

Church, and who, as represented by the Privy council, hears and finally decides

appeals from all inferior tribunals.

The government of the Church is virtually committed to the sovereign, as Government,

its temporal head, and to parliament, as the monarch s council ; the Convoca

tion of the clergy, which, in former times, was used to legislate on all eccle

siastical affairs, has not, since 1717, been permitted to deliberate to any purpose.

The Crown appoints the archbishops, bishops, and deans, and a considerable

portion of the clergy.

Incumbents of parishes are appointed, subject to the approval of the bishop, Patronage,

by patrons, who may be either corporate bodies or private persons. Of the

11,728 benefices in England and Wales, 1,144 are in the gift of the crown;

1,853 in that of the bishops ;
938 in that of cathedral chapters and other

dignitaries; 770 in that of the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and

the colleges of Eton, Winchester, &c. ; 931 in that of the ministers of mother-

churches ; and the residue (6,092) in that of private persons.* Incumbents are

of three kinds ; rectors, vicars, and perpetual curates. Rectors are recipients of

all the parochial tithes ; vicars and perpetual curates are the delegates of the

tithe-impropriators, and receive a portion only. These appointments are for

life. The ordinary curates are appointed each by the incumbent who desires

their aid.

The income of the Church of England is derived from the following sources ;

lands, tithes, church-rates, pew-rents, Easter offerings, and surplice fees (i. e.

fees for burials, baptisms, &c.) The distribution of these revenues may be

inferred from the state of things in 1831, when it appeared to be as followsf :

Bishops
- -

181,631
Deans and chapters 360,095
Parochial clergy

- 3,251,159
Church-rates - - - 500,000

,4,292,885

*
Clergy List, 1858.

t Report of the Commissioners for inquiring into Ecclesiastical Revenues.
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Stipends of the

Clergy.

In the course] of the twenty years which have elapsed since 1831, no fewer

than 2,029 new churches have been built, and the value of Church property

has much increased ; so that, after the considerable addition which must be

made to the above amount, in order to obtain an accurate view of the total

income of the Church in 1851, it is probable that it will be considerably

upwards of 5,000,000/. per annum.

The number of beneficed clergy in 1831 was 10,718 : the average gross

income, therefore, of each would be about 300/. per annum. At. the same

date there were 5,230 curates, the total amount of whose stipends was 424,695/.,

yielding an average of 8 II. per annum to each curate. But, as many incum

bents possessed more than 300?. a year, and some curates more than 8 1/, a

year, there must evidently have been some incumbents and curates whose

remuneration was below those sums respectively.

For the purpose of raising the stipends of incumbents of the smaller livings,

the Governors of Queen Anne s Bounty annually receive the sum of 14,0007.,

the produce of First Fruits and Tenths *
; and the Ecclesiastical Commissioners

apply to the same object a portion of the surplus proceeds of episcopal and

capitular estates, f

Recent progress. The progress of the Church of England has, in recent times, been very rapid ;

and conspicuously so within the twenty years just terminated. Latterly, a

sentiment appears to have been strongly prevalent, that the relief of spiritual

destitution must not be exclusively devolved upon the State ; that Christians in

their individual, no less than in their organized, capacity, have duties to discharge

in ministering to the land s religious wants. Accordingly, a spirit of benevolence

has been increasingly diffused ; and private liberality is now displaying fruits, in

daily rising churches, almost as abundant as in ancient times distinguished,

Augmentations
of small livings.

* &quot;

Qiieen Anne s Bounty&quot; consists of the revenue derived from first fruits and tenths, which
formerly paid to the Pope, were at the Reformation appropriated to the Sovereign. Queen
Anne in the early part of her reign made a grant to the corporation then created, called

&quot; The
Governors of the Bounty of Queen Anne for the Augmentation of the Maintenance of the poor
Clergy,&quot; of the whole of that revenue.
There are nearly 4,700 livings charged with the payment of first fruits, and 5,000 or thereabouts

with the payment of yearly tenths. The annual produce of first fruits and tenths is about
34,0007., which is appropriated in capital sums, by the governors, either to increase by the interest
thereof the income of incumbents of small livings, or \yith the capital to purchase land for the
benefit of such incumbents, or to provide houses for their residence.
The present mode of appropriating augmentations to livings is by the governors granting 2007.

to meet ea&amp;lt;*h approved benefaction offered by individuals in order to obtain such grants.
It has of late been found that the most useful mode of appropriating the monies which in

each year are distributable by the governors is in meeting benefactions, which are very liberally
offered, and for the most part for the purpose of raising a fund for supplying the livings to which
such benefactions are subscribed with houses for the residence of the incumbents.
Great benefits have also accrued to the Church by the advances of money by the governors on

mortgage of the revenues of benefices, such loans being repayable by moderate instalments with
interest. The number of such mortgages now existing is nearly 1,800, and the principal sum
remaining to be paid in respect of the same is about 850,000/.
Parliament from the year 1809 to 1820 voted eleven grants to the governors of 100,000?. each,

for the general purposes of the corporation.
To the end of the year 1852 the capital appropriated by the governors to small livings (in

cluding parliamentary grants of 1,100,0007. and the sum of 1,530,4002. received from benefactors)
amounted to the sum of 5,027,2002.
The present trust capital of the corporation is 2,400,000?. sterling.
The governors have expended large sums in providing residence houses for the incumbents of

small livings. Besides the houses thus enjoyed, lice of rent, the incomederived by the incum
bents of small livings from the rents aiid profits of lands purchased or otherwise annexed
through the instrumentality of the Bounty Board to their livings, is estimated at 170,0007. per
annum. The amount of interest and dividends paid by the governors to the clergy is 70,0007.
and upwards per annum. Thus a permanent yearly income of 210,0007. from these sources is now
enjoyed by the incumbents of small livings.
The original revenue of first fruits and tenths remains a constant source of supply, applicable,

year by year, for further augmentations.
t

&quot; the number of benefices permanently augmented by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, ex
clusive of New Districts, amounted on the 1st November 1852 to 825, with an aggregate population
of 2,295,500 ;

and the annual grants payable by the Commissioners in respect of those benefices,
exclusive of the value of land and tithe rent-charge annexed in certain cases, amounted in the
aggregate to the annual sum of 41,8017. in perpetuity.&quot; Fifth Report of Ecclesiastical Commis
sioners.
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also, advantageously, from earlier charity, by being, it may fairly be assumed,

the offspring of a more enlightened zeal, proceeding from a wider circle of

contributors. The following statistics will exhibit this more clearly :

In 1831, the number of churches and chapels of the Church of England
amounted to 11,825.* The number in 1851, as returned to the Census Office,

was 13,854; exclusive of 223 described as being %
&quot;not separate buildings/ or

as &quot;used also for secular purposes ;&quot;f
thus showing an increase, in the course

of 20 years, of more than two thousand churches. Probably the increase is still

larger, really, as it can hardly be expected that the last returns were altogether

perfect. The greater portion of this increase is attributable to the self-extending

power of the Church, the State not having, in the twenty years, contributed in

aid of private benefactions, more than 511,3857. towards the erection of 386

churches. If we assume the average cost of each new edifice to be about 3,000/.,

the total sum expended in this interval (exclusive of considerable sums devoted

to the restoration of old churches) will be G,087,000/. The chief addition has

occurred, as was to be expected and desired, in thickly-peopled districts,

where the rapid increase of inhabitants has rendered such additional accommo
dation most essential. Thus, in Cheshire, Lancashire, Middlesex, Surrey, and the

West Riding of Yorkshire, the increase of churches has been so much greater

than the increase of the population, that the proport ion between the accommoda
tion and the number of inhabitants is now considerably more favourable than in

1831. (Table A.)

TABLE A.

THE CHURCH OP
ENGLAND.

County.
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THE CHURCH OF in reality is greater now than was the case in 1831. But this must be more fully
.ENGLAND.

treated in a subsequent part of this Report.

The following view of the periods in which the existing structures were

erected, will display, to some extent, the comparative increase in the several

decennial intervals of the present century. Of the 14,077 existing churches,

chapels, and other buildings belonging to the Church of England, there were

built

Before 1801

Between 1801 and 1811

181 land 1821 -

1821 and 1831

1831 and 1841

1841 and 1851

Dates not mentioned

- 9,667

55

97
- 276

667
- 1,197
- 2,118

This does not, indeed, with strict exactness, show the real number of

churches built in each of these decennial intervals; for, possibly, some few,

erected formerly, have been replaced by other arid larger edifices, which would

thus perhaps be mentioned with the later date. The tendency is, therefore,

slightly, to augment unduly the numbers in the later, and unduly to diminish

the numbers in the earlier periods ; but this disturbing influence has probably

been more than counteracted by the cases where the date has been left unmen-

tioned. The statement, therefore, is perhaps a tolerably fair criterion of the

progress of- church-building in the nineteenth century. If the preceding esti

mate be accurate respecting the number of churches built since 1831, and if

it be assumed, as is most likely, that the greater portion of the 2,118 churches,

of which the dates of erection are not specified, were built before 1801, leaving

perhaps 60 or 70 built in the period 1801-31
; it wiU follow that, from 1801 to

1831, there must have been above 500 new erections, at a cost, upon the average,

of probably 6,0007.
*

apiece, being altogether 3,000,000/., of which amount,

1,152,0447. was paid from parliamentary grants, originated in 18l8.f Subject
to the above-mentioned qualification respecting the dates of churches renovated

* There are no very satisfactory data upon which to base a calculation of this average ; the
above must therefore be taken as liable to doubt. From the statement in the next Note, it will
be seen that the 134 churches, built by the Commissioners between 1818 and 1831, cost upon an
average more than 10,000/. apiece ; a heaviness of outlay which is explained by the dearness of
building materials at that period and the greater size of the edifices raised.

t The following Table shows the number and cost of the churches built by the Commissioners
for building New Churches.
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or enlarged, the whole result of the efforts made in the present century may THE CHCRCH o
_ , ENGLAND.

be represented thus :

Periods.
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(g) Corporation of the Sons of the Clergy. Tor assisting necessitous clergymen ; pensioning THE CHURCH OF
and assisting their widows and single daughters ;

and educating, apprenticing, and providing ENGLAND.
outfits for their children.

(h) Clergy Relief Society. The object of this society is the relief of active ministers of un
exceptionable character and limited means. Relief is granted to single clergymen whose
incomes do not exceed So?. ; and, as a maximum, to married clergymen with a family, having an
income of 170?. The funds of the society arise from contributions , and have amounted, since

its establishment, to 99,101?., during which period 3,196 grants have been made.

(i) Young Men s Missionary Society. This association has for its object the furtherance of

missionary labours, and the funds, which are raised by annual subscription, are equally divided
amontrst f lie following societies :

The Church Pastoral Aid Society,
The Colonial Church and School Society,
The Society for promoting Christianity amongst the Jews, and
The Church Missionary Society.

It has contributed to the missionary work, since its formation, the sum of 2,250?., and 41 of its

members are actively labouring, either at home or abroad as missionaries. It has, in the
metropolis, 10 auxiliary societies, and 13 in the provinces.

(k) Scripture Readers Association. To provide for the metropolitan parishes lay scripture
readers, to read the scriptures from house to house. The readers must be communicants in the
Church of England, under the control of the clergy of the districts, and appointed with the
written sanction of the bishop. The number of existing grants is 125. In the year 1S52, the
scriptures were read by the agents of the association to 278,012 persons, of whom 101,335 never
attended divine worship. The labours of the readers are prosecuted in 97 parishes and districts
of the metropolis, containing 1,012,053 inhabitants. The readers are strictly prohibited from
preaching. The society usually gives half the reader s stipend, sometimes more, and sometimes
the whole.

(?) Prayer Bonk and Homily Society. The object of this society is the gratuitous distribu

tion, and circulation, at reduced prices, of the Hook of Common Prayer and the Homilies. Its

operations are conducted both at home and abroad, and particular attention is directed to

emigrants. Its agents visit merchant vessels, and sell or distribute prayer books, &c., and
endeavour to secure the holding of divine service when at sea. In the year 1852, the society
issued 16,397 prayer books, 32,912 family prayer books, homilies in volumes, and other bound
books and arranged services, and 42,3.

w&amp;gt;7 tracts and homilies. Since its lirst institution 3,730,090
books and tracts have been distributed, and translations have been made in thirty different

languages.

(m) British Reformation Society. This society assists clergymen and others engaged in

promoting the Reformation, and supplies bibles, testaments, and religious tracts to meet tho
increasing wants of their respective parishes and districts. It also aids the exertions of estab
lished societies, and defrays the expense of controversial meetings.

(*) Lord s Day Society. The objects of this society are sought to l&amp;gt;e attained by the circula
tion of books and tracts on the sanctity of the Lord s Day and by other methods of diffusing
information upon the subject, by petitions to the legislature, &c.

(o) Thames Church 3fission. For promoting the spiritual welfare of the seamen in the
River Thames, between the pools in London and the anchorage at Gravesend. In the year Ib52,
the crews of 3,514 coal vessels were visited for the purposes of instruction, and 8,295 persons
attended divine service on board the socictv s mission ship, which moves from station to sta
tion to suit the convenience of the crews. The society has latterly devoted much attention to
the passengers and seamen on board emigrant vessels.

(p) Sooietffor promoting Christian Knowledge. The objects of this society arc the pro
motion and extension of religious knowledge, chiefly by large gratuitous supplies of books,
or ;by the distribution of them at reduced prices. The operations of the society were in its
earlier stages more immediately directed to the education of the poor, and the advancement
of Indian missions. These functions were delegated, the former in 1*11 to the National
Society, and the latter in 1824 to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts

; yet the society continues largely to supply books in aid of national education, and to
.assist by money grants the establishment of colonial bishoprics, and the erection of churches
in the colonies and other foreign parts. 28,000 was voted in 1851 towards the endowment
of new bishoprics in the colonies; 31,0002. in donations have been given within the last three
years towards the establishment of colleges and collegiate institutions; a sum of 12,000?. was
also granted within the same period in aid of the erection of cathedrals in the colonies.
In 1851 - 247 schools were assisted with gratuitous supplies of books.

150 grants of books were voted for parochial distribution.
245 libraries were established or augmented by donation of books.
186 sets of books for divine service were presented to churches and licensed

schoolrooms.
The total number of books and tracts issued by the society in the year 1851 amounted to

4,093,214, and since the year 1733 publications have been issued to the amount of 106,000,000. In
the year 1852-3, the receipts of the society, including legacies, &c., amounted to 52,599. The
expenditure on account of books was 76,341, of which sum 64,151 was received for books sold
on the terms of the society. The aggregate transactions of the society within the same period
are stated to have amounted to 10(t,i86.

communicants number nearly 17,000; the attendants at public worship are estimated at 107,000;
and the scholars under Christian instruction at 40,000, taught in twenty different languages.Ihe income of this society, which during the lirst ten years of its history did not exceed
1,500?. lias now reached 120,000?.; and since its establishment, the society has expended upwards
of 2,500,000?. In connection with it there is, at Highbury, a &quot;

Missionary Children s Home,
!)

for
the reception and education of the children of missionaries, recently erected at a cost of 18,000?.,
and containing at present 70, but will linally receive about 150 children.

(r) Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. This society was incorporated by charter
granted by William III. (1701), and its objects arc exclusively devoted to the maintenance of
Clergymen and missionaries in the British dependencies. The funds of the society are raised by
subscriptions, donations, and legacies for general and special pvirposes. The average income of
the general fund for three years (1850-1-2) was 62,700, and that of the special fund 21,200.
The amount received for the jubilee fund (1851-52) wa.s 50,000.
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ENGLA.XD
&quot;

pursues its object are, the translation into Hebrew of the Bible, the Prayer Book, and appro-
_ priate tracts, and the employment of missionaries and schoolmasters both at home and abroad.

It has 32 stations, 82 missionaries and agents, and 19 schoolmasters and mistresses. It h:is ;il*u

industrial schools both in London and abroad, and at Jerusalem a hospital is established lor tin-

relief of poor sick Jews.

(t) LoocJioo Mission. This society was formed with the object of sending missionaries to the
islands of the Eastern Ocean south of Japan. They consist of a group of thirty-six islands, of

which the largest is Loochoo, where, in 1S46, the society established a missionary, who has con
tinued to labour there under adverse and discouraging circumstances arising from the jealousy
of the Japanese Government. Loochoo being the great avenue to Japan, in trade and commerce,
the society is using efforts to strengthen the mission.

() Colonial Ch^^rch and School Society. For sending clergymen, catechist.s, and school
masters to the colonies of Great Britain, and to British residents in other parts of the world.

Agents : Clergymen, 23 ; catcchists and schoolmasters, 80 ; female teachers, 28. The operations
of the society extend over British North America, the West Indies, the East Indies, the Cape of

Good Hope, Australia, Hong Konir, and (to a limited extent) the continent of Europe.

(a*) Colonial Bishoprics Fund. The objects of this society are the erection and endowment of
additional bishoprics in the colonies. Since the establishment of the fund lifteeri new
bishoprics have been erected ; nainely, one at each of the following places : New Zealand,
Antigua, Guiana, Tasmania, Gibraltar, Colombo, Fredericton, Capetown, Newcastle, Melbourne,
Adelaide, Rupert s Land, Victoria, Montreal, and Sierra Leone. The number of clergymen
ministering within these fifteen new dioceses has been increased from 274 to 504; and in the
five colonies of Van Diemen s Land, Adelaide, Melbourne, New Zealand, and Cape Town, an
addition of no fewer than 146 clergymen has, through the instrumentality of the society, IMM-II

made. The funds of the society have in all amounted to 183,465/., of which, 47,9697. has been
disbursed in aid of the society s plans, leaving an invested capital of 135,4%?.
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UNENDOWED CHURCHES. USEXDOWBD
PEOTESTAKT
CHURCHES.

UNENDOWED PROTESTANT CHURCHES.

INTRODUCTION.

When the Reformation had successfully (at least in part) established the Principal Diver-

important principle that the Bible, interpreted by individual judgment, is the
S1

only rule of faith, it followed necessarily that of the many minds applied to

the investigation of the book thus opened for their study, some were found

to differ from each other and the rest respecting its essential meaning and

requirements. Naturally, also, those who held identical or closely similar

opinions upon any of the points of difference were gradually led to connect

themselves together in more or less intimate association. Thus were formed

the Lutheran, the Calvinian, and the Anglican Establishments ;
and thus, when

liberty of separate combination was obtained in England, various churches,

differing on various points of faith and order, were originated as distinct

ecclesiastical communities. The principal diversities which thus obtained (in

combination, more or less, with other differences,) a permanent embodiment

may be included and arranged in three considerable classes :

I. Diversities respecting the essential DOCTRINES of the Gospel.

II. Diversities respecting the RITES AND CEREMONIES enjoined by the

Scriptures.

III. Diversities respecting the scriptural ORGANIZATION OF THE CHURCH.

I. Diversities respecting DOCTRINES. The first grand truth asserted, or Doctrinal Diver*

rather re-asserted, at the Reformation, as the first-fruit of the exercise of

private judgment, was that of &quot;

Justification by Faith
;&quot;

or the sufficiency, for

salvation, of repentance and belief in the atonement of Christ, apart from the

performance by the penitent of any fancied meritorious works. In elucidation

of this truth, the earliest reformers, and conspicuously Calvin, (following the

example of Augustine in the ancient church) affirmed that such repentance
and belief could not, in consequence of man s entire depravity, be caused in

any person by his own volition ; but, if manifest at all, must be the effect of

a special exercise of heavenly grace. They also held that the subjects of this

favour are a limited class, predestinated from eternity to be redeemed, and safe

from any final lapse. These tenets were received in all the churches of the

Reformation, and prevailed, almost unquestioned, until near the termination

of the 16th century. They were adopted, in their most important features, by
the Church of England, and engrafted in her Articles. From their most dis

tinguished advocate they gained the name of Calvinism, and all persons who

professed them were denominated Calvinists. Before the beginning of the 17th

century, however, a reaction was discernible, the aim of which was to assign
a greater share of agency to man s free-will in the work of his redemption.
Arminius (following the example of Pelagius in the ancient church) maintained

that men are able to accept or to reject the offer of divine favour when made
to them ; and that this offer is made to all, and not exclusively to the elect.

These sentiments made gradual progress in the Church of England, and were

generally preponderant among the clergy in the time of Archbishop Laud.
From their most distinguished teacher, they obtained the appellation of

Arminianism, and all persons entertaining them were called Arminians. It

is generally considered that the Church of England offers common ground
on which the uphol lers of each system can unite; but, beyond the pale of

the establishment, it is generally considered that a marked diversity of sentiment

D 4
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Ritual Diver
sities.

concerning the comparative influence of free will and grace affords sufficient

reason for the separation of the two opposing parties into two distinct com
munities. And hence, in the churches to be afterwards enumerated, it is a

difference of opinion on these doctrines which divides the General from the

Particular Baptists, the Wesleyan from the Calvinistic Methodists, and the

Sandemanians and similar sects, which push the Calvinistic doctrines to extreme

results, from all the rest.

Another diversity of sentiment, sufficiently important to necessitate a separate

sect, is that respecting the doctrine of the Trinity. The Unitarians, therefore,

who deny the divinity of Christ, on that account are generally found to form a

distinct denomination; though, to some extent, holders of Anti-Trinitarian

opinions may be found in other bodies.

II. The chief diversity regarding RITES (sufficiently important to have led of

itself to the origination of a separate church,) is that which obtains respecting

Baptism. The great majority of Christians now administer the rite to infants,

and the element is poured or sprinkled on the child. Many, however, hold that

only to adults, and on their personal profession of belief, should baptism be

administered, and then by complete immersion of the body in the water. Those

who are thus convinced, consider that this difference of practice renders it

incumbent on them to associate together in a separate body distinct from such

as practise infant baptism.
The various other particulars in rites and ceremonies and order of worship,

with regard to which diversity prevails, are more or less participated in by all

Dissenters, and combine with other points of difference in leading them to

separation, but are not in any case the exclusive or the principal causes of

dissent; for the feeling with respect to the mere accessories of worship, so

vehement in the early Puritans, has lately been much modified, and that

which they regarded as the primary, is now esteemed but as a secondary, cause

of nonconformity. The chief objections urged refer to the employment of a

fixed invariable form for public worship, and to some especial portions thought
to be objectionable in the form adopted by the Church of England. The use

of a liturgy at all is opposed on the ground that it inexpediently restricts the

freedom of the minister, and prevents him from so ordering the supplications and
the Scripture lessons as to best adapt them to the ever-varying requirements of

the occasion and the people ; and that constantly recurring repetition of exactly
the same prayers is likely to induce a merely formal worship. The chief

objections brought against the particular liturgy adopted by the Established

Church refer to its arrangement to the frequent introduction of the Lord s

Prayer to the assumption of infallibility which is supposed to be involved in the

Athanasian Creed to particular expressions in the other creeds importing the

descent of Christ to hell and the remission of sins by baptism and to sundry
other points of minor consequence. Objection is also taken to the Burial

Service to the power of absolution by the minister implied in the Order for the

Visitation of the Sick to the posture of kneeling at the communion table,

as supporting the idea of transubstantiation and to various parts of the

other settled forms, in which it is supposed too great an efficacy is imputed to

the acts of the priesthood and to the reception of the sacraments. In most

Dissenting Churches, therefore, in the place of an unvarying liturgy and a
ceremonial service, there is found a pliable arrangement of religious exercises

and a somewhat stern simplicity of ritual. The Scripture readings are selected at

the minister s discretion his spontaneous supplications are the only admitted

prayers and praise is purely vocal by the congregation, without aid of organ or

of choir.
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III. The most prolific cause of separate sects is the prevalent diversity of UNENDOWED

sentiment respecting the proper CONSTITUTION OF A CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

Many and important differences exist upon this subject. The Established

Church, when severed from the Church of Rome, retained episcopacy as its form

of government, held bishops of apostolical descent to be essential to a scriptural

Church, and assigned to them the exclusive power of admitting to the ministry

and enforcing discipline among the clergy. It also recognized the Sovereign
as its head. Cartwright and the early Puritans maintained, in opposition to this

theory, that bishops without congregations were unknown to Scripture, that

presbyters and elders were the only scriptural church officers, that the

government and discipline of the church belonged to a synod or court, composed
of ministers and laymen in conjunction, that to this assembly alone belonged
the power of ordaining ministers and excommunicating members, and that no

subjection in spiritual matters could be due from the Church to the Crown.

The extensive prevalence of these opinions led to the establishment for a time

in England, and in Scotland permanently, of a Presbyterian Church. Many,
however, also of that early time, considered that the Scriptures were as silent on

the authority of a presbytery as on that of a bishop, that the only power of a

minister was over his own congregation, that even there he could not introduce

or excommunicate a member without the concurrence of the rest, and that every

congregation formed in itself a church complete and perfect, free from any
interference either by other individual ministers or by a ministerial assembly.
The gradual progress of these views necessitated the formation of another

separate church, called Independent or Congregational. The tendency towards a

limitation of the powers of ministers was yet more clearly manifested by the

Friends or Quakers, who denied that Scripture warranted an order of ministers at

all, that only those should preach who felt from time to time divinely moved to

exhortation, and that such as actually felt this impulse needed no other ordina

tion. In later times, the Methodists, reverting to a form of ecclesiastical govern
ment more aristocratic even than the Presbyterian, attributed an almost absolute

authority to ministers; but, not admitting bishops as a scriptural order, and

desirous of a stricter and minuter discipline than that obtaining in the Church
of England, they were forced to form another separate body or &quot; Connexion

;&quot;

and from this itself as time elapsed, successive separations were effected, as

disputes arose respecting the connexional constitution ; and the Methodist New
Connexion, the Punitive Methodists, and the Wesleyan Methodist Association

sprung into being as distinct communities.

Thus, to a variance of opinion mainly upon one or another of these heads

though, often, differences on other matters are combined with these can be

ascribed the origin of nearly all the many sects, considerable and minute, which
now prevail in England. A concise account of the principal sentiments of

those not yet enumerated, and a fuller statement of the views of those

above referred to, are intended to be given in the following sketch of each

denomination.

1. PRESBYTERIANS. 1. PBESBY-
TEKIANS.

The origin of Presbyterianism is referable to the period just succeeding the Oripin~
first triumphs of the principles of the Reformation. When those principles
had so far triumphed as to have detached considerable numbers from the

Romish faith, it then became essential, in order to provide for the spiritual

oversight of these new converts, to establish some ecclesiastical machinery in

lieu of that they had forsaken when forsaking the communion of the Church
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of Rome ; and it was therefore necessary to investigate the subject of Church

Government as indicated in the Scriptures. Accordingly, Calvin, when invited

to assume the post of ecclesiastical legislator for the city of Geneva, bent his

mind to the construction of a perfect system of church polity in harmony with

the supposed directions or suggestions of the Bible. The result of his

enquiries was the production of a code of laws which have since been univer

sally recognized as the basis of the Presbyterian system. The fundamental

principles of this system are, the existence in the church of but one order of

ministers, all equal (spoken of in Scripture under various appellations held to

be synonymous, as bishops/ presbyters, and elders ), and the power of

these ministers assembled, with a certain proportion of the laity, in local and

in general synods to decide all questions of church government and discipline

arising in particular congregations.

The first establishment of Presbyterianism in Great Britain was in Scotland ;

effected there, by the instrumentality of Knox, in 1560. In that year, the first

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland met ; and the states soon after

recognized the Presbyterian Church as the national establishment. The
monarchs of the Stuart dynasty made several attempts to introduce episcopacy ;

and between the Reformation and the Revolution several alternations between

that and the Presbyterian form of government occurred ; but, since the latter

period, the Presbyterian system has remained, with few vicissitudes, the only

legal form of religious polity in Scotland. The Scottish Kirk adopts the

Confession, Catechism, and Directory prepared by the Westminster Assembly
as its standards of belief and worship. Its discipline is administered by a

series of four courts or assemblies. (1) The Kirk Session is the lowest court,

and is composed of the minister of a parish and a variable number of lay

elders, appointed from time to time by the session itself. (2) The Presbytery
consists of representatives from a certain number of contiguous parishes, asso

ciated together in one district. The representatives are the ministers of all

such parishes and one lay elder from each. This assembly has the power of

ordaining ministers and licensing probationers to preach before their ordina

tion* : it also investigates charges respecting the conduct of members, approves
of new communicants, and pronounces excommunication against offenders.

An appeal, however, lies to the next superior court ; viz. (3) The Provincial

Synod, which comprises several presbyteries, and is constituted by the ministers

and elders by whom these presbyteries themselves were last composed. (4)

The General Assembly is the highest court, and is composed of representatives

(ministers and elders) from the presbyteries, royal burghs, and universities of

Scotland, to the number (at present) of 363
; of which number rather more

than two fifths are laymen.
The National Church of Scotland has three presbyteries in England ; that of

London, containing five congregations, that of Liverpool and Manchester, con

taining three congregations, and that of the North ofEngland, containing eight

congregations.
Various considerable secessions have from time to time occurred in Scotland

from the National Church, of bodies which, while holding Presbyterian senti

ments, dissent from the particular mode in which they are developed by the
Established Kirk, especially protesting against the mode in which church

patronage is administered, and against the undue interference of the civil power.

* No person can become a minister of the Scottish Church who has not passed through a
training of four years duration in one of the Universities, and a further subsequent devotion of
four years to express theological instruction. He must then be examined and approved by the
presbytery in which he resides. If then found suitable, he is licensed to preach- but he does
not become a minister until, being presented by a patron, he is called by a particular congregationand ordained by the presbytery in which his parish ia included.
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The principal of these seceding bodies are, the &quot; United Presbyterian Church
,&quot;

and the &quot;Free Church of Scotland;&quot; the former being an amalgamation

(effected in 1847) of the &quot;Secession Church &quot;

(which separated in 1732) with

the &quot; Relief Synod&quot; (which seceded in 1752); and the latter having been con

stituted in 1843.

The &quot;United Presbyterian Church&quot; has five presbyteries in England, con

taining seventy-six congregations ;
of which, however, fourteen are locally in

Scotland, leaving the number locally in England 62.

The &quot;Free Church of Scotland&quot; has no ramifications, under that name,

in England ; but various Presbyterian congregations which accord in all respects

with that community, and which, before the disruption of 1843, were in union

with the Established Kirk, compose a separate Presbyterian body under the

appellation of the &quot;

Presbyterian Church in England&quot; having, in this portion of

Great Britain, seven presbyteries and eighty-three congregations.

Any more extended notice of these three communities will more appropriately

appear as an introduction to that portion of the Census publication which refers

exclusively to Scotland.

In England, also, Presbyterian opinions were disseminated by the followers of In England.

Calvin, and took root, but flourished later. The early Puritans were not, in

general, anxious for organic changes in the Church ; their main desire was,

to obtain relief from certain rites, and garments, and liturgical arrangements
which they deemed unscriptural and popish. The stringency with which the

rulers of the Church enforced conformity to these obnoxious ritual observances

induced the reformers, as already mentioned, to contemplate fundamental

alterations in the structure of the Church itself. From 1570, when Cartwright
first began to write against episcopacy, Presbyterian sentiments continually

spread throughout the land, until, at the time of the civil wars, the great

majority of English people of religious habits were attached to these opinions.
In the meantime, finding it to be impossible to worship in the Established

Church according to their inclinations, they, as early as 1567, began to meet in

private for devotion*; and, in 1572, a presbytery was formed at \Vandsworth.

Efforts, nevertheless, were made, though ineffectually, to bring about a silent

revolution in the discipline of the Church of England, by endeavouring to graft
the Presbyterian upon the Episcopal system, so far as the two could be by any

ingenuity combined. Churchwardens and collectors were to serve instead of

lay elders, f and districts were appointed in which the clergy met in a sort of

synod or classis and, under the guidance of a moderator, canvassed various

subjects, principally theological. These meetings, called, from Scripture, prophesy
-

ings, were encouraged by Archbishop Grindal ; but Whitgift, his successor in the

primacy, suppressed them, and enforced conformity in general with greater rigour
than before. His efforts were, however, unavailing, as were also those of

Bancroft and of Laud who followed. Presbyterianism rapidly advanced : the

Parliament itself, before Elizabeth had ceased to reign, was more than favorably
inclined towards the suggested innovations ; and, at length, in the time of

Charles the First (1641), the party gained an irresistible preponderance,

episcopacy was abolished, and a Presbyterian system was established, (as before

described,) as the legal form of worship and of discipline in England. This

success, however, was of short duration. The supremacy of the Independents
in the army, in the time of the Commonwealth, prevented the enforcement of

*
Speaking of the time of 1568, Heylin says,

&quot; The Gcnevian brethren, being crossed in their
touching those particulars [refitments, &amp;lt;tc.], separated from the rest of their congre

gations, and meeting together in houses, woods, and common fields, kept there their most
unlawful and disorderly conventicles.&quot; Hevlin s Hist, of lTesbvteri.ins, P-250.
t Heylm, p. 299.
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1. PRESBY
TERIANS.

the system universally or stringently ; and when the restoration of King
Charles the Second was effected, the entire episcopal regime was re-established

in its full integrity, the Presbyterians not being able to obtain, as a compromise,

even that modified synodical episcopacy, as designed by Archbishop Usher, to

which they expressed themselves not indisposed to yield. The Act of Uniformity

was passed, and 2,000 ministers were forced to quit the communion of the

Church of England.
Thus deprived of all ability to organize their system in connexion with the

civil power, and seemingly not entertaining the idea that it was possible (if even

legally permissible) to organize without the state s assistance, Presbyterianism

in a few years almost disappeared as a distinct religious system. All the

churches which were subsequently formed by those who hold the Presbyterian

opinions were established in a close accordance with the Congregational or

Independent model. In 1G91, a formal coalescence was accomplished between

the Presbyterian and Congregational ministers of London, and at that time,

and for nearly 30 years succeeding, it seems clear that the doctrinal tenets of

the two bodies were the same, and thoroughly in harmony with the doctrina.

portion of the Articles of the Church of England.* But about a century ago.

a most important alteration seems to have been silently effected in the doctrines

held by English Presbyterian churches ; and instead of the Calvinistic tenets

held so firmly by the Puritans, the later Presbyterians began to cherish, most of

them Arminian, many of them LT
nitarian, sentiments. Those who adhered to

the standards of the Westminster Assembly are now either merged in Congre
gational churches, or connected with the Scottish Presbyterians. The rest,

possessing neither presbytery, synod, nor assembly, and departing widely from
the doctrines of the Westminster Confession, can be scarcely now denominated
&quot;

Presbyterians
&quot;

at all, their only point of concord with that body being the

simple manner, common to nearly all dissenters, of conducting public worship.f
Therefore, in the tabular returns which form the body of this volume, the term
&quot;

Presbyterian
&quot;

will be restricted to its ancient meaning, and all churches formed
of persons who do not receive the doctrine of the Trinity, (excepting General

Baptists,) will be found included in the single class of &quot;

Unitarians.&quot;

INDEPENDENTS
01* CONGREGA-
TIONALISTS.

Church Govern
ment.

2. INDEPENDENTS, OR CONGREGATIONALISTS.^
The great distinctive principle on which is based the separate existence of that

large and prosperous body called, indifferently, sometimes &quot;

Independents,&quot;

sometimes &quot;

Congregation alists,&quot; has reference to the scriptural constitution of

a Christian church. Rejecting equally the episcopal and presbyterian model,

Congregational dissenters hold a &quot; Church &quot;

to be synonymous with a &quot;

select

congregation ;&quot;
and a Christian church to be therefore a congregation of true

believers. They assert that Scripture yields no evidence to justify the application
of the term

(iejrXi)&amp;lt;ria)
to any aggregate of individual assemblies, whether such

aggregate consist of all that may be found within a definite locality, (as in the
case of every National Church), or of all that manifest an uniformity of faith

and discipline (as in every representative Free Church). In confirmation of
this view, they quote the language of the Bible, where the plural

&quot;

churches &quot;

is, they say, invariably employed when more than one particular association is

referred to, saving only where the reference is to the invisible and universal

church.

* See Conder s View of all Religions, p. 404. f See ante, p.xlvi.
t See the various publications of the Congregational Union of England and Wales ; Conder s

View of all Religions ; Bogue and Bennett s History of Dissenters
; Price s History of Noncon

formity; &c.
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The personal composition of the congregation thus supposed to be the only 2.

proper
&quot; church

&quot;

is, as already mentioned, that of a society of &quot; true believers
;&quot; (n. CONGREGA-

that is, persons who both openly profess their faith in the essential doctrines of TIOXAIISTS.

the Gospel and evince the earnestness of their belief by a corresponding change

of disposition and demeanour.*

Every individual church, as thus denned, is held to be complete within itself,

not wanting nor admitting any interference on the part of other churches or of

representative assemblages or synods. Every congregation chooses its own

officers admits, rejects, or excommunicates its members or the candidates for

membership and raises and administers its own resources. And in all the

various decisions on these matters, every member has a voice :f if a new

member is received, it is upon the approval of the existing members, who must

first have been convinced of his religious character; if an existing member is

expelled, it is upon the judgment of the other members after evidence produced
before them. So, of other questions, all authority is vested in the church itself

none given absolutely to its officers ; and from the individual church s judg
ment there is no appeal. To express the total freedom of the body from

exterior control, the term &quot;

Independency
&quot;

is used ; to convey the idea that every

member of the church participates in its administration,
&quot;

Congregationalism,&quot; a

more modern appellation, is adopted.
Two descriptions only of church officers are viewed as warranted by scriptural

authority ; viz., bishops (or pastors) and deacons ; the former instituted to

promote the spiritual, and the latter to advance the temporal, welfare of the

church. The various expressions, &quot;bishop,&quot; -elder,&quot; &quot;pastor,&quot;

&quot;

presbyter,&quot;
em

ployed in Scripture, are employed, it is affirmed, indifferently and interchangeably,

intending always a precisely similar office. Whether there should be in any

congregation more than one such bishop, is conceived to be a matter undecided

by the Scriptures, and left to the discretion of the church itself. The only valid
&quot;

call
&quot;

to the pastorate is held to be an invitation to that office by an individual

church ; and where a person is invited thus, no licence, as in Presbyterian, nor

ordination, as in Episcopal churches, is considered to be requisite in order to

confer authority to preach or to administer the sacraments. Still, after this

election by an individual church, an ordination of the chosen minister by minis

ters of neighbouring churches is esteemed a fitting introduction to the pastoral

office; and the custom always has been general, throughout the Independent

body, of inaugurating newly chosen pastors at a special service, when they
make

profession
of their orthodox belief and receive fraternal recognition from

the other pastors present. But such ordination is not looked upon as imparting

pastoral authority ; this flows exclusively from the election by a church, without

whose previous sanction ordination is regarded as of no avail.J And, in the

selection of its minister, a church is not restricted to a special class prepared by
education for the office : any person who, by Christian character and aptitude for

preaching, so commends himself as to receive an invitation to the ministry, is

recognized as being lawfully a pastor. Yet is an educated ministry considered

* The discipline by which the qualification for church membership is ascertained and secured
is much more strict in Congregational than in Episcopal or Presbyterian churches. In the
latter, bare profession is, in general, suflicient to procure admittance to communion

; but, in the
ormer, there must be sufficient evidence to satisfy the church of a saving operation of divine

t That is to say, every male member. In some churches, however, females arc recognised as
haying equal rights.

%
&quot; In the ordination of a Congregational pastor, there is no assumption of anything resembling

hierarchical authority. By this proceeding it is not professed that oflico is conferred, cha
racter imparted, gifts bestowed, or authority conveyed. It is an affair of order, and no more. It

make & king. It solemnizes the entrance on kingly dignities and functions of him who is already
King by laws and rights, which coronation does not impart or even confirm, but only recognizes,
celebrates, and publishes.&quot; Congregational Union Tract Series, No.X.
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very desirable; and, practically, the majority of Congregational ministers in modern
times receive preparatory training at the various Theological Academies and

TIONALISTS.
Colleges belonging to the general body. But while scriptural authority is thus

asserted for the existence of a ministerial order, no restriction to this order of

the exclusive privilege of preaching is contended for ; religious exhortation is

permitted and encouraged in all those who, having gifts appropriate, feel

prompted so to use them.

The theory which Independents cherish of the scriptural model of a Christian

church induces them, of course, to look with disapproval on all State Establish

ments of religion. Hostile, as already intimated, to the slightest interference

from external bodies even where, as in th^, Presbyterian communities, the

partly popular assembly may be not unfairly taken to reflect with faithfulness

the best ideas and abilities of all the individual churches Independents are

inevitably still more hostile to the interference of a secular and miscellaneous

body like the national parliament, to whose decision they assert all questions of

dispute in national establishments must actually or virtually be referred. And
not alone upon the ground of interference with self-government do Independents

disapprove of national churches : even if the State were to allow the fullest freedom

and confine its operations to the mere provision of the necessary funds for public

worship, there would still remain insuperable conscientious scruples springing
from their notions of the impropriety of all endowments for religious purpose* .

Religion, they contend, should be committed, for its maintenance and propaga

tion, to the natural affection of its votaries. Religious zeal, they say, wiJl

furnish ample means for originating aud sustaining all the institutions, ministers,

and missionaries, necessary for the promulgation of religious truth. AVheri

no such zeal is manifested in a church, its absence is regarded as a certain

sign that there the truth is either not at all, or not in all its purity, professed.

They argue, therefore, that the operation of these voluntary motives would

supply the best security, not only that the true religion would receive an

adequate support, but also, that erroneous doctrines would obtain but limited

success ; whereas the State possessing no peculiar fitness, even for discriminating
truth from error, still less for appreciating nicely all the various forms of truth-

is liable to the double danger either of affording to erroneous doctrines artificia

nourishment, or of inflicting, to support one special form of truth, injustice anc

discouragement on all the rest. The same conclusions are supposed to be

derivable directly from those various portions of the Scriptures where the king
dom of Our Lord is said to be exclusively a spiritual kingdom, trusting to the

force of purely spiritual arms for its establishment, extension, and defence.

Although the Congregational body thus consists of many wholly indepen
dent churches, unamenable to any higher court or jurisdiction than themselves,
and disavowing all subscription to confessions, creeds, or articles of merely
human composition, it is nevertheless (according to its eulogists), distinguished
in a singular degree by uniformity of faith and practice. From the period of

its origin to the present time, no memorable separation of a part of this com

munity from the remainder has occurred ; and the doctrines preached when

Independency was first announced in England were the same as those now heard

from nearly every Congregational pulpit. Much of this agreement is, no doubt,
the consequence of certain voluntary synods or associations which have been,
from earliest times, established for the purpose of fraternal intercourse. These

generally meet in counties. There is no objection, upon Congregational princi

ples, to more extensive representative assemblies, if they limit their proceedings
to advice, and carefully avoid the assumption of judicial power.* A convocation

* &quot; In cases of difficulties or differences it is according to the inind of Christ that many
churches holding communion together do by their messengers meet in a synod or council, to con
sider and give their advice in or about that matter of difference. Howbeit, these synods, so
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of this nature met, in 1658, at the Savoy, and published an epitome of faith

and order as obtaining then among the Independent churches; and in 1831 or CONGREGA-

was founded the
&quot;

Congregational Union of England and Wales,&quot; a delegated

conference of ministers and laymen, meeting twice a year for consultation on

the state and prospects of the body, and for such co-operative action as can be

adopted for its welfare without violation of the principle of Independency.*

The constitution of the Union, therefore, provides that it
&quot; shall not in any

case assume a legislative authority, or become a court of
appeal.&quot;

The Inde

pendents think that by these voluntary councils they obtain the benefits

without the disadvantages of legal combination : unity, fraternity, and common

action are, they say, abundantly secured, while no church feels the irritating

fetters of a forced conformity.f

The doctrines of the Congregational churches are almost identical with those Tenets-

embodied in the Articles of the Established Church, interpreted according to

their Calvinistic meaning. As Independents do not recognize the advantage

of subscription to a formal creed, this inference is drawn from general reputa

tion rather than from any collocation of authentic written standards. Reference,

however, to the &quot; Declaration of Faith, Order and Discipline,&quot; issued by the

Congregational Union in 1833, which, though not binding upon any of the

churches, is believed to be dissented from by none, will furnish ample evidence

of this substantial harmony.J

assembled, are not entrusted with any church power, properly so called, or with any jurisdiction
over the churches themselves to exercise any censures or to impose their determination on the
churches or officers. Besides these occasional synods or councils there are not instituted by
Christ any stated synods iu a fixed combination of churches or &quot;their oilicers, in less or greater

iblies; nor are there any synods appointed by Christ in a way of subordination to one
another.&quot; Declaration of Savoy Conference, 1658.

* The Congregational Union for May 1852, held in London, consisted of 24 1 ministers, 69 lay

delegates and visitors, and 48 students in theology (visitors). The autumnal meeting for the
same year, held at Bradford in Yorkshire, consisted of 258 ministers, 150 lay delegates and visitors,
and 3 1 students.

t
&quot; The scriptural design of the separate church is, not to absorb or sacrifice the individual

member, but to enable nim to attain those ends of Christian self-development and relative
usefulness which he could not obtain apart and alone. And the right aim of a union of such
churches is, not to sacrifice the independence of the individual church, but to enable it to attain,

by Christian sympathy and co-operation, those ends of piety, enlargement, and relative efficiency,
which it could not otherwise acquire. The great distinction between ancient governments and
modern is, that in the former the individual existed for the state, while, in the latter, the state
exists more for the individual. And the main difference between ourselves and other Christian
denominations is, that while, with them, the individual church is more or less absorbed in the
denomination, with us the general union is subservient to the multiplication, the prosperity, and
the independence of individual churches.&quot; Rev. J. Harris, D.I)., Principal of New College,
London.

J DECLARATION.
The Congregational Churches in England and Wales, frequently called Independent, hold

the following doctrines, as of Divine authority, and as the foundation of Christian faith and
practice.
They are also formed and governed according to the principles herein-after stated.

Preliminary Notes.
1. It is not designed, in the following summary, to do more than to state the leading doctrines

of faith and order maintained by Congregational churches in general.
2. It is not proposed to offer any proofs, reasons, or arguments, in support of the doctrines

herein stated, but simply to declare what the denomination believes to be taught by the pen of
inspiration.

3. It is not intended to present a scholastic or critical confession of faith, but merely such
a statement as any intelligent member of the body might offer, as containing its leading
principles.

4. It is not intended that the following statement should be put forth with any authority,
or as a standard to which assent should be required.

5. Disallowing the utility of creeds and articles of religion as a bond of union, and protesting
against subscription to any human formularies, as a term of communion, Congregationalists are-

yet willing to declare, for general information, what is commonly believed among them, reserving
to every one the most perfect liberty of conscience.

6. Upon some minor points of doctrine and practice, they, differing among themselves, allow
to each other the right to form an unbiassed judgment of the word of God.

7. They wish it to be observed, that, notwithstanding their jealousy of subscription to creeds
and articles, and their disapproval of the imposition of any human standard, whether of faith
or discipline, they are far more agreed in their doctrines and practices than any church which
enjoins subscription, and enforces a human standard of orthodoxy ; and they believe that there
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1 ne m de of worship prevalent amongst the Independents is, in general, of

TIOJTALISTS. the simple character before described* ; but no unalterable rubric fetters them

Mode ofworship, to uniformity of ritual ; and points of ceremonial devotion, which the Puritans

is no minister and no church among them that would deny the substance of any one of tho

following doctrines of religion, though each might prefer to state his sentiments his own way.

PRINCIPLES OF RELIGION.
I. The Scriptures of the Old Testament, as received by the Jews, and the books of the New

Testament, as received by the Primitive Christians from the Evangelists and Apostles, Congre
gational Churches believe to be divinely inspired, and of supreme authority. These writings, in
the languages in which they were originally composed, are to be consulted, by the aids of sound
criticism, as a final appeal in all controversies ; but the common version they consider to be

adequate to the ordinary purposes of Christian instruction and edification.

II. They believe in One God, essentially
&amp;gt;yise,

holy, just, and good ; eternal, infinite, and
immutable, in all natural and moral perfections ; the Creator, Supporter, and Governor of all

beings, and of all things.
III. They believe that God is revealed in the Scriptures, as the Father, the Son, and the Holy

Spirit, and that to each are attributable the same Divine properties and perfections. The
doctrine of the Divine existence, as above stated, they cordially believe, without attempting fully
to explain.

IV. They believe that man was created after the Divine image, sinless, and in his kind

perfect.
V. They believe that the first man disobeyed the Divine command, fell from his state of

innocence and purity, and involved all his posterity in the consequences of that fall.

VI. They believe that therefore all mankind are born in sin, and that a fatal inclination
to moral evil, utterly incurable by human means, is inherent in every descendant of Adam.

VII. They believe that God having, before the foundation of the world, designed to redeem
fallen man, made disclosures of his mercy, which were the grounds of faith and hope from the
earliest ages.
VIII. They believe that God revealed more fully to Abraham the covenant of his grace ; and,

having promised that from his descendants should arise the Deliverer and Redeemer of mankind,
set that patriarch and his posterity apart, as a race specially favoured and separated to his
service ; a peculiar church, formed and carefully preserved, under the Divine sanction and
government, until the birth of the promised Messiah.
IX. They believe, that in the fulness of the time, the Son of God was manifested in the fiesh,

being born of the Virgin Mary, but conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit ;
and that our Lord

Jesus Christ was both the Son of man. and the Son of God ; partaking fully and truly of human
nature, though without sin, equal \yith the Father, and

&quot; the express image of his person.&quot;

X. They believe that Jesus CJirist, the Son of God, revealed, either personally in his own
ministry, or by the Holy Spirit in the ministry of his apostles, the whole mind of God, for our
salvation

;
and that, by his obedience to the Divine law while he lived, and by his sufferings unto

death, he meritoriously
&quot; obtained eternal redemption for us

;&quot; having thereby vindicated and
illustrated Divine justice, magnified the law,&quot; and &quot;brought in everlasting righteousness.&quot;
XI. They believe that, after his death and resurrection, he ascended up into heaven, where, as

the Mediator, he &quot;everliveth&quot; to rule over all, and to &quot;make intercession for them that come
unto God by him.&quot;

XII. They believe that the Holy Spirit is given in consequence of Christ s mediation, to

quicken and renew the hearts of men ; and that his influence is indispensably necessary to bring
a sinner to true repentance, to produce saving faith, to regenerate the heart, and to perfect our
sanctification.
XIII. They believe that we are justified through faith in Christ, as &quot;the Lord our righteous

ness ;&quot; and not
&quot;

by the works of the Law.
XIV. They believe that all who will be saved were the objects of God s eternal and electing

love, and were given by an act of Divine sovereignty to the Son of fiod ; which in no way
interferes with the system of means, nor with the grounds of human responsibility; being
wholly unrevealed as to its objects, and not a rule of human duty.
XV. They believe that the Scriptures teach the final perseverance of all true believers to a

state of eternal blessedness, which they are appointed to obtain through constant faith in Christ,
and uniform obedience to his commands.
XVI. They believe that a holy life will be the necessary effect of a true faith, and that good

works are the certain fruits of a vital union to Christ.
XVII. They believe that the sanctification of true Christians, or their growth in the graces of

the Spirit, and meetness for heaven, is gradually carried on through the whole period during
which it pleases God to continue them in the present life ; and that, at death, their seuls, per
fectly freed from all remains of evil, are immediately received into the presence of Christ.
XVIII. They believe in the perpetual obligation of Baptism and the Lord s Supper ; the former

to be administered to all converts to Christianity and their children, by the application of water
to the subject

&quot;

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost
;&quot;

and the
latter to be celebrated by Christian churches as a token of faith in the Saviour, and of brotherly
love.

XIX. They believe that Christ will finally come to i adore the whole human race, according to
their works; that the bodies of the dead M1 * - - &quot; &quot; -&quot; -- &quot; -their works ; that the bodies of the dead will be raised again ; and that, as the Supreme Judge,
he will divide the righteous from the wicked, will receive the righteous into &quot;life everlasting,&quot;
but send away the wicked into &quot;everlasting punishment.&quot;
XX. They believe that Jesus Christ directed his followers to live together in Christian fellow

ship, and to maintain the communion of saints
; and that, for this purpose, they are jointly to

observe all Divine ordinances, and maintain that church order and discipline which is eitherouserve ;ui invine ordinances, and maintain tiiat church order and discipline which is either
expressly enjoined by inspired institution, or sanctioned by the undoubted example of tho
apostles and of apostolic churches.

PRINCIPLES or CHURCH ORDER AND DISCIPLINE.
1. The Congregational churches hold it to be the will of Christ that true believers should

voluntarily assemble together to observe religions ordinances, to promote mutual edification and
holiness, to perpetuate and propagate the Gospel in the world, and to advance the glory and

* See page xlvi., ante.
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considered of such vital consequence, have now almost become included with 2.

i -i i , i -i .,1 TI i fi /? T J J j. INDEPENDENTS
the non-essential matters with regard to which the liberal polity of Independent Or CONGREGA-

churches tranquilly admits diversity. It hence occurs that different congrega-
TIONAUBTS.

tions may be found adopting or originating different customs in the order and

accessories of worship. Some prefer a stern severity of service, and confine

devotion to a purely spiritual exercise ; while others seek in some degree to

foster the religious sentiment by gentle stimulation of the senses. Thus, one

assembly will restrict the exercise of praise to the singing of a metrical psalm
or hymn ; while another will admit the use of organ music, and will chant a

scripture passage. One minister will wear a special habit, as significant of his

official station; while another will content himself with his usual garments,
and appear but as an elder among brethren. So, the architecture of religious

edifices (in the modern structures, where a more ambitious style than formerly
is aimed at,) will be found to vary with the varying tastes of different congrega
tions : sometimes the naked Grecian, sometimes the ornamented Gothic, will

prevail. In all such variations nothing incompatible with Independency is seen.

While harmony obtains respecting the essential points of faith and practice, it is

thought that liberty of difference in minor matters tends but to consolidate the

general body, and ensure its lasting peace.*

worship of God through Jesus Christ ; and that each society of believers, having these objects in
view in its formation, is properly a Christian church.

II. They believe that tne New Testament contains, either in the form of express statute, or in
the example and practice 9f apostles and apostolic churches, all the articles of faith necessary to
be believed, and all the principles of order and discipline requisite for constituting and governing
Christian societies ; and that human traditions, fathers and councils, canons and creeds, possess
no authority over the faith and practice of Christians.

III. They acknowledge Christ as the only Head of the church, and the officers of each church
under Him, as ordained to administer His laws impartially to all ; and their only appeal, in all

questions touching their religious faith and practice, is to the Sacred Scriptures.
IV. They believe that the New Testament authorizes every Christian church to elect its own

officers, to manage all its own affairs, and to stand independent of, and irresponsible to, all

authority, saving that only of the Supreme and Divine Head of the church, the Lord Jesus
Christ.
V. They believe that the only officers placed by the apostles over individual churches, are the

bishops or pastors, and the deacons ; the number of these being dependent upon the numbers of
the church

;
and that to these, as the officers of the church, is committed respectively the admi

nistration of its spiritual and temporal concerns, subject, however, to the approbation of the
church.
VI. They believe that no persons should be received as members of Christian churches, but

such as make a credible profession of Christianity, are living according to its precepts, and attest
a willingness to be subject to its discipline ;

and&quot;^ that none should be excluded from the fellow
ship of the church, but such as deny the faith of Christ, violate his laws, or refuse to submit
themselves to the discipline which the word of God enforces.
VII. The power of admission into any Christian church, and rejection from it, they believe

to be vested in the church itself, and to be exercised only through the medium of its own
officers.

VIII. They believe that Christian churches should statedly meet for the celebration of public
worship, for the observance of the Lord s Supper, and for the sanetificatiou of the first day of
the week.
IX. They believe that the power of a Christian church is purely spiritual, and should in no

way be corrupted by union with temporal or civil power.
X. They believe that it is the duty of Christ ia, hristian churches to hold communion with each other,

to entertain an enlarged affection for each other, as members of the same body, and to co-operate
for the promotion of the Christian cause ; but that no church, nor union of churches, has any
right or power to interfere with the faith or discipline of any other church, further than to
separate from such as, in faith or practice, depart from the Gospel of Christ.
XI. They believe that it is the privilege and duty of every church to call forth such of its

members as may appear to be qualified, by the Holy Spirit, to sustain the office of the ministry ;

and that Christian churches unitedly ought to consider the maintenance of the Christian
ministry in an adequate degree of learning, as one of its especial cares; that the cause of the
Gospel may be both honourably sustained and constantly promoted.
XII. They believe that church officers, whether bishops or deacons, should be chosen by the

free voice of the church; but that their dedication to the duties of their office should take place
with special prayer, and by solemn designation, to which most of the churches add the imposition
of hands by those already in office.
XIII. They believe that the fellowship of every Christian church should be so liberal as to

admit to communion in the Lord s Supper all whose faith and godliness are, on the whole,
undoubted, though conscientiously differing in points of minor importance; and that this out
ward sign of fraternity in Christ should be co-extensive with the fraternity itself, though without
involving any compliances which conscience would deem to be sinful.

&quot;

In the celebration of worship we are also free; neither is there any recognized form, non-
compliance with which should expose to the charge of violating

&quot;

congregational usage.&quot; Hymns
may be sung unknown to our forefathers, and the odes of the Bible, in the sublime language of
our authorized version, might be used in our psalmody, without exposing us to the charge of a
departure from scriptural simplicity. The organ in one church may perform the part of a choir
in another: some congregations may respond to the prayer uttered by the minister, while othors

C. E
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The origin of Independency is referable to the latter portion of the sixteenth

century. It is probable that some conventicles were secretly established soon

TIONALISTS. after the accession of Elizabeth, but the first prominent advocate of congre-

HistoryT&quot; gational principles appeared in 1580 in the person of Robert Brown, a man of

ancient family, related to Lord Treasurer Burleigh. Zealous and impetuous
of spirit, he diffused his sentiments by preaching from place to place, principally

in the county of Norfolk. After residing for three years in Zealand, where he

formed an Independent church, he returned to England in 1585, and again

itinerated through the country with considerable success. At length, having
suffered thirty-two incarcerations in as many different prisons, he conformed to

the Established Church, and obtained the rectory of Oundle. But his followers

rapidly increased, so much so, that an act of parliament was passed in
159i&amp;gt;,

directed specially against them.* Sir Walter Raleigh, in the course of the

discussion on this measure, estimated the number of the Brownists (as they
then were called) at upwards of 20,000, exclusive of women and children.

They were treated with great rigour, and several martyrs to these opinions wer 3

executed in the reign of P^lizabeth. A church had been formed in London, in

1592, in Nicholas Lane; but this persecution drove many to the continent,

where several churches were established in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Leyden ;

that at Leyden being under the pastoral charge of Mr. Robinson, who is ofter

spoken of as the real founder of Independency .f Mr. Jacob, another of the

exiles, returned to England in 1616, and then established an Independent
church in London. During the Long Parliament, the Independents gained
season of comparative freedom; meeting openly, and gathering strength,

especially in the character of their converts, for the Independent leaders were

amongst the foremost of the age for talents and sagacity. When Cromwell,

therefore, (himself an Independent,) had assumed supreme authority, their

principles obtained a potent recognition ; and a general toleration, one of their

distinguishing ideasj, was in great degree effected, notwithstanding strenuous

resistance by the Presbyterians, whose system was thus prevented from obtaining

may express their concurrence by their solemn silence : nay, even if some of our assemblies were
to feel an ancient liturgy, which had been the vehicle of the worship of Christians through many
centuries, uttered in common, to be more helpful to their devotion than mentally following the
extemporary petitions of an individual, surely all such varieties, and many more that might be
named, should be regarded as not in the slightest degree violating our unity, or transgressing
the limits of our denominational polity.&quot; Rev. Newman Hall, B.A., Address at the Autumnal
Meeting of the Congregational Union, 1852.

* The provisions of this act were, that all persons who neglected, for the space of one month,
to attend at church, or persuaded others to be absent, or attended an unlawful meeting or con
venticle, should be imprisoned till they conformed. Refusing to conform, they were to undergo
perpetual banishment, return from which without the Queen s permission was punishable with
death. (35 Eliz. cap. 1.)

t It was from his congregation in Leyden that the pilgrim fathers departed to cross the
Atlantic in 1620, in the

&quot;

Speedwell&quot; and the
&quot;

Mayflower/ to form in America the settlement of
New England.
%

&quot; Of all the Christian sects this was the first which, during its prosperity as well as its ad
versity, always adopted the principle of toleration.&quot; Hume,

To the Presbyterians toleration was almost as odious as infidelity. Some of them, referring
to the position of the Independents in the Westminster Assembly, say as though the mere
statement were sufficient condemnation of the sentiment &quot;

It appears to us that the Indepen
dent brethren desire liberty not only for themselves but for all men !&quot; And the London clergv, at
a meeting at Sion College, Dec. 18, 1645, drew up a letter to the Westminster Assembly, in which
they say, We cannot dissemble how, upon the fore-mentioned grounds, we detest and abhor this
much endeavoured toleration. Price s History of Nonconformitv, ii. p. 329, 330.
Edwards, a Presbyterian minister, of Christ Church, London, whose writings were approved by

the body, goes further
; saying

&quot; A toleration is the grand design of the devil, is the masterpiece
and chief engine he works by at this time to uphold his tottering kingdom ; it is the most com
pendious, ready, and sure way to destroy all religion, lay all waste, and bring in all evils

;
it is a

most transcendent, catholic, and fundamental evil for this kingdom of any that can be imagined.
As original sin is the most fundamental sin ofall sin, having the seed and spawn of all in it; so,
a toleration hath all errors in it, and all evils ; it is against the whole stream and current of
bcripture, both in the Old and New Testament, both in matters of faith and manners, both
general and particular commands. It overthrows all relations, both political, ecclesiastical, and
economical

; and whereas other evils, whether errors of judgment or practice, be but against
some one or few places of Scripture or relation, this is against all

;
this is the Abaddon, Apollyon,

the destroyer of all religion, the abomination of desolation and astonishment, the liberty of
perdition (as Austin calls it), and therefore the devil follows it night and dav; working mightily
in many by writing books for it and other ways, all the devils in hell and their instruments being
at work to promote a toleration.&quot; Gangraena, part i. pp. 58, 59.
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wide and stringent application. From the Restoration to the Revolution,

Independents suffered much, in common with the other bodies of dissenters ;

but since the latter period they have gained considerable and constantly increas- TIONALISTS.

ing liberty, and now present the aspect of a large and united community, second

to none amongst seceding churches for position and political importance.

The earliest account of the number of Independent congregations refers to Statistics of

1812; before that period, Independent and Presbyterian congregations were p

returned together. In 1812, there seem to have been 1,024 Independent
churches in England and Wales (/99 in England, and 225 in Wales).* In

1838, an estimate gives 1840 churches in England and Wales.f The present

Census makes the number 3,244 (2,604 in England and 640 in Wales) ; with

accommodation (after making an allowance for 185 incomplete returns) for

1,063,136 persons. The attendance on the Census-Sunday was as follows

after making an addition for 59 chapels for which the numbers are not given

Morning, 524,612 ; Afternoon, 232,285 ; Evening, 457,162.

The following Table shows the various institutions for religious objects

supported wholly or chiefly by the Congregational body; others with which

the Independents are intimately connected will be found in the List of General

Societies at page cxvii. The Educational Institutions of the Congregationalists

are referred to in the Census Report on that subject.
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8. BAPTISTS.

Distinctive
Tenets.

3. BAPTISTS.*

The distinguishing tenets of the Baptists relate to two points, upon which

they differ from nearly every other Christian denomination; viz. (1), the proper

subjects, and (2), the proper mode, of baptism. Holding that the rite itself was

instituted for perpetual celebration, Baptists consider, (1), that it was meant to

be imparted only on profession of belief by the recipient, and that this profession

cannot properly be made by proxy, as the custom is by sponsors in the Esta

blished Church, but must be the genuine and rational avowal of the baptized

person himself. To illustrate and fortify this main position, they refer to many
passages of Scripture which describe the ceremony as performed on persons of

undoubtedly mature intelligence and age, and assert the absence from the

sacred writings of all statement or inevitable implication that by any other

persons was the ceremony ever shared. Adults being therefore held to be the;

only proper subjects of the ordinance, it is also held that (2), the only proper
mode is, not, as generally practised, by a sprinkling or affusion of the water or,

the person, but, by a total immersion of the party in the water. The arguments

by which this proposition is supposed to be successfully maintained, are gathered
from a critical examination of the meaning of the word /3a7rn &quot;o&amp;gt; from the

circumstances said to have accompanied the rite whenever its administration is

described in Scripture and from general accordance of the advocated mode with

the practice of the ancient Church.f

Different Sects
of Baptists.

These views are entertained in common by all Baptists. Upon other points,

however, differences prevail, and separate Baptist bodies have in consequence

the origination of distinct societies by other bodies, almost wholly supported by the Independent
churches. The society employs 170 missionaries and 700 native teachers. It has connected
with it 150 churches and 16,000 members; 400 day schools, with 30,000 scholars; 32 boarding
schools, with 850 scholars

;
and eight institutions for training 150 native evangelists. It has, also,

15 printing presses, from which have issued translations of the Scriptures in 14 languages or
dialects. Its operations extend to Polynesia, China, India, Africa, Mauritius, British Guiana,
and Jamaica.
In addition to the above societies and institutions, the object of which is purely to provide

and to sustain the means and agencies for propagating the Gospel, there are the following
associations established for politico-religious objects, with which the Congregationalists are
either wholly or prominently connected :

I. THE BOARD OF CONGREGATIONAL MINISTERS resident in and about the cities of London and
Westminster, formed 1727.

This board was constituted in London, September 25, 1727.
It comprises the greater part of the .Congregational ministers within the limits of the old

Twopenny Post Office.

Its object is to promote fraternal intercourse, to confer generally on the state of religion and of
the denomination within the limits of the board, and to take cognizance of all public questions
affecting the religious liberties of the nation.

Its ordinary meetings are monthly from September to April.
Its numbers are usually from 130 to 140.

II. THE GENERAL BODY OF PROTESTANT DISSENTING MINISTERS of the Three Denominations
resident in and about the cities of London and Westminster.

The three boards were accustomed to unite in presenting addresses to the throne on suitable
occasions from the accession of William the Third in 1688.

They were organized into a united body July 11, 1727.
The body meets only by special summons, except at the annual meeting, which is held in

April.
It takes cognizance of all public measures, parliamentary or otherwise, which affect the religion

or the liberties of Nonconformists and others.
It has the privilege of approaching the throne with its memorials or addresses whenever occa

sions arise for the presentation of public bodies at court.
The Unitarian members of the Presbyterian board separated from the general body in 1835.

The body now consists of the orthodox members of the three denominations, and numbers
nearly 200.

III. THE DISSENTING DEPUTIES.
This association was formed in London, January 1736, and originated in an attempt to procure

a repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts.
It consists of lay deputies from the three denominations of Protestant dissenters, Presby

terian, Independent, and Baptists, in and within 12 miles of London.
Its object is to protect the civil rights of Protestant Dissenters.
* See Crosby s History of the Baptists; Ivimey s History of the Baptists; Conder s View of

all Religions ; Bogue and Bennett s History of the Dissenters
; Baptist Union Reports ; Baptist

Manual.
t Article contributed, by the Rev. F. A. Cox, D.D, LL.D., to the &quot;

Cyclopedia of Religious
Denominations,&quot; 1P.53.
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been formed. In England the following comprise the whole of the various 3. BAPTISTS.

sections which unitedly compose the Baptist denomination :

1. General (Unitarian) Baptists.

2. General (New Connexion) Baptists.

3. Particular Baptists.

4. Seventh Day Baptists.

5. Scotch Baptists.

(1,2,3.) The difference between the &quot;General&quot; and the &quot;Particular&quot; General saA
P&Tticiil&Y

Baptists refers to the doctrine of election, as described before. The General Baptists.

(or Arminian) Baptists hold that salvation is designed for men in general,

without any preordination of a special number ; the Particular (or Calvinistic)

Baptists hold that a particular portion of mankind has been from all eternity

predestined to be saved. A sort of synod of the Calvinistic much the larger-
section of the Baptists was convened in London in 1689, at which a Confession

of 32 articles was adopted, agreeing in all respects (except upon the single

point of baptism) with the Confession of the Westminster Assembly, and with

the Savoy declaration. Previous Confessions to the same effect had been put
forth by seven London congregations of Particular Baptists in 1643, and by
an assembly of ministers and elders, both from London and the country,
in 1677. The General Baptists, towards the termination of the seventeenth

century, seem to have become impregnated with anti-trinitarian sentiments, and

these opinions gained considerable influence in that portion of the Baptist body

subsequently to the agitation on the subject which commenced throughout the

west of England in 1719 : so much so, indeed, as to induce the secession of

those churches which adhered to the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity. All

General Baptist churches, therefore, which are trinitarian, are now included in

the &quot;General Baptist New Connexion&quot; which was formed in 1770 for the

purpose of maintaining the original tenets of the General Baptists as received

by their earliest English churches in the opening of the seventeenth century.
These may now be said to be, respecting doctrine,

&quot;

Evangelical Arminian.&quot; The

principal founder of the Connexion, in 1770, was the Rev. Dan Taylor. The

assembly at which it was originated issued, to explain the grounds of their

secession, six articles of religion, which declare, (1) the fall and depravity of

man ; (2) the perpetual obligation of the moral law ; (3) the divinity of Christ

and the universal design of His atonement ; (4) the provision of salvation for

all who exercise faith ; (5) the necessity of regeneration by the Holy Spirit ;

(6) the propriety of baptism by immersion, on repentance.* Upon other

doctrines, not embraced by these six articles, the General Baptist New
Connexion is substantially agreed with other evangelical denominations.

(4) The &quot;Seventh Day Baptists&quot; differ from the other General Baptist Seventh Day
churches simply on the ground that the seventh, not the first, day of the week BaPtlst8 -

should be the one still celebrated as the sabbath. They established congre

gations very soon after the first introduction of Baptists into England, but at

present they have only two places of worship in England and Wales.

(5) The &quot;Scotch Baptists&quot; derive their origin from the Rev. Mr. M Lean, Scotch Baptist*,

who, in 1765, established the first Baptist Church in Scotland. Their doctrinal

sentiments are Calvinistic, and they differ from the English Particular Baptists

chiefly by a more rigid imitation of what they suppose to be the apostolic

usages, such as love feasts, weekly communion, plurality of pastors or elders,

washing each other s feet, &c. In England and Wales there are but 15 congre
gations of this body.

*
Taylor s History of the General Baptists, vol.ii. page 140,
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8, BAPTISTS.

Church govern
ment.

History .

With respect to Church polity and order, there is scarcely any difference

between the Baptists and the Independents or Congregationalists. The

churches of the former are as independent of each other as the churches of the

latter body, and in their discipline and order Baptists are to the full as congre

gational as Congregationalists. Ministers and deacons are appointed by election

of the churches, whose exclusive province it is also to decide upon the fitness of

the candidates for baptism and communion,* submission to the rite invariably

preceding, in the major portion of the churches, an admission to the sacrament.t

The same repudiation, also, is displayed of formal Creeds or Articles as adequate?

or proper tests of orthodoxy, and the same rejection of all interference with

Christ s spiritual kingdom on the part of any secular power. Like Independents,

too, they have their county and other associations, and their aggregate
&quot; unions.

The union of the Particular Baptist Churches was formed in 1812, and consisted

in 1851 of 1,080 churches.J Each of these churches sends, or may send,

representatives, both clerical and lay, to an annual conference upon the general

interests of the body; though extreme solicitude to keep intact the funda

mental principle of Independency, and apprehensions lest a delegated body

might by imperceptible degrees assume the functions of a synod, have prevailed

to hinder many Calvinistic Baptist churches from appointing representatives.

The yearly assembly of the New Connexion of General Baptists is called an
&quot;

Association,&quot; and is constituted in the same way as the &quot; Union :&quot; it consisted,

in 1851, of 99 representatives deputed by 53 churches.

The Baptists, as an organized community in England, date their origin from

IfiOS, when the first Baptist church was formed in London ; but their tenets have

been held, to greater or to less extent, from very early times. The Baptists

claim Ttrtullian (A.D. 150-220), and Gregory of Nazianzen (A.D. ,328-389), as

supporters of their views, and contend, on their authority, that the immersion of

adults was the practice in the apostolic age. Their sentiments have ever since,

it is affirmed, been more or less received by nearly all the various bodies of

seceders which from time to time have parted from the Church of Rome ;
as the

Albigenses and Waldenses, and the other innovating continental sects which

existed prior to the Reformation. From the agitation which accompanied that

great event, the opinions of the Baptists gained considerable notice, and the

holders of them underwent considerable persecution. In 1533, a fanatical sect,

which denied the Trinity, the incarnation, the authority of magistrates, the

lawfulness of oaths, and, incidentally, the practice of infant baptism, raised a

tumult in the city of Munster, and committed great excesses. From their views

on baptism not the most conspicuous of their doctrines they were generally

spoken of as Anabaptists, or Rebaptizers ; and the obloquy which followed then*

misdeeds at Munster came to be attached to the name itself of Anabaptist,
and has scarcely even yet, perhaps, entirely disappeared. This name is, therefore,

reasonably objected to, as implying principles which Baptists, equally with other

Protestants churches, hold in detestation.

*
Baptist Manual, 1851.

t Those who thus restrict the sacrament of the Lord s Supper to persons baptized by immer
sion are sometimes called

&quot;

Strict Baptists.&quot; Many of the churches, however, practise open com
munion, and admit as members all, whether baptized in maturity or infancy, who give sufficient
evidence of piety. The late Robert Hall was a powerful advocate of the latter course.

J Baptist Manual, 1851.

In 1525 the magistrates of Zurich published a solemn edict, requiring all persons to have
their children baptized, and forbidding rebaptization under the penalty of being fined, or
banished, or imprisoned. Another decree was issued in 1530, making it punishable with death.
Crosby, preface, page xxix. This author gives a quotation from Hooke s Apology, in which are
mentioned, as examples of the?persecution then prevailing, the martyrdoms in various parts of
Germany, between the years 1528 and 1533, of as many as 430 Baptists men and women some
beheaded, some burned, some drowned, and two roasted at n slow fire.
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In England, Baptist doctrines were maintained by the early British Churches ;

and Augustine failed in his endeavours to induce them to conform to the

practice of the Church of Rome. It is probable that these opinions never

wholly vanished from the country, but were held, in conjunction with their

more conspicuous tenets, by many of the religious reformers who from time to

time appeared. The Lollards, it is said, were much impregnated ; and Wycliffe

himself is claimed by the Baptists as an advocate of their ideas. In 1535,

fourteen Dutch Anabaptists were put to death ; and, in 1575, a congregation of

the same people and persuasion was discovered in Aldgate, the whole of

whom were either brought to execution, or imprisoned, or exiled. John Smith,

the founder, as already mentioned, of the earliest Baptist church in England

(1608), had been a minister of the Established Church. He embraced Arminian

doctrines, and his church, in consequence, consisted of what are now
denominated General Baptists. The first Calvinistic (or Particular) Baptist

church was formed in London, in 1633*, by an offshoot from an Independent

congregation. The Puritan historian, Neal, conjectures that in 1644 the num
ber of Baptist congregations in England was 54. The Baptists suffered

rigorous persecution in the reigns of the Stuarts ; but they were, at length,

relieved from most of their oppressions by the Toleration Act of 16S8, and have

since considerably increased. In 1/16, Neal reports the number of their

churches in England alone (excluding Wales) to have been 247. A computa
tion made by one of their ministers in 1772, gives 404 congregations in England
(Wales again excluded). A calculation for the year 1790 shows the number for

the same extent of territory to have been 332 ; but as this estimate did not

apparently include the Arminian Baptists, probably the number should be raised

by about 100, or to 432.f In 1832, the Calvinistic Baptist Churches are

reported at 926, which number, by the addition (say of 200) for the General

Baptists and the New Connexion, would be raised to 1,126.J In 1839, the

Calvinistic Baptist congregations were computed at 1,276, and allowing 250
for the other Baptist Churches, the total number would be 1,526. These
several estimates relate exclusively to Enyland. Wales, for the periods for which
accounts are extant, shows that in 1772 there were 59 congregations (of all

kinds of Baptists) ; that in 1808 there were 165 congregations (also of all

kinds); while in 1839 there were 244 congregations of Calvinistic Baptists.
At the recent Census the numbers were :

BAPTIST CONGREGATIONS.

3. BAPTISTS.
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3. BAPTISTS. The following are the principal societies and institutions supported by the

Baptists ; others to which they in part contribute are included in the List of

General Societies on page cxvii.

NAME OF SOCIETY
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that, unless accompanied by this divine instruction, no amount of human

intellect or learning could enable their possessor truly to receive or availingly or QUAKEKS.

impart the truths of Revelation, he rejected all idea of a separate order of men

prepared by special education for the ministry ; and taught that none who gave

no evidence themselves of saving faith could, either by episcopal or other human

ordination, be created proper agents for producing faith in others. And, while

thus denying the authority to teach of all who were not guided by this inward

light, he viewed the conscious presence of such heavenly illumination even in

the humblest person, whether male or female (if accompanied by evidence of per

sonal religion and a special call from God) as at once the sufficient qualification,

and the only adequate commission, for the office of a Christian preacher. From

the same conviction of the overwhelming and almost exclusive value of these

inward spiritual operations, he was led to advocate the abandonment of all the

outward ceremonies which the Reformation had permitted to survive. Hence, he

objected to the celebration of the rite of Baptism and the sacrament of the Lord s

Supper ; holding that their perpetuity was not enjoined by Scripture, and that,

though professedly considered but as outward signs the former, of a spiritual

purity, the latter, of a spiritual faith they yet were liable to be the means of

error ; coming to be gradually regarded as possessing in themselves the saving

efficacy only to be found in what they typified. The baptism spoken of in

Scripture, Fox believed to be the spiritual baptism of the Holy Ghost ; and the

true celebration of the supper, he contended, was to be accomplished by the

spiritual communion of the soul with God. By natural deduction, also, from

his doctrine of the purely spiritual nature of religion and the absolute necessity

of the inward teaching of the Spirit, he was brought to oppose all outward

exhibitions of humility or adoration ; such as national or private fasts magni
ficence of architecture or adornment in religious buildings the use of music,

vocal or instrumental, in the praise of God and a settled form or order of

devotion ; urging that sincere repentance was the only true humiliation that a

purified heart was the only worthy temple and that silent converse of the

soul with God is worship as acceptable to Him as the utterance of prayer and

praise.

Fox and the early Friends believed that the direct divine suggestions could Divine guidance,

unfailingly be recognized as such by those receiving them, and thus distinguished
from the usual promptings which result from ordinary motives. It was, doubt

less, owing much to this conviction that, they shewed such extraordinary

courage in the propagation of their views, and such unshaken fortitude in suffer

ing the consequent persecution. Believing that the course of conduct which

seemed right to them was actually instigated and commanded by express divine,

authority, no threatenings nor dangers could divert them from pursuing it.

The magistrates in vain precluded them from preaching in a certain neighbour
hood : they were sure to be found, the next day, labouring in that precise

locality. In vain their meetings were dispersed by the civil force, and the

persons present carried off to prison : on their next appointed day of worship
another congregation was invariably found to occupy the vacant edifice and
follow unresistingly their predecessors to the gaol. Obedience to the same
conviction of imperious duty led them often into churches, to proclaim, when
opportunity was offered, their distinctive principles ; and sometimes it induced
them to address epistles of advice to sovereigns or judges, urging them to govern
justly and administer the laws with righteousness.* The Journal of George Fox
abounds in passages implying that both he and his associates believed them-

* A deputation from the Society has recently visited various European courts on the subject of
the slave trade.
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Doctrine of
Election.

Estimation of
the Bible.

4. THE SOCIETY selves to be directed in their movements by divine inspiration, and even that

they sometimes thus obtained the power to prophesy.

The sentiments of Friends upon the doctrine of election seem to be the very

opposite of those called
&quot;

Calvinistic.&quot; Fox himself proclaimed that reprobation

was the consequence of sin committed, and not of a personal decree ; and that

every one has given to him light sufficient, if improved, to lead him to salvation

in the future, and perfection in the present, life.

The prominence which Fox and his disciples gave, in all their sermons, to

this doctrine of direct communications from the Holy Spirit, led their oppo
nents to accuse them of an insufficient reverence for the Bible ; but the Friends

have uniformly disavowed the charge, and asserted their belief that the truths of

Scripture are
&quot; able to make wise unto salvation through faith in Christ Jesus.&quot;

They appeal, too, for support of their denial of the charge to the steadfastness

with which they always have obeyed the scriptural injunctions in their strict and

literal interpretation. In obedience to the precept not to swear, they persever-

ingly refused to take an oath in courts of justice : in obedience to the precept

not to kill, they refused to engage in military service held war to be in no case

justifiable denounced the punishment of death and allowed themselves to be

oppressed without resistance : in obedience to the precept not to render honour

to each other, they declined to pay the usual complimentary salutations retained

their hats upon their heads in courts of law and in religious edifices and ignored
all honorary titles, simply addressing every individual with the singular pronoun
&quot; thou &quot;

or &quot;

thee,&quot; instead of the customary plural
&quot;

you.&quot;
From a similar im

plicit deference to scriptural injunctions, they adopted great simplicity of dress,

sobriety of living, and sedateness of demeanour ; not allowing any vain display in

dwellings, furniture, or funerals, and shunning frivolous amusements, such as

dancing, music, field sports, and the reading of unprofitable works. They did

not, however, admit the Scriptures to be the only authoritative guide ; but rather

held that, while no doctrine contrary to them could be received, the separate

inward teaching of the Holy Spirit, as the source itself of Revelation, was of yet

superior authority asserting that &quot; the light of God s Spirit is a certain and
&quot;

infallible rule, and the eye that sees it is a certain eye ; whereas men s

&quot;

understanding of the Scriptures is uncertain and fallible.&quot; In the public

worship, therefore, of the Friends, they do not read the Bible ; preferring to

await in stillness and solemnity the immediate influence of the Holy Spirit :

but in their prayers and exhortations Scripture is continually quoted, and their

rules of discipline exhort that a portion be daily read in each Friend s family.

The causes which have led to misconstruction (as the Friends assert) respecting
their appreciation of the Scriptures, have originated a complaint against them
that they question the divinity of Christ. This accusation also they deny, and

point to many declarations of conspicuous members of their body where the

deity of Christ is mentioned as an article of faith explicitly maintained.*

In modern times some controversy has arisen among the Friends respecting

doctrine, and a small secession from the body has occurred of some whose views

approach more nearly to those prevalent in other evangelical denominations.

Rejecting the idea of a special order of persons for the ministry, the Friends

are, nevertheless, the advocates of preaching by such, whether men or women,

* A declaration of their views on this subject may be seen in an epistle from George Fox to the
Governor of Barbadoes, quoted in the preface to the Society s

&quot; Rules of Discipline,&quot; issued by
the yearly meeting of London, 3rd edition, page viii. The modern Friends adhere to the language
of this declaration.

Deity of Christ.

Controversies.

Sentiments con
cerning the

support of the

ministry.
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as feel called upon to undertake the work ; but they hold that, beyond mere 4. THE SOCIETY

temporary travelling accommodation, these should not receive remuneration for ^QUAKEM!
dispensing truth. And as they thus perceive an impropriety in recompensing

even their own valued preachers, they protest against contributing towards the

maintenance of those attached to other bodies, in the fruits of whose exertions

they do not participate: they therefore constantly refuse to pay tithes con

sidering them
&quot; an anti-Christian method of support

&quot;

or church rates, rather

suffering their goods, of many times the value of the tax, to be distrained and

sold. As a necessary consequence of these opinions, they contend against the

maintenance of any system of religion by the State.

The Sabbath is regarded as a purely Jewish institution, abrogated on the Opinion of the

introduction of the Christian dispensation ; but while Friends attach no special
Sabbath -

sanctity to any particular day, they think it a religious duty to unite with their

fellow Christians in appropriating one day out of every seven to the purposes of

public worship.

As most of the names bestowed by custom on the days and months derive Names of days

their origin from Pagan superstition, Friends object to use them ; substituting

&quot;first
day,&quot;

&quot;second
day,&quot;

&quot;first month,&quot; &quot;second month,&quot; for
&quot;Sunday,&quot;

&quot;

Monday,&quot;
&quot;

January,&quot; and
&quot;

February,&quot; respectively ; and so on of the rest.

The whole community of Friends is modelled somewhat on the Presbyterian Discipline,

system. Three gradations of meetings or synods, monthly, quarterly, and

yearly, administer the affairs of the Society, including in their supervision

matters both of spiritual discipline and secular polity. The MONTHLY MEETINGS,

composed of all the congregations within a definite circuit, judge of the fitness

of new candidates for membership,* supply certificates to such as move to other

districts, choose fit persons to be Elders to watch over the ministry, attempt
the reformation or pronounce the expulsion of all such as walk disorderly, and

generally seek to stimulate their members to religious duty. They also make

provision for the poor of the society, (none of whom are, consequently, ever

known to require parochial relief,) and secure the education of their children.

Overseers also are appointed to assist in the promotion of these objects. At

monthly meetings, also, marriages are sanctioned previous to their solem

nization at a meeting for worship.t Several monthly meetings compose a

QUARTERLY MEETING, to which they forward general reports of their condition,

and at which appeals are heard from their decisions. The YEARLY MEETING
holds the same relative position to the quarterly meetings as the latter do to the

monthly meetings, and has the general superintendence of the society in a par
ticular country : that held in London comprehends the quarterly meetings of

Great Britain, by all of which representatives are appointed and reports
addressed to the yearly meeting. Representatives also attend from a yearly

meeting for Ireland held in Dublin. It likewise issues annual epistles of advice

and caution, appoints committees, and acts as a court of ultimate appeal from

quarterly and monthly meetings.
A similar series of meetings, under regulations framed by the men s yearly

meeting, and contained in the Book of Discipline, is held by the female members,
whose proceedings are, however, mainly limited to mutual edification.

*
Membership is hereditary among the Friends : every child of a member being entitled to all

the privileges of the Society,
t The Friends consider marriage to be &quot;

not a mere civil compact, but a divine ordinance, and
that it is the prerogative of God alone to join persons in that solemn covenant.&quot; But &quot;

they view
the interference of a priest as an :

example of the primitive church.&quot;

-&quot;
&quot; &quot;- MJ i/ituuganuro ui \jiuu. uiuuu LU |tmi persons 111 uiai soienm uuveiuuit. ojut tiuny view

the interference of a priest as an assumption altogether unwarranted by Holy Scripture or tho
litivt

&quot;
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4. THE SOCIETY Connected with the yearly meeting is a MEETING FOR SUFFERINGS, com-

or QUAKEBS! posed of ministers, elders, and members chosen by the quarterly meetings. Its

original object was to prevail upon the government to grant relief from the

many injuries to which the early Friends were constantly exposed. It has

gradually had the sphere of its operations extended, and is now a standing

committee representing the yearly meeting during its recess, and attending

generally to all such matters as affect the welfare of the body.

There are also meetings of preachers and elders for the purpose of mutual

consultation and advice, and the preservation of a pure and orthodox ministry.

In case of disputes among Friends, they are not to appeal to the ordinary

courts of law, but to submit the matter to the arbitration of two or more of their

fellow-members. If either party refuses to obey the award, the Monthly Meeting
to which he belongs may proceed to expel him from the society.

Political history.
From their rise till the Revolution, the Quakers were subjected to an extra

ordinary and, except for the brief interval during which the indulgence of King
Charles the Second (1672) was allowed to operate, an unremitting persecution.

Two years after the Restoration, Fox presented a memorial to Charles, in which

he represents that, under previous Rulers, 3,173 Friends had been imprisoned,

thirty-two of whom had died in jail, and that, since the accession of the king,

no less than 3,068 had been incarcerated for their conscientious scruples. The

ostensible ground of this severity was their refusal to take an oath or render

tithes ; but probably their nonconformity supplied to a great extent the real

cause. The many injuries they suffered did not, however, in the least repress

their zeal : they rather gloried in their persecutions, which indeed contributed to

multiply their numbers and to bind them in a closer fellowship. Those who

preserved their liberty assisted those who were in bondage ; sometimes offering

themselves to be Imprisoned if their brethren might be earlier released; and

those who had endured severe confinement, for assembling at their meetings,

straightway, on the expiration of their sentence, met together as before.*

Liberty of con
science.

Regard for liberty of conscience has been also always a distinguishing
characteristic of the followers of Fox ; and it must be mentioned to their honour

that not only did they perseveringly maintain it as the common right of all, when

they themselves were suffering persecution for religious principles, but when, in

Pennsylvania, East and West New Jersey, Rhode Island, and some other

portions of America, they had entire possession of the civil power, their

legislation uniformly was pervaded by a spirit of respect for such inherent

rights.

Present political

position.

From the period of the Revolution of 1688 the Friends have received the

benefits of the Toleration Act. By the statutes of 7 & 8 Wm. III., c. 34., and
3 & 4 Wm. IV., c. 49., their solemn affirmations are accepted in lieu of oaths ;

and the abrogation of the Test Act renders them eligible for public offices.

Progress of the
Society.

The first assemblies of the Friends for separate public worship were held in

Leicestershire in 1644. In 1652 the Society had extended itself throughout
most of the northern counties, and before the Restoration, meetings were

*
Bishop Burnet thus describes the unconquerable patience of the Quakers when the Con

venticle Act was in force :&quot; The behaviour of the Quakers had something in it that looked
bold. They met at the same place and hour as before. None of them would go out of the way;-
but, when they were seized, they went all to prison together, where they stayed without pe ti

tioning for release, and when discharged they refused to pay any fees. As soon as liberated, they
returned to their meetings again ; and when they found the place shut up by the magistrates,
they assembled before the doors. Thus they carried their point ; for the government grew weary
of them, and were glad to let them alone.&quot; Burners Own Times, p. 271.
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established in nearly all the English and Welsh counties, as well as in Ireland,

Scotland, the West Indies, and the British provinces of North America. The

Society in the United Kingdom is not now increasing its numbers. The Friends

themselves account for this, in part, by the constant emigration of members to

America, where the body is much more numerous than in England.* But they

do not hesitate to admit that much is attributable to the feebler endeavours now

than formerly to gain proselytes. Since 1800 their number, if computed by
the number of their meeting-houses, has diminished. In 1800 they possessed

413 meeting-houses, while the number returned to the Census in 1851 was only

371. They say, however, that this does not inevitably indicate a smaller number

of professors ; since, of late, there has been a considerable tendency amongst
them to migrate from the rural districts, and to settle in the larger towns. Small

communities are to be found in parts of France, Germany, Norway, and

Australia.

The views of the Society on the subject of a paid ministry prevent them from Operations,

uniting with other religious bodies in missionary efforts. A number of their

preachers, however, travel frequently to distant countries to diffuse the gospel ;

but in these cases the society pays nothing beyond travelling expenses. Friends

are warm supporters of the Bible Society. Almost from their commencement

they have been distinguished by an active spirit of benevolence ; and in later times

this spirit has been shown by their unremitting labours to repress the slave

trade, by their zeal in promoting the cause of education among the poor f, by
their efforts to procure reform in prison discipline, and by their almost un

paralleled exertions to relieve distress in Ireland in the period of the famine.J

5. UNITARIANS.

Differences of opinion respecting the person of Christ are very ancient. Arius, o. TJSITAEIANS.

a presbyter of Alexandria, whose name is most familiar in connexion with the

anti-Trinitarian dispute, existed early in the fourth century, but Sabellius had

preceded him in the third, in propagation of very similar sentiments. The
&quot; Arian heresy

&quot;

provoked extensive discord in the general church ; and we read

of states and princes choosing sides in this mysterious controversy, and under

taking sanguinary wars for its decision. The &quot;

heresy
&quot;

prevailed to some
considerable extent in Britain in the earliest period of Christianity, before the

arrival of the Saxons.

In the sixteenth century, another form of anti-Trinitarian doctrine was

originated by Lachus and Faustus Socinus, and obtained a wide success in

Poland. From these two prominent maintainers of their sentiments, the modern
Unitarians are often called

&quot; Socinians
;&quot;

but they themselves repudiate the

name, in part because of a diversity of creed on some particular points, and

partly from repugnance to be held as followers of any human teacher. In

Switzerland, Servetus, by the instigation or consent of Calvin, was burnt, in

1553, for entertaining these opinions.
In England also, similar sentiments prevailed about the middle of the

sixteenth century, and subsequently two Arians were burnt to death in the reign
of James the First. John Biddle was imprisoned for the offence in the time of

the Commonwealth, and died in prison in 1662. Milton was a semi-Arian.

But little progress was effected till the opening of the eighteenth century, when

* &quot;

There exist at present on the North American Continent nearly 600 distinct religious
assemblies of the Society of Friends.&quot; Bowden s History of the Society of Friends in America.

They have a training college for teachers at Ackworth, called the Flounder s Institute.
I The Society of Friends in 1847 raised and distributed in mitigation of Irish distress the

enormous sum of 200,000*.
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5. UNTTABIAXS. many of the old Presbyterian ministers embraced opinions adverse to the

Trinitarian doctrine. A noticeable controversy on the subject was begun in

1719, in the west of England, and two Presbyterian ministers, in consequence
of their participation in these sentiments, were removed from their pastoral

charges. Nevertheless, the Presbyterian clergy gradually became impregnated,

although for some time they gave no particular expression from their pulpits to

their views in this respect. In course of little time, however, their congregations

either came to be entirely assimilated with themselves in doctrine, or in part

seceded to the Independent body. Thus, the ancient Presbyterian chapels and

endowments have, in great degree, become the property of Unitarians, whose

origin, as a distinct community in England, may be dated from the first

occurrence of such virtual transfers, viz., from about the period just subsequent
to 1730.

Tenets. The modern Unitarians differ from the ancient Anti-Trinitarians, chiefly by

attributing to the Saviour less of divine and more of human nature. In

deed, He is described by several of their most conspicuous writers as a man
&quot; constituted in all respects like other men.&quot; His mission was, they say, to

introduce, by God s appointment, a new moral dispensation ; and His death they
look upon not as a sacrifice or an atonement for sin, but as a martyrdom in

defence of truth.* Not admitting the essential sinfulness of human nature, they
do not admit the necessity of an atonement : they consider that a conscientious

diligent discharge of moral duties will be adequate to secure for men their future

happiness. In consequence of their disbelief in the divinity of Christ, they avoi 1

all personal addresses to Him, whether of prayer or praise. The Scriptures the/
believe to contain authentic statements; but they do not allow the universal

inspiration of the writers. Many of the modern Unitarians believe that all

mankind will ultimately be restored to happiness. This creed is very prevalen ,

amongst the Unitarians of America, where upwards of 1,000 churches are re

ported to profess it. It is there called
&quot;

Universalism.&quot;

Civil position. Persons denying the doctrine of the Trinity were excepted from the benefits o;

the Toleration Act. and remained so until 1813, when the section in that statute

which affected them was abrogated. Since that period they have been exactl)

in the same position as all other Protestant Dissenters with respect to their poli

tical immunities.

Church govern
ment.

Numbers.

The form of ecclesiastical government adopted by the Unitarians is substan

tially
&quot;

congregational;&quot; each individual congregation ruling itself without

regard to any courts or synods.

Returns have been received at the Census Office from 229 congregations
connected with this body.

6. UXITED

MORAVIANS.

Origin.

6. UNITED BRETHREN, OR MORAVIANS.

Christianity was introduced into Bohemia in the ninth century, from Greece ;

but it was not long before the Papal system, aided by the Emperor, became
established firmly in that country. Still, the inhabitants were not disposed to

yield their cherished sentiments ; and, stimulated by the writings of Wycliffe and

the preaching and martyrdom of Huss and Jerome, they afterwards distinguished

themselves, though unsuccessfully, as firm adherents to the doctrines of the

Bclsham s Calm Inquiry, pp. 447-455.
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Reformation. In the persecution which resulted from the triumph of the Em-
_ 6^

UNITED

peror in the war with the Elector Palatine, the Protestant clergy were banished

from the kingdom. They retired to Poland; where, in 1632, Commenius was

appointed
&quot;

Bishop of the dispersed brethren from Bohemia and Moravia.&quot; In

Moravia, ostensible conformity with Romish worship was enforced ; but many of

the brethren, cherishing the Protestant faith, met secretly together for devotion,

and, as opportunity occurred, fled thence into the Protestant states of Germany.
Ten of these, in 1722, obtained permission from Count Zinzendorf to settle on

a portion of his lands. The little settlement thus formed was called
&quot; Hern-

hutt,&quot; the watch of the Lord. Count Zinzendorf himself soon came to be the

head of the new church, which, in 1727, had grown to 500 persons. They
debated then about a combination with the Lutheran church ; but the decision

of the lot, to which they appealed upon the matter, was in favour of their con

tinuance as a distinct society. They, therefore, formed themselves into a regular

community, with the designation of &quot; Unitas Fratrum,&quot; and began to establish

congregations in various parts of Europe, and to send forth missionaries to re

motest settlements. Their first establishment in England seems to have occurred

in 1742.*

The doctrines of the United Brethren are in harmony with those propounded Doctrines,

in the &quot; Confession of Augsburgh.&quot; At a general synod held at Barby, in

1775, the following declaration was adopted :

&quot; The chief doctrine to which the
&quot; Church of the Brethren adheres, and which we must preserve as an invaluable
&quot; treasure committed unto us, is this that by the sacrificefor sin made by Jesus
&quot;

Christ, and by that alone, grace and deliverance from sin are to be obtained
&quot;

for all mankind. We will, therefore, without lessening the importance of any
&quot;

other article of the Christian faith, steadfastly maintain the following five
&quot;

points :

&quot;

1. The doctrine of the universal depravity of man ; that there is no health
&quot;

in man, and that, since the fall, he has no power whatever left to help himself.
&quot;

2. The doctrine of the divinity of Christ: that God, the creator of all

&quot;

things, was manifest in the flesh, and reconciled us to himself j that he is

&quot; before all things, and that by him all things consist.
&quot;

3. The doctrine of the atonement and satisfaction made for us by Jesus
&quot; Christ : that he was delivered for our offences, and raised again for our justi-
&quot;

fication : and that, by his merits alone, we receive freely the forgiveness of sin
&quot; and sanctification in soul and body.

&quot;

4. The doctrine of the Holy Spirit, and the operations of His grace : that
&quot;

it is He who worketh in us conviction of sin, faith in Jesus, and pureness in
&quot;

heart.
&quot;

5. The doctrine of the fruits of faith : that faith must evidence itself by
&quot;

willing obedience to the commandments of God, from love and gratitude.&quot; f

The Moravian church is formed according to the episcopal model. The bishops Orders,

have been ordained in regular descent from those of the ancient Bohemian
church. To bishops alone belongs the power of ordaining ministers. The other

orders are presbyters and deacons.

The discipline of the church is regulated by certain written &quot;

Congregational Discipline.

Orders or Statutes,&quot; with which every one admitted as a member of the church

expresses his concurrence. It consists of a series of reproofs and admoni
tions ; the ultimate and highest punishment being that of excision from the

community.

* See Southey s Life of \Vasley, chapter 5.

t See Condev s View of all Religions, pnge 252.
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The chief direction of the affairs of the church is committed to a board of

elders, appointed by the general synods, which assemble at irregular intervals

varying from seven to twelve years. Of these boards, one is universal, and the

others local : the former being resident at Hernhutt, and maintaining a general

supervision over every part of the society the latter being specially connected

with particular congregations. Bishops, beyond their power of ordination, have

no authority except what they derive from these boards. There are female elders,

who attend at the boards ; but they do not vote.

The rite of Baptism and the Sacrament of the Lord s Supper are administered

with but little variation from the mode adopted in other Protestant churches. In

the public services, a litany is generally used; but the minister occasionally

offers up extemporary prayer. Singing and instrumental music are regarded
with much favour : sometimes services are held exclusively appropriated to such

exercises. Certain seasons of the year are celebrated with peculiar ceremonies.*

Marriages were always subject to the approbation of the elders ; and without

their acquiescence no intimacy with a view to marriage was allowed ; but much of

the strictness formerly observed in this respect is now abandoned.

Love Feasts, in imitation of the Agapae of the early church, are occasionally

celebrated by the Brethren, who partake in fellowship of a plain repast accom

panied by organ music and varied by the singing of hymns. The lot is appealed
to as a means of guidance in emergencies : the eligibility of a matrimonial offer

used to be generally submitted to this test. In the societies on the continent, a

separation of the sexes, previous to marriage, is accomplished by means of

establishments called respectively
&quot;

Single Brethren s Houses,&quot; and &quot;

Single
Sisters Houses.&quot; These are intended for the accommodation of all such mem
bers as do not belong to any family, either as relatives or domestics. Each

establishment is under the control of a male or female elder, who endeavours

to promote religious and industrious habits in the inmates.

Numbers. The number of persons actually members of the &quot;

Unity
&quot;

does not exceed

12,000 in the whole of Europe, nor G,000 in America; but at least 100,000

more, it is considered, are in virtual connexion with the society and under the

spiritual guidance of its preachers. The number of their chapels in England
and Wales, reported by the Census officers, was 32, with 9,305 sittings.

Missions. The United Brethren have always been distinguished by their efforts to esta

blish missionary stations in the most remote and neglected portions of the globe.
In 1851 they had 70 settlements distributed amongst the Hottentots, the Green-

landers, the Esquimaux, the Indians, the Australian aborigines, and the Negroes
of the West Indies and America. The number of missionaries was 294 ; and
the converts (not mere nominal professors) then belonging to the missionary

congregations amounted to 69,149. The expense of the mission is about 13,000/.

annually ; three fourths of which are raised by other Christian bodies (principally

by the Church of England) who appreciate the eminent value of these labours.

&quot;

Easter morning is devoted to a solemnity of a peculiar kind. At sunrise, the co
assembles in the burial ground : a service, accompanied by music, is performed, expm
joyful hopes of immortality and resurrection, and a solemn commemoration is made
have, in the course of the last year, departed this life from among them and gone home to the
Lord. &quot;-L. D. Von Schweinitz.

3 congregation
xprcssive of the

of all who
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7. WESLEYAN METHODISTS.*

Under the general term of
&quot; Methodists

&quot;

are comprehended two principal Di fl-(
.rent~kinds.

and several subordinate sections, having totally distinct ecclesiastical organiza

tions. The two grand sections differ from each other upon points of doctrine ;

one professing Arminian, and the other Calvinistic, sentiments. The former are

the followers ofJohn Wesley, and from him are called
&quot;

Wesleyan Methodists &quot;-

the latter were originated by the labours of George Whit field, but their founder s

name is not perpetuated in their title, which is, generally, that of &quot;

Calvinistic

Methodists.&quot; Each of the two grand sections is divided into several smaller

sections, differing from each other upon points of church government and dis

cipline : the Wesleyan Methodists comprise the &quot;Original Connexion,&quot; the &quot;New

Connexion,&quot; the &quot; Primitive Methodists,&quot; and the &quot;

Wesleyan Association &quot;-

the Calvinistic Methodists comprise the body bearing that specific name, and

also the churches belonging to what is known as &quot;The Countess of Huntingdon s

Connexion.&quot;

The great religious movement which resulted in the ultimate formation of Orisiu.

these separate communities commenced at the beginning of the second quarter

of last century. In November 1/27, John and Charles Wesley, sons of the

vicar of Epworth in Lincolnshire, resolving, when at Oxford University, upon a

more entire devotion of themselves to a religious course of life, began to associate

with a few other persons, chiefly undergraduates, similarly minded, in order to

secure a more methodical employment of their time in profitable religious

exercises. These consisted of meetings for prayer and serious conversation, of

visits to the prisoners and the sick, of fasting, and of weekly reception of the

sacrament. The strictness of their mode of life procured for them the name of

&quot;Methodists.&quot; George Whitfield, then a servitor in Pembroke College, joined

t
r
ne association seven years after its formation. In 17-^j the two Wesleys

departed for Georgia to act as the spiritual overseers of the colony just formed,

and with the expectation of preaching to the Indians : they continued there

about two years, and ministered with limited success and much unpleasantness.

There, however, they met with several settlers who belonged to the Moravian

Church, whose principles and practices obtained much favour from John

Wesley, and importantly affected the constitution of the future Methodist

Societies. Accordingly, on Wesley s return to London, in 1 7-^, about fifty

persons agreed to meet weekly in small companies or
&quot;

bands,&quot; of from five to

ten persons each, for mutual conversation and confession, with occasional &quot;love

feasts.&quot; Desirous of more intimate acquaintance with the rules and habits of

the &quot;

Brethren,&quot; John Wesley in the same year paid a visit to the Moravian

settlement at Herrnhut in Germany; which seemed to him to present the

singular appearance of a town where all the inhabitants were righteous, ITie

Methodist Societies soon multiplied : in l&quot;3i), there were several in London
;

the principal one, which met in Fetter Lane, being a combination of Moravians
and followers of Wesley. In Bristol also, several societies were founded by
John Wesley, whose preaching was at this time followed by extraordinary
manifestations of emotion in his hearers. About this period Wesley separated
fro/n the Moravians, and in the next year (1740) from Whitfield. The subject
of difference in the latter case was the doctrine of election; Mr. Wesley s

principal and most peculiar opinions, upon which he differed from the Calvinists,

relating to the value of good works as a means of justification, the possible

* 8e* Watson s
&quot;

Life of Wesley ;

&quot;

Southoy s
&quot;

Life of Wesley ;&quot; Ring s
&quot;

Principles of Wesleyati
Methodism

;&quot; Ring s &quot;Conirrejratioual Independency and Wesleyan Connexionalism contrasted;&quot;
Article in

&quot;

Cyclopaedia of Relfcioua Denominations,&quot; by Rev. W. L. Thornton, M.A. : Minutes of
the Conference, 1830-51-32 3

; Grindrod s Compendium.
C. F
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attainment of a Christian perfection in this life, the possibility of a believer s fall

from grace, and the possession by the Christian of a full assurance of salvation.

Wesleyan Methodism now began to assume the appearance of an organized

system. Funds were raised meeting houses were erected or procured in various

parts of England and the members of the society were divided into classes of

twelve persons, each with its spiritual superintendent or &quot;

leader.&quot; Mr. Wesley s

first design did not extend to the formation of a new religious body : his idea

was to gather into small societies, for mutual religious counsel and improve

ment, persons under serious impressions, who might thus, if previously con

nected with the Church of England, be the better fitted to receive her ministra

tions, or, if not before connected, might by this means be prepared for her

communion. Himself a clergyman, and entertaining, for some time, exalted

notions of the priestly office, and of rubrical injunctions, it was only art

invincible necessity that drove him to adopt, in order to diffuse among the

multitude a knowledge of the Gospel, means not sanctioned by the Church..

But when, because of the astonishing effects created by his preaching and by
that of Whitfield, all the pulpits of the Established Church were closed against

them, they were driven to pursue that system of itinerant field preaching, the

prodigious influence of which has been so often and so vividly described. The

speedy consequence of Mr. Wesley s labours was, that various Methodist

Societies were formed in different parts of England ; and, as few of the parochial

clergy were found willing to assume the oversight of these new converts,

AVesley was reluctantly induced to sanction the employment of lay agency
for this essential purpose ; and by him, accordingly, experienced and trusty

persons were appointed to the superintendence of the members in particular

localities. At first they were permitted only to expound the Scriptures ; but

it unavoidably occurred that many men of natural powers and energetic faith

should feel an irrepressible desire more freely to proclaim the truths so strongly
felt ; and Mr. Wesley after considerable hesitation was constrained to yield this

also, and to make selection of such followers as preachers as appeared to him
to be possessed of adequate endowments and stability of Christian character.

The zeal of these new preachers soon produced a great accession to the

number of the Methodist converts ; and Mr. Wesley found it needful to devise

a code of rules for the observance of the members of what was to be called the
&quot; United

Society,&quot; defined to be &quot; a company of men having the form and
&quot;

seeking the power of godliness, united in order to pray together, to receive
&quot; the word of exhortation, and to watch over one another in love, that they
&quot;

may help each other to work out their salvation.&quot; No formal creed was

adopted, and persons of all denominations were admitted who complied with

the above conditions. Various regulations, general and minute, were issued,

tending to secure an uniform propriety of conduct and a sedulous attendance on

religious means and ordinances. Vast success resulted from the open-air

assemblages convened by Mr. Wesley and his lay assistants ; often gathered in

the midst of most impressive scenery in natural amphitheatres beneath the

shade of stately trees among the ruins of old mansions on the sea-shore on
the mountain side in churchyards. Sometimes Mr. AVesley preached on these

occasions to as many as ,30,000 hearers. This success, however, was not pur
chased without opposition. Fierce assaults were made upon the early

Methodists; and mobs (connived at sometimes by the magistrates) assembled to

attack the preachers and to interrupt the worship. In London, Bristol, and
other places violent scenes were enacted ; the Methodists were stoned and

beaten, their houses broken into, and their goods destroyed. Mr. Wesley, at

Walsall, narrowly escaped with his life from one of these attacks ; and his

brother was in similar danger at Devizes. John Nelson was illegally pressed for

a soldier, as a means to silence him, and suffered severe imprisonment. Alex-
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ander Mather was so beaten that a year elapsed before he was restored to health ; 7. WESLEYA*.&quot;

and most of the other travelling preachers met with more or less of insult and EIHODIBT

ill-treatment. But their sense of duty led them to encounter with serenity, or

rather exultation, all these perils ; and their zeal, triumphantly enduring this

effectual test, was soon rewarded by abundant fruit among the very people who

had gathered to oppose them. The rapid growth of the society necessitated

further legislation, and accordingly the country was divided into circuits, each

with its Assistant or Superintendent.* Travelling preachers were allowed a

stated sum for maintenance all chapels were conveyed in trust to Mr. Wesley

and specific regulations were devised for the duties of assistants, helpers, and

class leaders.f In these affairs Mr. Wesley took counsel of his brother and a

few other clergymen and some lay coadjutors, whom he invited to a conference

with himself; but this assembly was invited merely to adoise Mr. Wesley

retaining unparticipated power over all the proceedings of the Society. J

In this position Methodism steadily advanced for several years, the number of

adherents constantly increasing, and the preachers gradually acquiring con

fidence and aptitude : so much so, that at length, the various congregations

pressing urgently for the administration of the sacraments by their accustomed

preachers, and the preachers being naturally themselves desirous of obtaining

pastoral authority, Mr. Wesley was prevailed upon to assume the power of

ordination. The first exercise of this authority was in 1/8-4. when Dr. Coke

was set apart for ministerial functions in America; and in 1787, three of the

English preachers were ordained. In the year 1784, Mr. Wesley made provision

for the permanence of the system by executing a deed poll, in which he declared

trusts of the chapels which had been conveyed to him for preaching therein

by such persons as he and his brother Charles and the survivor of them, and

afterwards as the Conference (which had become a yearly assembly), should

appoint. He thereby defined the Conference named 100 persons as the first

members provided for filling up vacancies, and for admitting new and expel

ling unworthy members and specified its powers and privileges. ||
This deed he

caused to be enrolled in Chancery for safe custody. No mention is made in this

deed of the doctrines of the Society ; but the deeds of trust for the settlement

of the chapels universally refer to Mr. Wesley s notes on the New Testament
and the first four volumes of sermons published by him as the test upon this

subject.

John Wesley survived his brother Charles, and preserved until the close of Disruptions,

his extended life the uncontrolled ascendancy which from the first formation
of the Methodist Society had always been with joy acknowledged by its

members. Since his decease in 1791, at the age of 87, there have occurred, at

intervals, secessions from the original body of Wesleyan Methodists. The

* In 1749, there were twenty circuits in England, two in Wales, two in Scotland, and seven
in Ireland.

t See post, pp. Ixxiv, Ixxv.

t The first of these Conferences M as held in London in 1741, when only six persons were
present, of whom live were clergymen of the Established Church.

&quot; To all to whom these presents shall come, John Wesley, late Fellow of Lincoln College in
Oxford, Presbyter of the Church of England, sendeth greeting : Whereas manv of the people
in the southern provinces of North America, who desire to continue under my care and still
adhere to the doctrine and discipline of the Church of England, are greatly distressed for want
of ministers to administer the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord s Supper, according to the
usages of the same church : And whereas there does not appear to be any other wav of supplyingthem with ministers : Know all men, that I, John Wesley, think myself to be providentially
ealled, at this time, to set apart some persons for the work of the ministry in America \nd
therefore, under the protection of Almighty God, and with a single eye to liis glory, 1 have this
day set apart, as a Superintendent, by the imposition of my hands and prayer (being assisted
try- other ordained ministers,) Thomas Coke, Doctor of Civil Law, a Presbvter of the Church of
England, and a man whom I judge to be well qualified for that great work- And 1 do herebyrecommend him, to all whom it may concern, as a lit person to preside over the Hock of Christ.In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal, this second day of September in

H o
ear our Lor(i &quot;ne tllousan(i seven hundred and eighty-four. John Wesley

&quot;

II See further, as to the powers of the Conference, and as to the other arrangements of Alethodist
feocieties, post, pp. Ixxiv-lxxvii.

F 2
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grounds of these secessions will be noticed when describing the origin and

progress of the several Wesleyan sects which these diversities originated. First,

it is proposed to give an outline of the principles and polity of the Original

Connexion; and, as nearly the whole of this description will apply to the

seceding bodies also, such a conformity may be presumed, unless, when mention

ing those other bodies, special points of difference are noticed.

(a) THE ORIGINAL CONNEXION.

Unlike the case of most religious bodies, whose systems of church govern
ment have generally been settled at the very outset by a reference to the

supposed complete or adequate injunctions of the Scriptures on the subject,

the system of Wesleyan Methodism has been almost wholly the development of

circumstances, acting gradually and unexpectedly, and leading to the adoption

of plans apparently inevitable or expedient, but found to be in no respect

discordant with the Bible. Indeed, Wesleyans hold that Scripture does no3

furnish any absolute code of ecclesiastical polity ; and that they may therefore,

properly so shape their constitution as expediency seems to dictate, if their

schemes shall be in nothing inconsistent with such scattered indications as the

sacred writings do afford. Accordingly, as has been shown, the classes, the

lay preachers, the assistants, and the conference, all owed their origin primarily

to circumstances, so disposed as to render indispensable, or certainly advisable,

the various methods for securing to the rapidly increasing Society efficient

government and discipline.

The polity of the Original Connexion is in most essential points the same as

that devised by Mr. Wesley, but his death necessarily produced a great alteration

in the relations of the people and the Conference. During his life he was

absolute arbiter between them restraining and reproving either party as he

thought fit. After his death the Conference assumed that his power and

authority descended upon them ; but there was no one to restrain or moderate

its exercise, and, after considerable dissension, from 179- to 17^7, certain rules,

a portion of which are called
&quot; The Rules of Pacification,&quot; were agreed to by

the Conference, placing some limitation upon them. The effect of these and

other rules enacted subsequently in 1835 and 1852, is stated at pages Ixxviii

and Ixxxvi.

As at present settled, the form of church government somewhat resembles

that of the Scottish Presbyterian churches in the order of the courts, in the

relation they bear to each other, and in their respective constitutions and
functions. The difference is in the greater degree of authority in spiritual

matters exercised by the Wesleyan ministers, who preside in their courts not as

mere chairmen or moderators, but as pastors. This is said by them to secure

an equitable balance of power between the two parties, lay and clerical, in these

courts, and thus to provide against abuse on either side. How far this is

the case will be more clearly seen by a description of these various courts,

tracing them upwards from the lowest to the highest, from the Class to the

Conference.

The CLASSES were the very first of the arrangements introduced by Mr. Wesley.

They consist, in general, of about 12 persons; each class having its appointed
&quot;

leader,&quot; (an experienced Christian layman, nominated by the superintendent
of a circuit, and appointed by a leaders meeting,) whose duty is to meet his

class once every week converse with each class member, hear from him a

statement of his spiritual condition, and give appropriate counsel. Every
member of a class, except in cases of extreme poverty, is expected to contribute

at least a penny per week towards the funds of the society. Out of the

proceeds of this contribution, assisted by other funds, the stipends of the
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ministers are paid. The system of class meetings is justly considered the very 7.

life of Methodism.*

The practice of the Wesleyan Methodists is, not to preach long in any place Societies.

unless they succeed in forming a &quot;

society ;&quot;
so that, generally speaking,

wherever they have a congregation they have also a &quot;

society,&quot; consisting

sometimes of a single class, and from one to a considerable number according to

the number of the members. The classes attached to each chapel or preaching

place are, in the aggregate, called a &quot;

society&quot; Each class has its &quot;leader,&quot;

and the meeting of all the leaders of a society is called a &quot; leaders meeting.&quot;

Each society answers nearly to a &quot; church &quot;

in other denominations ; and as many
societies as it may be found convenient to attach together form a &quot;

Circuit.&quot;

The public worship of these societies is conducted in each circuit by two Ministers,

descriptions of preachers, one clerical the other lay. The clerics are separated

entirely to the work of the ministry are members of, or in connexion with,

or received as probationers by, the Conference and are supported by funds

raised for that purpose in the classes and congregations. From one to four of

these, called
&quot;

itinerant preachers,&quot; are appointed annually for not exceeding
three years in immediate succession to the same circuit. Their ministry is not

confined to any particular chapel in the circuit, but they act interchangeably
from place to place, seldom preaching in the same place more than one Sunday
without a change, which is effected according to a plan generally re-made every

quarter. Of itinerant preachers there are at present about .915 in Great

Britain. The lay, or &quot;

local
&quot;

preachers as they are denominated, follow secular

callings, like other of their fellow subjects, and preach on the sabbaths at the

places appointed for them in the above-mentioned plan ; as great an interval

being observed between their appointments to the same place as can be

conveniently arranged. By this means great variety and freshness is produced
in their ministrations. No local or lay preacher is permitted to receive any
remuneration for his services. By these means a circuit comprising perhaps

twenty preaching places is adequately served with from two to four regular

itinerants, assisted by the local preachers, and at an expense proportionally
small when compared with any system having a fixed minister for each

congregation. The number of these local or lay preachers is estimated at

present at between 13,000 and 14,000.

The public services of Methodists present a combination of the forms of the Mode of worship.

Church of England with the usual practice of Dissenting Churches. In the

larger chapels, the Church Liturgy is used ; and, in all, the Sacrament is admi
nistered according to the Church of England rubric. Independently of Sabbath

worship, Love Feasts are occasionally celebrated ; and a midnight meeting, on the

last day of each year, is held as a solemn &quot; Watch Night,&quot; for the purpose of

impressing on the mind a sense of the brevity and rapid flight of time.

At present there are 428 circuits in Great Britain. Besides preaching in

the various chapels in their respective circuits, the itinerant preachers administer

the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord s Supper,f One or other of them,

* Smaller collections, of four or five persons, called
&quot;

Bands,&quot; established hy Mr. Wesley in
1742, are also still preserved. In these, for the purpose of a more unrestrained confession to each
other, the persons in each band are all of the same condition

; cither married women or single
women, married men or single men. The rules of the bands are, (1) That nothing spoken in the
society be spoken again ; (2) That every member submit to his minister in all indiiferent things;
(3) That every member bring, once a week, all he can spare to a common stock. The four follow
ing questions are to be proposed to the members separately at every weekly meeting : (1) What
known sins have you committed since our last meeting? &quot;(2) What temptations have you met
with? (3) How were you delivered ? (4) What have you thought, said, or done of which you
doubt whether it be a sin or not ?

t The administration of the Sacrament hy Wesleyan ministers dates only from 1795. The plan
F 3
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according to an arrangement amongst themselves, meets every class in his

circuit once in every quarter, personally converses with every member, and

distributes to all such as have throughout the past three months walked

orderly a ticket, which authenticates their membership. One of the ministers

in every circuit is called the &quot;

superintendent,&quot; whose duties, in addition to his

ordinary labours as a travelling preacher, are, to see that the Methodist

discipline is properly maintained, to admit candidates into membership

(subject to a veto by a Leaders meeting), and to expel from the society any
member whom a Leaders meeting shall pronounce guilty of any particular

offence.* Appeal, however, lies from his decision to a District meeting, and

ultimately to the Conference. There is also a &quot;

circuit steward,&quot; whose duty-

is to receive from the society stewards the contributions of class members, ani

to superintend their application for the purposes of the circuit.

Once in every three months a QUARTERLY MEETING is held, attended by thi

ministers, preachers on trial, and supernumeraries of the circuit, the circuit,

society, and poor stewards the class leaders the local preachers of threi;

years continuous standing, having been previously one year on trial and all

trustees of chapels, being members of society in the circuit. At these meetings
candidates for the ministerial office are proposed : the presiding minister

nominates, and the meeting affirms or negatives his nomination. The stewards

of the various societies within the circuit then deliver their collections to the

circuit steward, and the stipends of the various ministers and other expenses
of the circuit are paid. The circuit stewards are elected by this meeting at

every December session, on the nomination of the superintendent.

A varying number of circuits, as the Conference deems expedient, form a
&quot;

DISTRICT.&quot; There are 29 such districts in England and Wales. To every

district a superintendent minister of a circuit in the district is appointed

chairman. The district meetings or district committees as they were originally

called are composed entirely of ministers, except when the business to be

transacted relates to financial or other secular affairs, in which case circuit

stewards and other laymen attend and vote. The general duties of these

district meetings, which are held in the month of May, are: (l)To examine

candidates for the ministry and probationers, and to try, and if necessaiy

suspend, ministers ; (2) To decide preliminary questions concerning the

building of chapels ; (.3) To review the demands from the less wealthy
circuits which draw upon the public funds of the connexion for aid in

supporting their ministers; (1) To elect a representative from the district to

attend the next ensuing Conference. The &quot;

District Committee,&quot; between the

sessions of the Conference, may interfere in any case of emergency, and

pronounce a decision, which is final till the next Conference.

There is also a district-meeting called the Financial District-meeting, held in

September in each year, for the purpose of apportioning grants from the public
funds for the support of the work within the district. There is also a third

kind of district meeting, called the minor district meeting, to which an appeal
lies from the leaders meeting, and which has the power of deciding matters of

discipline in the intervals between then and the May district meeting or the

Conference.

of Mr. &quot;Wesley was that his societies should commune with the Established Church, and this was
the course pursued throughout his life: but after his decease the societies became extremely
anxious to receive the Sacrament from their own preachers, and the consequence of the
agitation which ensued was the adoption by the Conference of 1795 of a &quot; Plan of Pacification,&quot;
which secured this object to all such societies as should unanimously seek for it.

* Most of the secessions which have taken place from the Original Connexion have had
reference to the respective powers of the clergy, as represented by the superintendents, and the
aity, as represented by the class leaders, in the matter of admission to or expulsion from the
society. See post,

&quot; The New Connexion,&quot;
&quot; The Wesleyan Association,&quot; and &quot; The Wesleyan

Reformers.&quot;
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The CONFERENCE, the highest Wesleyan court, is composed exclusively of 7. WESLEYAK

ministers. It derives its authority from a deed of declaration, executed by
Mr. Wesley in 1 784, by which it was provided that, after the decease of himself The Conference.

and his brother Charles, 100 persons, named in the deed,
&quot;

being preachers and
*

expounders of God s holy word, under the care and in connexion with the
&quot; said John Wesley,&quot;

should exercise the authority which Wesley himself

possessed, to appoint preachers to the various chapels. Vacancies in the
*

hundred&quot; were to be filled up by the remainder at an annual Conference. In

pursuance of this deed, a Conference of 100 ministers meets yearly in July, with

the addition of the representatives selected by the district meetings, and such

other ministers as are appointed or permitted to attend by the district com
mittees. The custom is, for all these ministers to share in the proceedings

and to vote ; though all the decisions thus arrived at must be sanctioned by
the legal

&quot;

hundred,&quot; ere they can have binding force. The Conference must

sit for at least five days, but not beyond three weeks. Its principal transactions

are, to examine the moral and ministerial character of every preacher to

receive candidates on trial to admit ministers into the connexion and to

appoint ministers to particular circuits or stations. Independently of its func

tions under this deed poll, the Conference exercises a general superintendence

.over the various institutions of the body; including the appointment of

various committees, as, (1) The Committee of Privileges for guarding the

interests of the Wesleyan Connexion ; (2) The Committee for the management
of Missions ; (3) The Committee for the management of Schools for educating
the children of Wesleyan ministers; (4) The General Book Committee (for

superintending the publication and sale of Wesleyan works) ; (.5) The Chapel

Building Committee (without whose previous consent in writing no chapel,
whether large or small, is to be erected, purchased, or enlarged) ; ((i) The Chapel
Relief Committee ; (7) The Contingent Fund Committee ; (8) The Committee
of the Auxiliary Fund for worn-out ministers and ministers widows ; and the

committees for the various schools, theological institutions, &c.

The Conference has also assumed to itself the power of making new laws

for the government of the Connexion ; provided that, if any circuit meeting
disapprove such law, it is not to be enforced in that circuit for the space of

one year. Any circuit has the power of memorializing Conference on behalf of

any change considered desirable, provided the June quarterly meeting should so

determine.

The doctrines held by the Wesleyans are substantially accordant with the Doctrines.
Articles of the Established Church, interpreted in their Arminian sense. In this

they follow Mr. Wesley rather than Arminius ; for although the writings of
the latter are received with high respect, the first four volumes of Wesley s

Sermons, and his Notes on the New Testament (which they hold to be &quot;

neither

Calvinistic on the one hand nor Pelagian on the other&quot;) are referred to as the
standard of their orthodoxy.* The continued influence of their founder is

manifested by the general adherence of the body to his opinions on the subject
of attainment to Christian perfection in the present life on the possibility of
final ruin after the reception of divine grace and on the experience by every
convert of a clear assurance of his acceptance with God through faith in Jesus
Christ.

From the date of its establishment till now, the progress of the Original Con- Progress.

nexion, notwithstanding several secessions, has been continual and striking, not

only in Great Britain, but also in Ireland, the Colonies, America, and other

iv^ i

10 by
,

Rov
;^&amp;gt;

- V Thoroton, M. A.-&quot; The Theological Institutes of the Rev. Richard
\A Rtaon have also attained a high and commanding influence in the body.&quot;

F4
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METHODISTS, portions of the world. Confining our view to (ireat Britain*, the following
Table shows the rate at which the society has advanced since 1//0 :

Religion*
Societies.

Date.
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In 1839 was celebrated the Centenary of the existence
*

of Wesleyan

Methodism ;
and the gratitude of the people towards the system under which

they had derived so much advantage was displayed by contributions to the Centenary

large amount of 2H&amp;gt;,000/., which sum was appropriated to the establishment of

theological institutions in Yorkshire and at Richmond the purchase of the

*

Centenary Hall and Mission House &quot;

in Bishopsgate Street the provision of a

missionary ship the discharge of chapel debts and the augmentation of the

incomes of the Methodist religious societies.

Of late years a considerable agitation (to be more particularly mentioned when

describing &quot;Wesleyan Reformers )
has diminished to a great extent the num.

ber of the members in connexion. It is stated that by this division the

Original Connexion has sustained a loss of 100,000 members.*

(b) THE METHODIST NEW CONNEXION.t

For some time after Mr. Wesley s death in 1/91, considerable agitation was Origin,

observable throughout the numerous societies which, under his control, had

rapidly sprung up in every part of England. The more immediate subjects of

dispute had reference to (1), &quot;the right of the people to hold their public
&quot;

religious worship at such hours as were most convenient, without being
&quot;

restricted to the mere intervals of the hours appointed for service in the
&quot; Established Church,&quot; and (2),

&quot; the right of the people to receive the
&quot; ordinances of Baptism and the Lord s Supper from the hands of their own
&quot;

ministers, and in their own places of worship ;&quot;
but the principal and funda

mental question in dispute concerned the right of the laity to participate in the

spiritual and secular government of the body. Wesley himself had, in his life

time, always exercised an absolute authority ; and after his decease the travelling

preachers claimed the same extent of power. A vigorous opposition v/as, how

ever, soon originated, which continued during several years ;
the Conference

attempting various unsuccessful measures for restoring harmony. A &quot; Plan of

Pacification&quot; was adopted by the Conference in 17-^, and was received with

general satisfaction so far as the ordinances were concerned ; but the question
of lay influence remained untouched till 1 7^7, when the Conference conceded

that the Leaders meetings should have the right to exercise an absolute veto

upon the admission of new members to the Society, and that no member
should be expelled for immorality,

&quot;

until such immorality had been proved at

a Leaders meeting.
&quot;

+ Certain lesser rights were at the same time conceded

to the quarterly meetings, in which the laity were represented by the presence

of their stewards and class leaders. But this was the extent of the conces

sions made by the preachers ; and all propositions for lay-delegation to the

Conference and the district meetings were conclusively rejected.

Foremost amongst many who remained unsatisfied by these concessions was

the Rev. Alexander Kilham, who, singularly enough, was born at Epworth in

Lincolnshire, the birthplace of the Wesleys. Mr. Kilham, first acquiring promi
nence as an assertor of the right of Methodists to meet for worship in church

hours and to receive the sacraments from their own ministers, was gradually led

to take an active part in advocacy of the principle of lay participation in the

* The Ulinutes of Conference for 1853 report the number of members in connexion as being
270,205 ;

so that, as compared with 1850, the oHieial account of the diminution puts it at 87,312.
t See Life of Kilham by Rev. W. Cooke (1850) ;

&quot; The Jubilee of the Methodist New Connex
ion (1848) ;&quot;

&quot; The General Rules of the Methodists of the New Connexion, revised and ap
proved at their 12d Annual Conference (1838) ;&quot;

Minutes of the 57th Annual Conference (1853) ;&quot;

Missionary Report for 1853, &e.

J This is the rule which is acted upon at the present time, and which the Conference main
tains to be the rule adopted by the Conference of 1797. On the other hand, however, it is

affirmed that this is merely an abstract of the rule then sanctioned, and that the actual rule, as

subsequently published under Conference authority, declared that
&quot; Neither can any member of

the Society be excluded but by a majority at a leaders meeting.&quot; Sec Pamphlet by Mr. Serjeant
Matthews, 1852.
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government of the Connexion. For the vigorous expression of these sentiments

in a pamphlet entitled the &quot;Progress of
Liberty,&quot;

he was tried at the Conference

of 1/96, and expelled from the Connexion. The excitement consequent on

these proceedings led to the establishment, in August 1797, when the hope was

dissipated of procuring an amendment in the parent body, of the New Connexion,

now discussed.

Originated by a movement for a certain and specific alteration in the constitu

tion of Wesleyan Methodism, the New Connexion differs from the parent body

only with respect to those ecclesiastical arrangements which were then the sub

jects of dispute. In doctrines, and in all the essential and distinctive features of

Wesleyan Methodism, there is no divergence : the Arminian tenets are as firmly

held by the New as by the Old Connexion ; and the outline of ecclesiastical

machinery comprising classes, circuits, districts, and the Conference is in both

the same. The grand distinction rests upon the different degrees of power
allowed in each communion to the laity. It has been shown that, in the
&quot;

Original Connexion,&quot; all authority is virtually vested in the preachers : they
alone compose the Conference their influence is paramount in the inferior

courts and even when, as in financial matters, laymen are appointed to com

mittees, such appointments are entirely in the hands of Conference. The
&quot; New Connexion,&quot; on the contrary, admits, in all its courts, the principle of

lay participation in church government : candidates for membership must be

admitted by the voice of the existing members, not by the minister alone ;

offending members cannot be expelled but with the concurrence of a Leaders

meeting ; officers of the body, whether leaders, ministers, or stewards, are

elected by the church and ministers conjointly ; and in District Meetings and

the annual Conference lay delegates (as many in number as the ministers)

are present, freely chosen by the members of the churches.

The progress of the New Connexion since its origin has been as follows, in

the aggregate, comprising England, Ireland, and the colonies :

*

Year.

1797 -

1803

1813

1823

1833

1840 -

1846

1853

Members.

5,000

5,280

8,067

10,794

14,784

21,836

20,002f

21,384:

At present (1853) the state of the Connexion, in England and Wales, is

reported to be as follows :

301

298

95

814
- 16,070

2/3

7,335

Chapels
Societies

Circuit preachers

Local preachers

Members
Sabbath schools

Sabbath-school teachers

Sabbath-school scholars - 44,337

* Jubilee of the Xew Connexion, pp.30i, 312, 328, 346, 306.
t The diminution of numbers in this year, as compared with 18-10, was owing to the fact that

4,703 members were lost between the years 1841 and 1843, as the result of expelling a popular
{.Teacher on account of unsound doctrine. See Minutes of Conference, 18-11,

t Minutes of Conference, 1853, p. 11
; and Missionary Report for 185&quot; .

Minutes of Conference, p. 10.
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Returns have been received at the Census Office from 297 chapels and stations

(mostly in the northern counties) belonging to this Connexion, containing accom

modation, after an estimate for 16 defective returns, for 96,964 persons. The

number of attendants on the Census Sunday was : Morning 36,801 ; Afternoon,

22,620; Evening, 39,624 : including an estimate for three chapels, the atten

dance in which was not stated.

The connexional funds for the year 1852-3 display the following result :* Funds.

Yearly Collection (a)
- -

&amp;lt;746

Paternal Fund (j)
- - 1,228

Beneficent Fund (c)
- - 977

Book Room (d)
- - 637

Mission Fund (e)
- - 3,434

Chapel Fund (/)
- 508

In 1847 the Jubilee of the connexion was celebrated, and it was resolved to

raise a fund of 20,000/., to be appropriated to the relief of distressed chapels, to

the erection of a theological institution, the extension of home and foreign

missions, and the provision for aged and retired ministers.

(c) PRIMITIVE METHODISTS.

The lapse of half a century is generally sufficient to produce in most religious Origin,

bodies a defined organization, and a regulated mode of action. As the body

grows and gets consolidated, its spirit becomes less adventurous and more

conservative, disusing by degrees the extraordinary means of working on the

public mind, by which in general the enthusiastic energy of the founders of new
sects displays itself. Upon the other hand, it not unnaturally occurs that, after

some such interval when, probably, the sect betrays diminished progress, and

perhaps exerts diminished influence upon the poorer classes, who at first were its

especial triumph some may look with fond regret upon the methods, vigorous,

though novel, which, in early times, produced a potent and, it may be thought, a

salutary impression even on the rudest auditory. To the operation of a feeling

somewhat of this character it is that the existence of the &quot; Primitive Methodist

Connexion &quot;

is to be attributed. The early progress of Wesleyan Methodism
was distinguished, and perhaps promoted, by the general adoption of field-

preaching services protracted to unusual length and similar expedients for

gaining access to those classes of the population which had proved invulnerable

by the usual agencies. In portions of America, immense assemblages were

sometimes gathered in the open country, where, in a species of encampment,
they remained for several days in constant attendance on exciting and prolonged

religious sen-ices. About the commencement of the present century, certain

among the Wesleyans (and conspicuously Hugh Bourne and William Clowes)

began to put in practice a revival of these modes of operation, which, as already

intimated, had by that time been abandoned by the then consolidated body.
The Conference of 1807 affirmed a resolution adverse to such unprescribed

* Minutes of Conference, pp. 12-4*.
(a) Yearly Collection. The object of the yearly collection is to aid the poorer circuits in tho

support of the ministry, to meet extraordinary expenses, &c.
(o) Paternal Fund. The design of the paternal fund is to provide support for ministers

children during; their earlier years.
(c) Beneficent Fund. This fund is formed partly by voluntary contributions of friends, and

partly by stated subscriptions of the ministers. Its object is to provide an annuity for ministers,
when laid aside from active duties cither by protracted affliction or by old age, and also a small
annuity for their widows and orphan children.

(d) Book Room. The book-room establishment comprises a depot for publishing monthly
periodicals, hymn books, and connexional literature.

_ (e) The Mission Fund is supported entirely by the voluntary contributions of the people, and
includes no parliamentary grants at home or in the colonies.

(/) The Chapel Fund is but of recent date. Its object is to afford relief to chapels where
reomred. It is stated that within the last ten years more than 30,000?. has been raised for the
redact ion of chapel debts; and that, at the present time, nearly every chapel in the connexion
is unencumbered. Report of Conference, Connexional Magazine for June 1S5JJ.
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Progress.

Doctrines and
Polity.

Stipends.

Discipline, &c.

expedients *; and the consequence of this disapprobation was the birth of the

Primitive Methodist Connexion, the first class being formed at Standley in

Staffordshire in 1810. The following table, furnished by the Conference itself,

will show the progress made by the connexion since that period.
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Camp meetings, though occasionally held, are much less frequent now than

formerly : the people, it is thought, are more accessible than 50 years ago to

other agencies.^

Annual Conferences of the body were commenced in 1819. In 1831, a legal

basis was supplied to the Connexion by the execution of a deed poll enrolled in

Chancery.
These are the principal distinctive features of the body. In all things else,

whatever is characteristic of the &quot;

Original Connexion &quot;

is applicable to the

body now described. Its sphere of operations is, however, much more ex

clusively among the poor ; numbers of whom, no doubt, who probably would

never venture to the formal meetings of the other sects, are found attending the

out-door preaching or engaging in the cottage services conducted by the Primitive

Methodists.

7. WESLEYAX
MET1IODI3I8

The following list comprises the principal religious and benevolent societies or Societies,

funds supported by the Primitive Methodist community.

XAME OF SOCIETY OR FUXD.
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7. vTESLEr.i3r The founder of the body was Mr. William O Bryan, a Wesleyan local preacher

in Cornwall, who, in 1815, separated from the Wesleyans, and began himself to

form societies upon the Methodist plan. In a very few years considerable

advance was made, and throughout Devonshire and Cornwall many societies,

were established ;
so that, in 1819, there were nearly 30 itinerant preachers. In

that year, the first Conference was held, when the Connexion was divided into 12

circuits. Mr. O Bryan withdrew from the body in 1829.

Except on a few points, which shall be referred to, the &quot; Bible Christians
&quot;

differ little from Wesleyan Methodists. They have the same peculiar system of

societies, classes, circuits, local and itinerant preachers, and annual Conference,

and the rules for the guidance of their officers and meetings we almost identical

with those of the Wesleyans.

Their principal departures from the original Wesleyan system are in the

direction of a more popular form of ecclesiastical government. The Conference

is composed of equal numbers of the ministers and laymen, the former being

all the itinerant preachers, the latter being representatives deputed by the various

societies. The same combination of ministers and laymen obtains in the inferior

meetings.

Preaching in the open air is recommended by the rules, as often as prac

ticable.

The application of the term &quot;

Reverend&quot; to , the preachers is highly dis

approved, being thought to be contrary to the plainness and simplicity of the

gospel.

Females are, in certain cases, allowed to be itinerant preachers ; but they take

no part in church government.

The following is the scale of salaries to preachers :

s. tl.

A single man on trial - - - - -1000
A single man in full connexion - 12 12

A single man after having been in full connexion 12 years 14

A female preacher
- 700

A man and his wife - 30

The first child under 16 years
- 6

The second ditto - 5 10

The third ditto - 5

The fourth, and every additional child - - 4 10

Furnished houses are provided by the circuits ; but the house rent must not

exceed 41. per annum in the country, nor 61. per annum in towns, unless with

the approval of the President of the Conference, at the recommendation of a

quarterly meeting. In ordinary cases, 41. is allowed for the funeral of a preacher
or his wife, and 21. for that of a child.

In doctrinal profession there is no distinction between &quot; Bible Christians
&quot;

and the various bodies of Arminian Methodists.

The forms of public worship, too, are of the same simple character ; but, in

the administration of the Sacrament of the Lord s Supper,
&quot;

it is usual to receive
&quot; the elements in a sitting posture, as it is believed that that practice is more
&quot; conformable to the posture of body in which it was at first received by Christ s
&quot;

Apostles, than kneeling ; but persons are at liberty to kneel, if it be more
&quot;

suitable to their views and feelings to do so.&quot;*

*
&quot;A Digest of the Rules and Regulations of the people denominated &quot;Bible Christians,

*

Compiled by order of the Annual Conference,&quot; 1838.
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7. WESLEYAN
METHODISTS,According to the Census returns, the number of chapels belonging to the body

in England and Wales in 1851 was 482; by far the greater number being

situated in the south-western counties of England. The number of sittings,
Statistics

(after adding an estimate for 42 imperfect returns,) was 66,834. The attendance

on the Census-Sunday was : Morning, 14,902 ; Afternoon, 24,345 ; Evening,

34,612 ;
an estimate being made for eight chapels the number of attendants at

which was not stated in the returns. The Minutes of Conference for 1852*

present the following view :
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7. WESLETAX points of previous Conference legislation, issued certain laws, the effect of which
aiBxnoDiBTs. was briefly this :

Prior to 17^7? the preachers claimed and exercised a plenary legislative and

disciplinary authority in the Societies. This caused considerable discontent;

and, after much commotion in the body, the Conference of Preachers published,

in 1797, an address in which they professed to make &quot;

great sacrifices of

authority
&quot;

for the satisfaction of the people. Laymen were admitted to

participate in the administration of discipline, and were invested with some

other prerogatives. In consequence of these concessions the Connexion was

at peace for 30 years; but in 1827 a dispute originated which revived the

question as to the power of preachers to expel from the Society ; and, as this

power was then both claimed by preachers and exerted, some few thousand

members quitted the Connexion. The impugners of the conduct of the

Conference maintain that, by the alterations made in 17^7&amp;gt; no member could

be legally expelled without consent of the majority of a Leaders Meeting

consisting of lay officers presided over by a minister ; and that this meeting
has authority to decide both as to the fact of guilt and as to the amount of

punishment. The Conference advocates asserted that the real intention was

that the Leaders Meeting should try only the fact of guilt the amount of

penalty being left to the Superintendent Minister. To this it was objected that

such ministerial claims were totally opposed to the concessions made in 1 7-^7,

and inconsistent with the rights of the laity as set forth in the Scriptures. The

Conference of 1835 declined to withhold from ministers the exclusive power of

passing sentence on convicted members viewing this to be a disciplinary

authority essentially pertaining to the pastoral office ; but, to guard the members

against unfair treat-meet, it enacted (1) that the sentence should not be pronounced
till a week after the trial ; (2) that, in difficult cases, the superintendent should

consult the leaders and others ; (3) that cases of proposed expulsion should be

brought before the weekly meeting of preachers ; and (4) that an appeal should be

allowed by either party to a &quot; minor district meeting,&quot; composed of five preachers,

two selected by the superintendent and two by the accused, the fifth being

universally the chairman of the district. Another point of difference regarded
the restrictions which the Conference had placed upon the expression of opinion,

on the part of circuits, as to changes which might be desirable in Methodistic

regulations. By the laws adopted in 1835 no meeting to consider grievances
or suggest alterations could be held except a

&quot;special
circuit meeting.&quot;* This

could only be held if the superintendent, on inquiry of the stewards, (after every
June quarterly meeting, but at no other time,) found considerable dissatisfaction

prevalent. When allowed, it could only meet in one particular week of the whole

year; and, when actually met, it could not discuss any changes &quot;in the essential
&quot;

principles of Methodism,&quot; nor any question not relating to
&quot; the proper

&quot; business of their own societies or circuits.&quot;

These concessions or enactments, which appeared to give no further privileges

to the laity, but, virtually, to leave the government of the Connexion and the

fate of members in the hands of the ministers exclusively, failed to satisfy the

movement party, which, in consequence, seceded, and, in 1835, became the
&quot;

Wesleyan Methodist Association.&quot;

Characteristics. As already intimated, the &quot; Association
&quot;

differs from the &quot; Old Connexion &quot;

only with regard to the specific subjects of dispute which caused the rupture.

*
Consisting of the ministers (travelling and superannuated) of the circuit, all the stewards

of all the societies in the circuit town, one steward from each of the other societies which
contain 50 members or upwards, all male class leaders in the circuit, of 10 years standing
and upwards, all the local preachers of the circuit, of the same standing, all the trustees of
the chapels in the circuit town, who are members of the society, and one of the trustee
treasurers or trustee stewards of every other connexion*! chapel in the circuit, being a
member. Bigg s

&quot;

Principles of Wesleyan Methodism.&quot;
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The only variations, therefore, are in constitutional arrangements, and the 7. WHSJJBTAV

principal of these are as follows :

The Annual Assembly (answering to the Old &quot;Wesleyan Conference) is Annual

distinguished by the introduction of the laity as representatives. It consists
*

f such of the itinerant and local preachers, and other official or private members,

as the circuits, societies, or churches in union with the Association (and con

tributing 50/. to the support of the ministry) elect.* The number of repre

sentatives is regulated by the number of constituents. Circuits with less than

500 members send one; those with more than 500 and less than 1,000 send

two ;
and such as have more than 1,000 send three. The Annual Assembly

admits persons on trial as preachers, examines them, receives them into full

connexion, appoints them to their circuits, and excludes or censures them when

necessary. It also directs the application of all General or Connexional Funds,

and appoints a committee to represent it till the next Assembly. But it does

not interfere with strictly local matters, for
&quot; each circuit has the right and

&quot;

power to govern itself by its local courts, without any interference as to

the management of its internal affairs.
&quot;f

As was to be expected from the reason of its origin, the Association gives Discipline.

more influence to the laity in matters of church discipline than is permitted by
the Old Connexion. Therefore it is provided, that &quot; no member shall be
&quot;

expelled from the Association except by the direction of a majority of a
&quot; leaders society or circuit quarterly meeting. &quot;+

According to the Minutes of the 1 7th Annual Assembly, the following was statistics.

the state of the Association in England and Wales in 1852, no uliov.-ance having,

however, been -made for several incomplete returns :

Itinerant preachers and missionaries - 90
Local preachers

- - 1,01 ft

Class leaders - 1,353
Members in society - - -19,411

Chapels ---__. 32f)

Preaching places, rooms, &c. - 1/1

Sunday schools - _ 303

Sunday-school teachers - -
(5,8-12

Sunday-school scholars - - - 43,389

From the same source, it appears that the contributions in that year towards Funds.

the general funds of the Association (not including local funds for the support
of ministers, chapels, and schools) were as follows :

Preachers Children s Fund .... (j&amp;lt;;o

Preachers Beneficent Fund - - 12, !

Chapel Fund - . _ - 1 1 7
Home and Foreign Mission and Connexional Fund - 2,127

The Census Returns make mention of 419 chapels and preaching rooms
containing (after an estimate for the sittings in 34 cases of deficient infor

mation) accommodation for 98,813 persons. The attendance on the Census-

Sunday (making an allowance for five chapels the returns from which are
silent on this point) was: Morning, 32,308; Afternoon, 21,140; Even iny,
40,655.

I Connexional Regulations of the Wesleyan Methodist Association
; 3d edition, p.S.T Connexional Regulations of the Wedeyan Methodist Association:&quot; 3d edition.

.y iota. p. 10.Ibid. p. 10.

c.
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(f) WESLEYAN METHODIST REFORMERS.

In 1849, another of the constantly recurring agitations with respect to

ministerial authority in matters of church discipline arose, and still continues.

Some parties having circulated through the Connexion certain anonymous

pamphlets called
&quot;

Fly Sheets,&quot; in which some points of Methodist procedure
were attacked in a manner offensive to the Conference, that body, with ajview to

ascertain the secret authors (suspected to be ministers), adopted the expedient

of tendering to every minister in the Connexion a
&quot;

Declaration,&quot; reprobating

the obnoxious circulars, and repudiating all connexion with the authorship.

Several ministers refused submission to this test, as being an unfair attempt t )

make the offending parties criminate themselves, and partaking of the nature

of an Inquisition. The Conference, however, held that such a method] of

examination was both scripturally proper, and accordant with the usages of

Methodism; and the ministers persisting in their opposition were expelled.

This stringent measure caused a great sensation through the various societies

and meetings were convened to sympathize with the excluded ministers. Th(

Conference, however, steadily pursued its policy considered all such meetings

violations of Wesleyan order and, acting through the superintendent ministers

in all the circuits, punished by expulsion every member who attended them.

In consequence of this proceeding, the important question was again, and with

increased anxiety, debated, whether the admission and excision of church

members is exclusively the duty of the minister, or whether, in the exercise of

such momentous discipline, the other members of the church have not a right

to share.

The agitation on these questions (and on some collateral ones suggested

naturally by these) is still prevailing, and has grown extremely formidable. It

is calculated that the loss of the Old Connexion, by expulsions and withdrawals,

now amounts to 100,000 members. The Reformers have not yet ostensibly

seceded, and can therefore not be said to form a separate Connexion. They

regard themselves as still Wesleyan Methodists, illegally expelled, and they
demand the restoration of all preachers, officers, and members who have been

excluded. In the meantime, they have set in operation a distinct machinery of

Methodism, framed according to the plan which they consider ought to be

adopted by the parent body. In their own returns it is represented that they
had in 1852,

Chapels or preaching places
- - 2,000

Preachers - 2,800

Circuit missionaries 60

Class leaders - - - 3,300
Members of society - 52,000

Sunday schools - 700

Sunday-school teachers - 12,000

Sunday-school scholars - 80,000
Tract societies - - - 150

Tract distributors - 1,300

As, however, no precise intelligence appears to have been obtainable, these

figures must be taken only as approximate. At the time of the Census, in

March 1851, the movement was but in its infancy; so that the returns received.

though possibly an accurate account of the then condition of the body, will

fail to give an adequate idea of its present state. From these returns it seems

there were at that time 339 chapels in connexion with the movement ; havinir

accommodation (after estimates for 51 defective schedules) for 67,814 persons.
The attendance on the Census-Sunday (making an allowance for five cases
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where the numbers were not given) was as follows : Morning, 30,470 ; yjJjJJSJ
Afternoon, 16,080; Evening, 44,953.

In 1852 the following
&quot; Declaration of Principles

&quot; was issued
by&quot;]

the

Reformers :

(1.) That &quot;the Church of Christ is the whole body of true believers.&quot;-

(Conference Catechism, part 2.)

2.) That Christ is head over all things to His church, and His Word the only

and sufficient rule both of its faith and practice.

(3.) That no rules or regulations should be adopted but such as are in

accordance with the Holy Scriptures, and have received the full

concurrence of the church.

(4.) That the admission of members into the church, the exercise of discipline

upon them, and their exclusion from the church, are rights vested

solely in the hands of church members, to be exercised by them, either

directly or representatively ; and that it is the right of members to be

present at all meetings for the transaction of the general business of

the church.

(5.) That the nomination and election of all office-bearers is the inalienable

right of the church.

6.) That, while desirous of maintaining the connexional principle, we hold

that all local courts should be independent, and their decisions affecting

internal economy final.

(7.) That any restriction upon discussion and free interchange of opinions on

matters affecting the interests of the church is an unwarranted inter

ference with its liberties and with the right of private judgment.

(8.) That preachers of the Gospel are not &quot;lords over God s
heritage,&quot; for

&quot; one is your master, even Christ, and all ye are brethren.&quot;

(9.) That the restoration of all preachers, officers, and members who had been

expelled in consequence of the recent proceedings of the Conference

is essential to the future peace and prosperity of the Connexion.

8. CALVINISTIC METHODISTS.

George Whitfield, born in 1714, the son of an innkeeper at Gloucester, where

he acted as a common drawer, was admitted as a servitor in Pembroke College i&quot;

(

ji
rKC

Oxford, in 1732. Being then the subject of religious impressions, to which the

evil character of his early youth lent force and poignancy, he naturally was

attracted to those meetings for religious exercises which the brothers Wesley
had a year or two before originated. After a long period of mental anguish,
and the practice, for some time, of physical austerities, he ultimately found

relief and comfort ; and, resolving to devote himself to the labours of the

ministry, was admitted into holy orders by the Bishop of Gloucester. Preaching
in various churches previous to his embarkation for Georgia, whither he had
determined to follow Mr. Wesley, his uncommon force of oratory was at once

discerned, and scenes of extraordinary popular commotion were displayed
wherever he appeared. In 1737 he left for Georgia, just as Wesley had returned.

He ministered with much success among the settlers for three months, and then

came back to England, for the purpose of procuring aid towards the foundation

of an orphan house for the colony. The same astonishing sensation was created

by his preaching as before ; the churches overflowed with eager auditors, and
crowds would sometimes stand outside. Perceiving that no edifice was large

enough to hold the numbers who desired and pressed to hear him, he began to

entertain the thought of preaching in the open air; and when, on visiting

8.

CALVIXISTK
METHODISTS.
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Bristol shortly after, all the pulpits were denied to him, he carried his idea into

practice, and commenced his great experiment by preaching to the colliers at

Kingswood. His first audience numbered about 200; the second 2,000; the

third 4,000, and so from ten to fourteen and to twenty thousand.* Such

success encouraged similar attempts in London; and accordingly, when the

churchwardens of Islington forbade his entrance into the pulpit, which the

vicar had offered him, he preached in the churchyard ; and, deriving more arid

more encouragement from his success, he made Moorfields and Kennington
Common the scenes of his impassioned eloquence, and there controlled, per

suaded, and subdued assemblages of thirty and forty thousand of the rudest

auditors. He again departed for Georgia in 17-48, founded there the orphan
house, and, requiring funds for its support, again returned to England in

1751.

Up to this period, Wesle)* and Whitfield had harmoniously laboured in con

junction; but there now arose a difference of sentiment between them on the

doctrine of election, which resulted in their separation. Whitfield held the

Calvinistic tenets, Wesley the Arminian; and their difference proving, after

some discussion, to be quite irreconcileable, they thenceforth each pursued a

different path. Mr. Wesley steadily and skilfully constructing the elaborate

machinery of Wesleyan Methodism; and Whitfield following his plan of fiell

itinerancy, with a constant and amazing popularity, but making no endeavour

to originate a sect. He died in New England in 17$), at the age of 55.f

His followers, however, and those of other eminent evangelists who sympa
thized with his proceedings, gradually settled into separate religious bodies,

principally under two distinctive appellations ; one, the &quot; Countess of Hunting
don s Connexion,&quot; and the other, the &quot; Welsh Calvinistic Methodists.&quot; These,

in fact, are now the only sections which survive as individual communities ; for

most of Whitfield s congregations, not adopting any connexional bond, bu.

existing as independent churches, gradually became absorbed into the Congre

gational body.

(a) THE COUNTESS OF HUNTINGDON S CONNEXION.

Origin. Selina, daughter of the Earl of Ferrers, and widow of the Earl of Huntingdon,
was one of those on whom the preaching of Whitfield made considerable

impression. In 1748 he became her chaplain; and by his advice she assumed

a kind of leadership over his followers, erected chapels, engaged ministers or

laymen to officiate in them, and founded a college at Trevecca in South Wales,

for the education of Calvinistic preachers. After her death, this college was, in

1792, transferred to Cheshunt (Herts), and there it still exists.

The doctrines of the Connexion are almost identical with those of the

Church of England, and the form of worship does not materially vary; for the

Liturgy is generally employed, though extemporary prayer is frequent.

Although the name &quot; Connexion &quot;

is still used, there is no combined or

federal ecclesiastical government prevailing. The congregational polity is

practically adopted ; and of late years, several of the congregations have

become, in name as well as virtually, Congregational churches.

The number of chapels mentioned in the Census as belonging to this

Connexion, or described as &quot;

English Calvinistic Methodists,&quot; was 10.9, con

taining (after an allowance for the sittings in five chapels, the returns for which

are defective,) accommodation for 38,727 persons. The attendants on the

*
Scnthey s Life of &quot;Wesley, vol.i. p. 201.

t &quot;Whitfieid dnrinjr his thirty-four years ministrv is said to have preached no fewer than
18,000 sermons, being more than ten per week.
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Census-Sunday (making an estimated addition for seven chapels the returns cjuxnmna
from which were silent on the point) were : Morning, 21,103 ; Afternoon, 4,380 ; METHODISTS.

Evening, 19,159.

(b) WELSH CALVINISTIC METHODISTS.

The great revival of religion commenced in England by Wesley and Whit-

field had been preceded by a similar event in Wales. The principal agent of

its introduction there was Howel Harris, a gentleman of Trevecca, in Brecknock

shire, who, with a view to holy orders, had begun to study at Oxford, but,

offended at the immorality there prevalent, had quitted college, and returned to

Wales. He shortly afterwards began a missionary labour in that country, going

from house to house, and preaching in the open ah-.* A great excitement was

produced; and multitudes attended his discourses. To sustain the religious

feeling thus awakened, Mr. Harris, about the year 1730, instituted
&quot;

Private

Societies,&quot; similar to those which Wesley was, about the same time, though
without communication, forming in England. By 1739 he had established

about 300 such societies in South Wales. At first, he encountered much

hostility from magistrates and mobs ; but after a time his work was taken up

by several ministers of the Church of England; one of whom, the Reverend

Daniel Rowlands, of Llangeitho, Cardigan, had such a reputation, that &quot;persons
&quot; have been known to come 100 miles to hear him preach on the Sabbaths of
&quot;

his administering the Lord s Supper;&quot;
and he had no less than 2,000

communicants in his church. In 17^2, 10 clergymen were assisting in the

movement, and 40 or 50 lay preachers. The first chapel was erected in 1747,

at Builth in Brecknockshire.

In the meantime, North Wales began to be in similar manner roused ; and,

in spite of considerable persecution, many members were enrolled, and several

chapels built. The Rev. Thomas Charles, of Bala, one of the founders of the

British and Foreign Bible Society, was, towards the termination of the century,

a prominent instrument in effecting this result.

The growth of the movement, both in North and South Wales, was

extremely rapid ; but the process of formation into a separate body was more

gradual and slow. At first, as several of the most conspicuous labourers were

clergymen of the Established Church, the sacraments were administered ex

clusively by them ; but, as converts multiplied, the number of Evangelical

clergymen was found inadequate to the occasion : many members were obliged
to seek communion with the various dissenting bodies; till, at last, in 1811,

21 among the Methodist preachers were ordained, at a considerable Conference,

and from that time forth the sacraments were regularly administered by them
in their own chapels, and the body assumed distinctly the appearance of a

separate Connexion.

The &quot;Private
Society,&quot; among Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, corresponds to Organization,

some extent with the &quot;

Society
&quot;

amongst Wesleyans. The members must Private Societies,

conform themselves to certain rules of discipline, designed to secure an uniform

sobriety of life and the diligent practice of religious duties. In the latter are

included, in addition to public worship on the Sabbath, home or family worship

* The diameter and extent of Howel 1 Harris s labours may be gathered from the following
extract from his diary:&quot; My good Lord, as I have said, gave me (without premeditation) the
necessary light, utterance, and bodily strength, instantaneously, whenever 1 was to discourse.He enabled me seven years to do this, mostly out of doors, in all weathers, everv day (very few
excepted) generally three or four times, and frequently five times; to ride from eight to twenty
miles (twenty of which are equal to thirty English miles) and upwards, over hills and dangerous
places, through floods, ice, and snow; and he preserved me that 1 never received any material
hurt, though I often fell from my horse.&quot; William Williams, of Pont y Celyii another of the
early itinerants, says,

&quot;

I am now seventy-three years old. I have been preaching for the last forty-three years, and have travelled between forty and fifty miles every week durins? that period.&quot;

jFnto preacher had travelled in his various journeys a distance eaual to four times the circum
ference of the earth. Sir Thomas Phillips s

&quot;

Wales,&quot; p. 134.

G 3
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twice a day, and private meetings once a week for Scripture reading, prayer, and

&quot;free conversation for instruction, admonition, and comfort.&quot; Each society has

two or more &quot;

leaders,&quot; chosen by itself and approved by the monthly meeting,

who conduct the weekly private meetings.

A county in Wales corresponds with a Wesleyan
&quot;

Circuit,&quot; or to a Scottisli

Presbytery. All the church officers within a county, whether preachers or

leaders of private societies, are members of the &quot;

Monthly Meeting
&quot;

of the

county. The province of this meeting is, to superintend both the spiritual and

secular condition of the societies within the county.

The &quot;

Quarterly Association
&quot;

performs all the functions of the Wesleyar
&quot;

Conference,&quot; or of the &quot;

Synod
&quot;

amongst Presbyterians. There are two

meetings held every quarter; one in North Wales, and the other in South

Wales. The Association consists of all the preachers and leaders of private

societies in the Connexion. &quot; At every Association, the whole Connexion is

&quot;

supposed to be present through its representatives, and the decisions of this

&quot;

meeting are deemed sufficient authority on every subject relating to the body
&quot;

through all its branches. It has the prerogative to superintend the cause of
&quot; Christ among the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists through Wales and England,
&quot;

to inquire into the affairs of all the private and monthly societies, and to
&quot;

direct any changes or alterations which it may think requisite.&quot;*
It is

at this meeting that the ministers are selected who are to administer the

sacraments.

Ministers. T*16 ministers, among the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, are itinerant. They
are selected by the private societies, and reported to the monthly meetings,

which examine into their qualifications, and permit them to commence on trial.

A certain number only, who must previously have been preachers for at least

five years, are ordained to administer the sacraments, and this ordination takes

place at the Quarterly Associations. The preachers are appointed each to a

particular county ; but generally once in the course of a year they undertake

a missionary tour to distant parts of Wales, when they preach twice every day,

on each occasion at a different chapel. Their remuneration is derived from the

monthly pence contributed by the members of each congregation ; out of which

fund a trifling sum is given to them after every sermon. In 1837, a college for

the education of ministers was established at Bala, and in 1842 another was

established at Trevecca.

Mode of worship. The mode of public worship adopted by the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists is

much the same as that of most dissenting churches ; but often the peculiar

warmth and enthusiasm of the national character breaks through the ordinary
sedateness of devotion, and is manifested by an irrepressible demonstration,

either of voice or action. Especially when the preacher dwells upon the

exalting topics of the Christian s irreversible security and ultimate reward are

these emotions manifested ; and the feeling of unbounded joy displays itself in

leaps and exclamations. This peculiarity is now much less observable than some

time back. It formerly exposed the body to considerable censure, and procured
for them the name of

&quot;Jumpers.&quot; Members of the Connexion, while asserting

that the practice forms no part of their acknowledged system, but results entirely

from spontaneous and resistless impulse, do not, however, hesitate to justify it,

thus occasioned, by a reference to Scripture precedents.

* The History, Constitution, Rules of Discipline, &c. of the Calvinistic Methodists in Wales,
drawn up by their own associated ministers, 1834.
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The doctrines of the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists may be inferred from the

appellation of the body, and be said to be substantially accordant with the METHODISTS.

Articles of the Established Church, interpreted according to their Calvinistic
Doctri

~
sense.

The number of chapels returned at the Census as pertaining to the body was Statistics.

828; containing (after an estimate for 53 chapels which made no return of

sittings) accommodation for 21 1,951 persons. The attendance on the Census-

Sunday was: Morning, 79,728; Afternoon, 59,140; Evening, 125,244. It is

computed that the body have expended in the erection and repairs of their

chapels, between the year 1747 and the present time, a sum amounting to nearly

a million sterling. From the &quot;

Dyddiadwr Methodistaidd&quot; for 1853 we learn

that the number of ministers was 207, and of preachers 234. The number of

communicants was stated on the same authority at 58,577.

The principal societies supported by the Connexion are those connected with

Home and Foreign Missions; the contributions to which amount to about 3,000/.

a year. The operations of the Home Mission are carried on among the English

population inhabiting the borders between England and Wales. The Foreign
Mission has a station in Brittany (south of France) the language of that country

being a sister dialect of the Welsh and stations at Cassay and Sylhet in India,

the presidency of Bengal.

9. SANDEMANIANS OR GLASSITES. .

BANDEMA.NIANS

The Sandemanians sometimes called Glassites, both appellations being derived

from the names of the founders of the sect first came into notice in Scotland

about 1728 or 1729; when Mr. Glass, a minister of the Scottish National

Church, avowed opinions on Church Government approaching very nearly
those maintained by Congregationalists. Robert Sandeman appeared in

advocacy of the same opinions about 1757, and formed a congregation in

London in 1762.

The prominent doctrine of the Sandemanians, on which they differ from
most other churches, relates to the nature of justifying faith, which Sandeman
maintained to be &quot; no more than a simple assent to the divine testimony, passively
&quot; received by the understanding.&quot;

Sandemanians, also, observe certain peculiar practices, supposed by them to

have been prevalent amongst the primitive Christians, such as weekly sacra

ments, love feasts, mutual exhortation, washing each others feet, plurality of

elders, the use of the lot, &c.

The number of Sandemanian congregations in England, reported by the
Census officers, was six ; the number of sittings (after an estimate for two

chapels where the information was not given) was 956; and the number of

attendants on the Census-Sunday was : Morning, 439
; Afternoon, 256;

Evening, 61.

G 4
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10. THE NEW CHURCH.
This body of Christians claims to possess an entirely new dispensation of

doctrinal truth derived from the theological writings of Emanuel Swedenborg ;

and, as the name imports, they refuse to be numbered with the sects of which

the general body of Christendom is at present composed.
Emanuel Baron Swcdenborg was born at Stockholm in 1688, and died in

London in 1772. He was a person of great intellectual attainments, a member
of several of the learned societies of Europe, and the author of very voluminous

philosophical treatises. In 1745 he separated himself from all secular pursuits,

relinquished his official labours in the Swedish State, and commenced the career

which led to a religious movement. In that year, and thenceforth, he was favoured,

he reports, with continual communications from the spiritual world, being often

times admitted into heaven itself and there indulged with splendid visions of

angelic glory and felicity.* The power was given him to converse with these

celestial residents ; and from their revelations, sometimes made directly to

himself and sometimes gathered by him from the course of their deliberations,

he obtained the most important of his doctrines. His own account of tru;

matter is thus stated in a letter to a friend :

&quot;

I have been called to a hoi}
&quot;

office by the Lord Himself, who most graciously manifested Himself before
&quot;

me, His servant, in the year 17^5, and then opened my sight into the
&quot;

spiritual world, and gave me to speak with spirits and angels, as I do even to
&quot;

this day. From that time I began to publish the many arcana which 1

&quot; have either seen, or which have been revealed to me, concerning heaven and
&quot;

hell, concerning the state of man after death, concerning true divine worship,
&quot; and concerning the spiritual sense of the Word, besides other things of the
&quot;

highest importance, conducive to salvation and wisdom.&quot;

The general result of these communications was to convince the Baron that

the sacred writings have two senses one their natural, the other their spiritual,

sense ; the latter of which it was his high commission to unfold. The natural

sense is that which is alone received by other Christian Churches the words of

Scripture being understood to have the same signification (and no other) which

they bear in ordinary human intercourse ; the spiritual sense is that which, in

the judgment of the New Church, is concealed within the natural sense of

these same words, each word or phrase possessing, in addition to its ordinary

meaning, an interior significance corresponding with some spiritual truth.f

* He describes the abodes of the inhabitants as similar in kind to the palatial structures of

earth, though infinitely nu&amp;gt;re magnificent ; arranged in streets and squares, like earthly cities-,

but with fields and gardens interposed. The angels themselves are described as having a human
form.

&quot; From nil my experience,&quot; he avers,
&quot; which lias now continued for several years, I can

say and ailirm that angels as to their form are altogether men : that they have faces, eyes, ears,
breasts, arms, hands, feet: that they see each other hear and discourse with each other:
in a word, that they want nothing at all which is proper to man except that they are not clothed
with a material body. I have seen them in their own light, which exceeds by many degrees the
noonday light of the world, and in that light I have observed all parts of their faces more dis

tinctly and clearly than I ever did the faces of men on earth. It has also been granted to me to
see an angel of the inmost heaven, whoso countenance was brighter and more resplendent
than that of the angels of the inferior heavens. 1 examined him closely, and he had a human
form in all perfection.&quot;

A council of the angels is thus pictured :

&quot; There was shown me a magnificent palace, with a
temple in its inmost part, and in the midst of the temple was a table of gold, on which lay the
Word, and two angels stood beside it. About the table were three rows of seats; the scats of
the first row were covered with silk damask of a purple colour; the seats of the second row with
silk damask of a blue colour; and the seats of the third row with white cloth. Below the roof,
high above the table, there was seen a spreading curtain, which shone with precious stones, from
whose lustre there issued forth a bright appearance as of a rainbow when the firmament is clear
and serene alter a shower. Then suddenly, there appeared a number of clergy sitting on the
seats, all clothed in t lie garments of their sacerdotal office. On one side was a wardrobe, where stood
an angel who had the care of it, and within lay splendid vestments in beautiful order. It was a
council convened by the Lord ; and I heard a voice from heaven saying, Deliberate: but they
said, On what / It was said, Concerning the Lord the Saviour, and concerning the lluly Spirit.
But when they began to think on these subjects, they were without illustration; wherefore they
made supplication, and immediately light issued down out of heaven, which first illuminated the
hinder part of their heads, and afterwards their temples, and last of all their faces ; and then
hey began 1 heir deliberation.&quot; Brief Exposition of the Doctrines of the New Church, p. 20.

t Swedenborg affirmed that, until revealed to him by the Lord, the science of
&quot;

Correspondences&quot;
had been lost for some thousands of years; i.e. ever since the time of Job. The existence or
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The principal tenets he deduced from this interior meaning of the Holy Word, 10. THE NEVT

and which his followers still maintain, are these : That the Last Judgment has
CHLKCH.

already been accomplished (viz. in 1/5/); that the former &quot;Heaven and Tenets.

Earth are passed away; that the &quot;New Jerusalem,&quot; mentioned in the

Apocalypse, has already descended, in the form of the
&quot; New Church

;&quot;
and

that, consequently, the second Advent of the Lord has even now been realized,

in a spiritual sense, by the exhibition of His power and glory in the New
Church thus established.

The usual doctrine of the Trinity is not received; the belief of the New
Church being,

&quot;

that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are one in the person of

&quot; our Lord Jesus Christ, comparatively as soul, body, and proceeding operation
&quot; are one in every individual man.&quot;*

The New Church also rejects the doctrine of justification by faith alone,

and the imputed righteousness of Christ : salvation, it inculcates, cannot be

obtained except by the combination of good works with faith.
&quot; To fear God,

&quot; and to work righteousness, is to have charity; and whoever has charity,
&quot; whatever his religious sentiments may be, will be saved.&quot;f

The resurrection, it is believed, will not be that of the material body, but of

a spiritual body ; and this will not immediately pass into a final state of being,

but be subject to a kind of purgatory where those who are interiorly good will

receive truth corresponding with their state of goodness, and thus be fitted for

heaven ; while those who are interiorly evil will reject all truth, and thus be

among the lost.J

the absence of the spiritual sense is regarded as a certain test of the authenticity of scrip
ture : all those books which cannot be opened by this key are rejected as uneanonical. The
result of this test is, that of the Old Testament 29 books are received and the rest rejected,
while, of the New Testament, only the four Gospels and the Uook of Revelations are admitted.
All the accepted writings can be construed by the use of the spiritual key; and the system is

believed to be so perfect that the spiritual sense of a word, once known, can be uniformly
applied wherever it may occur. Thus, &quot;water&quot; is stated to be representative of

&quot; Truth
;&quot;

and
wherever the former word or its equivalent occurs, in any of the recognized books,

&quot;

Truth,&quot; or a
modification of it, is supplied as the interpretation: so,

&quot;

blood&quot; is held to signify &quot;Divine

Truth,&quot; &c.
The various books of Bwedcnborg in which these disclosures arc contained are held by the

members of the New Church to be worthy of reception throughout Christendom a.s authori
tative and complete expositions of every essential doctrine of Christianity, and, above all. a,s con
taining the true exposition of the Sacred Scripture, not according to any philosophical or

religious theory invented by S\vcdenborg, but as it was intended to be revealed from the bcgin-
ing by the same Spirit which inspired the Sacred Text. It is claimed, in short, that Swedenborg
lias given, in these works, in virtue of a special illumination from the Lord, the grammar and
dictionary of all divine revelation, and that reason and faith are perfectly reconciled by the
doctrine of

&quot;

Correspondences.&quot;
* &quot; The Contrast, p. 8. &quot;The Trinity consists of three divine essentials, called the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Spirit. The Father is the essential divinity : the Son is the divine
humanity: and the Holy Spirit is the divine proceeding or operative energy : answering to the
soul and body and the operations of both together in man. &quot; A Catechism of the Heavenly
Doctrines of the New Jerusalem.
t

&quot; The Contrast,&quot; p. 4.

J The other doctrines held by the Xew Church will be seen in the following
&quot;

Articles of
Faith.&quot; These were not written by Swedenborg, but were drawn up by order of the Annual
Conference of Ministers and Laymen, by whom the affairs of the body, as at present constituted,
are managed.

ARTICLES OF FAITH.
The Articles of Faith of the New Church, signified by the New Jerusalem in the Revelation

are these :

1. That Jehovah God, the Creator aud Preserver of heaven and earth, is Love Itself and
Wisdom Itself, or Good Itself and Truth Itself: that he is One both in Essence and in Person, in

vvhom, nevertheless, is the Divine Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, which are the Essen
tial Divinity, the Divine Humanity, and the Divine Proceeding, answering to the soul, the body,
and the operative energy in man : and that the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ is that God.

2. That Jehovah God himself descended from heaven, as Divine Truth, which is the Word, and
took upon him Human Nature, for the purpose of removing from man the powers of hell, and
restoring to order all things in the spiritual world, and all things in the church: that he re
moved from man the powers of hell, by combats against and victories over them ; in which con
sisted the great work of Redemption: that by the same acts, which were his temptations, the
last of which was the passion of the cross, he united, in his Humanity, Divine Truth to Divine
Good, or Dwine Wisdom to Divine Love, and so returned into his Divinity in which he was from,

eternity, together with and in his Glorified Humanity; whence he for ever keeps the infernal
powers in subjection to himself: and that all who believe in him, with the understanding, from
the heart, and live accordingly, will be saved.

3. That the Sacred Scripture, or Word of God, is Divine Truth itself, containing a Spiritual
Sense heretofore unknown, whence it is divinely inspired and holy in every syllable : as well as
a Literal Sense, which is the basis of its Spiritual Sense, and in which Divine Truth is in its

fulness, its sanctity, and its power: thus that it is accommodated to the apprehension both of
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u. THE NEW fhe Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord s Supper are administered in the- New Church. The former is believed to be &quot; a sign and a medium, attended
&quot; with a divine influence, of introduction into the Lord s Church; and it

&quot; means that the Lord will purify our minds from wicked desires and bad
&quot;

thoughts, if we are obedient to His holy word.&quot; llie latter is believed to be
&quot; a sign and a medium, attended with a divine influence, for introducing the
** Lord s true children, as to their spirits, into heaven ;

and it means that the
&quot; Lord feeds their souls with His divine goodness and truth.&quot;*

angels and men : that the spiritual and natural senses arc united, by correspondences, like soul
and body, every

natural expression and image answering to, and&quot; including a spiritual and
divine idea: and thus that the Word is the medium of communication with heaven and of cor -

junction with the Lord.
i. That the government of the Lord s Divine Love and Wisdom is the Divine Providence :

which is universal, exercised according to certain fixed laws of Order, and extending to th&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

minutest particulars of the life of all men, both of the good and of the evil : that in all its ope
rations it hath respect to what is infinite and eternal, and makes no account of things transitory
but as they are subservient to eternal ends : thus, that it mainly consists, with man, in the con
nexion of things temporal with things eternal : for that the continual aim of the Lord, by his
Divine Providence, is to join man to himself and hiu self to man, that he may be able to give him
the felicities of eternal life: and that the laws of permission are also laws of the Divine Pro
vidence: since evil cannot be prevented without destroying the nature of man as an accountabk
agent : and because, also, it cannot be removed unless it be known, and cannot be known urilest

it appear : thus, that no evil is permitted but to prevent a greater; and all is overruled by th&amp;lt;

Lord s Divine Providence, for the greatest possible good.
5. That man is not life, but is only a recipient of life from the Lord, who, as he is Love itself

and Wisdom itself, is also Life itself; which life is communicated by influx to all in the spiritual
world, whether belonging to heaven or to hell, and to all in the natural world; but is received

differently by every one, according to his quality and consequent state of his reception.
6. That man, during his abode in the world, is, as to his spirit, in the midst between heaven

and hell, acted upon by influences from both, and thus is kept in a state of spiritual equilibrium
between good and evil ;

in consequence of which he enjoys free-will, or freedom of choice, in

spiritual things as well as in natural, and possesses the capacity of cither turning himself to the
Lord and his kingdom, or turning himself away from the Lord and connecting himself with the
kingdom of darkness : and that, unless man had such freedom of choice, the Word would be of
no use ; the Church would be a mere name

;
man would possess nothing by virtue of which he

could be conjoined to the Lord ; and the cause of evil would be chargeable on God himself.

7. That man at this day is born into evil of all kinds, or with tendencies towards it : that,
therefore, in order to his entering the kingdom of heaven, he must be regenerated or created
anew: which great work is effected in a progressive manner, by the Lord alone, by charity and
faith as mediums, during man s co-operation : that as all men are redeemed, all are capable of
being regenerated, and, consequently, saved, every one according to his state : and that the rege
nerate man is in communion with the angels of heaven, and the unregenerate with the spirits
of hell : but that no one is condemned for hereditary evil, any further than a.s he makes it his
own by actual life; whence all who die in infancy are saved, special means being provided by the
Lord in the other life for that purpose.

8. That Repentance is the first beginning of the Church in man : and that it consists in a
man s examining himself, both in regard to his deeds and his intentions, in knowing and ac
knowledging his sins, confessing them before the Lord, supplicating him for aid, and beginning
a new lite : that to this end, all evils, whether of affection, of thought, or of life, are to be
abhorred and shunned as sins against God, and because they proceed from infernal spirits, who
in the aggregate are called the Devil and Satan : and that good affections, good thoughts, and
good actions, are to be cherished and performed because they are of God and from God : that
these things are to be done by man as of himself: nevertheless, under the acknowledgment and
belief that it is from the Lord, operating in him and by him : that so far as man shuns evils as
sins, so far they are removed, remitted, or forgiven; so far also he does good, not from himself,
but from the Lord: and in the same degree he loves truth, hath faith, and is a spiritual man:
and that the Decalogue teaches what evils are sins.

I). That Charity, Faith, and Good Works are unitedly necessary to man s salvation
; since

charity, without faith, is not spiritual, but natural : and faith, without charity, is not living,
but dead

;
and both charity and faith without good works are merely mental and perishable

things, because without use or fixedness : and that nothing of faith, of charity, or of good works,
is of man, but that all is of the Lord, and all the merit is his alone.

10. That Baptism and the Holy Supper are sacraments of divine institution, and are to be per
manently observed: baptism being an external medium of introduction into the Church, and a

sign representative of man s purification and regeneration : and the Holy Supper being an
external medium to those who receive it worthily, of introduction, as to spirit, into heaven, and
of conjunction with the Lord; of which also it is a sign and seal.

11. That immediately after death, which is only a putting off of the material body, never to be
resumed, man rises again in a spiritual or substantial body, in which he continues to live to

eternity: in heaven, if his ruling affections, and thence his life, have been good; and in hell, if

Iris ruling affections, and thence his life, have been evil.

12. That now is the time of the Second Advent of the Lord, which is a Coming, not in Person,
but in the power and glory of his Holy Word. That it is attended like his first Coming, with
the restoration to order of all things in the spiritual world, where the wonderful divine opera
tion, commonly expected under the name of the Last Judgment, has in consequence been per
formed ;

and with the preparing of the way for a New Church on the earth, the first Christian
Church having spiritually come to its end or consummation, through evils of life and errors ef

doctrine, as foretold by the Lord in the Gospels: and that this New or Second Christian Church,
which will be the Crown of all Churches, and will stand for ever, is what was representatively
seen by John, when he beheld the holy city, New Jerusalem, descending from God out of heaven,
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.

* Catechism of the Heavenly Doctrines of the Ne\v Jerusalem. D. 20.
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The mode of worship adopted by the followers of Swedenborg resembles in , 10. TIIK suw :

its general form that of most other Christian bodies : the distribution of sub

jects in their Liturgy, and the composition of their Hymns and Prayers, being, of 3

course, special; but no particular form is considered to be binding on each

society.

The general affairs of the New Church are managed by a Conference, which Polity,

meets yearly, composed of ministers and laymen in conjunction ; the proportion

of the latter being determined by the size of the respective congregations which

they represent : a society of from 12 to 50 members sending one representative,

and societies of from 50 to 100 members and those of upwards of 100 members

sending each two and three representatives respectively. There is nothing,

however, in Swedenborg s writings to sanction any particular form of Church-

government.

The principal societies for disseminating the doctrines of the New Church Religions So-

are, the
&quot;

Swedenborg Printing Society,&quot; established in 1810, and the
CI

&quot;

Missionary and Tract Society,&quot;
established in 1821. The income of the

former, for 1852-3, from subscriptions and donations, was 3331. ; and that of

the latter, for 1851-2 was 235/. The number of tracts issued was 23,942.

Missionaries are employed in different parts of England.

Among the first disciples of the new faith were two clergymen of the Church Numbers.

of England, the Rev. Thomas Hartley, (who translated the work on &quot; Heaven

and Hell,&quot;)
and the Rev. John Clowes (who translated the &quot; Arcana Coelestia,&quot;

&c.). In December 1783, eleven years after Swedenborg s decease, an adver

tisement brought 5 persons to meet together for reading and conversation;

which number had increased to thirty in 1787- About this time the formation

of a definite religious society was commenced ; provision was made for public

worship ; and a system of ministerial ordination was adopted. At the 15th

conference, held in Manchester in August 1822, there were 8 ministers and 37

delegates, representing 24 congregations. At the Census of 1851 the number

of congregations was ascertained to be 50; of which the greater number

were in Lancashire and Yorkshire. It is considered, however, by members

of the body, that the mere number of their chapels gives a very inadequate
idea of the prevalence of their opinions : many, they say, ostensibly con

nected with other churches, entertain the prominent doctrines of the New
Church.

11. THE BRETHREN.

Those to whom this appellation is applied receive it only as descriptive of TJIE BRE
their individual state as Christians not as a name by which they might be

known collectively as a distinct religious sect. It is not from any common
doctrinal peculiarity or definite ecclesiastical organization that they have the

appearance of a separate community ; but rather from the fact that, while all

other Christians are identified with some particular section of the Church of

God, the persons known as &quot;Brethren&quot; utterly refuse to be identified with

any. Their existence is, in fact, a protest against all sectarianism ; and the

primary ground of their secession from the different bodies to which most of

them have once belonged, is, that the various tests by which, in all these bodies,
the communion of true Christians with each other is prevented or impeded,
are unsanctioned by the Word of God. They see no valid reason why the

Church (consisting of all true believers) which is really one, should not be
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TEE BBETHEEir. a^s visibly united, having as its only bond of fellowship and barrier of

exclusion, the reception or rejection of those vital truths by which the Christian

is distinguished from the unbeliever. Looking at existing churches, it appears
to them that all are faulty in this matter ; national churches by adopting a

too lax dissenting churches by adopting a too limited criterion of member

ship, The former, it appears to Brethren, by considering as members all

within a certain territory, mingle in one body the believers and the unbelievers ;

while the latter, by their various tests of doctrine or of discipline, exclude from

their communion many who are clearly and undoubtedly true members of the

universal Church.* The Brethren, therefore, may be represented as consisting

of all such as, practically holding all the truths essential to salvation, recogni/.e

each other as, on that account alone, true members of the only Church. A
difference of opinion upon aught besides is not regarded as sufficient ground
for separation ;

and the Brethren, therefore, have withdrawn themselves from

all those bodies in which tests, express or virtual, on minor points, are mac e

the means of separating Christians from each other.

In the judgment of the Brethren, the disunion now existing in the general

Church is the result of a neglect to recognize the Holy Spirit as its all-sufficient

guide. Instead, they say, of a reliance on His promised presence and sovereignty

as Christ s vicar on earth, ever abiding to assert and maintain His Lordship i:i

the Church according to the written Word, men, by their creeds and articles,

have questioned the sufficiency of Scripture as interpreted to all by Him, and,

by their ministerial and ritual appointments, have assumed to specify tin;

channels through which only can His blessings be communicated. All theso

various human forms and systems are believed by Brethren to be destitute o
?

scriptural authority, and practically restrictive of the Holy Spirit s operations.

Chiefly with regard to ministry are these opinions urged; the usual mcthoc

of ordaining special persons to the office, being held to be unscriptural anc

prejudicial. They conceive that Christians in general confound ministry (i.e. the

exercise of a spiritual gift) with focal charges, as eldership, &c. Such charges,

they infer from Scripture, required the sanction of Apostles or their delegates,

to validate the appointment (Acts xiv. 23., Titus i. 5.) ; whereas the &quot;

gifts
&quot;

never needed any human authorization (Acts xviii. 24-28, Rom. xii., 1 Cor.

xii-xvi., Phil. i. 14., 1 Peter iv. !), 10.) Further they urge that while Scripture
warrants the Church to expect a perpetuity of &quot;gifts&quot;

as evangelists, pastors,

teachers, exhorters, rulers, c. because they are requisite for the work of the

ministry (Ephes. iv. 7-13) it nowhere guarantees a permanent ordaining power,
without which the nomination or ordaining of elders is valueless. All believers

are, it is affirmed, true spiritual priests capacitated for worship (Heb. x. 19-25),

and any who possess the qualifications from the Lord are authorized to

evangelise the world or instruct the Church; and such have not alone the

liberty, but also an obligation to employ whatever gift may be entrusted to

their keeping. Hence, in their assemblies, Brethren have no pro-appointed

person to conduct or share in the proceedings ; all is open to the guidance of

the Holy Ghost at the time, so that he who believes himself to be so led of

* &quot; The chief error of nationalism, in this or any other country, is the latititdinarian opening
of the door to receive into the most solemn acts of worship and Christian fellowship the v:hole

population, i. e. in principle, irrespective of the search after living faith. That of dissent, on the
contrary, is the sectarian closing of the door on real Christians who cannot utter the Shibbo
leth of the party; and thus many brethren are excluded. In a word, the characteristic evil of
the latter is, that they do not treat as Christians many who are known to be such ; whereas the
equally characteristic evil of the former is, that they do treat a.s Christians many who are known
not to be such at all, The one system makes the limits broader, the other narrower, than God s
limits. In cither way the proper scriptural idea of the Church is practically destroyed: dissent

virtually affirming that it is not ONE bod if, but many, while nationalism virtually denies that it

is the body o/CirniST. God would have His children not to be separate, but to meet together in
the name; of Jesus. Xow, this is evidently set aside when you separate any who ought to be
united (viz. all believed on proper grounds to be true Christians), or when you associate as
brethren in Christ with any who ought to be separate (viz. those who are plainly of this world,
cr who, if they profess, deny Him in evil doctrines or works).&quot; The &quot;

Brethren,&quot; by \V&quot;. K., p. 2,
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the Spirit, may address the meeting, &c. This arrangement is considered to 11.

be indicated as the proper order in I Cor. xiv.* to flow from the principle laid
a

down in 1 Cor. xii., and to be traceable historically in the acts of the Apostles.

By adopting it the Brethren think that they avoid two evils by which all

existing sects are more or less distinguished ; the first, the evil of not employing
talents given to believers for the Church s benefit the second, the evil of

appointing as the Church s teachers men in whom the gifts essential for the

work have not yet been discovered. The Brethren, therefore, recognize no

separate orders of
&quot;clergy&quot;

and
&quot;laity&quot;

all are looked upon as equal in position

(Matt, xxiii. 8., 1 Cor. x. 17, xii. 12-20, &c.), differing only as to &quot;

gifts&quot; of

ruling, teaching, preaching, and the like (Rom. xii. 4-8., 1 Cor. xii. 18, 28, &c.).

The ordinances, consequently, of baptism, when administered, and the Lord s

Supper, which is celebrated weekly, need no special person to administer or

preside (Acts ix. 10-18, x. 48, xx. 7, 1 Cor. xi.) Another feature of some im

portance is, that wherever gifted men are found among the Brethren, they,

in general, are actively engaged in preaching and expounding, &c. on their own

individual responsibility to the Lord and quite distinct from the Assembly. So

that though they may occasionally use the buildings where the Brethren meet,

it is in no way as ministers of the Brethren hut of Christ.f

Practically, there is no considerable diversity in doctrinal opinions between

the Brethren and the members of all Protestant Evangelical Communions.
Most of them, indeed, have formerly belonged to one or another of such

bodies ; and have separated purely from attachment to the principles already
indicated not from any change of doctrinal belief. As a matter of fact,

the doctrine of the second advent and millenial reign of Christ is now, and
has ever been, especially dwelt upon amongst them ; but a diiference of

sentiment on this is not regarded as a bar to fellowship. Recently, however,

controversy has arisen with respect to the precise position which our Lord
assumed by virtue of His incarnation, and the opinions on this subject held

by a portion of the Brethren are considered by the rest sufficiently erroneous

to necessitate a severance.

The number of places of worship which the Census officers in England and
Wales returned as frequented by the Brethren was 132; but probably this

number is below the truth, in consequence of the objection which they entertain

to acknowledge any sectarian appellation. Several congregations may be
included with the number (96) described as

&quot;

Christians
&quot;

onlv.

* &quot;

If therefore the whole Church be come together into one place, and all speak with tongues,
and there coine in those that bo unlearned or unbelievers, will they not say that ye are mad :

1

But if all prophesy, and there come in one that believeth not, or one unlearned, he is convinced
of all; he is judged of all : and thus are the secrets of his heart made manifest; and fallingdown on his face he will worship God and report that God is in yon of a truth. How is it then
brethren? when ye come together every one of you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a
tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done -unto edifying If anyman speak in a tongue, let it be by two, or at the most by three, and that by course ; and let OIK;
interpret. But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the Church , and let him speak
to himself and to God. Let the prophets speak two or three, and let the others indue If any
thing be revealed to another that sitteth by, let the first hold his peace. For ye may nil pro
phesy one by one, that all may learn and all may be comforted. And the spirits of the prophets
are subject to the prophets, For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all
churches of the saints. Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not permitted
unto them to speak.&quot;

t The &quot;

Brethren by AV. K., pp.13, II.
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UNENDOWED
HURCllES, NOT
J KOTESTAN T,

UNENDOWED CHURCHES NOT PROTESTANT.

1. ROMAN
CATHOLICS.

1. ROMAN CATHOLICS.

The Toleration Act of 16^8, by which the Protestant Dissenters were relieved

from many of the disabilities that previously attached to them, procured no

change in the position of the Roman Catholics. They still remained subjected

to the penalties inflicted by the various statutes which, since Elizabeth s accession,

had been passed for their discouragement. These were exceedingly severe.

Apart from the punishments awarded for the semi-political offence of denying,
or refusing to admit the Sovereign s supremacy, the Acts of Recusancy (1 Eliz.

c. 2., and 23 Eliz. c. 1.) exposed them to considerable fines for non-attendance

at the service of the Established Church ; and by other statutes they were not

permitted to establish schools in England, nor to send their children to be taught
abroad they were excluded from all civil and military offices, from seats in

either House of Parliament, and from the practice of the law, they were not

allowed to vote at Parliamentary Elections proselytes to popery, and those who
were the means of their conversion, were subjected to the penalties of treason

and, by various oaths and tests as well as by express provision, they were

hindered in the exercise of their religious worship, and prevented from promul

gating their doctrines. Their condition was, in fact, deteriorated in the reign

of William III. some enactments of especial rigor being sanctioned.*

Whether from the effect of these enactments, or from the natural progress of

the principles of Protestantism, it is certain that at this time the number of

professing Roman Catholics in England, who, in the reign of Elizabeth, were,

according to Mr. Butler, a majority, or, according to Mr. Hallam, a third of the

population, had considerably declined. A Report presented to William, divides

the freeholders of England and Wales, as follows

Conformists 2,477,254

Nonconformists - - 108,676

Papists
- - 13,856

2,599,786

And the number of persons of the Roman Catholic faith is said to be only
1*7,6.96. This statement, allowing for all probable deficiencies, sufficiently
exhibits the great diminution which, from various causes, had occurred since the

1 eriod of the Reformation.

Not much alteration in the position of the Roman Catholics took place for

nearly a century after the Revolution. As the temper of the times grew milder,

many of the penal laws were not enforced ; though, while the throne remained

exposed to the pretensions of the Stuart family, the laws themselves continued
n the Statute Book : indeed, some further measures were enacted during the

agitations consequent upon the Catholic Rebellion of 1715. &quot;When, however.

* &quot; In 1699, the llth of William, an Act passed, for Further preventing the growth of Popery.
of peculiar severity. A reward of one hundred pounds is offered for apprehending any priest or
Jesuit. Papists not taking the oaths in six months, after eighteen years of age arc declared
incapable of inheriting lands, &o. ; and the next of kin. a Protestant, is to enjoy the same: also
Papists are made incapable of purchasing lands. Ambassadors are not to protect priests that
f^e subjects of England. Sending a child to be educated abroad in the Romish religion is

punishable by a forfeit of one hundred pounds. Popish parents are obliged to allow a &quot;main

tenance to their children, becoming protest-ant, at the Chancellor s determination.&quot; Charles
Butler s Historical Memoirs of the English Catholics, vol. ii. p. 54.
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iu the person of George III., the Brunswick dynasty was firmly settled on the CATHOLIC?

throne, a course of mitigating legislation was commenced, which gradually

relieved the Roman Catholics from all restraints upon their worship, and from

nearly all the incapacities attached to their religion. In 1/78, the first remedial

Act was passed, repealing the provision in the 10th and 12th of William III.,

by which the Catholics were disabled from taking lands by descent. The

Gordon Riots of 1780, rather aided than retarded the advance of public senti

ment towards additional relief; and, in 1791, Mr. Pitt, (having obtained from

the chief continental universities, unanimous opinions that the Pope possessed

no civil authority in England, that he cannot absolve the subjects of a sovereign

from their allegiance, and that the principles of the Roman Catholic faith do not

excuse or justify a breach of faith with heretics), procured the passing of another

bill, by which, upon taking a form of oath prescribed, the Catholics were

secured against most of the penalties pronounced by former Acts.* They
were left, however, still subjected to the Test and Corporation Acts, by which

they were excluded from all civil and military offices ; were prohibited from

sitting in either House of Parliament, and were disabled from presenting to

advowsons. The removal of the chief of these remaining disabilities \va&

zealously urged upon the Parliament for many years successively. In 1813 an

important measure, framed with this intention, was defeated in the Commons

by a majority of only four while, in 1821, a bill to the same effect passed

through the lower House but was rejected by the Peers. At length, in 182S,

the Test and Corporation Acts were abrogated, and in 1829 the Catholic

Emancipation Act bestowed on Roman Catholics substantially the same amount
of toleration which was granted to the Protestant Dissenters.

Concurrently with the alleviation of their civil state, the number of the

Catholics appears to have been gradually augmenting. In 1767 a return

reports their number to be 67,916; and another return in 1780 enumerates

69,376. About this time, the number of chapels was about 200. The following
is extracted from a Roman Catholic work :f it shows the progressive increase in

the number of such chapels in England and Wales since 1824 :

Year.
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1. EOMAX
CATHOLICS.

73 for women) ; while the number of the priests is 875. The following Table

(B.) displays the increase, as to priests and religious houses, since 1841.

TABLE B.

Tear.
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&quot;

together with the power and gifts of the Holy Ghost, dispensed and distributed
T^ C~.HOITC

&quot;

among her members, are necessary for preparing and perfecting the Church AVB APOSTOI.I

&quot; for the second advent of the Lord ; and that supreme rule in the Church
&quot;

ought to be exercised, as at the first, by twelve apostles, not elected or

&quot; ordained by men, but called and sent forth immediately by God.
&quot; The congregations which have been authorized as above stated are placed

t( under the pastoral rule of angels or bishops, with whom are associated, in the
tl work of the ministry, priests and deacons. The deacons are a distinct and
&quot;

separate order of ministers taken from the midst of, and chosen by, the
&quot;

respective congregations in which they are to serve, and are ordained either
&quot;

by apostles or by angels receiving commission thereunto. The priests are
&quot;

first called to their office by the word through the prophets, (&quot;no
man taking

&quot;

this honour to himself,&quot;) and then ordained by apostles; and from among
&quot; the priests, by a like call and ordination, are the angels set in their places.

&quot; With respect to the times of worship, the Holy Eucharist is celebrated, and
&quot; the communion administered, every Lord s day, and more or less frequently
&quot;

during the week, according to the number of priests in each particular
&quot;

congregation ; and, where the congregations are large, the first and last hours
&quot; of every day, reckoning from G A.M. to 6 P.M., are appointed for divine
&quot;

worship ; and, if there be a sufficient number of ministers, there are, in

&quot;

addition, prayers daily at .9 A.M. and 3 P.M., with other services for the more

special object of teaching and preaching.
&quot; In the forms of worship observed, the prayers and other devotions to be

&quot; found in the principal liturgies of the Christian Church are introduced by
&quot;

preference, wherever appropriate ; and in all their services the bishops and
&quot;

clergy of the Catholic Church, and all Christian kings, princes, and governors,
&quot; are remembered before God. It may also be observed, that in their ritual
&quot; observances and offices of worship external and material things have their
&quot;

place. They contend that, as through the washing of water men are admitted
&quot; into the Christian covenant, and as bread and wine duly consecrated are
&quot; ordained to be used not merely for spiritual food but for purposes of sacra-
&quot; mental and symbolic agency, so also that the use of other material things,
* such as oil, lights, incense, &c., as symbols and exponents of spiritual

&quot;

realities, belongs to the dispensation of the Gospel.
&quot; Besides free-will offerings, the tenth of their increase, including income of

&quot;

every description, is brought up to the Lord (it being regarded as a sacred
&quot;

duty that tithe should be dedicated to His service alone), and is apportioned
&quot;

among those who are separated to the ministry.
&quot; In England there are about 30 congregations, comprising nearly 6,000

:&amp;lt; communicants ; and the number is gradually on the increase. There are also
;&amp;lt;

congregations in Scotland and Ireland, a considerable number in Germany,
and several in France, Switzerland, and America.&quot;

To this description of the chief peculiarities, may be annexed the following OrL-in :m&amp;lt;l i&amp;gt;r&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-

trivss nf

Church,
statement of the history and development, of the Church. - 1VSS &quot; tlltj

Its virtual origin is referred by its adherents to the commencement of the

present century, when the public mind, impressed by the momentous issues of the
French revolution and the conquering career of Bonaparte, was greatly occupied
by study of the sacred prophecies, of which those marvellous events appeared
to be, in portion, the fulfilment. Many by these startling signs were led to a
conviction that the world was entering upon its final epoch, when might be

expected the bestowment of those supernatural endowments promised to the
faithful in the latter days. Accordingly, continual prayers were offered, for the

speedy realization of the promised gifts; and, towards the close of 1829, it is 182&amp;lt;.

asserted, several miraculous acts of healing and of prophecy occurred in

C. H
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Scotland. The report of these events was variously received ; by some with
E
APosroYit incredulity by others with belief, as being the expected answer to their prayers.

cnuRCir Among the latter, Mr. Irving, minister at that time of the Scotch Church,

Regent Square, and formerly in Glasgow the assistant minister to Dr. Chalmers,

was conspicuous for the zeal and eloquence with which he preached the

certainty of some such manifestation of the promised presence of the Holy

Spirit; and, when several persons in his congregation, seeming to be acting

under an involuntary impulse, uttered words of prophecy, while others spoke
in what appeared to be an unknown language, he received both these pheno
mena as likewise the fulfilment of the promised gifts. A decision of the Scottish

Presbytery of Annan deprived Mr. Irving of the Church in Regent Square,

but in 1832 a chapel was erected for him in Newman Street. Thenceforward
&quot;

Prophets
&quot; were received as a resuscitated order of the ministry, and shortly

afterwards, a prophet pointing out an individual as an &quot;

Apostle,&quot; it was held

that the Apostolic office also was restored. From these events, and from the

revelations of the prophets, it was found that the ministry was properly fourfold

consisting of apostles, prophets, evangelists, and pastors and &quot;that the proper
&quot; mode of ordination was by the imposition of the apostle s hands on those
&quot; who had been previously designated or called to the ministry by the word
&quot; of the prophet.&quot;*

The first ordination took place on Christmas Day, 1832,

when an angel (or chief pastor) was ordained over the church at Albury. The

second ordination was that of Mr. Irving, who, on the 5th of April 1833, was

appointed angel of the church in Newman Street. In the course of the next

few years, churches were formed in Bishopsgate, in Chelsea, in Brighton, and in

33. Chatham. In 1833 the &quot;prophetic word&quot; declared that elders and deacons

ought to be appointed, that the former should receive the priestly character,

and that both should be separated, by ordination, from the laity. The reve

lations of the next two years established the proper times of worship, the right

of the priesthood to tithes, and the absolute authority of the &quot;

angels
&quot;

to

govern their respective churches, and to interpret the prophetic utterances. In

1S33. 1835 the number of churches in London, which had hitherto been 5, was

increased to the number which prophecy had indicated as required, viz. 7- In

the same year the number of the apostles was increased from 5 to the full

complement of 12, and they were set apart for their peculiar functions ; remaining
for the next two years at Albury in study of the scriptures and in mutual

S3fi consultation. In 1836, a council was established on the model of the Jewish

tabernacle, &quot;so arranged as to present a definite form, calculated to give
&quot; an idea of the true relation and adjustment of the machinery of the universal
&quot; church.

&quot;f
The next proceeding was the delivery of a &quot;

testimony
&quot;

to the

rulers of the Church and State. The 12 apostles each reduced to writing his

ideas of what was necessary to be stated to the heads of the church, and a

summary of all these papers, prepared by the senior apostle, was delivered to the

Archbishop of Canterbury, to most of the bishops, to 1 50 London clergy, and

* &quot; A Chronicle of certain Events which have taken place in the Church of Christ, principally
in England, between the years 1826 and 1852.&quot; p. 9.

t
&quot; The symbol of this Council was shown in the word of prophecy to have been given in the

construction of the tabernacle of Moses, where also, as in a figure, the true and spiritual worship
of God was set forth. The forty-eight boards corresponded in number to the six Elders from
each of the seven churches, forty-two in all, together with six of the Apostles. The live bars,
which upheld all the boards, were typical of a ministry which had been committed to other five
of the Apostles, whose duty it was to instruct the council in the principles upon which counsel
was to be given. The two tenons, with their sockets of silver for each board, had reference to
the diaconal ministry, through which the Eldership was rooted in the love of the people
silver being the symbol of love. Two of the Elders were appointed to act as scribes to the
council, and found their shadow in the two corner boards of the tabernacle. The heads of the
fourfold ministry the Apostle, Prophet, Evangelist, and Pastor corresponded to the four
pillars between the most holy and the holy place; the five Evangelists to the five pillars at the
entrance; and the seven angels to the lights of the candlestick. The sixty Evangelists were
antitypical to the sixty pillars of the court, four of whom acted as the outer*door of entrance.&quot;

Chronicle of certain Events,&quot; &c., p. 23.
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to most of the ministers of the localities in which churches had been raised. 2.

The testimony to the rulers of the state, prepared by a single apostle, was also
*
^QSTO

in the same year (1836), delivered to the King in person, and afterwards &quot;to as CHURCH.

&quot;

many privy councillors as could be found or would receive
it.&quot;J

In 1837 a issr.

&quot; Catholic Testimony,&quot; being a combination of the two, was addressed to the

patriarchs, bishops, and sovereigns of Christendom, and was subsequently

delivered to Cardinal Acton for the Pope, to Prince Metternich for the Emperor
of Austria and to various others among the bishops and kings of Europe.

In 1838 the apostles, in obedience to another prophecy, departed for the 1^33.

continent, and visited for two years most of the European countries, with the

object of remarking closely the condition of the general Church, and gleaning

from each portion its peculiar inheritance of truth. From this perambulation

they, in 1840, were recalled to settle some disputes which had arisen in their isw.

absence, with respect to the comparative authority of the apostles and the

council above referred to. The apostles stilled these symptoms of dissension

by asserting their supremacy ; and the meetings of the council were suspended,

and have not yet been revived. These measures led, however, to the secession

of one of the apostles, whose successor has not yet been named. Seven of the

remaining eleven, in 1844, again dispersed themselves in foreign parts, to be I8it.

again recalled in 1845, in order to determine what liturgical formalities should

be observed. This settled, they once more proceeded to their work abroad

the senior apostle, who remained at Albury, having charge of all the London

churches (now reduced to six). The principal work of recent years has been

the gradual completion of the ritual of the Church. In 1842 a liturgy had been

framed, &quot;combining the excellencies of all preceding liturgies.&quot;
In this a

certain portion of the service was allotted to each of the four ministers already

mentioned ; the communion (which before had been received by the people in

their seats) was now received by them before the altar, kneeling ; and the conse

crated elements, before their distribution, were offered as an oblation before the

Lord. Simultaneously, -appropriate vestments were prescribed the alb and

girdle, stole and chasuble, for services connected with the altar, and a surplice

and rochette and mosette for preaching and other offices. In 1847 considerable

additions to the liturgy were made, and the use of consecrated oil was permitted
in visitation of the sick. In 1850 it was ordered that a certain portion of the 1*50.

consecrated bread and wine should be kept in an appropriate ark or tabernacle

placed upon the altar, to be taken by the angel, at the morning and evening

services, and &quot;proposed
&quot;

as a symbol before the Lord. The latest ceremonial

additions were adopted in 1852, when lights two on, and seven before, the altar

were prescribed, and incense was commanded to be burnt while prayers were

being offered.

Of late years, it is said, the church has made considerable progress, so that

from 1846 to 1851 the number of communicants in England has increased by a

third, while great success has been achieved on the continent and in America.

Returns from 32 chapels (chiefly in the southern counties of England) have
been furnished to the Census Office. These contained (allowing for one

chapel for which the sittings are not mentioned) accommodation for 7,437

persons. The attendance, on the Census-Sunday, was (making an estimated

addition for two chapels with regard to which no information was received) :

Morning, 3,176-, Afternoon, 1,659; Evening, 2, 707.

H 2
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Origin and
Progress.

3. THE LATTER DAY SAINTS ; OR MORMONS. *

Although, in origin, the Mormon movement is not English, but American,

yet, as the new creed, by the missionary zeal of its disciples, has extended into

England, and is making some not inconsiderable progress with the poorer

classes of our countrymen, it seems desirable to give, as far as the inadequate
materials permit, some brief description of a sect, the history of whose opinions,

sufferings, and achievements, shows, perhaps, the most remarkable religious

movement that has happened since the days of Mahomet.

Joseph Smith, the prophet of the new belief, was born in humble life in 1805,

at Sharon in the state of Vermont, from whence in 1815 he removed with his

parents to Palmyra, New York. When about 15 years old, being troubled by
convictions of his spiritual danger, and perplexed by the multitude of mutually
hostile sects, he saw, he says, while praying in a grove, a vision of &quot; twc

personages,&quot; who informed him that his sins were pardoned, and that all

existing sects were almost equally erroneous. This vision was repeated three

years afterwards, in 182,3, when an angel, he reports, informed him that the

American Indians were a remnant of the Israelites, and that certain records,

written by the Jewish prophets and containing history and prophecy, had, when

the Indians fell into depravity, been buried in the earth at a spot which the

angel indicated. Smith was further told, that Jte had been selected as the

instrument by which these valuable records should be brought to light ; the

revelations they contained being necessary for the restoration of that purity
of creed and worship from which all the modern churches had alike departed.

Accordingly, upon the 22d of September 182.3, Smith, the story runs, dis

covered in the side of a hill, about four miles from Palmyra in Ontario County,
a stone box, just covered by the earth, in which was deposited the &quot;

Record,&quot;

a collection of thin plates of gold, held together by three golden rings. Part of

this golden book was sealed, but the portion open to inspection was engraven

thickly with &quot; Reformed Egyptian
&quot;

characters. Together with the book he

found two crystal lenses
&quot;

set in the two rims of a bow,&quot; apparently resembling
an enormous pair of spectacles ; this instrument he said was the Urim and
Thummim used by ancient seers.

The simple inspection of these treasures was the whole extent of Smith s

achievements on his first discover}* of them ; he was not permitted by the angel
to remove them until four years afterwards, on the 22d of September 1827.

During the interval he received occasional instruction from his supernatural
visitant.

The news of his discovery attracted such attention, and procured him so much

obloquy, that, according to the narrative of his biographers, he was exposed
to personal violence, and was obliged to fly to Pennsylvania, carrying his golden

plates concealed in a barrel of beans.f When thus in some security, he, by the

aid of the Urim and Thummim, set to work upon the translation of the unsealed

portion, which, when complete, composed a bulky volume, which he called the
&quot; Book of Mormon &quot; &quot;

Mormon,&quot; meaning, he explained, more good, from
&quot;

w?or,&quot; a contraction for more, and &quot;

mon,&quot; Egyptian for good.
&quot;

Mormon,&quot;

* Sec &quot; The Mormons, a contemporary History;&quot;
&quot; Remarkable Vision, by Orson Pratt, one

of the twelve apostles of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints;&quot; The Voice of
Joseph, a brief account of the Rise, l*rorcss, and Persecutions of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, with their present position and property in Utah Territory, by Lorenzo
Snow, one of the twelve apostles;&quot; &quot;A Voice of Warning, by Parley P. Pratt;&quot; &quot;The* only Way
to be Saved, by Lorenzo Snow:&quot;

&quot; The Seer;&quot;
&quot; Book of Doctrine and Covenants of the Church

of Josus Christ of Latter Day Saints, selected from the Revelations of God, by Joseph Smith,
President;&quot; third European edition. 1852.

t A Voice of Warning, p. 87.
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too, was the name of a supposed prophet living in the fourth or fifth century, 3. THE LATTER

who, after the principal portion of the American Israelites had fallen in battle,

and the whole of them become degenerate, engraved on plates a summary of

their history and prophecies. These plates, his son, Moroni, in the troublous

times which followed, hid for safety in a hill then called Cumora, about the

year A.D. 420.*

Mormons defend the authenticity of this recital, by asserting the improbability

that Smith, an illiterate person, could invent it, and, unaided, write so large

and peculiar a volume. To the objection that the golden plates are not pro

duced, they give Smith s own reply to the applications made to him by his

disciples for a view that such an exhibition of them is prohibited by special

revelation. Nevertheless, in further proof of Smith s veracity, three
&quot; witnesses &quot;

were found to testify that they had actually seen the plates, an angel having

shewn them ;
and a similar testimony was borne by eight other

&quot;

witnesses,&quot;

four of these belonging to a family named Whitmer, and three being the two

brothers and the father of Smith. The utmost that Smith did towards allowing

access by indifferent parties to the plates, was to give to one of his inquiring

followers a copy upon paper of a portion of the plates in the original hiero

glyphics, viz., the &quot; Reformed Egyptian.&quot; This was submitted by the yet

unsatisfied disciple to Professor Anthon of New York, who, however, did

not recognise the characters as those of any ancient language known to him.

The Mormon advocates appear to think these evidences irresistible.f Upon
the other hand, it is asserted, by opponents of the Saints, that about the years

1809 12, a person of the name of Solomon Spaulding, who had been a

clergyman, conceived and executed the design of writing a religious tale, the

scenes and narrative of which should be constructed on the theory that the

American Indians were the lost ten tribes of Israel. This work, when finished,

he entitled &quot; The Manuscriptfound ;&quot;
and the purport of the fiction was, to

trace the progress of the tribes from Jerusalem to America, and then describe

their subsequent adventures in the latter country,
&quot; Mormon &quot; and his son

&quot; Moroni &quot;

being prominent characters, and Nephi, Lehi, and the Lamanites

(names frequently occurring in the Book of Mormon) being also mentioned.

The MS. of this production, it is further stated, found its way into the hands

of one Sidney Rigdon, who was intimately connected with Smith from the

commencement of his career.

The &quot; Book of Mormon &quot; was succeeded by a &quot; Book of Doctrine and

Covenants,&quot; being a collection of the special revelations made to Smith and
his associates upon all points connected with the course and welfare of the

church. This was continually enlarged as further revelations, consequent

upon the varying fortunes and requirements of the body, were received.

Amongst these was one by which the
&quot; Aaronic Priesthood

&quot; was revived

another by which baptism by immersion was commanded a third for the

institution of &quot;

Apostles&quot; and others for the temporal regulation of the church

* These plates are represented as revealing amongst many things, that on the confusion of
tongues, a tribe direct from Babel colonized America and occupied it for some fifteen hundred
yeai s. Soon after their destruction, for their wickedness, about six hundred years before Christ,
another colony, descendants from the tribe of Joseph, coming from Jerusalem, replaced tho
former occupants and grew into two mighty nations called the Is ophites and the Lamanites. Of
the latter, who became benighted and were changed in the colour of their skin, the American
Indians are a remnant

; but the former, though much favoured by a long possession of the truth
and even by an intercourse with angels and the personal presence of Christ himself, were ulti
mately, falling into sin, destroyed entirely by the Lamanites. During the occupancy of these
tribes, it is reported, that, upon our Saviour s crucifixion, a tremendous natural convulsion
changed the whole appearance of the continent ; and, in the general wreck, three cities, of con
siderable polish and enormous magnitude were either burned by lire from heaven, buried under
lofty mountains, or submerged beneath new inland seas.

t
&quot;

Divine Authenticity of the Book of Mormon,&quot; by Orson Pratt, one of the twelve apostles
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. 1850.

H 3
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3. THE LATTER from time to time.* In these productions the peculiar phraseology of the
DA

M&amp;lt;MMoS,

OT
sacre(i scriptures was profusely imitated.

It appears that at the end of about three years after Smith s announcement of

himself as a prophet, about 30 persons were convinced of the reality of his

pretensions, and from this time forward converts rapidly increased. Smith

removed to Kirtland^ in Ohio, and set up a mill, a store, and a bank.

It was not without opposition that this progress was effected. As appears

to be usual upon the rise of new religious sects, the Mormons were accused of

holding many outrageous and immoral doctrines, and, amongst them, that of a

community of wives. The popular hostility was often violently manifested,

and the saints were subjected to much ill-treatment. Smith himself, in 1832,

was tarred and feathered by a midnight mob ; and, in the following year,

the whole of the Mormons in Missouri (amounting to above a thousand persons)

were expelled from Independence, Jackson County, which had been described

by Smith as the Zion appointed by revelation for the resting-place of the saints.

They removed to Clay County, where, in 1837, they were joined by the prophet

himself, whose bank in Kirtland had failed. Meantime, the prejudice against

the Mormons followed them to their new habitation, and, in 1838, after several

sanguinary outbreaks, Joseph Smith and his brother Hyrum were imprisoned,

and the whole community of Mormons were expelled from their possessions in

Missouri. They took refuge in the neighbouring state of Illinois. Here, in

1839, their prophet, who had managed to escape from prison, joined them.

They now numbered 15,000 souls.

In Illinois, they chose the village of Commerce as their residence, which soon &quot;

became converted into a considerable town, of which the prophet was appointed

mayor. This town they called Nauvoo, or &quot;

Beautiful,&quot; according to the

language of the Book of Mormon. A body of militia, called the Nauvoo

Legion, was established Smith being &quot;General.&quot; In 1841, a &quot;revelation&quot;

ordered the construction of a splendid temple, towards which object all the

saints were to contribute a full tithe of their possessions. It is said that they

expended on this structure nearly a million of dollars.

In Nauvoo, the Mormons seem to have increased and prospered greatly : the

town extended fast ; the temple gradually rose ; and the prophet was the

absolute head of a comparatively powerful community, which hardly recognised

the ordinary laws of the state. In 1843 he became a candidate for the Presi

dency, and put forth a statement of his views. In 1844, however, occurred

the final catastrophe of his life. A Nauvoo paper, having printed certain

scandal of him, was, by order of the council of the town, suppressed, and

its office rased ; on which, the editors retired to Carthage, and obtained a

warrant against Smith and his brother. This warrant Smith refused to recog
nise : the county force prepared to execute it ; and the Saints prepared their city

for defence. To save the town, however, Smith surrendered on the promise of

protection from the governor. This promise proved of little value ; for, on the

-7th of June 1844, a mob broke into Carthage prison, and Joseph and Hyrum
Smith were shot.

Upon the prophet s death there were two competitors for the vacant supre

macy Sidney Rigdon and Brigham Young. The former was the earliest

associate of Smith, and professed to be acquainted with &quot;

all his secrets
;&quot;

but, as the prominent advocate of the &quot;

Spiritual Wife &quot;

doctrine, he was looked

* The &quot;

doctrine &quot;

of this book is contained in seven lectures on Faith, originally delivered
before a class of elders in Kirtland, Ohio. Some of the

&quot;

revelations&quot; are very minute: as, for
instance, one authorizing Newel R. AVhitney to retain his store for a little season ; others directing
Titus Billings to dispose of his land Martin Harris to lay his monies before the Bishop of the
Church Sidney Rigdon to write a description of the land of Zion Joseph Smith to receive
Xipport from the Church, -md to have a house built in which to live and translate &c.
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upon with disfavour as the virtual author of much of the suspicion and hostility 3&amp;lt; TI1E LATTEa

with which the Mormons were regarded. Brigham Young succeeded therefore DAY SAIJPTS, or

to the post of &quot;

Prophet
&quot;

(which he still retains), and Rigdon was expelled

from the community. An interval of scarcely interrupted progress followed,

during which the temple was completed ; but in 1845 the troubles were renewed :

perpetual conflicts, in which blood was shed, occurred, and the city of Nauvoo

itself was regularly besieged. At length the Mormons, conscious of their

inability alone to cope with their antagonists, and seeing that no confidence

could be reposed upon the law for their protection, undertook (since nothing

less would satisfy their enemies) that they would altogether quit the State

commencing their departure in the spring of 1846.

This time it was no mere temporary, neighbouring refuge which the Mormons

sought. The elders of the church, aware of the hostility to which it would be

constantly exposed in any portion of the populated States, resolved, with equal

policy and daring, to escape entirely from the settled territory, and to seek far

off, beyond the Rocky Mountains, some secluded and unoccupied retreat in

which they could, secure from molestation, build their earthly
&quot;

Zion,&quot; and, by

gathering thither from all quarters of the world the converts to their faith, become

a thriving and a powerful community, too potent to be further interfered with.

This remarkable pilgrimage, involving the removal of some thousands of men,

women, children, cattle, and stores, over thousands of untrodden miles across

wide unbridged rivers by the difficult passes of snow-capped mountains and

through deserts, prairies, and tribes of predatory Indians was at once commenced.

A party of pioneers set out from Xauvoo in February 1846, when it was still

winter the waggons crossing the Mississippi on the ice. These were to prepare
the way for the main body of the citizens, who, according to stipulation, might
remain in Nauvoo till these preparations were completed. Their departure was,

however, hastened by the fresh hostility of their opponents, who concluding
from the progress still continued in the decorations of the temple that the

Mormons secretly intended to elude their promise and return attacked the

town in September 1846, and expelled the whole of its remaining population.
These then followed and overtook the pioneering party, which, after dreadful

sufferings from cold and heat, from hunger and disease, had, finding it im

possible to reach their destination till the following year, encamped upon the

banks of the Missouri, on the lands of the Omahas and Pottawatamies. Here

they had sown the land to some extent with grain, the crops of which were to be

reaped by their successors. After a dreary winter, spent in this location, they
began their march towards their final settlement. In April 1847 the first

detachment of 143, with 70 waggons, crossed the Rocky Mountains ; arriving
at the basin of the Great Salt Lake, in the latter portion of July, in time to sow
the land for an autumn crop. The second party started in the summer with
566 waggons and a great supply of grain. Hie others followed in the course of

1848 iheir passage much alleviated by the tracks prepared by their predecessors
and the harvests left for them to gather.
The valley of the Great Salt Lake is a territory of considerable extent, enclosed

on all sides by high rocky mountains. The Lake itself is nearly 300 miles in

circumference, with islands rising from its surface to an elevation of some
thousand feet : its shores are covered in some places with the finest salt, and its

water is as buoyant as the waves of the Dead Sea. Portions of the land are
desert ; but a vast expanse is wonderfully fertile and abounds in all facilities for

pasturage and cultivation. Here, the Mormons have now firmly fixed them
selves, and made, since 1848, continual progress. Further settlements have
been established, and several cities founded : that of the Great Salt Lake itself

has a plot of several acres destined to support a temple whose magnificence
shall far exceed the splendour of the former Nauvoo edifice. Relying on the

n 4
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inexhaustible resources of the region to sustain innumerable inhabitants, the

principal endeavour of the rulers is, to gather there as many immigrants as

possible professing the same faith. They calculate that thus, established in an

almost inaccessible retreat, with numbers continually augmenting, they will

soon be able to defy external enmity and rear upon a lasting basis their eccle

siastical republic. Missionary agents are despatched to almost every portion of

the world to make fresh converts and facilitate their transit to America. la

England these endeavours have been followed by no slight success : it is

computed that at least as many as 30,000 persons here belong to the com

munity, and nearly 20,000 have already, it is said, departed for the Great

Salt Lake. This settlement itself, has now, by the name of &quot; Utah &quot;

been

admitted to the United States Confederacy ;
but it seems, from a report of the

judges sent there by the recent President, that the authority of the federal

government is virtually set at nought ; the laws and their administration being

always found accordant with the pleasure of the Mormon rulers.

The precise religious creed and practices of this community cannot with

certainty be ascertained. Of course, the most peculiar features and most funda

mental docrines are the heavenly mission and apostleship of Smith and the

inspiration of the Book of Mormon and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants.

The absence of any claim, upon the part of Christian churches generally, to

direct communications from above, is looked upon as a certain sign of their

departure from the Christianity of apostolic times. The absence, likewise, of

a proper priesthood, called by supernatural invitation, and of prophets and

apostles similarly chosen, is supposed to be another proof of the inadequacy of

existing bodies to sustain the proper ofiice of a Christian church. A printed
&quot; Creed &quot;

presents the following summary of their opinions, but omits some
rather material points :

&quot; We believe in God the eternal Father, and his Son Jesus Christ, and in the
&quot;

Holy Ghost.
&quot; We believe that men will be punished for their own sins, and not for

&quot; Adam s transgressions.
&quot; We believe that through the atonement of Christ all mankind may be

&quot;

saved, by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the Gospel.
&quot; We believe that these ordinances are : 1st. Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.

&quot; 2d. Repentance. 3d. Baptism by immersion for the remission of sins.
&quot;

4th. Laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Spirit. 5th. The Lord s
*

Supper.
&quot; We believe that men must be called of God by inspiration, and by laying

&quot; on of hands by those who are duly commissioned to preach the Gospel and
&quot;

administer in the ordinances thereof.
&quot; We believe in the same organization that existed in the primitive church,

&quot;

viz., apostles, prophets, pastors, teachers, evangelists, &c.
* We believe in the powers and gifts of the everlasting Gospel, viz., the gift

&quot; of faith, discerning of spirits, prophecy, revelation, visions, healing, tongues
&quot; and the interpretation of tongues, wisdom, charity, brotherly love, &c.

&quot; We believe in the Word of God recorded in the Bible. We also believe
&quot; the Word of God recorded in the Book of Mormon and in all other good
&quot; books.

&quot; We believe all that God has revealed, all that he does now reveal ; and
&quot; we believe that he will yet reveal many more great and important things
&quot;

pertaining to the Kingdom of God, and Messiah s second coming.
&quot; We believe in the literal gathering of Israel, and in the restoration of the

&quot; ten tribes ; that Zion will be established upon the Western continent ; that
&quot;

Christ will reign personally upon the earth a thousand years; and that the
&quot;

earth will be renewed and receive its paradisaical glory.
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&quot; We believe in the literal resurrection of the body, and that the dead in

&quot; Christ will rise first, and that the rest of the dead live not again until the &quot;MORMONS.

&quot; thousand years are expired.
&quot; We claim the privilege of worshipping Almighty God according to the

&quot;

dictates of our conscience, unmolested, and allow all men the same privilege,
&quot;

let them worship how or where they may.
&quot; We believe in being subject to kings, queens, presidents, rulers, and

&quot;

magistrates, in obeying, honouring, and sustaining the law.

ff We believe in being honest, true, chaste, temperate, benevolent, virtuous,
&quot; and upright, and in doing good to all men ; indeed, we may say that we
&quot; follow the admonition of Paul, we *

believe all things, we hope all things/
&quot; we have endured very many things, and hope to be able to endure all things.
&quot;

Every thing virtuous, lovely, praiseworthy, and of good report we seek after,

&quot;

looking forward to the recompense of reward.
&quot;

A rather more specific outline of some points of their belief is given by one

of their apostles. According to him, the Saints believe that all mankind, in

consequence of Adam s sin, are in a state of ruin : from this, however, they are all

delivered by the sacrifice of Christ, and are made secure of everlasting happiness,

unless they commit any actual sin. Infants, therefore, being irresponsible, will

be eternally redeemed ; and such among the people of the earth as have not had

the benefit of revelation will receive a mitigated punishment. The rest, in order

to be saved from endless ruin, must comply with four conditions : (1) they
must believe in Christ s atonement ; (2) they must repent of their transgressions ;

(3) they must receive baptism by immersion for the remission of sins, adminis

tered only by one authorized of Christ; and (4) they must receive the laying on

of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost this ordinance also being, like that of

baptism, only to be administered by duly authorized apostles or elders. All who

comply with these conditions obtain forgiveness of their sins and are made

partakers of the Holy Ghost enjoying, too, the gifts of prophecy and healing,

visions and revelations, and the power of working miracles.*

Among the prominent opinions, not included in these statements, are their

doctrines of the materiality of the Deity,f and of the twofold order of the

priesthood, viz., the Melchisedek and the Aaronic. They are also charged by
their opponents with the practice and the sanction of polygamy ; and evidence

is not unplentiful of their allowance of something closely similar ; and in their

various publications very peculiar doctrines on the subject of marriage are pro

pounded. J Their standard books, however, specially denounce the crime.

In England and Wales there were, in 1851, reported by the Census officers as Numbers ia

many as 222 places of worship belonging to this body most of them however England,

being merely rooms. The number of sittings in these places (making an allow

ance for 53, the accommodation in which was not returned) was 30,783. The
attendance on the Census-Sunday (making an estimated addition for .9 chapels
from which no intelligence on this point was received) was: Morning, 7,517;

Afternoon, 11,481; Evening, 16,628. The preachers, it appears, are far from
unsuccessful in their efforts to obtain disciples : the surprising confidence and
zeal with which they promulgate their creed the prominence they give to the

* Remarkable Visions, by Orson Pratt, pp. 12-lfi

t The Materialism of the Mormons examined ai
, , _ ,

of Immaterialism, or a Reply to T. \V.P. Taylder s Pamphlet, by Orson Pratt .

t The Materialism of the Mormons examined and exposed, bv T. W. P. Tavlder. Absurdities
&amp;gt;T -------

ism, or a Reply to T. \V.P. Taylder s Pamphlet, by C
t Report of Judges of the State of Utah, 1851; Captain Stansbury s Description of the

Mormon Settlement, &e. In the pages of &quot; The Seer,&quot; a periodical conducted by Orson Pratt,
the doctrine of plurality of wives is openly advocated. Marriage, however, is there said to be
the exclusive privilege of the righteous the wieked who marry doing so at their own peril.
Whether a man is righteous or wieked is a point to be determined by the prophets of the
Mormon Church : and as this ean only be ascertained by the aid of inspiration, it is argued that
no marriage ean be safely contracted in communities which do not believe in a continuance of
revelations.

Book of Doctrine and Covenants, sections LXV. and CIX.
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:j. THE LATTEI:
exciting topics of the speedy coming of the Saviour and his personal millennial

MOBMOXS. reign and the attractiveness to many minds of the idea of an infallible church,

relying for its evidences and its guidance upon revelations made perpetually to

its rulers, these, with other influences, have combined to give the Mormon
movement a position and importance with the working classes, which, perhaps,
should draw to it much more than it has yet received of the attention of our

public teachers.
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ISOLATED CONGREGATIONS
(not connected with any particular sect).

ISOLATED
COXGKEGATIOX3,

IN addition to the congregations which belong to the preceding regularly

organized bodies, there are individual congregations, mostly altogether inde

pendent of each other, or at all events without the formal coalescence which

is requisite to constitute a &quot;

sect. Five classes may be noticed of these

congregations :

1. Those in which the members of seme two or more of the preceding sects

unite in worship probably from inability alone and severally each to support a

place of worship and a minister. Of these amalgamated congregations the

most numerous are those (to the number of 61) in which the Independents join

with Baptists. The whole of these combinations, and their frequency, are

shewn as follows :

i. Combinations
of sects.

Independents and Baptists

Independents, Baptists, and Wesleyans

Independents and Wesleyans
-

Independents and Calvinistic Methodists

Independents and Primitive Methodists

Baptists and Wesleyans

Baptists, Wesleyans, and Moravians

Presbyterians and Particular Baptists

Mixed (constituent sects not stated)

Wesleyan Christian Union

Neutral -

Number of

Congregations.

;i

3

1

1

2

1

1

M
I

1

It must not, indeed, be thought that these are the only instances in which the

members of, or sympathizers with, particular communities, are found together,

worshipping in common : few congregations are without a certain number who,
while strictly claimable by other bodies, find their difference of sentiment on
ritual observances no obstacle to union when, the fundamental doctrines

preached are similar. But the congregations named above, it is assumed, are

not, as in the cases just supposed; ostensibly connected either with the one or

with the other of the bodies to which, in theory; the various attendants are

attached; but, on the contrary, exist apart and independently, by special

understanding and arrangement of the two or more uniting parties.

2, Another class of miscellaneous congregations is composed of such as are 2. Congregations

formed by the adherents to some doctrine to which special value is attached, and profession

1

!)?
16

which is thus maintained with greater prominence than by the regular churches. P(1( uliar doc &quot;

To this class the following may be referred :

.
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ISOLATED
CONGREGATIONS

3. IJnsectarian

congregations.

3. A third group may be made of congregations, which, disliking to be iden

tified with anything appearing to be sectarian, refuse to call themselves by any
but a very general or a merely negative appellation ; as,
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Doubtless, these will not include the whole of the congregations gathered and
c

sustained by the agency of these societies and others having kindred objects :

many, it is likely, are returned with some particular denomination.

6. A residue will still be left of congregations difficult to classify. Such are the 6 - Miscellaneous,

following:
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Substantial IF the preceding sketch has given any adequate idea of the faith and order of

^ie vari us churches which possess in common the religious area of England, it

Bodies previously wjn probably be seen to what a great extent, amidst so much ostensible con

fusion and diversity, essential harmony prevails. Especially is this apparent if

we limit our regard to Protestant communions; which, indeed, comprise

together nineteen-twentieths of our religious population. With respect to

these, the differences which outwardly divide are not to be compared with the

concordances which secretly, perhaps unconsciously, unite. The former, with

but few exceptions, have relation almost wholly to the mere formalities of

worship not to the essential articles of faith. . The fundamental doctrines of

the Reformation, as embodied in the .standards of the Church of England, r.re

professed and preached by Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, Methodists, and

many minor sects, comprising more than nineteen-twentieths of the Nonconforming
Protestant community ; and though the- different organization of these seveial

bodies seems to present externally &quot;an aspect of disunion, probably a closer

scrutiny will show that they are separated only as to matters whose importance,
even if considerable, is not vital, and that thus they may, without excess of

charity, be recognized as truly, though invisibly8
united to the general Church

of Christ. Perhaps in a people like the English trained to the exercise of

private judgment, and inured to self-reliance absolute agreement on religious

subjects never can be realized-; and certainly if, at the trifling cost of a mere y

superficial difference, the ever various sympathies or prejudices of the people can

obtain congenial resting place, we scarcely can behold with discontent a state erf

things by which, at worst, external rivalry is substituted for internal disaffection ;

v/hile this very rivalry itself perhaps in part, and growingly, a generois
emulation tends to diffuse the Gospel more extensively, since thus religious

zeal and agency are roused and vastly multiplied. Rather, perhaps, we shall be

led to recognize with some degree of satisfaction the inevitable existence of sue i

co-operative diversity; and shall perceive, with Milton, that &quot;while the Tempi 3

&quot; of the Lord is building, some cutting, some squaring the marble, som ?

&quot;

hewing the cedars, there must needs be many schisms and many dissections
&quot; made in the quarry and in the timber ere the House of God can be built :

&quot; and when every stone is laid artfully together, it cannot be united into :,

&quot;

continuity, it can but be contiguous in this world ; neither can every piece o

the building be of one form
; nay, rather the perfection consists in this, thai

&quot; out of many moderate varieties and brotherly dissimilitudes, that are no1
&quot;

vastly disproportional, arises the goodly and graceful symmetry that commend*
the whole pile and structure.&quot;&quot;

Nor has this virtual union been, in recent times, unfruitful of much

Manifested concord, Common objects are increasingly pursued by common
efforts ;

not a few of our existing and perpetually rising institutions for

promoting moral and religious progress being founded on the ample basis which

permits the members of the different churches to commingle in associated

labour. The appended List (C), embracing most of the societies supported by
combined religious bodies, will, perhaps, give some idea of the extent to which

this visible confederacy exists. Amongst the constituencies, in the committees,

and upon the platforms, of these several societies, are found, conjoining in

harmonious action, ministers and members of perhaps a dozen different sects;

while one considerable organizationt has for its exclusive object the promotion

*
Areopagitica ; or Speech for the Liberty of Unlicensed Printing.

t The &quot;

Evangelical Alliance,&quot; founded iii 1846. The basis of tins association is an agreement
in holding and maintaining what are generally understood to be evangelical views in regard to
the most important matters of doctrine; and its great object is &quot;to aid in manifesting the

unity which exists among the true disciples of Christ.&quot; This object is sought to be attained

principally bv ?nnual conferences of members and by continual correspondence with Christian
lax thrc-n in different parts of the world.
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of fraternal sentiment and intercourse between the various Evangelical Com
munions. Other indications likewise are not wanting, which, combined with

these, may reasonably raise the hope that many of the Protestant communities

are gradually tending to a closer union and a more combined activity, pro

ceeding from a heartier appreciation of the vital doctrines all alike profess and a

diminished ardor on behalf of those subordinate arrangements of church disci

pline and order with regard to which they find themselves obliged to differ.

Much, no doubt, of this substantial concord is attributable to our system of

religious freedom, which, allowing the unchecked development of all ecclesiastical

peculiarities, has thus conferred on none the artificial value which results from

prohibition ; and perhaps the expectation may be reasonably entertained that,

under this same influence, the spirit of uncompromising peace will gain yet

further potency that liberty to separate on minor, will beget still more the dis

position to unite on greater, questions and that thus the Toleration Act will

prove, in its results, to have been the most effective Act of Uniformity.
If these remarks have in them any considerable share of truth, it will be

evident how necessary was the task of showing, in connexion with a statement

of existing means of spiritual instruction, how many of the various bodies are

pursuing, though by different paths, the same grand objects ; so that, when

endeavouring to estimate our actual deficiency, we may not prematurely and

despondingly exaggerate our all-too-formidable need, but recollect that though,
in certain districts, there may be an absence of machinery belonging to particular

communities, the same essential truths may be both faithfully and effectively

imparted through the agency of other churches. Many spots there are,

unhappily, in England, where the whole provision made by all the churches put

together is inadequate to the occasion : such a deficiency as this it is which

properly betokens &quot;spiritual destitution&quot;; and the actual extent of this defi

ciency we now may, aided by the previous explanations, safely pass to indicate.

(C.)

SOCIETIES for RELIGIOUS OBJECTS, supported by various Religious Bodies

in combination.

NAME OF SOCIETY
OR

INSTITUTION&quot;.
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(6) Religions Tract Society. This Society since its commoncomout lias circulated above
550,000,000 publications in 112 languages. Its annual circulation is about 23,000,000.

(c) London City Mission. This Society has 207 missionaries and agents in and around tho

Metropolis, who, during the year 1852, paid 1,210,318 visits, distributed 1,766,131 tracts, and v n:;2

bibles, read the scriptures to 379,087 persons, and held 20,117 meetings for prayer and script un-

exposition. Among the results maybe mentioned that many persons were induced to attend

public worship 606 were admitted to church communion 494 drunkards were reclaimed 148
unfortunate women were introduced into asylums 230 couples, who had been cohabiting, wero
induced to marry and 112 shops, previously open on the Sabbath, were closed.

(fj) British and Foreign Sailors Society. The object of this Society is the (1) religious,

(2) intellectual, and (3) social elevation of British and Foreign Seamen. The means employed
are (1) the distribution of the Scriptures and religious tracts, preaching, and domiciliary find

ship visitation ; (2) nautical instruction, publications, lectures and libraries on board ship find

onshore; (3) model lodging houses, a retreat for aged seamen, a registry office, nnd savings
bank, &c. The Society has auxiliaries in the provincial towns, with missionaries who visit 1 ho
ships, distribute tracts, and hold religious services on board.

(e) British Society for the Propagation of the Gospel among the Jews. This Society employs
11 foreign and 8 home missionaries among the Je\vs.

(/) English Monthly Tract Society 1\\c object of this Society is to forward, gratuitously,
a religious tract to families whose names are furnished by subscribers, and likewise to other

parties. In this manner 200,000 tracts were issued by the Society in the past year, making a to :al

from its commencement of 1,700,000.

(g) Weekly Tract Society. This Society is especially designed to inculcate religion, and to

promote the social and moral improvement of the working classes, by the circulation of appro
priate tracts. The Society is aided by auxiliaries throughout the country, and in the past yc ar
issued a total circulation of tracts of 564^00, including a selection suited to the character and
circumstances of emigrants. A visiting agent is employed lor the Metropolis, who has visited iu

the year, for the purposes of admonition and instruction, upwards of DO localities.

(/O Town Missionary and Scripture Readers Society. This Society has 58 missionaries, wl o,

during the year 1852, paid 218.830 general visits, and 29,8(52 to the sick and dying. They also held
5,400 meetings (the average attendance being from 20 to 50). sold 8,987 copies of the Bible, and
distributed 11)0,9 1-5 tracts. Amongst the results of their labours, 880 children were sent to

Sunday Schools, and 99G adults were induced to attend religious worship.

(/) Book Society for promoting Religious Knowledge among the Poor. For the gratuitous
distribution, not only of Bibles and Testaments, but of other books of established excellence,
adapted to the moral and religious instruction of the poor. During the past year 7,938 volum &quot;*

were issued ; many of them are lent to the poor.

(k) Trinitarian Bible Society. Tin s Society circulates Bibles, Testaments, and portions )f

Scripture, both at home and abroad, and translations are made in the Spanish, Portuguese,
and Italian languages. The total circulation of the year 1852 was 14,55G Bibles, Testaments,
and portions.

(/) Christian Instruction Society. Formed to advance evangelical religion primarily amoi s
the inhabitants of the Metropolis and its vicinity, by promoting the preaching of the Gospel,
the establishment of Prayer Meetings and Sunday Schools, the observance of the Lord s Day, tl c

circulation of the Scriptures, religious books and tracts, and the systematic visitation of the sick
and destitute poor in hospitals, workhouses, and prisons, or at their own abodes.
This Society has 99 congregations associated with it, nearly 2,oito members of which are engage I

in domiciliary visitation, and pay yearly more than 10,000 visits to 49,670 families. There arc i&amp;gt;

stations for preaching and prayer in the vicinity of the congregations. In 1,245 cases, tempors 1

relief was administered in 1852. Bibles to the number of 433 were circulated and sold, and G4.2f &amp;gt;

tracts were either given away or lent. The Society lias also a tent, in which, erected UJMHI publio
spots, preaching is prosecuted with success. Lectures to the working classes are given, sometime s

in chapels, sometimes in public halls and school-rooms. In 1852, the number of persons induce*
,

through the agency of this Society, to attend reliirious worship, was 848, the number of childre i

sent to Sunday Schools was 814, and 1,218 oases of physical distress were relieved.

(in) British Reformation Society. The number of books sold by this Society in 1852 was 79! ,

and of trac-ts 20,606. The gratuitous distribution consisted of 79 books and 46,430 tracts.

(;&amp;gt;)
Naval and Military Bible Society. During the past year this Society circulated 23,00 X

copies of the Scriptures, making a total of 578,088 since its commencement.

(o) Strangers Friend Society. For visiting and relieving the destitute sick poor, withou ;

distinction of sect or country, at their own habitations throughout the Metropolis and its

vicinity (having regard chiefly to strangers, not entitled to parochial relief). It has 598 visitor &amp;gt;

(male and female), and in 1852 there were 35,119 visits paid, 7,274 cases relieved, and 2,005?.

expended in relief.

(/)) Seamen s Christian Friend Society. Tor extending religion among the seamen of th
Port of London. In the last year 232 services were held in the Bethel Chapel and 100 services OK
board ship. Several copies of the Scriptures were circulated, and 15,000 tracts.

(//)
Chinese Evangelization Society. This

;

Society aims at the evangelization of China and the
adjacent countries by means of missionaries and native teachers. The Society prints am
circulates the Bible, and employs medical missionaries for the purpose of facilitating tin

preaching of the Gospel in the interior.
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SPIRITUAL PROVISION AM) DESTITUTION.

THERE are t\vo methods of pursuing a statistical inquiry with respect to the

religion of a people. You may either ask each individual, directly, what

particular form of religion he professes ; or, you may collect such information

as to the religious acts of individuals as will equally, though indirectly, lead to

the same result. The former method was adopted, some few years ago, in

Ireland, and is generally followed in the continental states when such investiga

tions as the present are pursued. At the recent Census, it was thought

advisable to take the latter course; partly because it had a less inquisitorial

aspect, but especially because it was considered that the outward conduct of

persons furnishes a better guide to their religious state than can be gained by

merely vague professions. In proportion, it was thought, as people truly are

connected with particular sects or churches, will be their activity in raising

buildings in which to worship and their diligence in afterwards frequenting

them; but where there is an absence of such practical regard for a religious

creed, but little weight can be attached to any purely formal acquiescence.

This inquiry, therefore, was confined to obvious facts relating to two subjects.

1. The amount of ACCOMMODATION which the people have provided for

religious worship; and, 2. The number of persons, as ATTENDANTS, by whom
this provision is made use of.

1.ACCOMMODATION.

IF, by a happy miracle, on Sunday, March the ,30th 1851, an universal feeling Maximum of

of devotion had impressed our population, and impelled towards the public [notation in

sanctuaries all whom no impediment, of physical inability or needful occupa- places of worship,

tion, hindered ; if the morning or the evening invitation of the service-bell had

called, no less from the crowded courts of populous towns and the cottages of

scattered villages than from the city mansions and the rural halls, a perfect

complement of worshippers; for what proportion of the 17,927,609 inhabitants

of England would accommodation in religious buildings have been necessary ?

The reply to this inquiry will determine mainly the extent by which our actual

supply of spiritual ministration is inadequate to the demand.

Various computations have been made respecting the number of sittings Various esti-

proper to be furnished for a given population. With respect to towns, it has
n

been thought by some that accommodation for 50 per cent, would be sufficient ;

while others have considered that provision for not less than /5 per cent, should

be aiforded. Dr. Chalmers took the mean of these two estimates, and con

cluded that five eighths, or 62^ per cent., of the people of a town might attend

religious services, and ought to have facilities for doing so.*

The maximum for rural districts is put lower than that for towns ; the distance

of the church from people s residences operating as an unavoidable check upon
attendance. But, as, for the purpose of this estimate, the rural population will

* Christian and Economic Polity of a Nation, vol. i. p. 123. Mr. E. Baines (an excellent
authority on subjects of this nature) assumes that accommodation for 50 per cent, of the gros*
population would be ample. Letters on the Manufacturing Districts.

C. I
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Considerable
deduction to be
made from the
total population.

1. Young chil

dren.

2. Invalids and
aged persons.

consist of only those who live remote as well from villages containing churches

as from towns, in fact, of only those who are remote from any place of worship,

the proportion deemed to be sufficient for a town may be applied, with very

slight reduction, to the whole of England town and country both together ;

and, according to the best authorities, this proportion seems to lie between 50

and 60 per cent, of the entire community.

From many valid causes, there will always be a considerable number of per

sons absent from public worship. First, a large deduction from the total

population must be made on account of infants and young children of whom
there were in England and Wales, in 1851, as many as 4,440,466 under ten

years of age 2,348,10/ of this number being under five. Of course, opinions

vary as to the earliest age at which a child, in order to acquire a habit of

devotion, should be taken to a place of worship : some begin occasional atten

dance before they reach five years of age, while others are retained at home

much later. Many parents too, no doubt, conceive that the attendance of their

children at a Sunday-school is a sufficient tax upon their tender strength.

Perhaps it will not, therefore, be unreasonable to assume that, either on account

of immaturity or Sunday-school engagements, about 3,000,000 children will be

always justifiably away from public worship.

There will also always be in any large community a certain number kept at

home by sickness. It is estimated that the proportion of persons constantly sick,

or incapacited by infirmities of age for active duties, is about five per cent, of

the population ; and, as the degree of indisposition which in general detains a

prudent person from church or chapel is much slighter than that contemplated
in this calculation, we shall probably not err in taking nearly seven per cent,

of the 15,000,000 (which remain after deducting the 3,000,000 children who
have already been supposed to be absent), and putting down 1,000,000 persons
as the number usually and lawfully away from public worship on the ground of

sickness or debility.*

3 Persons in

charge of houses&quot;

Ac.

Another large deduction must be made for those who are necessarily left in

charge of houses and in attendance upon the two preceding classes. There were,

in 1851, in England and Wales, 3,278,039 inhabited houses. If some of these

in country parishes were left untenanted, locked up, while the inmates were at

sendee, others doubtless were in charge of more than one domestic ; so that we

may safely take the whole 3,2/8,039 houses as representing so many individuals

legitimately absent from religious edifices on account of household duties. Many
of these, no doubt, would discharge a double occupation, as guardians of the

house and attendants upon children or invalids ; but some addition must

unquestionably be made for a distinct array of nurses, or of parents unavoid

ably detained at home, and also for the medical practitioners, whose Sunday
services can scarcely be dispensed with.

4. Persons em
ployed on public
conveyances.

A fourth considerable class, of which a certain number will be always absent

from religious worship, is the class employed in connexion with the various

public conveyances; as railways, steamboats, omnibuses, coaches, barges on.

canals, &c.f It is impossible to form an estimate of the precise extent to which

employment in this way may be admitted as an adequate excuse for non-

* The number of persons in England and Wales in 1851, aged 70 years and upwards, was
503,305 : aged 75 and upwards, there were 253,143 : aged 80 and upwards, there were 107,041 :

aged 85 and upwards, there were 33,201 : upwards of 90, there were 7,796 : above 95 there were
1,545 : and 215 were upwards of 100.

t It is estimated that the number of men engaged, in London alone, upon omnibuses, on the

Sunday, is as many as 6,000.
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attendance on religious ordinances ; since opinions are extremely various as to

the extent to which the use of conveyances upon the Sunday is to be considered

a work of
&quot;

necessity or
mercy.&quot;

It cannot, however, be doubted that, prac

tically, whatever views are likely to prevail upon the subject of Sabbath labour,

very many persons will be constantly engaged in ministering to the public need

of locomotion.

Not attempting any numerical estimate of various minor classes, and de- Result of these

signedly not making any deduction on account of Sunday traders, or the

criminal population since the object is to show the amount of accommodation

needed for those who are able, not merely for those who are willing, to attend

it seems to follow from the previous computations that about 7,500,000 persons

will, of necessity, be absent whenever divine service is celebrated; and, con

sequently, that sittings in religious buildings cannot be required for more than

10,427,609, being rather more than 58 per cent, of the entire community. It

will be convenient for the subsequent calculations to deal with 58 per cent,

exactly, and assume that the number always able to attend is 10,398,013.

It by no means results, from this, that the adult portion of the remaining Effect of double

42 per cent, of the population (7,500,000 in round numbers) is entirely without servioes&amp;lt;

opportunities of frequenting public worship ; for, as there is generally more than

one service on the Sunday, it is practicable, and in fact customary, to carry
on a system of relief some who attend service at one period of the day occu

pying at the other period the place of those who were before prevented ; thus

enabling these to attend a later service in their turn. This system is especially

adopted in the case of domestic servants; consequently, though there is pro

bably always about the same number (viz. 7,500,000) detained at home by lawful

causes, this number will not always be composed of the same persons.

The custom of double, and sometimes treble, services each Sunday intro

duces an important element into the question of the number of sittings needful
for a given population. It has been shown above, that sittings cannot be
wanted for more than 10,398,013 persons (being the full number able to attend
at one time). But does it therefore follow that there should be as many sittings
as this number of persons? It is obvious that if attendance upon public

worship once a day be thought sufficient for each individual, it is possible to

conceive a case where, all the churches and chapels being open twice a day, the
whole population could attend, though sittings should exist for only half their

number. For instance; if in a district, with ten thousand] persons able to

attend, the places of worship (open twice upon the Sunday) should contain

5,000 sittings, it is possible for the whole ten thousand to attend them, simply
by the one half going in the morning and the other in the evening: and
if three services are held, a further diminution of the number of sittings
might be made without depriving any person of the opportunity of attending
once. This, though of course an extreme illustration, cannot fail to show the

necessity of settling, ere a trusty calculation can be made of the accommodation
needful for the country, whether it is to be assumed that a single sitting may
be occupied by more than one person on one Sunday, or whether we must aim
at a provision so extensive that every person may be able (if inclined) to attend
each Sunday twice or oftener in fact, at every service. Practically, I believe
it will be found that very many persons think their duties as to Sabbath worship
adequately discharged by one attendance ; and most likely we may safely count
upon the permanent continuance of a large class thus persuaded. Still, as no
definite conception can be formed of the extent to which this practice is

adopted and as it might reasonably be contended that neglect of any oppo-
i 2
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tunities for worship should not be presumed, but that such an extent of accommo

dation should be furnished as would utterly exclude excuse for non-attendance

it will be the better plan if, merely indicating the existence of the practice as an

element in the question, I assume that the provision needful for the population

should consist of at least as many sittings as there are individuals not in

capacitated by the causes previously mentioned, viz., 10,398,013, or 58 per

cent. Indeed, whatever diminution in the estimate may be supposed to be

allowable on account of double services will probably be more than counter

balanced by the absolute necessity there is that nearly every building should

possess some surplus of accommodation ; for as, practically, it is impossible that

each religious body can compute so nicely its position and attractiveness as to

provide exactly as many sittings as are wanted from it, and no more, as some

will naturally leave a margin for anticipated progress, which perhaps may not

be realized, while others will miscalculate the other way, and grow beyond their

utmost expectations, there must needs be a certain excess of supply beyond

demand, continuing as long as there exists a variety of churches, and the

liberty for people to prefer one church before another. I am therefore inclined

to consider that accommodation for 58 per cent, of the population is no more

than would be absolutely needful if all persons able to attend were also willing.

The maximum of But, of course, in order to be adequate to the wants of the community, the

fSct^dbyks Buildings which should contain these 10,398,013 sittings must be so located on
distribution over the surface of the country as to bring the accommodation they aiford within the

reach of all by whom it is required. If many churches and chapels be clustered

in a narrow compass, or if several thinly peopled parishes have each a church

with more accommodation than is wanted, it will follow that in other portions
of the country there must necessarily be some deficiency, unless the aggregate
of sittings be raised above 10,398,013. So that what is wanted is, not merely
such a number of sittings as shall equal the total number of persons capable of

using them, but also such a distribution of these sittings as will render them

available by all requiring them. A provision of 10,398,013 sittings for the

whole of England would only be sufficient if in every part of England there

should prove to be accommodation for as many as 58 per cent. It will

presently be shown how far the actual distribution of religious buildings in this

country affects the question of the adequacy or inadequacy of existing

accommodation.

By what religious Having advanced thus far, we meet a question much more difficult and

the necessary delicate than any which has hitherto encountered us ; this is, assuming that

10,398,013 sittings ought to be provided, would the provision be satisfactory

supposing that that number could be furnished by the aid of all the various

churches and congregations in the aggregate? or is it essential that they should

belong to one particular church exclusively? or to a certain number of

churches which agree upon particular fundamental doctrines? These are

questions which are obviously beyond the range of this Report, and which must
be discussed and settled for themselves by the different readers of the Tables.

In the meantime, while endeavouring to estimate in some degree the actual

extent of &quot;

spiritual destitution,&quot; it may fairly be allowed, perhaps, to take the

whole accommodation in the gross ; since it is probable that yet for many years
to come each church will continue to retain a hold upon the sympathies of a

portion of our population, which then, of course, as now, will not require, as

they would not accept, accommodation in the buildings of other denominations.

The course of argument, however, will be of general applicability, and can

easily be adapted to the Church of England or to any other body.
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What, then, is the number of sittings actually furnished, by the agency of all Actual provision

the various churches, towards the accommodation of the 10,398,013 persons Census.

who, if only willing, would be able constantly to occupy them ? The returns from

31,943 places of religious worship, many of them of course being simply rooms in

houses, give an aggregate of sittings to the number of 9,467,738. Bufc as 2524

other places have omitted to return the number of their sittings, an estimate for

these, computed from the average of complete returns*, will raise the total

number of sittings reported to the Census Office to 10,212,563. This, when

compared with the number calculated as desirable (10,398,013), shows a

deficiency in the whole of England and Wales of 185,450.

The point, then, to which we have arrived is this : assuming that the joint Adequacy of
. . i i 11 i i i i i ^1- L j existing aceoai-

provision made by all the sects together may be recKoned in the computation, modation if

the deficiency, upon the whole of England and Wales, will be only to the

extent of 185,450 sittings (or for only 1 03 per cent, of the population), if the

entire provision now existing isfound to be so well distributed ever the country as

that no part has too little and no part too much. We must, therefore, now

inquire how far this necessary distribution has been realized.

Every portion of the country, I assume, should have accommodation for 58 Effect of unequal

per cent, of the inhabitants.f It would clearly be of no avail that one part
tlistributi

should have more than this per -ccntage if another part had less ; for since,

according to the estimate, no more than 58 per cent, of the population could be

present at one time at a religious service, it is evident that if in any place the

number of sittings would accommodate a much greater proportion than 58 per

cent., there would be in that locality a surplus of unused and useless sittings,

generally inaccessible to residents in other neighbourhoods, and quite as unavail

able as if they had never been provided. What is required is, not alone an

aggregate per-centage of 58 per cent, in an extensive area (such as the whole of

England, or the whole of an English county) ;
for this would not be any proof

of adequate provision, since the rural portions might possess an unavailable

abundance, while the urban portions suffered under an extreme deficiency ; but

that same per-centage in localities of size so circumscribed that inequalities

of distribution could but slightly operate. Then, what localities, of definite

character, of this appropriate size, can be selected for comparison, by which to

estimate more accurately our requirements? Of course, with regard to the

Church of England, there should be accommodation for the 58 per cent, in

every parish, since the very theory of a parochial arrangement is that the people
of a parish should attend the parish church and none besides ; but probably
it is not needful to investigate so carefully as this. The Registration Districts,

or Poor Law Unions, (of which there are in England and Wales 624,) will afford

convenient limits for comparison ; and if in any of these we find a total amount
of accommodation adequate for 58 per cent, of the inhabitants, we shall

probably not err to any great extent, (although, no doubt, we shall to some

extent,) if we conclude that there is room for 58 per cent, within the reach

* Iu this calculation a separate average 1ms been taken for each denomination
; but it has not

been thought essential to proceed so minutely as to distinguish whether the places of worship
supplying defective returns arc situate in town or country localities, nor how many of them are
separate and entire buildings. It is not probable that any closer scrutiny would materially
alter the estimate. Where, however any reliable indication of the number of sittings has beeii
furnished by a statement of the number of attendants, this has been adopted rather than the
average.
t This may be taken as sufficiently near. In some parts, however, from peculiar circumstances,

it is evident that this proportion will in some degree be varied. There may be a greater number
of children or a greater number of servants, &c. circumstances adequate to alter to a trifling
extent the proportion of persons able to attend a place of worship.

i 3
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of all the dwellers in the District. The selection too of Districts as the

standards of comparison will obviate the difficulty which, if parishes were taken,

would arise with reference to the members of Dissenting Bodies, who, ignoring

altogether the parochial system, often cross the limits of the parish where they

dwell in order to attend a chapel situate beyond its boundaries. By taking the

somewhat wider area of Districts, the disturbance to the calculations from this

cause will be reduced to unimportance.
In the Summary Tables, at pages cclxxvi-ccxcv will be found a list of the

Registration Districts, with the actual accommodation now provided in each

the per-centage of the population for whom this is adequate and the computed
further number of sittings requisite in order to provide for 58 per cent, of the

inhabitants. In this place, it will be sufficient to present the general results,

condensed into Registration Counties and Divisions.* (Table 1.)

* For an explanation of these Counties and Divisions, sec post, DETAILED TABLES, p. 3.
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TABLE 1
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Tliis Summary
an under state

ment.

This Summary abundantly displays the great importance of a proper distri

bution of accommodation. We at once perceive that while the total number of

sittings in England and Wales is as many as 10,212,563, leaving at first sight
a deficiency of only 185,450, as compared with the number requisite to provide
for 58 per cent, of the population ; yet, by the unequal distribution of these

10,212,563, there is really not accommodation, within reach of those who waitt

it, for a greater number than 8,753,279, leaving an actual deficiency of 1,644,734

sittings. Probably, indeed, the deficiency is even larger; since, as above

observed, it cannot but be possible that, even within the limits of a registration

district, such an inequality of distribution may obtain as that, while some parts

may possess a surplus of accommodation, other portions may be absolutely barren.

More especially is this the case with reference to the structures of the Church of

England ; since, while the chapels of Dissenting bodies may be used by the inha

bitants of several neighbouring parishes, the theory of our parochial system is,

that the parishioners should find within the limits of their proper parish all the

necessary apparatus for religious teaching, and should not in search of it invade

contiguous parishes. The consequence of this has betn that most of the

smaller parishes possess an adequate or rather a superfluous provision, while

the larger parishes are insufficiently accommodated. Say that a district with

14,000 inhabitants is composed of eighteen parishes; of which fifteen shull each

contain not more than 300 persons, while the other three shall each contain as

many as 3,000 ; it is possible that although the total number of sittings in the

district may amount to 58 per cent. (8,120), there may be such a distribution as

shall give to each of the smaller parishes 300 sittings, thus leaving but 3,620

sittings for the other three, containing upwards of 9,000 persons; and thus the

district which at first sight would appear to have a maximum provision, would

upon minuter investigation prove considerably deficient the excess existing in

the smaller parishes being wholly useless to the larger. The following Table

(2) will give some idea of the comparative accommodation in parishes of various

size. The parishes are taken indiscriminately from the counties of Kent and

Norfolk ; except in the case of those containing upwards of 5,000 inhabitants,

to obtain an adequate number of which, recourse was had to other counties.

The Table is not continued for parishes with a population above 10,000, as such

mostly contain large towns, which introduce another element besides that of

size into the question of comparative accommodation.

TABLE (2).
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Particular illus

trations of un
equal distri

bution.

The objection, therefore, which prevails against a comparison of the total

accommodation of England with the total population of England, also applies

in some degree against a comparison of the total accommodation with the total

population of a district. Unequal distribution may exist in the latter case as

well as in the former, though, no doubt, to a much less extent. The means of

course exist by which a computation could be made for each particular parish ;

but as this would be a formidable task, and as the calculation, for the reason

mentioned, would be strictly applicable only to the Church of England, it will

probably be well to base the estimate on districts j thus assuming that the

whole provision of a district is diffused throughout the district in an equal

proportion to the population, and merely introducing the preceding observa

tions to show that the above computed deficiency of sittings in the country,

quite sufficiently alarming, is an under statement.

By a reference to the District Table (pp. cclxxvi-ccxcv), we obtain some curious

illustrations of the widely varying condition of particular localities : some for

tunately basking in excess of spiritual privileges, others absolutely
&quot;

perishing

for lack of knowledge.&quot; Probably a more instructive collocation cannot be

produced than that presented by two neighbouring districts of the metropolis

the City of London, and Shoreditch. These stand respectively Nos. 19 and 20 in

the topographical arrangement of the London districts ; the former has accom

modation for 81 per cent, of its inhabitants, the latter for 18 ; the former has a

superfluity of 13,338 sittings*, the latter a deficiency of 43,755. Table (I.) in

the SUMMARY TABLES gives a limited selection of the most conspicuous cases

of abundance and of poverty : from which it will be seen how widely the pro

portions vary ; Shoreditch having only 18 sittings to every 100 persons, while

Machynlleth, in North Wales, has as many as 123 to every 100. It will be

noticed, indeed, how favourably Wales in general is circumstanced nearly all

the districts having a considerable surplus of provision.

As was to be expected, it is chiefly in the large and densely-peopled towns Comparative

that a deficiency is felt ; the rural districts are supplied in general with ^TownaHd
adequate, sometimes with superabundant, provision. It appears from Table 3. Country Dis-

that the urban parts of England, containing an aggregate population of

8,294,240 persons, have accommodation for 3,814,215 or 4(5 per cent, of this

number ; while the rural parts, containing a population of 9,(J33,369 have pro
vision for 6,398,348 or 66 5 per cent.

TABLE 3.

COMPARATIVE ACCOMMODATION in URBAN and RURAL PARISHES.
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These &quot; urban districts
&quot;

here, however, include small country towns, which

seem to be as well supplied as any other portion of the country. If we take the

large towns only (See Table 4.), and include small country towns with the

rural parts to which they virtually belong, the proportion per cent, in urban

districts will be 37 as compared with 73 in rural districts. And the proportion

is in inverse ratio to the size of the towns ; so that while in towns containing

between 10,000 and 20,000 inhabitants, the proportion is W&amp;gt; ; in towns contain

ing between 20,000 and 50.000 it is 60; in those containing between 50,000 and

100,000 it is 47, and in those containing upwards of 100,000 it is 34. (Sue

Table F.F., in the SUMMARY TABLES, post, p. cclxxxiii.) This view suggests

with singular force the mixture of sentiments which led to the erection of the

greater portion of our sacred edifices. Piety and local attachments benevolence

and longing for perpetual remembrance principally, doubtless, a sincere desire to

honour God, and yet, with this, a natural desire to raise a lasting monument to

themselves, these were the mingling motives to the influence of which may be

attributed the existence of some thousands of our churches. Hence, it was in the

very spot where the founder had his dwelling that his church was built : no other

neighbourhood possessed such hold on his affections. Thus arose our village

churches, and a multitude of structures in those ancient towns and cities where
,

in former times, the merchants were accustomed to reside. But our moder i

populous towns, erected more for business than for residence mere aggregates
of offices and workshops and over-crowded dwellings of the subordinate agents
of industry, are inhabited by none whose means permit them to reside elsewhere .

The wealthy representatives of those whose piety supplied our ancient towns with

churches fly from the unwholesome atmosphere of our new cities, and dispens
their charity in those suburban or more rural parishes in which their real

homes are situated and their local sympathies are centred. The innumerable

multitudes who do and must reside within the compass of the enormous hive &amp;gt;

in which their toil is daily carried on, are thus the objects of but little of

that lively interest with which benevolent men regard the inhabitants &amp;lt;r

their immediate neighbourhood, and which produces, in our small-sized country

parishes, so many institutions for their physical and moral benefit. The masses,

therefore, of our large and growing towns connected by no sympathetic tic

with those by fortune placed above them form a world apart, a nation by
themselves ; divided almost as effectually from the rest as if they spoke another

language or inhabited another land. What Dr. Chalmers calls
&quot; the influence

of
locality,&quot;

is powerless here : the area is too extensive and the multitude too

vast. It is to be hoped that the influence of trade-connexion may ere long

sufficiently accomplish what the influence of locality is now too feeble tc

secure ; that heads of great industrial establishments, the growth of recenl

generations, may perform towards the myriads connected with them by com

munity of occupation, those religious charities or duties which the principal

proprietors in rural parishes perform towards those connected with them by

vicinity of residence. Much, doubtless, has already been effected in this way ;*

but the need for more is manifest and urgent. The following Table (4.) shows

the present accommodation in seventy-two large towns or boroughs, and the

additional amount required, if 58 per cent, of the population ought to have

within their reach the means of public worship. It will here be interesting to

compare the ancient towns with those which have been called into existence or

activity by modern enterprise and industry.

* See an interesting account of the various measures including the provision of a church
and chaplain adopted for the benefit of their workpeople, by Price s Patent Candle Company.
Report to the Shareholders, 1852. Sir. Peto, I believe, supplies the numerous labourers engaged

in executing his extensive contracts, with a library and means of religious worship and instruc
tion. Doubtless many other cases might be mentioned of a wftrm regard displayed by masters
for the moral welfare of their men.
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TABLE 4.

RELIGIOUS ACCOMMODATION in LARGE TOWNS.*
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This Table clearly shows how great and overwhelming a proportion of the

whole deficiency of England is assignable to our great modern towns, since thus

it seems that out of the total number of 1,644,7^4 additional sittings reckoned

to be necessary, 1,318,082 or 80 per cent, are required for these seventy-
two boroughs, or rather for sixty of the most recent, the remainder, for

reasons obvious when their names are seen, being fortunately blessed with

more than adequate provision. This gives a vivid picture of the destitute

condition of our great-town population, and speaks loudly of the need there

is for new and energetic plans of operation having special reference to

towns. The absence of that local interest which leads to individual benevolence,

and the evident inadequacy of all that can be reasonably expected from the

great employers of industry, appear to call for the combined exertions either of

the whole inhabitants of a particular neighbourhood, or of the Christian Church

at large, as the only other method for relieving such deplorable deficiency.

And this has been to some extent perceived and acted on. With reference to

the Church of England, many churches have been raised by the united liberally

of the inhabitants of populous town parishes, encouraged by assistance from the

funds of central bodies, such as the Incorporated Church Building Society ;

and amongst the Dissenters many chapels have been reared in similar manner.

But it cannot, it is feared, be said that these mere local efforts promise 1o

diminish very sensibly the grievous lack of accommodation for the masses of our

civic population. Hitherto the action of those central bodies which dispent-e

the bounties of the general Christian public has been made dependent on tl e

previous action of the local bodies in whose midst the additional church

cr chapel is to be erected ;
and unfortunately it but rarely happens that such

local action is aroused, except to obtain accommodation for an increase of tr e

middle classes, who already appreciate religious ordinances and are able and

disposed to bear the pecuniary burden requisite in order to obtain them. The
effect has been that the considerable addition made in recent years to the

religious edifices of large towns has been in very near proportion to the rapi 1

growth, in the same interval, of the prosperous middle classes; but the far more

rapid increase in this period in the number of artizans and labourers has

taken place without a corresponding increase of religious means for them. The

only prominent example, within my knowledge, of a vigorous effort to relieve

a local want without waiting for local demand, is the movement which, some

years ago, the Bishop of London originated and successfully, beyond anticipa

tion, prosecuted, for providing fifty new churches for the metropolitan parishes .

And yet it really seems that, without some missionary enterprises similar t )

this, the mighty task of even mitigating spiritual destitution in our towns ami

cities hardly can be overcome.*

Rate at which A most important question is, the rate at which, with our existing modes of

increaSnlr.

H
operation, fresh accommodation is provided, as compared with the continual

increase in the numbers of the people. To display this accurately we requir j

correct accounts of the provision in existence at particular former periods. No
authentic records are available, however, of the state of each religious body in

preceding years. The nearest estimate that can be made is furnished by th&amp;gt;:

information which the present returns afford with reference to the dates at which

existing edifices were erected, or appropriated to religious uses; but, for several

* I am not aware of any special agencies, connected with the various Dissenting bodies, whicl

attain the objects here described. The necessarily self-supporting character of all the in&amp;gt;ti

tutions founded by Dissenters renders it, in their ease, almost indispensable to make the erectioi

of a chapel dependent on the prospect of an adequate pecuniary return. Hence, though th.

Congregational and Baptist bodies have established recently their
&quot;

Chapel Building Societies,

the operation of these central boards is practically limited, if not by an actual local demand, ye

by the prospect of a speedy local sympathy among the middle classes.
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reasons, the conclusions to be drawn from this source must be subject to a

certain degree of hazard. In the first place, as the facts relate entirely to

existing buildings, there is no account of those which may have been in use in

former times and since abandoned. In the second place, in consequence of an

oversight in the framing of the question, several places (parts of buildings),

erected in former years, but only latterly employed for religious services, have

been returned with the earlier date. And thirdly, with respect to as many as

4,546, out of the 34,467, no date whatever is inserted in the returns.

Fortunately, for the purpose of an approximate inference, the errors arising from

these three sources do not all tend in the same direction, so that there is some

probability that an error in the one direction may be counteracted by an error

in the other. Thus the influence of the first of these inaccuracies is to make

the earlier periods seem to have less than their correct accommodation ; while

the influence of the second error is, upon the contrary, to attribute to the

earlier periods a greater, and to the recent periods a less, amount of accom

modation than is really due to them. Of the 4,546 buildings without dates

assigned, 2,118 belong to the Church of England, and of these the greater

portion probably were built in the earlier periods ; while, on the other hand, the

larger number of the 2,428 which belong to the Dissenting bodies were erected

probably in recent years. Perhaps the best course therefore to pursue, in order

to present a tolerably accurate statement of these dates, will be to distribute the

4,546 places of worship over the six intervals, according to the&quot; proportion
which the number actually assigned to each of these intervals bears towards

the total number having dates assigned at all. If this be done, and if the

average numbers, as now ascertained, of sittings to a place of worship (viz. 377
for places belonging to the Church of England, and 240 for those belonging
to Dissenters), be supposed to have been the average number at each former

interval *, we obtain the results which appear in Table 5.

TABLE 5.

AMOUNT of ACCOMMODATION at different Periods, in the whole of ENGLAND
and WALES.
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From this it appears that, taken in the gross, our rate of progress during the

last thirty years has not been altogether unsatisfactory. Previous to 1821, the

population increased faster than accommodation for religious worship, so that

while, from 1801 to 1821, the former had increased from 8,892,5,36 persons to

12,000,236 (or 34 .9 per cent.), the latter, during the same interval, had
only-

increased from 5,171,123 sittings to 6,094,486 (or 17*8 per cent.), and the

proportion of sittings to population, which in 1801 was 58 1 per cent., had

declined in 1821 to less than 51 per cent. But from 1821 to the promt
time the course of things has changed : the rate of increase of the population,

has continually declined, while that of religious accommodation has steadily

advanced; so that while the number of the people has been raised from

12,000,236 to 17,927,609 (an increase of 49 4 per cent.), the number of sittings

has been raised from 6,094,486 to 10,212,563 (or an increase of 67 6 per cent.),,

and the proportion of sittings to population, which in 1821 was 50 8 per cent.,,

had risen in 1851 to 57 per cent.

As far then as regards the increase of accommodation in the aggregate, there

seems to be some cause for gratulation ;
but in the matter of our rate of increase

as well as in that of our actual existing supply, the question of distribution is-

important ; and we want to know how far the progress thus manifested in 1 he

gross, is taking place in those parts of the country shown to be behind the rest.

It is therefore necessary to inquire to what extent the great towns hsve

participated in this augmentation, and the following Table (6.), constructed in.

the same way as the last, will show the respective rates at which the populati 3n

and religious provision are increasing in the registration districts which conti in

large towns, and, compared with this, the same information as to all the r( st

of England :

TABLE 6.

INCREASE of ACCOMMODATION at different Periods in Large-Town Districts,* as compared
with the Residue of England and Wales.

Comparative
increase in towns
and other parts.

LARGE TOWN DISTRICTS.
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former than in the latter (156 per cent, against 65 per cent.) that the accom

modation in towns in proportion to the population is scarcely less deficient

than it was in 1801 viz. 45 sittings to every 100 persons instead of 42 ;
while

the accommodation for the rest of England will still suffice for as many as 70

out of every 100 of the rural population.

The result of the previous course of observation, as to the amount of present Extent to which
..T*. theaccommo-

accommodation, seems to be this : Assuming that all religious sects, whatever dation is actually

their variety, are to have their share in ministering to the people ; and applying
available.

to the absolute total number of sittings a correction for unequal distribution ;

the existing provision furnished by the entire religious community is adequate

to supply the spiritual wants of 8,753,279 persons, or 4S-8 per cent, of the

whole ; i.e., there are places of worship within the reach of that number, and

capable of holding them. It is obvious, however, that a church or chapel may
be within the reach of a neighbourhood, as far as proximity is concerned, and

yet not available for the use of those by leisure able to frequent it : it might not

be open. The practical value therefore of these 8,753,279 sittings, computed
to be within the reach of that same number of persons, is dependent on the

extent to which they are offered for the occupation of the public. Now, many
places of worship are opened only once upon the Sunday : and where this is the

case, although there might be sittings in them equal to 58 per cent, of the

population, this supply would practically be inadequate ;
for it is only on the

supposition that persons necessarily detained at home at one period of the day
are enabled, by the system of relief, to worship in another period of the day it

is only upon this supposition that a proportion of sittings to population of

58 per cent, can be considered adequate ; for it must be recollected that 58

per cent, is not an estimate of the total number of persons able to worship at all

upon the Sunday, but of the total number able to worship at one time on the

Sunday. The aggregate number of people who might worship on the Sunday-
some at one period, and some at another is probably as great as 70 per
cent, of the entire community. If, therefore (to suppose a case), in any district,

all the churches should have only a single sen-ice in the day, the accommodation,

in that district would be, practically, less by some 12 or 15 per cent, than in

another district where the actual number of sittings might be just the same, but

where in all the churches two services a day were held. We must, therefore,

before assuming that the state of things would be satisfactory if a certain

number of sittings (58 per cent.) were furnished, ask to what extent they would,
when furnished, be available. The following Table (7.) will afford a view of

the extent to which the present accommodation is made use of :

TABLE 7.

AVAILABLE ACCOMMODATION in ENGLAND and WALES.

Total Number
of

Places of Worship
and

Sittings.
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What proportion
of the accommo
dation isfree I

So that, while the actual number of sittings is 10,212,563, there is never at

any one time that number available to the public. In the morning, 1,714,043

of them, in the afternoon 3,944,635, in the evening 4,489,563, are withdrawn

from public use.

But here no allowance has been made for the effects of unequal distribution,

and unless we can assume that all the places closed were situate in districts

where there was a surplus of accommodation, equalling exactly the number of

their sittings, there must be a slight deduction made from the numbers given in

this table, ere we can arrive at a correct account of the available provision of the

country ; i.e., sittings both open for irorship and within reach of parties able to

make use of them. This deduction will take place wherever the number of

available sittings in a district exceeds 58 per cent, of the population, and the

amount of such deduction will precisely correspond with such excess. The
result is, to reduce the number of sittings available for morning service to

8,322,066 ; the number available for afternoon service to 6,192,061; and the

number available for evening service to 5,712,670.

Of course, the number of services per diem is mainly affected by the situation

of the place of worship, whether it be in town or country. The effect of this

is seen in Table 8. ; from which it appears that the 34,467 places of worshi &amp;gt;

were made available for the holding of 63,095 services; being an average cf

not quite two services to each place of worship. In the towns, more use was

made of the accommodation than in the country: every 100 places in thj

former being used for 208 services, while 100 places in the latter were not used

for more than 175 services.

TABLE 8.

NUMBER of SERVICES per Day in the Town and Rural Portions respectively,

of ENGLAND and WALES.
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being that no money payment was received from the occupants ; but, as many of

them were, no doubt, appropriated, either by custom or the authority of church

officers, to particular persons, it is clear they would not be available indis

criminately to the poor, so as to make them &quot;

free sittings
&quot;

in the sense above

referred to. And with reference to Dissenters chapels, it seems not unlikely

that the term &quot;free sittings
&quot; has been taken as including sittings merely unlet,

and not confined to sittings specially and permanently set apart for the use of

the poorer classes. In the case of the Church of England, a correction (as

explained in the Appendix) was made for the erroneous construction of the

question ; so that the number of sittings now assigned to that community as

&quot;free,&quot;
will probably express with tolerable accuracy the accommodation

provided by the Church of England expressly for the poor ; but, no materials

existing for a similar correction in the case of Nonconformist chapels, the

statement of free sittings given in the Tables as provided in such chapels will

be subject to this drawback. So that, probably, the view presented in these

Tables of the means of worship specially provided for the poor is somewhat too

favourable. However, taking it subject to this reservation, the result of the

information is as follows : out of the total of 10,212,563 sittings, 8,390,464 were

distinguished into the two classes of &quot;free&quot; and &quot;

appropriated,&quot; while the

remaining 1,822,099 were not distinguished at all. Of the 8,390,464 which

were distinguished, 3,947,371 were described as free, and 4,443,093 were

described as appropriated. If, therefore, we assume that the undescribed

1,822,099 were apportioned between the two classes in the same degree as

were the 8,390,464 which were properly described, the estimated statement as

to all the sittings will be thus :

Free sittings
- - 4,804,595

Appropriated sittings
- - 5,407,968

Total - 10,212,563

But here again, of course, the element of distribution is important in deter

mining how far these 4,804,595 free sittings are available to those requiring
them. The previous observations as to distribution, in connexion with the total

number of sittings, seem to show that out of an apparent supply of 10,212,563,

only 8,753,2/9 are in fact available, as being within reach of those who

might use them. If, therefore, we assume that the proportion of &quot;free&quot; to
&quot;

other
&quot;

sittings is the same in one part of the country as another, it will follow

that, from unequal distribution, 686,535 of the 4,804,595 free sittings will

be unavailable, as being beyond the reach of those requiring them ; thus

leaving only 4,118,060 practically useful. Table 9., however, will convey
some information of the comparative provision of free sittings in the town and
rural portions of the land respectively :

c.
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Apportionment
of accommoda
tion amongst
the various
Churches.

TABLE 9.

PROPORTION of FREE SITTINGS in TOWN DISTRICTS, compared with the

Proportion in RURAL DISTRICTS.
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when considering in other aspects the comparative accommodation furnished

by the different churches.

This Table (10.) then, shows the aggregate provision made by every individual

sect ; and what proportion the provision made by each sect bears towards the

total accommodation (58 per cent.) conceived to be essential. So that, if it

be thought desirable that any particular church (the Church of England, for

example,) should provide for the religious teaching of the whole community,

this table will afford a view of the extent to which the provision made falls

short of that which would on such a supposition be required : and so of other

churches.

But, of course, the questions just discussed with reference to all the sects

unitedly are equally important with respect to each sect individually : the

question of distribution must be answered ere the true amount of accommo

dation can be settled ; and a reference to dates, to special localities, to the

TABLE 10.

PROPORTION of ACCOMMODATION provided by each RELIGIOUS BODY.
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frequency of services, and to the number of free sittings, must be made before

we can determine, with regard to every church, its rate of progress, its peculiar

strongholds, its arailulle provision, and its conduct towards the poor. The

necessary limits of this Report will not, however, suffer me to notice in this

manner more than two or three great bodies.

Accommodation
First, the CHURCH OF ENGLAND. We have seen already that the Xatiom.l

Church of
1

Church provides, in the gross, accommodation for 5,317,915 persons out of

the 10,;W8,013 able to attend at one time a religious service. But, upon the

theory of distribution, as explained before, 21,67*3 of these sittings are super

fluous, being situate in districts where there is accommodation in connexion with

the Established Church for a greater number than 58 per cent, of the district

population* ;
so that, practically, the accessible provision made by the Esta

blished Church is enough for only 5,296,242 persons, or but 29*5 per cent, of

the inhabitants of England and Wales. To enable the Church of England to

provide for all the population, an additional accommodation to the extent of

5,101,771 sittings would be requisite, nearly doubling the present supply; but,

probably, considering the hold which several other churches, not extremely

differing from the Church of England, have upon the affections of the people, few

will advocate the present necessity of so extensive an addition. There exist,

however, if the previous course of argument be accurate, as many as 1,644,73&amp;lt;

persons wholly unprovided, by the agency of any church whatever, with th(

means of religious worship ; and to this extent, at all events, there is an urgent

claim upon the Church of England for augmented effort. Without doubt, the

destitute condition of this vast proportion of our countrymen appeals to the

benevolence of Christians indiscriminately ; but the claim for sympathy and

succour is preferred with special force upon the Church of England, to whose

care the spiritual welfare of these myriads is peculiarly entrusted, and whose

labours for their benefit need not be limited by any courteous fear of trespassing

on ground already occupied by other Christian agents. Not that this number

constitutes the only class for whom the Church should furnish additional

accommodation ; doubtless, the ///-taught and the WTon^/y-taught demand her

aid as well as the wn-taught, but the utterly neglected evidently claim her first

exertions ; not to mention that they form a class which is much more easily

defined than are the other two.

Confining our attention, therefore, to the wholly uninstructed multitude in

whom the Church of England has an iricontestible possession, the inquiry is

suggested Where, principally, are these claimants on her ministrations to be

found? To what localities must her attention chiefly be directed, and her

measures of relief applied? The previous tables have prepared us to expect
that towns, especially large towns, will prove to be the scenes of most of that

deplorable privation of religious means, the formidable aggregate of which has

just been mentioned; and the following Table (11.) will show that this

anticipation is abundantly correct.

* These districts, where the Established Church alone provides room for more than could
at any one time be present, art Alresford

; Bcaminster
;
Billesdon ; Bosmere ; Brackley ;

Bridge; Bridgnorth ; Brixworth ; Catherington ; Docking ; Dorchester ; Erpingham ; Market
Harborough ; Marlborongh ; Melton Mowbray ; Meriden; Oakham; Pcrshore; Romney Marsh ;

Samford; Skirlangh ; Steyning ; Tetbury; Thakeham; Thingoc; Tisbury; Tunstead; West-
hampnett ; and Winchcomb.
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TABLE 11.

ACCOMMODATION furnished by the CHURCH OF ENGLAND in Town and

Country Districts respectively.
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Position of the
Church of Eng
land in relation

to other bodies.

General of rate

progress during
the half century,

The entire list of districts in which additional accommodation is needed \\ ill

be found in the SUMMARY TABLES (post, pp. cclxxvi ccxcv.)

This much as to the position of the Church of England in relation to our

wholly unaccommodated population. It will now be interesting to observe

the position of the Church, in different portions of the country, in relation to the

other churches. In Table K., (SUMMARY TABLES, post, p. ccxcvii.,) is given
a comparative view of the provision furnished by the Church and by Dissenting
Bodies in each county of England and Wales

;
from which it will be seen what

portions of the country are peculiar strongholds of any particular body. Dis

senters most abound in Wales, Monmouthshire, Yorkshire, Cornwall, Cheshire.

Lancashire, Derbyshire, Northumberland, Nottinghamshire, and Bedfordshire;
in all which counties their sittings exceed in number those provided by the

Church of England, while in Wales and Monmouthshire they are more than

double. In all the other counties the Establishment has a preponderance, most

conspicuous in Herefordshire, Sussex, and Oxfordshire, where the sittings of the

Church are more than double those of the Dissenters. The two parties are very

nearly balanced in Lincolnshire, Staffordshire, Leicestershire, Cumberland, and

Cambridgeshire. On the whole of England and Wales, for every 100 sittings

provided by the Church of England, Dissenters furnish 93.

The rate at which the Church of England is advancing in the path of self-

extension, so far as this question can be settled by a reference to the dates at

which existing churches were erected, is displayed in Table 1 3, the method of

constructing which has been explained before (p. cxxxi., where also will be found

some other explanations applicable to this Table). It is probable that an inference

as to the position of affairs in former times can be drawn from the dates of

existing buildings with more correctness in the case of the Church of England,
as the edifices are more permanent and less likely to change hands than are the

buildings used by the Dissenters. Still there is a possibility that too great an

amount of accommodation has been ascribed to the earlier periods. Subject to

a certain degree of qualification from this cause, the Table shows that in the

last half century the Church of England has increased her provision by 24 per

cent. ; but the rapid growth of population in the same time (101* G per cent.)

has materially altered her position as compared with the whole community ; for,

whereas, in ]801, she supplied accommodation for very nearly half the people

(48 2 per cent.), she now contributes less than a third (29 -6 per cent). The
increase between 1841 and 1851, however, is very striking, being no less than

11 3 per cent., and nearly equal to the whole increase of population in that

interval (12.6 per cent).

TABLE 13.

COMPARATIVE INCREASE of POPULATION and CHURCH PROVISION in the

whole of ENGLAND AND WALES, during the past Half Century.

Periods .r
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The rate of progress in large town districts, where the additional accommo

dation is so much required, will be shown in Table 14; which, if accurate,

displays in a striking manner the continually increasing activity of the Church

in recent times.

TABLE 14.

RATE at which CHURCH ACCOMMODATION has increased in LARGE TOWN
DISTRICTS, as compared with the RATE of INCREASE in the REST of

ENGLAND.

Periods.
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Vsc made of
their buildings
by Churchmen
and Dissenters

comparatively.

This presents a singular contrast with the usage in regard to Protestant

Dissenters services, which are generally held in the later portion, rather than

the earlier, of the day. This will be seen more clearly in Table 1(5.

TABLE 1C.
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So that on the whole the Dissenters make rather more of their accommodation

than does the Established Church ; for while the latter, in the morning and

afternoon, makes use of its buildings to a greater extent than do the former

(most of the Dissenting chapels being used in the afternoon for Sunday School

instruction), yet the very limited extent to which the churches are thrown open
for worship in the evening, when the chapels of Dissenters are most occupied,

gives to Dissenters an enormous superiority for that part of the day, and even

makes their total accommodation (adding the three columns together) exceed

by a little the total available accommodation provided by the Church of England.
That is, proportionally to the total accommodation belonging to each ; for,

absolutely, the Church of England had, in all three portions of the day,

10,353,732 sittings available against 9,651,438 belonging to Protestant

Dissenters.

The general result as regards the accommodation furnished by the Church Summary view

of England is that in 14,0/7 buildings there are 5,317,915 sittings, equal to occupied by th

29 6 per cent, of the population; that, of these, 21,6/3 are practically super- ^&quot;Jjjjj

*

fluous as being out of the reach of any persons who could fill them ; that the

residue (5,296,242) is equal to the wants of only 29 5 per cent, of the population ;

and that, in consequence of a number of places not being open, there are only

4,852,645 sittings available for morning, 3,761,812 for afternoon, and 1,739,2/5
for evening service. Of the total number of 5,317,915 sittings, 1,803,773

were described as
&quot;free&quot;;

and 2,123,395 as &quot;appropriated&quot;; 1,390,747 being

altogether undescribed. The inference to be drawn from the information as to

the periods at which existing churches were erected shows a rate of progress
not unsatisfactory altogether, but inadequate in towns.

The most numerous religious bodies, next to the Established Church, are the Chief Protestant
Dissciiti

Bodies.Wesleyan Methodists, the Independents or Congregationalists, and the Baptists.
1)isst ntillli

The first and the last of these denominations are respectively dispersed into

several sections ; but the Independents form a compact and undivided body.
If we consider the Wesleyans and the Baptists in their aggregate combined

capacity, the three denominations will contribute each as follows towards the

general religious accommodation of the country :

Places of

Worship. Sittings.

Wesleyan Methodists - - 11,007 - 2,194,298

Independents - - 3,244 1,067,760

Baptists - 2,789 752,343

Many of these places of worship are, however, merely parts of buildings,
rooms in houses used as mission stations in poor neighbourhoods unable to

support a regular chapel. The number mentioned in the returns as &quot;not

separate buildings&quot; is, Wesleyan Methodists, 2,155; Independents, 284; and

Baptists, 304 ; but there seems to be some reason for conjecturing that these
are under-statements, that the number of &quot;

separate and entire
&quot;

religious
edifices has been somewhat exaggerated, and the number of rooms, &c.

correspondingly reduced.* The WESLEYAN METHODISTS are found in greatest

!f
Mr

; 5l
Ba

;

ines
&amp;gt;

in his evidence before the Select Committee on Church Rates, gave an esti-
. the chapels belonging to these bodies as follows :

Chapels. Preaching Stations. Total.

Wesleyan Methodists -

Independents - ...
Baptists ....
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Increase of the

Half Century.

force in Cornwall, Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, Derbyshire, Durham, and Nottingham
shire; their fewest numbers are in Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex, Essex, Warwick

shire, and Hertfordshire. The INDEPENDENTS flourish most in South Wales,

North Wales, Essex, Dorsetshire, Monmouthshire, and Suffolk ; least in Northum

berland, Durham, Herefordshire, anA Worcestershire. The BAPTISTS are strongest
in Monmouthshire, South Wales, Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire, Northampton
shire, Leicestershire, and Buckinghamshire ; weakest in Cumberland, Northumber

land, Westmorland, Cornwall, Staffordshire, and Lancashire.

The following statement, derived from the column of dates, will show, as far

&amp;lt;*$ can be gathered from that source, the rate at which each body has progressed
in the present century. But great reliance cannot safely be reposed in

inferences from dates in the case of dissenting places of worship, since a certain

number (merely rooms) have undoubtedly, though only occupied in recent years
for religious purposes, been returned with the date of their erection not that of

their first appropriation to such uses.* So, too, of chapels which have passed
from one denomination to another: the date supplied has frequently been

that of the original construction of the edifice. The effect, as explained already,

is to throw upon the earlier years a number of chapels which should proper]y
be reckoned as the offspring of our own day. The chance of possible

accuracy is the probability that several places used in former times have sim e

been discontinued. This would act as a counterpoise in some sort to the

former error. Subject to whatever reservation may be thought essentia.,

Table 17. will display the progress of these three bodies since 1801.

TABLE 17.

RATE of INCREASE, in Decennial Periods, of the WESLEYAN METHODISTS,

INDEPENDENTS, and BAPTISTS respectively, in the whole of ENGLAND and

WALES.

^PERIODS.
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We have seen how far the Christian churches generally and the Church of Compw*1
position of thue

country dis

tricts.

England in particular provide for the religious teaching of the masses in large Bodies in tlu

towns. A similar view of the achievements of the three important bodies
i

named above is presented in Table (18).

TABLE (18).

COMPARATIVE VIEW of the ACCOMMODATION in Rural and Large Town

Districts, provided by the WESLEYAN METHODISTS, INDEPENDENTS, and

BAPTISTS respectively.
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free provision. The number of free sittings provided by these denominations, and the

proportion which the free sittings bear to the whole number, are as follows :

Minor Protestant
Churches.
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there were, in the churches which were open on the Census Sunday as many as

1/5,309 (or 94 percent.) in the morning, 103,042 (or 55 per cent.) in the after

noon, and 89,258 (or 48 per cent.) in the evening. The number of sittings

described as free is 77,200 ;
the number mentioned as appropriated is 73,210,

and 35,701 are undistinguished. The following Table shows in what parts

of the country the Roman Catholics most and least abound.

TABLE. 20.

ACCOMMODATION provided by the ROMAN CATHOLIC CHCRCH in each

County of England, in Wales, and in certain large Towns.
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the rate of increase in the 30 years being 87 2 percent. During very

the same interval (viz. from 1821 to 1851) the sittings of all Protestant bodies,

unitedly, increased from 5,985,842 to 9,982,533, the rate being 66 8 per cent.

For every 1000 of the population, the Roman Catholics provided 8 sittings in

1824, and 10 sittings in 1853. The Protestants provided for every 1000

persons, 499 sittings in 1821, and 557 sittings in 1851. The proportion of

sittings belonging to Roman Catholics to those belonging to Protestants was

1 -8 to 100 at the former period, and 1 &quot;9 to 100 at the latter.

Mormon*. The only other prominent sect which appears to possess a noticeable degree

of influence, is the &quot; Church of the Latter Day Saints,&quot; known better by the

name of Mormons. Within the short period since the introduction of this

singular creed, as many as 222 chapels or stations have been established, with

accommodation for 30,783 worshippers or hearers. The activity of the disciples

of this faith is evidenced by the frequency with which they occupy thess

meeting-places : out of the total number of 222, as many as 147 (or 66 per

cent.) were open in the morning, 187 (or 84 per cent.) were open in th&amp;gt;j

afternoon, and 193 (or 87 per cent.) were open in the evening. Comparison
with similar statistics of the other churches will show that this is much above

the average frequency of services.

General result
s to accommo
dation.

\Vhat is being
done to supply
existing wants?

The summary result of this inquiry with respect to accommodation is, thai

there are in England and Wales 10,398,013 persons able to be present at om
time in buildings for religious worship. Accommodation, therefore, for thai

number (equal to 58 per cent, of the population) is required. The uctvai

accommodation in 34,467 churches, chapels, and out-stations is enough foi

10,212,563 persons. But this number, after a deduction, on account of ill-

proportioned distribution, is reduced to 8,753,279, a provision equal to the

wants of only 49 per cent, of the community. And further, out of these

8,753,279 sittings, a certain considerable number are rendered unavailable by

being in churches or chapels which are closed throughout some portion of the

day when services are usually held. There is therefore wanted an additional

supply of 1,644,734 sittings, if the population is to have an extent of accommo
dation which shall be undoubtedly sufficient.* These sittings, too, must
be provided where they are wanted; i.e. in the large town districts of the

country, more especially in London. To furnish this accommodation would

probably require the erection of about 2,000 churches and chapels; which,

in towns, would be of larger than the average size. This is assuming that

all churches and sects may contribute their proportion to the work, and that

the contributions of each may be regarded as by just so much diminishing
the efforts necessary to be made by other churches. If, as is probable, this

supposition be considered not altogether admissible, there will be required a

further addition to these 2,000 structures ; the extent of which addition must

depend upon the views which may be entertained respecting what particular
sects should be entirely dis regarded.
Of the total existing number of 10,212,563 sittings, the Church of England

contributes 5,317,915, and the other churches, together, 4,894,648.

If we inquire what steps are being taken by the Christian church to satisfy

this want, there is ample cause for hope in the history of the twenty years just
terminated. In that interval the growth of population, which before had far

* It may be said that this contemplates an optimist condition of society ; but it has been
thought better to take as a standard the actual wants of the people, rather than their probable
&quot;conduct. Readers can make their own deductions.
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outstripped the expansion of religious institutions, has been less, considerably,

than the increase of accommodation, people having multiplied by 29 per cent.,

while sittings have increased by 46 per cent. ; so that the number of sittings to

100 persons, which was only ffty in 1831, had risen to fifty-seven in 185L

And although this increase has not been confined to one particular church, it

will scarcely less perhaps be matter for rejoicing ; since, no doubt, the augment
ation has occurred in bodies whose exertions cannot fail to have a beneficial

influence, whatever the diversities of ecclesiastical polity by which, it may be

thought, the value of these benefits in some degree is lessened. Doubtless,

this encouraging display of modern zeal and liberality is only part of a

continuous effort which the Christian Church being now completely awakened

to her duty will not be relaxed till every portion of the land and every class

of its inhabitants be furnished with at least the means and opportunities of

worship. The field for future operations is distinctly marked : the towns, both

from their present actual destitution and from their incessant and prodigious

growth, demand almost a concentration of endeavours the combined exertions

of the general Church. Without an inclination for religious worship certainly

without ability to raise religious structures the inhabitants of crowded districts

of populous cities are as differently placed as possible from their suburban

neighbours, who, more prosperous in physical condition, possess not only the

desire to have, but also the ability to get, an adequate provision for religious

culture. New churches, therefore, spring up naturally in those new neighbour
hoods in which the middle classes congregate; but, all spontaneous efforts

being hopeless in the denser districts peopled by the rank and file of industry,
no added churches, evidently, can be looked for there, except as the result of

missionary labours acting from without. No agency appears more suited to

accomplish such a work than that of those societies, possessed by most

religious bodies, which collect into one general fund the offerings of the

members of each body for church or chapel extension. The Established

Church is represented in this way by the Incorporated Society, the Metro

polis Churches Fund, and by several diocesan societies ; the Independents,
and the Baptists also, each possess their Building Funds; but the support
which these societies receive must be enormously increased if any vigorous

attempt is to be made to meet and conquer the emergency. Compared with

the amount contributed for foreign missionary operations, the support received

by organized societies for church and chapel extension here at home appears

conspicuously inadequate*. The hope may probably be reasonably entertained,
that while the contributions to the former work continue undiminished, the

disparity between the treatment of the two may speedily disappear.

Next only in importance to the question, how new churches are to be Move frequent
provided, is the question whether any increased advantage may be got from services,

existing structures. When it is considered that there are probably as many as

25,000 edifices specially devoted to religious worship, that the vast majority
of these unfold their doors on one day only out of every seven, that many
even then are only opened for perhaps a couple of hours, there seems to be
a prodigality of means as compared with ends which forcibly suggests the idea
of waste. Of course, in many cases this cannot be helped, and nothing more

Annual Income.

Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel in Foreign 1 arts - - 83,000
Church Missionary Society - 120,000
London Missionary Society - 05,000
Baptist Missionary Society - 19,000

Annual Income.

16,000

Society -

&quot;&quot;

- &quot;- 3,3(56

Baptist Building Fund - - 795

Incorporated Society for Church
Building ....

Congregational Chapel Building

Of course, some addition (probably as much as 20.000Z.) must be made to the sums here
mentioned as applicable to Church Building, on account of Diocesan and other local funds; but
even allowing for this addition, the contrast will be sufficiently striking.
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could be accomplished than is done; but where the population gathers thickly,

as in towns and cities, it is thought that greater frequency of services would
answer nearly the same purpose as a multiplication of churches. If, where two

services are held, a third should be established, with the special understanding
that the working class alone is expected to attend, and that the sittings upon
that occasion are to be all free, it is considered that the buildings would be

worthily employed, and that accommodation would be thus afforded to probably
a third beyond the present ordinary number. So, too, upon week-days, it

is thought that many opportunities are lost of attracting to religious services

no inconsiderable number of those who rarely or never enter church or chapel
on a Sunday. Week evening services, undoubtedly, are common now; but

they are principally of a character adapted mainly to the regular attendants,

and they generally terminate about the hour at which the workmen leave their

labour. It appears that in the Church of England daily prayers are read in

somewhat upwards of 600 churches in England and Wales.*

Amongst the Dissenters who attribute no peculiar sanctity to buildings in

which worship is conducted, nor regard a consecrated or other specially appro

priated edifice as necessary for public service an opinion has been gaining-

ground in favour of the plan of holding services in such of the public halls and

rooms as are of general use for other purposes. To these, it is expected.

working men will much more readily resort than to the formal chapel. The

experiment has been repeatedly tried : it is reported with complete success.f

Whether, by these various means, the erection of more churches the

increased employment of the present buildings and the use of places not

expressly dedicated to religious worship ; whether by an increase of accommo

dation merely, without other measures, the reluctant people can be gained to

practical Christianity, is what will be in some degree decided by inquiring, next,

what number of attendants, on the Census-Sunday, used the accommodation

actually then existing.

* Mastors s Guide to the Daily Prayers of England, &quot;Wales, and Scotland.
t Exeter Hall, during the period of the Exhibition, Mas engaged for this purpose, and was

generally crowded with hearers. Recently (in February and March, 1853) a series of such
services was held at Norwich, in St. Andrew s Hall, with similar results. Other instances are
not uncommon.
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2. ATTENDANCE.

Thus far, in considering the aspect of the English people towards religious Attendance at

,.,,,.. ,, ., religious services

institutions, our regard has been directed wholly to that proof or the existence a better test of

or the absence of religious feeling, which is furnished by the ample or inadequate Jjj^thar?
1*

&quot;

supply of the means of public worship. It is scarcely, however, with this amount of ae-

evidence that one, desirous of obtaining a correct idea of the extent to which

religious sentiments prevail among the masses of our population, would be

satisfied. For, though the existence of a small provision only may be fairly

taken as a proof of feeble spiritual life, since a people really governed by religious

influences will not long remain without the means of outward worship ; yet the

converse of this proposition cannot be maintained, since much of the provision

at the sen-ice of one generation may be owing to ^the piety of a former, whose

religious zeal may not perhaps have been inherited by its posterity along with

its rich legacy of churches. Even, too, a great contemporary addition to the

number of religious edifices does not positively indicate the prevalence of a

religious spirit in the body of the people : it may merely show the presence of

a missionary spirit in a portion of the general Church. An inquirer, therefore,

anxious to discover more precisely the extent to which religious sentiments

pervade the nation, would desire to know not merely the amount of accommo
dation offered to the people, but also what proportion of the means at their

command is actually used. A knowledge, therefore, of the number of

ATTENDANTS on the various services of public worship is essential.

We have seen that, in the gross, there are 34,467 places of worship in Number of

England and Wales, with 10,212,5(53 sittings. But, as many of these places eompod both

of worship were closed upon each portion of the dav, and the sittings in them V^! 1 aecomrao-
, .,,,.. . , , . . . , i , T i

elation ana
consequently unavailable, it is with the provision m the open buildings that we population.

must compare the number of attendants. In those open for the morning service

there were (including an estimate for defective returns) 8,498,520 sittings ; in

those open in the afternoon, 6,267,928 sittings ;
in those open in the evening,

5,723,000 sittings. The total number of attendants (also including estimates

for omissions) was, in the morning, 4,647,482; in the afternoon, 3,184,135; in

the evening, 3,064,449. From this it seems that, taking the three services

together, less than half of the accommodation actually available is used. But

here, again, the question of distribution is important. For if, in any locality,

the amount of accommodation existing should be larger than that required, we
cannot expect to find the number of attendants bearing there so large a

proportion to the sittings as in other localities where the accommodation may
be insufficient. There may really be a better attendance in a district where the

churches are half empty than in one in which they are completely filled : that

is, a greater number out of a given population may attend in the former case

than in the latter. Therefore, before we can assume a lax attendance in

particular districts, the number of the population must be brought into account.

To prove a disregard of spiritual ordinances, there must be exhibited not

merely a considerable number of vacant sittings, but also a corresponding
number of persons by whom, if so disposed, those sittings might be occupied.
But if, according to the previous computation, 58 per cent, of the population is

the utmost that can ever be attending a religious service at one time, it is

evident that where, as in some districts, the available accommodation is

sufficient for a greater number, there must necessarily exist, whatever the

devotional spirit of the people, an excess of sittings over worshippers. If, for

example, we refer to the City of London (within the walls), which, with a popu
lation of 55,932, has sittings for as many as 45,779 or for 13,338 more than

C- L
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could possibly, at any one time, attend it is obvious that a great many sittings

must inevitably be unoccupied; and this without regard to the question

whether, in fulfilling their religious duties, the inhabitants be zealous or remiss.

The best plan, therefore, seems to be, to compare the attendants, in the first

place, with the population ; and then, secondly, with the sittings. The former

view will give us an approximate idea of the extent to which religion has a

practical influence over the community exhibiting the numbers who appreciate

or neglect religious services ; the latter view will show in what degree neglect, if

proved, may be occasioned or excused by the supply of insufficient means of

worship. If, for instance, in a certain district, the proportion of the popu
lation found attending some religious service should be small, while at the same

time there should be within the district ample room for the remainder: this

would show conclusively that in that district a considerable number of the

people were without religious habits, and indifferent to public worship.
&quot;

Ani
the same conclusion might be drawn, although the actual provision were

inadequate, if even this inadequate accommodation were but sparely used.

Number of non- Returning, then, to the total of England and Wales, and comparing th 3

number of actual attendants with the number of persons able to attend, we find

that out of 10,398,013 (58 per cent, of the total population) who would be a:

liberty to worship at one period of the day, there were actually worshipping bu,

4,647,482 in the morning, 3,184,135 in the afternoon, and 3,064,449 in the,

evening. So that, taking any one service of the day, there were actually

attending public worship less than half the number who, as far as physica

impediments prevented, might have been attending. In the morning there

were absent, without physical hindrance, 5,750,531 ;
in the afternoon, 7,21 3,878 ;*

in the evening, 7,333,564. There exist no data for determining how man)

persons attended twice, and how many three times on the Sunday; nor.

consequently, for deciding how many altogether attended on some service oi

the day ; but if we suppose that half of those attending service in the afternoon

had not been present in the morning, and that a third of those attending service

in the evening had not been present at either of the previous services, we should

obtain a total of 7,261,032 separate persons who attended service either! once

or oftener upon the Census-Sunday.f But as the number who would be able

to attend at some time of the day is more than 58 per cent, (which is the

estimated number able to be present at one and the same time) probably reaching

70 per cent. it is with this latter number (12,549,326) that this 7,261^032 must

be compared, and the result of such comparison would lead to the conclusion

* Many of these, no doubt, were teachers and scholars engaged in Sunday schools; which
partake, indeed, of tho character of religious services. The number of Sunday scholars on the
Census-Sunday was about 2,280,000 ; and the number of teachers was about 302,000, Of these, a
considerable proportion must have Keen eii;- ;;uvil durinir the time for Afternoon service.

t The calculations in the latter part of this paragraph are mainly conjectural. The extent to
which the congregations meeting at different portions of the day are composed of the same
persons, can be ascertained only by a series of observations not yet made, so far as I am aware.
We know, from the actual Returns, that the number could not be less than 4,017.4*2 (the
number of attendants in the morning)) nor more than 10.890,006 (the aggregate of all the

services) ; and these are the limits within which must lie the number of attendants at some
service. The mean of these extremes is 7,771,774, which is not considerably different from the
result of the previous estimates. Opinions have been expressed that the number of individual
attendants is about two thirds of the number of attendances. The latter number is, as

above, Iu,oGG,066 ; two-thirds of which are 7,264,044. Another supposition is, that, taking the
number attending at the most frequented service in each church or chapel, the addition of
one-third would give the number of persons probably attending the other services of the day
but not that. From Table N. (post p. ccc.) we see that the former number (including Sunday
Scholars attending service) is 6,356,222, which, increased by a third, amounts to 8,474,693. From
this of course a considerable deduction must be made on account of those places of worship in

which only one service was held ;
the number of such places being as many as 9,915. So that

there appears to be some ground for thinking that the computation hazarded above is not far

from the fact. I believe that 70 per cent, of the total population may be takenas a fair estimate
of the number able to worship at one period or another of the day.
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that, upon the Census-Sunday, 5,288,294 persons, able to attend religious

worship once at least, neglected altogether so to do.*

This being then the number of persons failing to attend religious services, Is there sufficient
. ,

&amp;lt;&amp;gt; ,1 v i_ -i i . -i accommodation
we now inquire how far this negligence may be ascribed to an inadequate for the non-

accommodation. If there were not in all the various churches, chapels, and attendants ?

stations, room for more than those who actually attended, it is clear there would

be no sufficient reason for imputing to the rest indifference to public ordinances :

they might answer, they were quite inclined to worship, but were not provided

with the means. Upon the other hand, if sittings, within reach of any given

population, and available for their acceptance, were provided in sufficient

number to accommodate (say) 58 per cent., it is no less manifest that absence

in such case could only be attributed to non-appreciation of the service. In the

latter case, however, the provision made must evidently be within the reach of

the people and open to their use accessible and available ; for otherwise a portion

of it might as well not be at all. As said before, a surplus of accommodation

in one district cannot be regarded as supplying a deficiency in another. There

fore, before we can, in order to compute the numbers who neglect religious

worship, spite of opportunities for doing so, compare attendance with accommo

dation, we must, when dealing with the whole of England in the gross, deduct

from the total number of sittings, the number which in any district may exist

above the number requisite for 58 per cent, of the district-population ;
the

excess beyond that number being, if the supposition is correct, entirely

unavailing both to the dwellers in the district and to the inhabitants of other

districts : to the former, since no more than 58 per cent, could possibly attend ;

to the latter, because out of reach. The number thus assumed to be superfluous

is 1,459,284; and this deducted from the total number (10,212,563) leaves a

residue of 8,753,2/9. This will be the number of sittings which, if all the

churches and chapels were open, might be occupied at once each Sunday if the

people within reach of them were willing ; and whatever deficiency is shown by
a comparison between this number and the total number ( attendants may be

safely asserted to consist of persons who, possessing the facilities, are destitute

of the inclination to attend religious worship. The gross number of attendants

being 4,647,482 in the morning, 3,184,135 in the afternoon, and 3,064,449 in

the evening, it would follow, if the places of worship were all open, that

4,105,797 persons were, without excuse of inability, absent from the morning,
5,569,144 from the afternoon, and 5,688,830 from the evening sen-ice. But, as

the churches and chapels are not all open every Sunday at each period of the

day; 10,798 with 1,714,043 sittings being closed in the morning, 13,096 with

3,944,635 sittings being closed in the afternoon, and 16,412 with 4,489,563

sittings being closed in the evening ; we are met by the question whether we
should consider that the churches are closed because no congregations could be

gathered, or that the people are absent because the churches are closed. If

the former, the attendants may be properly compared with the total number
of sittings in all places of worship (after making the deduction for unequal
distribution) whether open or not ; but, if the latter, the attendants cannot be

compared with any but the number of sittings in the places of worship open at
each period of the day. Perhaps as this is a question not to be decided here,
the better course will be to make the comparison upon both hypotheses. The
result will be observed in Table 21 .

-**^ however, be supposed that this 5,288294 represents the number of habitual
iglecters of religious services. This number is absent every Sunday; but it is not always com-
sta ot the same persons. Some may attend occasionally only ; and if the number of such

m&amp;gt;

na
t*

be considerable, there will always be a considerable number of absentees

fromlhe^Tabl
* * number of habitual non-attendants cannot be precisely stated

L 2
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TABLE 21.
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Nor will this conclusion be invalidated by a reference to the portion of

accommodation which is free. We have seen that out of a total of 10,212,563

sittings, 4,804,595 are thus described ; and the very fact that the others are, in

greatest measure, paid for (and therefore likely to be used), appears to indicate

that it is principally these &quot;free&quot; sittings that are thus unoccupied.
If therefore we were to measure the required additional supply of accommo

dation by the extent of the present demand for it, the use now made of our

existing provision, as revealed by these few statements of attendance, would

appear to indicate that very little more is wanted. The considerable number of

available sittings which are every Sunday totally unoccupied, might be adduced

as proof so manifest of unconcern for spiritual matters on the part of a great

portion of the people that, until they are impressed with more solicitude for their

religious culture, it is useless to erect more churches. It will probably, however,
be considered that, from various causes, many persons might attend new
churches who would never attend the old ; arid that church and chapel exten

sion is the surest means of acting on the neighbouring population bringing
into contact with it an additional supply of Christian agency, intent upon
securing an increased observance of religious ordinances.

The frequency and regularity with which the people should attend religious Comparative
services might naturally be expected to depend considerably upon locality. In aSndance in

rural, thinly-peopled districts, where the distances to be traversed are often long,
Town and

with many impediments to locomotion, we should not anticipate so constant an
C

attendance as in towns, \vhere churches are within an easy walk of everybody s

house. It seems, however, that facts will scarcely justify this supposition. The
following Table (22.) will exhibit the comparative proportion of attendants in

the thinly and the densely populated portion of the land :

TABLE 22.
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TABLE 23.

Comparative
frequenc y of
attendance in

each religious
body.
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most assiduous in attending public worship are the Wesleyan Reformers 45 per

cent, of their accommodation (assuming that the chapels might be open for three

services) being used in the course of the Sunday ; next to whom, in diligence,

are the Particular Baptists, using 42 per cent, of their provision; and the scale

falls gradually till we come to the Society of Friends who only avail themselves

of 8 per cent, of their accommodation. The following List contains the prin

cipal Bodies, arranged in the order of their frequency of attendance (the Roman

Catholics, however, being omitted, as the greater number of their services prevents

comparison) :

RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION.
Proportion per cent.
of Attendants to

Sittings.

&quot;Wesleyan Reformers

Particular Baptists

&quot;Welsh Calvinistic Methodists

Primitive Methodists

General Baptist, New Connexion

Moravians

Independents

Lady Huntingdon s Connexion

Mormons

Bible Christians

General Baptists

Wesleyan Original Connexion

New Connexion

Catholic and Apostolic Church

United Presbyterian Church

Church of England

Wesleyan Methodist Association

Brethren - *

Presbyterian Church in England
Church of Scotland

New Church

Unitarians

Jews ...
Society of Friends

With reference to the particular periods of the day preferred by different Por

bodies, Table M. will show that the members of the Church of England choose
the earlier, while the members of the principal dissenting churches choose the
later portion of the Sunday for attendance at religious worship. Thus, while
the number of sittings out of every 100 occupied by the former is 48 in the

morning, 36 in the afternoon, and only 16 in the evening; the number, out
of every 100, occupied by the other Protestant Churches in the

aggregate,
is 40 in the morning, 26 in the afternoon, and 45 in the evening. This fact

exhibits strikingly the different social habits of the members of these bodies ;

and, even if we did not know as much already, would suffice to prove their

difference of social station.

If must not be overlooked, when considering the amount of afternoon
attendance, that, amongst Dissenters more especially, that period is occupied to

very great extent by Sunday-school instruction. Of the number of children thus
instructed at this portion of the day we have no account, but as the total
number of Sunday Scholars in attendance every Sunday is as many as 1,800,000,
the number present every Sunday afternoon must be considerable. The
religious knowledge thus administered to children is by no means ineffective

L 4
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probably, indeed, this mode of spiritual teaching is far better suited to a child s

capacity than is the more elaborate service of the church or chapel.

important The most important fact which this investigation as to attendance brings

inquiry as to* before us is, unquestionably, the alarming number of the non-attendants. Even
attendance. m tne jeas^ unfavorable aspect of the figures just presented, and assuming (as

no doubt is right) that the 5,288,294 absent every Sunday are not always the same

individuals, it must be apparent that a sadly formidable portion of the English

people are habitual neglecters of the public ordinances of religion. Nor is it

difficult to indicate to what particular class of the community this portion in the

main belongs. The middle classes have augmented rather than diminished that

devotional sentiment and strictness of attention to religious services by which,

for several centuries, they have so eminently been distinguished. With the

upper classes, too, the subject of religion has obtained of late a marked degree

of notice, and a regular church-attendance is now ranked amongst the recognized

proprieties of life. It is to satisfy the wants of these two classes that the num

ber of religious structures has of late years so increased. But while the labouring

myriads of our country have been multiplying with our multiplied material

prosperity, it cannot, it is feared, be stated that a corresponding increase has

occurred in the attendance of this class in our religious edifices. More espe

cially in cities and large towns it is observable how absolutely insignificant a

portion of the congregations is composed of artizans. They fill, perhaps, in

youth, our National, British, and Sunday Schools, and there receive the

elements of a religious education ; but, no sooner do they mingle in the active

world of labour than, subjected to the constant action of opposing influences,

they soon become as utter strangers to religious ordinances as the people of

a heathen country. From whatever cause, in them or in the manner of their

treatment by religious bodies, it is sadly certain that this vast, intelligent, and

growingly important section of our countrymen is thoroughly estrange.! from

our religious institutions in their present aspect. Probably, indeed, the pre

valence of infidelity has been exaggerated, if the word be taken in its popular

meaning, as implying some degree of intellectual effort and decision ; but, no

doubt, a great extent of negative, inert indifference prevails, the practical effects

of which are much the same. There is a sect, originated recently, adherents to

a system called
&quot; Secularism

&quot;

;
the principal tenet being that, as the fact of a

future life is (in their view) at all events susceptible of some degree of doubt,

while the fact and the necessities of a present life are matters of direct sensation,

it is therefore prudent to attend exclusively to the concerns of that existence

which is certain and immediate not wasting energies required for present duties

by a preparation for remote, and merely possible, contingencies. This is the

creed which probably with most exactness indicates the faith which, virtually

though not professedly, is entertained by the masses of our working population ;

by the skilled and unskilled labourer alike by hosts of minor shopkeepers and

Sunday traders and by miserable denizens of courts and crowded alleys. They
are unconscious Secularists engrossed by the demands, the trials, or the plea

sures of the passing hour, and ignorant or careless of a future. These are never

or but seldom seen in our religious congregations ; and the melancholy fact is

thus impressed upon our notice that the classes which are most in need of the

restraints and consolations of religion are the classes which are most without

them.

Causes of the- As was to be expected, in an age so prone to self-inquiry and reform, this

if!mis

C

li2titi!-&quot;
attitude of our increasing population towards religion and religious institutions

tions has occasioned much solicitude and many questions ;
and the Christian church

has not been backward to investigate the causes of her ill-success with these the
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more especial objects of her mission. It is only purposed here to point out

some of the more prominent results of this investigation.

1 . One chief cause of the dislike which the labouring population entertain for l.

JSockd
dis-

religious services is thought to be the maintenance of those distinctions by

which they are separated as a class from the class above them. Working men,

it is contended, cannot enter our religious structures without having pressed

upon their notice some memento of inferiority. The existence of pews and

the position of the free seats are, it is said, alone sufficient to deter them from

our churches ;
and religion has thus come to be regarded as a purely middle-

class propriety or luxury. It is therefore, by some, proposed to abandon alto

gether the pew system, and to raise by voluntary contributions the amount now

paid as seat rents. The objection and proposal come from churchmen and dis

senters too ; but from the former much more strenuously than from the latter ;

and with this addition in their case that they point out the offertory, prescribed

by the Rubric, as the specific mode in which the voluntary contributions should

be gathered. To other minds, the prevalence of social distinctions, while equally

accepted as a potent cause of the absence of the working classes from religious

worship, is suggestive of a different remedy. It is urged that the influence of

that broad line of demarcation which on week days separates the workman from

his master cannot be effaced on Sundays by the mere removal of a physical

barrier. The labouring myriads, it is argued, forming to themselves a world

apart, have no desire to mingle, even though ostensibly on equal terms, with

persons of a higher grade. Their tastes and habits are so wholly uncongenial
with the views and customs of the higher orders that they feel an insuperable aver

sion to an intermixture which would bring them under an intolerable constraint.

The same disposition, it is said, which hinders them from mixing in the scenes

of recreation which the other classes favour, and induces their selection pre

ferably of such amusements as can be exclusively confined to their own order,

will for ever operate to hinder their attendance at religious sen-ices unless such

services can be devised as shall become exclusively their own. An argument in

favour of such measures is supposed to be discovered in the fact that the

greatest success amongst these classes is obtained where, as amongst the

Methodists, this course is (more perhaps from circumstances than design) pur
sued. If such a plan were carried out by the Church of England, and by the

wealthier Dissenting bodies, it is thought that some considerable advantage
would result. It has consequently been proposed to meet so far the prejudices
of the working population; and to strive to get them gradually to establish

places of worship for themselves. Experiments have been already put in

operation with the persons lowest in the social scale; and RAGGED CHURCHES*
are in several places making a successful start. In several places, too, among
Dissenters, special services in halls and lecture rooms are being held, intended

wholly for the working class ; and the success of these proceedings seems to

prove that multitudes will readily frequent such places, where of course there is

a total absence of all class distinctions, who would never enter the exclusive-

looking chapel.

2. A second cause of the alienation of the poor from religious institutions is -2. Indium-nee

supposed to be an insufficient sympathy exhibited by professed Christians for to the ScSj
hCS

the alleviation of their social burdens poverty, disease, and ignorance. It is condition of tho

argued that the various philanthropic schemes which are from time to time
P

originated, though certainly the offspring of benevolent minds, are not
associated with the Christian church in such a manner as to gain for it the

* The objections to this term are felt as much by the founders of these institutions as by
others

; but considerable difficulty is felt in providing any substitute.
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3. Misconcep
tions of the
motives of
.ministers.

4. Poverty and
-crowded dwel
lings.

gratitude of those who thus are benefited. This cause, however, of whatever force

it may have been as yet, is certainly in process now of mitigation ;
for the clergy

everywhere are foremost in all schemes for raising the condition of the poor, and

the ministers and members of the other churches are not backward in the same

good labour.

3. A third cause of the ill-success of Christianity among the labouring classes

is supposed to be a misconception on their part of the motives by which

Christian ministers are actuated in their efforts to extend the influence of the

Gospel. From the fact that clergymen and other ministers receive in exchange
for their services pecuniary support, the hasty inference is often drawn, that it is

wholly by considerations of a secular and selfish kind that their activity and zeal

are prompted.* Or, even if no sordid motives are imputed, an impression is

not seldom felt that the exhortations and the pleadings of the ministry are

matters merely of professional routine the requisite fulfilment of official duty.

It is obvious that these misapprehensions would be dissipated by a more familiar

knowledge ;
but the evil of the case is, that the influence of such misapprehensions

is sufficient to prevent that closer intimacy between pastors and their flocks

from which alone such better knowledge can arise. The ministers are distrusted

the poor keep stubbornly aloof : how shall access to them be obtained ? The

employment of LAY-AGENCY has been proposed as the best of many methods

by which minds, indifferent or hostile to the regular clergy, can be reached. It

is thought by some that that unfortunate suspicion, by the poor, of some con

cealed and secretly inimical design, by which the regular ministers are often

baffled in their missionary enterprises, might be much allayed if those who intro

duced the message of Christianity were less removed in station and pursuits

from those whom it is sought to influence.

4. Another and a potent reason why so many are forgetful of religious

obligations is attributable to their poverty; or rather, probably, to certain

conditions of life which seem to be inseparable from less than moderate incomes.

The scenes and associates from which the poor, however well disposed, can

never, apparently, escape; the vice and filth which riot in their crowded

dwellings, and from which they cannot fly to any less degraded homes ; what

awfully effective teaching, it is said, do these supply in opposition to the few

infrequent lessons which the Christian minister or missionary, after much
exertion, may impart ! How feeble, it is urged, the chance, according to tha

course of human probabilities, with which the intermittent voice of Christianity

must strive against the fearful never-ceasing eloquence of such surrounding
evil ! Better dwellings, therefore, for the labouring classes are suggested as a

most essential aid and introduction to the labours of the Christian agent.f

And, indeed, of secondary influences, few can be esteemed of greater power
than this. Perhaps no slight degree of that religious character by which the

English middle classes are distinguished is the consequence of their peculiar

isolation in distinct and separate houses thus acquiring almost of necessity,

from frequent opportunities of solitude, those habits of reflection which cannot

be exercised to the entire exclusion of religious sentiments
; but, certainly,

however this may be, no doubt can be admitted that a great obstruction to the

&quot; A very common objection taken against ministers by men of this fthe labouring] class is

that they would not preach or lecture if they were not paid for it
; attributing the most sordid

motives to all who call the attention of their fellow men to religious subjects. Absurd and
untrue as is this objection, yet it is extensively entertained and avowed.&quot; Twenty-seventh
Annual Report of the Society for Promoting Christian Instruction.
t The &quot;

Metropolitan Association for Improving the Dwellings of the Industrious Classes
&quot;

has
already expended 60,000?. in providing better residences for the poor, and has realized a dividend
upon its capital.
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progress of religion with the working class would be removed if that condition

which forbids all solitude and all reflection were alleviated.

Probably, however, the grand requirement of the case is, after all, a multipli- Inadequate^
cation of the various agents by whose zeal religious truth is disseminated. Not tian agency.

chiefly an additional provision of religious edifices. The supply of these perhaps,

will not much longer, if the present wonderful exertions of the Church of

England (aided in but little less degree by other Churches) be sustained, prove

very insufficient for the wants of the community. But what is eminently
needed is, an agency to bring into the buildings thus provided those who are

indiiferent or hostile to religious services. The present rate of church-and-

chapel-increase brings before our view the prospect, at no distant period, of a

state of things in which there will be small deficiency of structures where to

worship, but a lamentable lack of worshippers. There is indeed already, even

in our present circumstances, too conspicuous a difference between accommo
dation and attendants. Many districts might be indicated where, although the

provision in religious buildings would suffice for barely hah of those who

might attend, yet scarcely more than half of even this inadequate provision is

appropriated. Teeming populations often now surround half empty churches,

which would probably remain half empty even if the sittings were all free.*

The question then is mainly this : By what means are the multitudes thus

absent to be brought into the buildings open for their use? Whatever impeding
influence may be exerted by the prevalence of class distinctions, the constraints

of poverty, or misconceptions of the character and motives of the ministers of

religion, it is evident that absence from religious worship is attributable milinly

to a genuine repugnance to religion itself. And, while this lasts, it is obvious

that the stream of Christian liberality, now flowing in the channel of church-

building, must produce comparatively small results. New churches and nev.-

chapels will arise, and services and sermons will be held and preached within them ;

but the masses of the population, careless or opposed, will not frequent them.

It is not, perhaps, sufficiently remembered that the process by which men in

general are to be brought to practical acceptance of Christianity is necessarily

aggressive. There is no attractiveness, at first, to them in the proceedings which N.-&amp;lt;v

take place within a church or chapel : all is either unintelligible or disageeabte. &quot;im&quot;

We can never then, expect that, in response to the mute invitation which is

offered by the open door of a religious edifice, the multitudes, all unprepared by
previous appeal, will throng to join in what to them would be a mystic worship,
and give ear to truths which, though unspeakably beneficent, are also, to such

* Dr. Chalmers thus narrates the fate of an endeavour to induce, by the offer of sittings at a
low rate, ar.d even gratuitously, a better attendance of the working classes:

&quot; An experiment
may often be as instructive by its failure, as by its success. We have here to record the fate of a
most laudable endeavour, made to recal a people alienated from Christian ordinances to tho
habit of attendance upon them. Tho scene of this enterprise was Calton and Bridseton, two
suburb districts of Glasgow which lie contiguous to each other, bearing together a population of
above 29,000, and with only one chapel of ease for the whole provision which the establishment
has rendered to them. It was thought that a regular evening sermon might be instituted in this
chapel, and that for the inducement of a seat-rent so moderate as from Of/, to Is. M. a year, to
each individual, many who attended nowhere through the day might be prevailed upon t;

&amp;gt;

become the regular attendants of such a congregation. The sermon was preached, not by one
stated minister, but by a succession of such ministers as could be found

; and as variety is one
of the charms of a public exhibition, this also might have been thought a favourable circum
stance. But besides, there were gentlemen who introduced the arrangement to the notice of th&quot;

peoplt, not merely by acting as their informants, but by going round among them with the offer
of sittings; and in order to remove every objection on the score of inability, they were autho
rized to offer seats gratuitously to those who were unable to pay for them. Had the experiment
succeeded, it would have been indeed the proudest and most pacific of all victories. But it i*
greatly easier to make war against the physical resistance of a people, than to make war against
the resistance of an established moral habit. And, accordingly, out of 1,500 seats that were
offered, not above 50 were let or occupied by those who before had been total non-attendants on
religious worship; and then about 150 more were let, not, however, to those whom it was wanti
to reclaim, but to those who already went to church through the dnv, and in whom the taste for
church-going had been already formed. And so the matter moved on, heavily and languidly, for
some time, till, in six months after the commencement of the st-heme, in September 1817 it \va-t

anally abandoned.&quot; Christian and Economic Polity, vol. i. p. 128.
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The masses not
inaccessible.

persons, on their first announcement, utterly distasteful. Something more, then,

it is argued, must be done. The people who refuse to hear the gospel in the

church must have it brought to them in their own haunts. If ministers, by

standing every Sunday in the desk or pulpit, fail to attract the multitudes

around, they must by some means make their invitations heard beyond the

church or chapel walls. The myriads of our labouring population, really as

ignorant of Christianity as were the heathen Saxons at Augustine s landing, are

as much in need of missionary enterprise to bring them into practical

acquaintance with its doctrines ; and until the dingy territories of this alienated

nation are invaded by aggressive Christian agency, we cannot reasonably look for

that more general attendance on religious ordinances which, with many other

blessings, would, it is anticipated, certainly succeed an active war of such

benevolent hostilities.

Nor, it is urged in further advocacy of these missionary efforts, are the

people insusceptible of those impressions which it is the aim of Christian

preachers to produce. Although by natural inclination adverse to the enter

tainment of religious sentiments, and fortified in this repugnance by the habits

and associations of their daily life, there still remain within them that vague
sense of some tremendous want and those aspirings after some indefinite

advancement which afford to zealous preachers a firm hold upon the conscience

even of the rudest multitude. Their native and acquired disinclination for

religious truth is chiefly of a negative, inert description strong enough to

hinder their spontaneous seeking of the passive object of their dis-esteem too

feeble to present effectual resistance to the inroads of aggresive Christianity

invading their own doors. In illustration, the conspicuous achievements of the

patriarchs of Methodism are referred to
; and a further proof is found in the

success of Mormon emissaries. It is argued that the vast effect produced upon
the populace by Wesley and Whitfield, in the course of their unceasing labours,
shows that the masses are by no means inaccessible to earnest importunity ;

while the very progress of the Mormon faith reveals the presence in its votaries

of certain dim, unsatisfied religious aspirations, which, to be attracted to an
orthodox belief, need only the existence, on the part of orthodox evangelists,
of zeal and perseverance similar to those displayed by Mormon

&quot;prophets
&quot; and

&quot;

apostles.&quot;

Various are the schemes proposed in order to accomplish this more constant
and familiar intercourse of Christian teachers with the multitude. The Church
of England is at present considerably restricted in its efforts this way by
canonical or customary regulations. Nevertheless, so deep is the impression of
the urgent nature of the case that propositions have been made for adapting to
the purpose of religious services a greater number of rooms, licensed by the

bishops ; and it has even been suggested that &quot;

street-preaching,&quot; under proper
sanction and control, would not be a too energetic measure for the terrible

emergency. The employment of additional agents, over and above the augmen
tation which is necessarily occasioned by the building of additional churches, is

also urged ; but hitherto not much has been achieved in this direction as com-
pared with what is needed. The necessity, if proper pastoral supervision in town
districts is to be accomplished, of a greater number of agents than of churches
will be evident on very slight reflection. For many reasons the churches in

large towns are constructed of considerable size, and rarely with accommodation
for less than 1,000 persons. Under present circumstances, a congregation which
should moderately fill an edifice of such dimensions must be drawn from a
neighbourhood containing 4,000 or 5,000 persons. But it evidently is impos-
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sible for any minister, compatibly with the severe exertions which the present

age imposes on him in respect of pulpit-duties, to perform with reference to

any large proportion of these 4,000 or 5,000 persons, that perpetual visitation

which is necessary first to gather, and then to retain, them within the Church s

fold. The choice, then, seems to be either a much minuter subdivision of

existing districts, with the erection of much smaller churches ; or (if large

churches are to be retained) the employment, in each district, of a number of

additional agents as auxiliaries to the regular incumbent. Both of these plans Sub-division of

have been adopted in different portions of the country. Under the various Acts Panshes -

for creating ecclesiastical districts and new parishes, 1,255 such subdivisions

have been legally effected; and many &quot;conventional&quot; districts have been

formed by private understanding. Of the 1,255 legal districts many are still of

very considerable size, and clearly quite beyond the management of any one

incumbent. The varying populousness of the whole (excepting three, of which

the population has not been ascertained) is seen as follows :
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also by the evidently readier access which at first is granted by that ci

overtures from persons of their own condition, having no professional garb. It

has been thought that by employing in each populous town parish, in subordina

tion to the clergyman, and with his sanction, a considerable staff of such

assistants, much impression might be made upon that part of his parishioners

which unavoidably eludes his personal attentions ; that considerable numbers

might be thus allured within the circle of his influence, and prepared for l.is

maturer teaching, who would otherwise continue utterly untaught; and that

this might be effectually accomplished without even in the least infringing on

the ministerial office. Probably the force of these suggestions was assisted by
the practical experience of such a plan afforded by the Methodist community, in

which some ten or fifteen thousand laymen are employed not merely in the

work of visitation, but also in that of preaching ; and it might have been

concluded that if such a wide responsibility could be conferred on Methodist

lay-agents, while the regular Methodist ministers lost none of their prerogatives,

but rather gained augmented inlluence, the benefits which must result to the

poorer classes from the efforts of lay visitors and Scripture readers in connectio i

with the Church of England, were not likely to be counterbalanced by the least

depreciation of the functions of the regular clergy. And the actual result

appears, according to the testimony of incumbents who have tried the plan, to

justify these expectations. The extent to which lay-agency is now adopted by
the Church of England is not easily computed. There are two Societies by
which such agents are supported or assisted the Pastoral Aid Society and thr

Scripture Readers Association ; the former aiding 128 lay agents and the latta

323. Independently of these, however, there are doubtless many supported by
individual and local funds. There are also many District Visitors. The Lay
Assistants and the Scripture Readers are expected to devote six hours per day to

their engagements. They are limited to conversation and the reading of the

Bible and Prayer Book. They are not, on any account, to preach*

^ *^e various Protestant Dissenting churches too, the question of the

senters. readiest way to reach the working classes has of late had much attention.

Lectures, specially addressed to them, and services conducted in the public hails

or rooms with which they are familiar and to which they will resort without

objection though deterred from church or chapel, are (as we have seen) amongst
the means adopted to attract them to religious habits. In these various

operations lay exertion is of course encouraged; but excepting by the Metho

dists, with whom it has been long adopted to the utmost not to that extent

which, from the views which most Dissenting bodies entertain upon the subject
of the ministerial office, might have been expected. The Independents and the

Baptists have each a &quot; Home Missionary Society;&quot; and the members of these

bodies aid in supporting such undenominational societies as the
&quot; London City

Mission.&quot; But the amount of lay exertion proceeding from individual churches

(congregations), though considerable, is much less, especially in large towns, than

might, from their professed opinions on the nature of the Christian ministry f,

have been anticipated. This has not been unobserved by some amongst them-

* The London City Mission (founded in 1835) occupies a space mMway between the Chvunh of
England and the Protestant Dissenting churches. Supported by a combination of the two, its

operations are conducted without reference to the peculiarities of either. Its 300 nassionaries
visit the dwellings of the poor distribute tracts and hold religious conversations: services
for prayer and exposition of the Scriptures, too, are held in rooms (not licensed or consecrated)
from time to time.

,,
t

&quot;

?.&amp;gt;

neither does our polity reject the labours, in preaching the Gospel, of brethren not in
the ministerial office. The order of the ministry, and the benefits of that order, are not de
stroyed because somo are preachers who are not ministers. The world, the church, the ministry
itself, need t.:e zealous labours of all who can aid to diffuse the truth of God and to save the
souls of men. We deem the order of the ministry to be in excess and in abuse when to it must
be sacrificed all gifts and all activities not within its range when no man i:aysaytohi&amp;gt;
neighbour, know the Lord/ if he belong not to an exclusive order of teachers.&quot; CongregatioralUnion Tract Series, No. X.
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selves* ;
and recently considerable agitation has been manifested on this subject

in a portion of the Independent body. It is urged that ministers, especially in

the larger congregations, have assumed too much authority, appropriated too

exclusively the work of spiritual teaching, and discouraged rather than assisted

the development and exercise of those abilities and gifts which, though abun

dantly possessed, are little exercised by members of the Congregational churches.

This monopoly of teaching, it is argued, has considerably hindered the diffusion

of the truth amongst the masses ; as the single pastor of each congregation,

overburdened with those duties which a proper oversight of his already gathered
flock demands, has neither time nor strength nor aptitude for those incursions

on neglected portions of his neighbourhood which might \vith safety and with

ease be undertaken and accomplished by selected members o: his church. This

party, therefore, urges a return to what is thought to have been the custom in

the primitive church, plurality of elders j thus, without depriving pastors of

their present influence, relieving them from their excess of toil, and greatly

multiplying the amount of Christian agency available for spreading Christianity.

At present, the grand employers of lay agency, amongst Dissenters, are the

Methodists, who, in the aggregate, possess perhaps as many as 20,000 preachers

and class leaders not belonging to the ministerial order. Nothing, probably,
has more contributed than this to their success amongst the working popu
lation. The community whose operations penetrate most deeply through the

lower sections of the people is the body called the Primitive Mclhodists ; whose

trespasses against what may be thought a proper order will most likely be

forgiven when it is remembered that perhaps their rough, unformal energy is

best adapted to the class to which it is addressed, and that, at ah
1

events, for

every convert added to their ranks, society retains one criminal, one drunkard,

one improvident the less.f

In estimating the extent and power of lay exertion for religious objects, we
Lay-agency

of

must not forget the vast amount of Christian zeal and influence displayed and TeadSfrs.

exercised by teachers in Sunday Schools. Of these there were, at the time of

the Census, more than 250,000, instructing every Sunday in religious knowledge
as many as 1,800,000 children. J It is difficult to overstate the value of these

voluntary labours, much as the effect of them, unhappily, is lost, when, verging
on maturity, the scholar ceases to attend the school without commencing or

continuing to frequent the church. Few questions can be more momentous
than the one which all the friends of Sunday Schools are anxiously endeavouring
to answer, By what means can the salutary influence exerted on so many in

the period of their youth be still exerted on them when they shall become
adults ? Some have suggested that the bond which unites a teacher with his

&quot;

Let me touch, as lightly and delicately as possible, upon another mischievous product of
the professional sentiment the strong temptation it sometiu es presents to repress or impede
ilic development of lay talent and enterprise.

* * *
Wonderful, most wonderful, is the dearth

of genius, of talent, of pcculhi aptitude, of striking character, of plodding industry, of almost
everything indicative of mind on the alert, in connexion with the spiritual action of the unofficial
bulk of evangelical churches. In no equally cxtensne area of human interest, perhaps, can
such a level uniformity of unproductiveness be discovered. How is this? we ask. &quot;What will
account for it? There cannot but be the inlluencc of an unfriendly system constantly at work.
I attribute the result to what I have designated professionalism the monopoly, on principle, of
spiritual functions by a special order d--emed to have received their prerogative from the Head
Of the Church, and indisposed therefore, not neces arily from jealousy, but from deference to
mistaken notions of polity, to call out lay-agency in the prosecution of strictly spiritual objects.&quot;
The BritMi Churches in Relation to the British People. By E. Miall, M.P.
t It may not be unworthy of consideration, also, whether the labours of such atrents do not

practically operate to prepare the classes which they influence, for the more reiined and less
exciting worship of the other churches. It is certain that the progress of the Church of Eng
land in attracting to herself the affections of the multitude has been contemporaneous with the
increase of Dissent; and it may not be improbable that many, who would not have been ori
ginally won by her advances, have, through the agency of such Dissenting teachers, as by a sort
of preliminary education, been enabled to appreciate her services.

t The total number of Sunday Scholars, on the books of the Schools, was about 2,400,000 ; the
number given above is about the number attending every Sundav. There are about tivo teachers
to every fifteen scholars.
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Extension of the

episcopate.

scholars need not be dissolved by their departure from the school; but that

the more experienced instructors thus becoming a superior order of lay-agents

might erect, midway between the school and the congregation, a new species of

religious institution, which, while the school would be for it a natural preparation,

would itself be no less natural an introduction to more regular and formal

worship.

Mention ought not perhaps, when noticing the need of further agency, to be

omitted of an increase thought to be desirable in the higher kinds of spiritual

officers. The extension of the episcopate is thought to have been rendered

necessary by the great increase of churches, clergymen, and population whi.-h

has taken place since most of the existing sees were formed.

The practical result of this feeling has been principally shown in the creation

(by 6 & 7 Wm. IV. cap. 77.) of the two additional sees of Manchester and

Ripon. The other efforts of legislation on the subject have been directed more

toward the equalization than the multiplication of the sees, as the following Table

(24) of the changes which have been effected since 1831 will show. It will

be observed that some of the sees are still as large and populous as several

continental principalities. Not fewer than 60 has been named as the

number of bishops neccessary for a really effective superintendence of this

aggregate population ;
but in contemplation of some difficulties in the way of

such a large extension of the present episcopate, suggestions have been made

for the revival of suffragan bishops *.

TABLE 24.

DIOCESE.
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Prominent Facts elicited by the whole Inquiry.

The great facts which appear to me to have been elicited by this inquiry are, Prominent fact*

that, even taking the accommodation provided by all the sects, including the

most extravagant, unitedly, there are 1,644,734 inhabitants of England who,

if all who might attend religious services were willing to attend, would not be

able, on account of insufficient room, to join in public worship : that this

deficiency prevails almost exclusively in towns, especially large towns : that, if

these 1,644,734 persons are to be deprived of all excuse for non-attendance,

there must be at least as many additional sittings furnished, equal to about

2,000 churches and chapels, and a certain number more if any of the present

provision be regarded as of doubtful value; and that even such additional

accommodation will fall short of the requirement if the edifices are so often, as

at present, closed. Further, it appears that as many as 5,238,1294 persons able

to attend, are every Sunday absent from religious services, for all of whom there

is accommodation for at least one sendee : that neglect like this, in spite of

opportunities for worship, indicates the insufficiency of any mere addition to the

number of religious buildings : that the greatest difficulty is to fill the churches

when provided ; and that this can only be accomplished by a great addition to

the number of efficient, earnest, religious teachers, clerical or lay, by whose per

suasions the reluctant population might be won.

That, having thus displayed before it the precise requirements of the times, Ability of the

the Christian Church will fail in adequately meeting the emergency, is what the vMe7or the
r ~

many recent proofs of its abounding liberality and zeal forbid us in the least emergency,

to fear. The means, though latent, are at hand ; the agents, though unknown,
are ready : nothing more is wanted than the action of the rulers of the Church

to gather and direct them. If the following pages serve to make the task less

difficult of properly directing such exertions, no small portion will have been

attained of the advantages which you considered would result from this inquiry.

These, Sir, are the observations which have occurred to me in introducing
these statistics. I am conscious that, although in illustration of the Tables I

have been compelled, in order to secure an early publication, to shorten my
remarks, they have upon the whole been too extended ; and I cannot expect

that, in the unavoidable haste with which they have been written, by one

previously unacquainted with the subject, they are free from error. But I

do indulge a hope that they are free from bias. It has been my study strictly

to fulfil the task of a reporter, pointing out results, but not constructing

arguments ; describing fairly the opinions of others, but not presuming to

express my own. It is, however, in the facts and figures which succeed that any
value which belongs to this inquhy will be found ;

and these much labour

having been bestowed upon them are, I think, sufficiently complete to justify

whatever inferences may, by those accustomed to statistical investigations, fairly

be deduced. If this should be the case, the public will assuredly be grateful,

Sir, to you for undertaking, and to Government for sanctioning, as part of the

decennial Census, an inquiry which must certainly reveal important facts relating

to that most important of all subjects the religious state of the community.

Inquiry upon such a subject will not, surely, be considered as beneath the

notice or beyond the province of a Government, if only it be recollected that,

apart from those exalted and immeasurable interests with which religion is

connected in the destinies of all on which it is the office rather of the Christian

preacher to dilate no inconsiderable portion of the secular prosperity and peace
of individuals and states depends on the extent to which a pure religion is

C. M
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professed and practically followed. If we could imagine the effects upon a

people s temporal condition of two different modes of treatment education

separate from religion, and religion separate from education* doubtless we
should gain a most impressive lesson of the inappreciable value of religion even

to a nation s physical advancement. For, whatever the dissuasive influence, from

crime and grosser vice, of those refined ideas which in general accompany

augmented knowledge, yet undoubtedly it may occur that, under the opposing
influence of social misery, increased intelligence may only furnish to the vicious

and the criminal increased facilities for evil. But the wider and more penetrat

ing influence exerted by religious principle controlling conscience rather than

refining taste is seldom felt without conferring, in addition to its higher

blessings, those fixed views and habits which can scarcely fail to render indi

viduals prosperous and states secure. Applying to the regulation of their daily

conduct towards themselves and towards society the same high sanctions which

control them in their loftier relations, Christian men become, almost inevitably,

temperate, industrious, and provident, as part of their religious duty ; and

Christian citizens acquire respect for human laws from having learnt to reverence

those which are divine. The history of men and states shows nothing more

conspicuously than this that in proportion as a pure and practical religion is

acknowledged and pursued are individuals materially prosperousf and nations

orderly and free. It is thus that religion
&quot; has the promise of the life that now

is, as well as of that which is to come.&quot;

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Census Office, Your very faithful Servant,
8 December 1853. HORACE MANN.

* That is, using the term &quot;

Education&quot; with its popular meaning.
t The founders of religious sects have generally been so conscious of the tendency of religion

to increase the temporal riches of their followers, that they have often expressed their appre
hensions of a future when prosperity should be the cause of their declension. The Quakers,
amidst all the persecutions of their early days, advanced so rapidly in wealth that ! ox gave
frequent utterance to his fears on that account. John Wesley, too. had similar misgivings with
respect to his societies.
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APPENDIX TO REPORT.

MODE OF PROCURING AND DIGESTING THE RETURNS.

IT is here proposed to give a brief description of the method in which the informa

tion now presented was obtained, and of the manner in which the returns received

were dealt with ; so that every reader may at once be able to perceive how far the

inquiry was conducted on a system likely to elicit satisfactory statistical conclusions,

and how far the completeness of the facts collected so important a desideratum in

inquiries of this nature has been realized.

For the primary object of the Census that of simply numbering the people England
and Wales was divided into 30,610 separate plots or districts, each of which -was the

sphere of a single person called an Enumerator, who in his turn was under the

direction of a Registrar of Births and Deaths, of whom there are 2,190 in England and

Wales. To these 30,610 officers was assigned the additional duty of procuring the

returns relating to public worship.

The first proceeding was to obtain a correct account of all existing edifices or

apartments where religious services were customarily performed. The enumerators,

therefore, were directed to prepare, in the course of the week preceding March 30th,

1851, a list of all such places within their districts, setting out the name and residence

of the minister or other official party competent to give intelligence. To each such

party was delivered or transmitted a schedule of inquiries chiefly respecting the accom

modation furnished in the building, and the number of the congregation upon Sunday,
March the 30th. (See fac simile of the schedules, pp. clxxii-clxxv.) The schedules

were of two descriptions ; one for churches connected with the Established Religion

(Form A), and the other for places of worship belonging to the various bodies not

connected with the Establishment (Form B). For the sake of ready identification, the

two descriptions of schedule had each a distinctive colour, the former being printed

black, and the latter red. The difference in the questions was slight : in the Church of

England form the additional queries had relation to the date of consecration the

agency by which, and the cost at which, the fabric was erected, and the amount and

sources of endowment. But, in deference to expressed objections, this last question was

abandoned after the forms were issued, and the clergy were informed that no reply to

it was wished for. In the other form, the further particulars inquired about were the

precise religious denomination of the parties making the return whether the service

was conducted in a separate building or in a portion merely, as a room whether it

was used exclusively for public worship the date at which it was erected or first

appropriated to its present use and (with exclusive reference to Roman Catholic

chapels) the space allotted as standing-room for worshippers. In both of the forms a

statement of the number of free, as distinguished from rented or appropriated, sittings,;was

requested; and in both there was a column for the insertion of the average number of

the congregation, to provide for cases where the church or chapel might be closed upon
the Sunday of the Census, or where, from peculiar circumstances, the attendance might
be less than usual.

When delivering the schedules to the proper parties, the enumerators told them it

was not compulsory upon them to reply to the inquiries ; but that their compliance
with the invitation was entirely left to their own sense of the importance and the value

to the public of the information sought.

The schedules were collected by the enumerators in the course of their rounds upon
the Census day, viz., March the 31st, 1851. They were then transmitted to the

M2
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registrars ; who, having previously received the lists above referred to, would compare

the number of returns collected with the number mentioned in the lists, and would take

measures to procure, if possible, the returns, if any, which were missing.

Having finished his revision, the registrar despatched returns and lists together to

the Census Office, London, where the 30,610 lists and about 34,000 returns were num

bered in parochial order and collected into books. A further comparison of lists and

returns was then proceeded with
;
the Clergy List being also used to check the com

pleteness of the Established Church returns. The result of these comparisons was the

discovery of a still considerable number of deficiencies ; principally of returns from

places of worship in connexion with the Church of England, several of the clergy

having entertained some scruples about complying with an invitation not proceeding

from episcopal authority. In all such cases, a second application was made direct from

the Census Office, and this generally was favoured by a courteous return of the par

ticulars desired. The few remaining cases were remitted to the Registrar, who either

got the necessary information from the secular officers of the church, or else supplied,

from his own knovveclge, or from the most attainable and accurate sources, an estimate

of the number of sittings and of the usual congregation.

By these means, a return was ultimately, and after considerable time and labour,

procured from every place of worship mentioned in the enumerators lists, viz., from

14,077 places belonging to the Established Church, and from 20,390 places belonging

to the various dissenting bodies, making 34,467 in all.

The returns, when thus made as complete as practicable, were tabulated in parochial

order. (See Form marked C.) It was then discovered that many of them were

defective in not stating the number of sittings, and that others which gave the sittings

omitted mention of the number of attendants. Full information as to sittings seemed

to be so very essential to a satisfactory view of our religious accommodation, that an

application was addressed to every person signing a return defective in this point,

requesting him to rectify the omission. The intelligence thus furnished was incor

porated with the original return. There are still, however, 2,524 cases where no

information could be got : these, wherever they occur, are mentioned in the notes to

the district which contains them. Where the number of attendant* was not stated

for the 30th March, and it appeared that there was, nevertheless, a service held upon
that day, the number specified as the usual average was assumed to have been the

number present on the 30th, and was inserted in the columns for that day. AVhere

neither in the columns for the 30th March, nor yet in the columns for the average

congregation, was any number given, the deficiency was mentioned in the foot notes,

as in the case just mentioned of omitted sittings. And so, where neither sittings nor

attendants were supplied. It appears that the number of omissions which, in spite of

the endeavours made to get the supplementary information, were obliged to be

submitted to, are as follows : number of sittings not mentioned in 2,134 cases ; number
of attendants unspecified in 1,004 cases ;

and neither sittings nor attendants given in 390
cases. Estimates for these omissions have been made for certain of the tables, on a

principle explained in the Report. (See p. cxxiii., and SUMMARY TAIJLES, Supplements
to Table A. pp. clxxxi-clxxxii.) They have not, however, been interpolated in the

regular Tables, but are given in separate Tables by themselves. This course seemed
freest from objections ;

as the Tables now* contain nothing beyond the original, authenti

cated figures the omissions being stated in the notes, from which each reader can
make his own computation, if desirous of so doing.

It was also found that, frequently, an ambiguity prevailed in the answers given to

the inquiries respecting
&quot;

free
sittings.&quot; Several of the returns from ancient parish

churches, where, of course, no pew rents are received, describe the whole of the

sittings as being therefore &quot;

free.&quot; But this was not the sense intended to be conveyed
by the question ; which contemplated the case of sittings not only free from any money
payment, but also free from any particular appropriation whether by custom or by
the allocation of church officers, or otherwise

; sittings, in fact, devoted especially to

the poorer classes, and which they might in freedom occupy at their own option and
selection. In all such cases therefore it was deemed advisable, in order to secure an

uniformity of meaning throughout the returns, to mention merely the total number
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of sittings making no apportionment of them into &quot;free&quot; and &quot;

appropriated.&quot; The
effect of this was to ensure that all the sittings which are mentioned in the tables as

&quot;free,&quot; (3,947,371) are really free in the manner above described; that the

&quot;appropriated&quot; sittings (4,443,093) are those which, either from a money payment
or from customary occupancy, are not accessible to anybody indiscriminately ; and that

the residue (1,077,274) not adequately described, may belong to either of these

classes, but most likely in greater proportion- to the latter.

It will be perceived that one of the questions pointed to a distinction desirable to be

made between the &quot;

general congregation
&quot; and the &quot;

Sunday scholars.&quot; In many
of the returns the distinction was not made the total numbers only, including both

these classes of attendants, being entered. As, therefore, no correct account could be

obtained of the whole number of Sunday scholars usually mingling with our congre

gations, it was thought to be the better coursa in every instance to include them in one

total. In several returns a service was returned as attended by Sunday scholars only :

in these instances the numbers have been disregarded, on the theory that such

services partook more of the nature of school duties than of formal public worship.

Sunday scholars have been reckoned as attending religious service only where, upon
the same portion of the day some numbers are inserted for a &quot;

general congregation.&quot;

Another point upon which an explanation of the course adopted may be useful is

the following. It was wished to show, with respect to all the 34,467 places of worship,

how many of them wer open for service at each portion of the Sunday (morning,

afternoon, and evening) and how many were closed on each of those occasions. This,

of course, was ascertained by the insertion of figures denoting a service, or of a

cross ( x
), denoting that no service was held. But in several cases, where the other

particulars were given, the return was altogether blank upon the subject of attendants;

and the question was, in what way to regard such cases. The course adopted has

been, where the church or chapel is located in a town, to assume that a service was

performed both morniny and evening, and where the church or chapel is situate in the

rural districts, to assume that services were celebrated in the morniny and afternoon,

These explanations will perhaps suffice to show in what way the occasional omissions

in original returns have been supplied by averages or by supposition. It may safely

be said, however, that the instances which seemed to call for supplementation are too

few to render it important whether the principles by which it has been regulated are

in all respects correct. The object sought will probably be deemed sufficiently accom

plished if the aggregate results are made to represent by these means, more completely
and correctly than would otherwise be the case, the nature and amount of the

accommodation for religious worship in the country.

The details are published in Registration Districts or Poor Law Unions ; there not

being any popularly known divisions of the country ranging between these and

parishes ; and against a parochial statement an objection was preferred at the outset,

the force of which was admitted, viz., the facilities that thus would be supplied for

making invidious comparisons between particular individual parishes. Consequently,
a pledge was given, when the information was requested, that only general results

would be made public. It is thought that Registration Districts are sufficiently
extensive to preclude the possibility of such comparisons, while limited enough to

render safe and practically useful whatever information may appear respecting a

deficiency or an abundance of accommodation in particular localities.
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FORM A.

CENSUS OF GREAT BRITAIN, 1851.

(13 & 14 Victoria, Cap. 53.)

A RETURN of the several Particulars to be inquired into respecting the under-mentioned Church o:

Chapel in England, belonging to the United Church of England and Ireland.

A similar Return (mutatis mutandis) will be obtained with respect to Churches belonging to th- Kst

rSirXi ii Scotland and the Episcopal Church there, and also from Roman Catholic Priests, and tvom th&amp;lt;

Ministers of eve?y oth?r Religious Denomination throughout Gretit Britain, with respect to their !

Worship.]

II.

NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF CHURCH OK CHAPEL.

WHERE SITUATED.

Parish,
Ecclesiastical Division or

District, Township, or Place.
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CENSUS OF GREAT BRITAIN, 1851.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP THE SCHEDULE ON THE ADJOINING PAGE.

(Prepared under the direction of one of Her Majesty s Principal Secretaries of State.)

I. Name and Description of Church or Chapel. In the column thus headed insert 1st. The Name given to
the Church on its Consecration, or the Name by which it is commonly known, if only licensed for Public
Worship by the Bishop of the Diocese : 2ndly. Its Description, (that is to say) Whether it be an ancient
Parish Church, or the Church of an ancient Chapeiry, the Church of a distinct and separate Parish, District

Parish, District Chapeiry or Consolidated District, or of a new Parish under the provisions of 6& 7 Viet.
c.37. (Sir R. Peel s Act,) or of a District under the provisions of 1 2W. 4. c.3S. (the Private Patronage
Act), or a Chapel of Ea.se, or a Church or Chapel built under the authority of a local or private Act of

Parliament; and if such information can be given, state the year, reign, and chapter of such Act.

II. IVhere situated. Describe accurately in the proper columns,
The Parish, Ecclesiastical Division or District, Township, or Place, in which the Church is situated; and if

it be in a Town, the Name of the Street or other locality.
The Superintendent Registrar s District or Poor Law Union.
The County and Diocese.

III. Wlien consecrated or licensed. State in this Column whether the Church \yas consecrated, or only licensed

by the Bishop of the Diocese. This will be sufficiently done by writing the word &quot;Consecrated,&quot; or
&quot;

Licensed,&quot; as the case may require. And if the Consecration or License was before the 1st January 1800,
write after &quot;Consecrated or &quot;Licensed &quot;as follows,

&quot; Before 1800.&quot; But if it took place on or after
the 1st January 1800, insert, as nearly as can be, the precise date of such Consecration or License.

Under what circumstances Consecrated or Licensed. If the Consecration or License was before the 1st

January 1800, this column may be left blank; but, if it was on or after that date, state under this heading
whether the Church, if consecrated, was consecrated as an additional Church, or in lieu of an old or

previously existing one.

IT. How or by whom erected. If the Church was consecrated before the vear 1800, the column thus headed, and
also the column headed &quot;Cost, how defrayed,&quot; are to be left blank. If the Church was consecrated or
licensed since the 1st January 18&amp;lt;K), and as an additional Church, but not else, insert under this heading
the words &quot;By Parliamentary Grant,&quot; &quot;By Parochial Rate.&quot;

&quot;

By Private Benefaction or Subscription,
or the Name of the individual at whose expense the Church was built, or such other words as will briefly

express the facts of the case.

Cost. And, in the same circumstances, but not else, state in the column headed &quot;Cost, how defray od,&quot; as

nearly as may be known, the total cost of the Building. And if it was erected partly by Parliamentary
Grant and partly by Private Subscription, or from other sources, state also the respective proportions
contributed.

V. How endowed. Insert under this heading in what manner it is endowed, whether by land, tithe, glebe, or
other permanent endowment ; by pew rents, fees, dues, Easter-offerings, or now otherwise, and the aggre
gate annual amount of such endowment.

VII Estimated Number ofAttendants on March 30, 1851.

If as is sometimes the case in Wales and elsewhere two or more Congregations successively assemble in

the Building during the same part of the day, and also in all cases where two or more distinct services
are performed in the morning, afternoon, or evening, either by the same Minister, or by different

Ministers, denote the fact by drawing a line immediately under the gross number of attendants

during that part of the day, thus |
750 I

in order to show that it expresses the aggregate of person-,

attending at all such distinct services. Make a x under each portion of the day if there bo any--
during which no service is performed.

Average Number.
If from any cause the fignres in the first three columns of Division VII. should not trulv represent the

numbers usually in attendance, the person making the Return is at liberty to add in the fourth, liftli,

and sixth columns of the same Division, the estimated average number of attendants on Sunday during
the 12 calendar months next preceding March 30, 1851, or during such portion of that period as the

Building has been open for Public Worship, stating in the heading over the numbers so inserted the
exact number ofmonths for which the additional Return is made.
And if, in consequence of repairs, or from any other temporary cause, the Building should not be

open for Public Worship on March 30, 1851, write across the ilrst three columns the words &quot; No
Service,&quot; and insert in the remaining columns the average number who are supposed to have attended
at each Sunday during twelve months next preceding the Sunday on which Divine Service was last

performed.

VIII. Remarks. Any observations ir explanation of the Return may be inserted in this column ; or if the space
provided for the purpose bo insufficient they may be written on a separate paper and appended to the
Return.

IX. Signature, &-c. The Return is to be made and signed by the Minister, or by a Church &quot;or Chapel Warden, or
other recognized and competent officer; and the person signing will have the goodness to state in what
capacity he signs, by writing immediately below his name the word &quot;Minister,&quot;

&quot;

Churchwarden,&quot; &c., as
the case may be. He will also add his Address by the Post, in order that, if necessary, he may be commu
nicated with direct from the Census Oftice in London, on the subject of the return.

Approved, GEORGE GRAHAM,
Registrar General.

Whitehall. -&amp;gt;

28th Jan. 1851. 5

. Tli c Return must not relate to more thanOW Church or Cliapel. Cleraymen having the charyc of two or
more Churches will be furnished with a separate Form for each. And any Minister, Warden, or other
person requiring an additional supply of Forms, may obtain them, free of postage or other charge, on
application b}/ letter (the postage of toliich miy be left unpaid], addressed to &quot;Horace Mann, JJsq.,
Census Office, Craig s Court, London.
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CENSUS OF GREAT BRITAIN, 1851.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP THE SCHEDULE ox THE ADJOINING PAGE.

(Prepared under the direction of one ofHer Majesty s Principal Secretaries of State.)

lXame or Title of Place of Worship. In the column thus headed insert the distinguishing Name, Title, or
other Appellation by which the Place of Worship is commonly known. But if by reason of its being only a

part of some Duelling House or other Building, or from any other cause it have no distinguishing Name
write in this column the word &quot;

None.&quot;

II. Where situate. Describe accurately,
(1.) The Parish, Township, or Place in which the Building is situated; and if it be in a Town, the Name

of the Street or other locality.

(2.) The Superintendent Registrar s District or Poor Law Union.

(3.) The County.

III. Rfliffious Denomination. Insert here the name of the Religious Denomination or Society now occupying-
the Building.

IV. When erected. It the Building was erected before the year 1800 or, if it has been erected since 1800 on the
site or in lieu of one which existed before that year, in either of those cases write &quot;Before 1800.&quot; If it

was erected in the year 1800, or has been erected since and not on the site or in lieu of a previously
existing Building, insert, as nearly as can be ascertained, the precise yenr in which it was buiU, thus &quot;In

the year 1800,&quot; or&quot; About the year 1801,&quot; according to the fact of the case.

V. Wliethera separate and entire Building as contra-distinguished from a inerc-ffoow or Part of a Building.
Insert in this column &quot;

Yes&quot; or
&quot;

No,&quot; as the case may be.

Bear in mind that, for the purposes of this Return, a building must not be deemed the less a &quot;

separate&quot;

Building by reason of its adjoining, or having an internal communication with, a Dwelling House or
other Building, as frequently happens in the case of Roman Catholic Chapels and those of some other
Religious Denominations ; the term &quot;

separate
&quot;

being employed simply to denote a Building which is

separated or set apart for religions uses.

In this Division (V.) should also be included Private or Domestic Chapels, if commonly used as places of
Public Religious Worship, but not else.

VI. Whether exclusively a Place of Worship (except as it may be also used as a Sunday School). Write also in
this column &quot;Yes&quot; or &quot;No,&quot; according to the fact.

VII. Space availablefor Public Worsliip.

(4.) The term &quot; Free Sittings
&quot;

is used to denote sittings which are not appropriated for the use of
particular individuals, and to which, therefore, any person is entitled to have free access.

(5.)
&quot; Other Sittings

&quot;

are those which arc either let, or have become private property, or which for any
other reason do not answer strictly the description offree sittings.
&quot; Free Space or Standing Room.&quot; If, as is the case in some Roma it Catholic Churches and Chapels
there is, besides or instead of free sittings, an OJMMI space allotted as standing room, for the
accommodation of the poor, state immediately below this heading the number of persons that such
space will accommodate.

VIII. yumber ofAttendants
If as is sometimes the case in Wales and elsewhere two or more Congregations successively assemble in
the Building during the same part of the day, and also in all cases where two or more distinct services
arc performed in the morning, afternoon, or evening, either by the same Minister or by different
Ministers, denote the fact by drawing a line immediately under the gross number of attendants during-
that part of the day, thus [750] in order to show that it expresses the aggregate of persons attending at

all such distinct services. Make a x under each portion of the day if there be any during which no
service is held.

Average Number.
If from any cause the figures in the upper section of Division VIIT. should not truly represent tho
numbers usually in attendance, the person making the Return is at liberty to add in the lower columns
of the same Division, the estimated average number of attendants on Sunday during the 12 calendar
months next preceding March 30, 1851, or during such portion of that period aa the Building has been
open for Public Worsliip, stating in the heading over the numbers so inserted the exact number of
months for which the additional Return is made.

And if, in consequence of repairs, or from any other temporary cause, the Building should not l&amp;gt;e open
for Public Worship on March 30, 1851, write across the upper columns the words &quot; No Service,&quot; and
insert in the lower columns the average number who are supposed to have attended on Sundays during
twelve months next preceding the Sunday on which Divine Service was last performed.

IX. Remarks. Any observations which it may be deemed requisite to make in explanation of the Return may
be written along this column

;
or if the space provided for the purpose should be insufficient may be

written on a separate paper and appended to the Return.

X. Signature, &amp;lt;tc. The Return is to be made and signed by the Minister, or by some person acting under his
authority ;

if there be no Minister, by an Elder, Deacon, Manager, Steward, or other recognized and
competent officer: and the person signing will have the goodness to state in what capacity he signs bv
writing immediately below his name the word &quot;

Minister,&quot;
&quot;

Elder,&quot;
&quot;

Deacon &quot; &quot;

Manager
&quot; &quot;

Steward v

&c., as the case may be. He will also add his Address by the Post, in order that, if necessary- he may be
communicated with direct from the Census Office, in London, on the subject of the Return.

Approved. GEORGE GRAHAM,
G GREY Rcgistrar-General.

y.BThe Return must relate to only ONE Place of Worship. Ministers having the charge of two or more such
Places will be furnished with a separate Form for each. And any person requiring an additional
supply of Forms, may obtain, them free of postage or other charge, on application b&amp;gt;/

letter (the postage
ofwhich may be left unpaid) addressed to &quot;Horace Mown, Esq., Census Office, Craig s Court, London

&quot;
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TABLE A. ACCOMMODATION AM

Population
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TENDANCE IN ENGLAND AND WALES.

,927,609.

imber of Places open for Worship, at each period

of the dav, on Sunday, March :), 18.51,

and Number of Sittings thus available.
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TABLE A continued.

ISOLATED CONGREGATIONS
Included in the preceding Table.



SUMMARY TABLES. cixxxi

SUPPLEMENT I. to TABLE A.

showing the total ACCOMMODATION provided by each Religious Body; Including Estimates* for
defective Returns.
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SUPPLEMENT II. to TABLE A.

Showing the total number of ATTENDANTS at Public Worship, in connection with each

Religious Body ; including Estimates* for defective Returns.
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SUPPLEMENT III. to TABLE A.

Showing the Total Number of Sittings in the Places open for Worship on Sunday, March 30,
1851 ; including an Estimate for those Cases in which the Number of Sittings was not

returned.*

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE B.

ACCOMMODATION AND ATTENDANCE

REGISTRATION DIVISIONS.

DIVISION* I X.ODTDOX.*

Population, 2,362,236.
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TABLE B. continued.

DIVISION II.- SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.*

Population, 1,628,386.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE B. continued.

3&amp;gt;IVSSIOM- III COUNTIES.
Population, 1,234,332.
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TABLE B. continued.

DIVISION IV EASTERN COUTTTIES.*
Population, 1,113,982.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE B. continued.

DIVISION1 V. SOUTH-WESTERN1 COUNTIES.*
Population, 1,803,291.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE B. continued.

DIVISION VI.-WEST lIUS,ANrU COUUTIES.*
Population, 2,132,930.
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TABLE 13. continued.

DIVISION VII.--WORTH MIDLAND COITPTTIES.*

Population, 1,214,538.

I RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE B. continued.

DIVISION- VIII WOZtTH-WESTERN- COUNTIES.*
Population, 2, 190,827.
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TABLE B. continued.

DIVISION IX YORKSHIRE.*
Population, 1,789,047.
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TABLE B. continued.

DIVISION X XXORTHERX COUNTIES.*
Population, 969,126.

RELIGIOUS

ENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE B continued.

DIVISION XL-WELSH COU2NTTIES.*

Population, 1,188,914.
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TABLE C.

PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS, IN COUNTIES.

COUNTY OF BEDFORD.

Population, 121,478.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TAIJLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF BERKS.
Population, 170,065.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNT1T OF CAMBRIDGE.
Population, 185,405.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COI7WTY OF CHESTER.
Population, 455,725.

1&amp;gt;T?T
Tr TATTQ
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OP CORWWAI.I,.
Population, 355,558.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.
Population, 195,492.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF DERBY.
Population, 296,084.

[RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COTTWTY OP DEVON.
Population, 567,098.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF DORSET.
Population, 184,207.
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TABLE C. continued*

COTWTY OF ESSEX.

Population, 369,318.
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TABLE C continued.

COTTN-TY OP GX.OTTCESTEK.

Population, 458,805.

DENOMINATION*
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TABLE C. continued.

I

COUNTY OF HEREFORD.
Population, 115,489.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF HUIJTirJ

Population, 64,183.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COXTWTY OP K.E3VTT.

Population, 615,766.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF
Population, 2,031,236.
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TABLE C. continued.

OF LEICESTER.
Population, 230,308.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF LINCOLN.

Population, 407,222.

KELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX.
Population, 1,886,576.

, -A.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF IKON-MOUTH.

Population, 157,418.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABEL C. continued.

COUWTY OF TJO3irOI.K.

Population, 442,714.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COTJT2TTY OF WORTHAMPTON.
Population, 212,380.

KELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COXTNTY OF NORTHUIVIBEIiiAND.

Population, 303,568.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNT7 OF UOTTIN-CHAM.
Population, 270 427.

EELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF OXFORD.
Population, 170,439.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF SALOP.

Population, 229,341.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OP SOMERSET.
Population, 413,916.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF SOUTHAMPTON.
Population, 405,370.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF STAFFORD.
Population, 008,716.

HELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OP SUFFOLK.

Population, 337,215.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF SURREY.

Population, 683,082.
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TABLE C continued.

COZTWTY OP SUSSEX.

Population, 336,844.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OP WARWICK.
Population, 475,013.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF WSSTXVXORXiAHTiD.

Population, 58,287.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OP WILTS.

Population, 234,221.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.
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TABLE C. continued.

COUNTY OF WORCESTER.
Population, 276,926.
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TABLE C. continued.

CITY OF YORK.
Within the Municipal Limits.

Population, 36,303.
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TAULE C. continued.

COUNTY OF YORJC (NORTH RIDING).

Population, 215,214.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.



ccxxxn CENSUS, 1851: RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLA:

TABLE C. continued.

COUUTY OP YORK (WEST RIDING .

Population, 1,325,495.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccxxxm

TABLE C. continued.

NORTH WALES.

Population, 412,114.

EELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.



CCXXX1V CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP

TABLE C. continued.

SOUTH WALES.

Population, 593,607.

IJELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.



:D WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccxxxv

-

SUPPLEMENT to TABLES A, B, and C.

TABLE OF DEFECTIVE RETURNS,

rowing, for each Division and County of England and Wales, the Number of Places of Worship
(mentioned in the previous Tables A., B., and C.) from which, though open on the Census-Sunday,
no return of Sittings was received.*

DENOMINATIONS.



CENSUS, 1851: RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. LAND

TABLE OF DEFECTIVE RETURNS con tinned.

DENOMINATIONS.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. CCXXXVll

TABLE OF DEFECTIVE RETURNS continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



Kcxxxvm CENSUS, 1851: RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENCJLAXD

TABLE OF DEFECTIVE RETURNS continued.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. CCXXX1X

TABLE D.

DATES at which existing Places of Worship in each COUNTY were erected, or appropriated to

Religious Uses.*

DENOMINATIONS.



ccxl CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE D. continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



AND WALES.
|

SUMMARY TABLES. ccxli

TABLE D. continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



ccxlii CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. NG LAN-

TABLE I). continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccxliii

TABLE D. continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



ccxliv CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENCLANI

TABLE IX continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccxlv

TABLE D. continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



ccxlvi CENSUS, 1851 tRELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE D. continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



AXD AVALE3.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccxlvit

TABLE D. continued.

DENOMINATIONS.

TOTAL

PROTESTANT CHURCHES :

BRITISH:
( litirch of England
Scottish Presbyterians :

Presbyterian Church in Eng
land - -

Independents, or Congregation-
alists -

Baptists :

Particular -

General (Xcw Connexion)
Not otherwise defined

Society of Friends ...
Unitarians

&quot;NVesleyan Methodists :

Original Connexion



ccxlviii CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE D continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccxlix

TABLE D. continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



ccl CENSUS, 1851 -.RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TAJJLK D continued.

DENOMINATIONS.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccli

TABLE E.

Number of PLACES of WORSHIP and SITTINGS in the several DIOCESES of

England and Wales.



cclii CENSUS, 1851 -.-RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE F.

RELIGIOUS ACCOMMODATION AND ATTENDANCE
IX

LARGE TOWNS.

(Arranged Alphabetically.)



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccliii

TABLE F. continued.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



ccliv CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLK F. continued.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclv

TABLE F. continued.



cclvi CENSUS, 1851: RELIGIOUS WORSHIP [ENGLAND

TABLE F. continued.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES.

TABLE F. continued.

cclvii

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.

_ ^ ^ ^



clviii CENSUS, 1851:-RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE F. continued.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclix

TABLE F. continued.

:

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



cclx CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE F. continued.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclxi

TABLE F. continued.



cclxii CENSUS, 1851: RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE F. continued.

RELIGIOUS
j|

DENOMINATION.

|1



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclxiii

TAKLK F. con tinned.



cclxiv CENSUS, 1851 :*-RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE F. continued.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclxv

TABLE F. continued.



cclxvi CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TAIJLE F. continued.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclxvii

TABLE F. contin



cclxviii CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE F. continued.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclxix

TABLE F. continued.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



cclxx CENSUS, 1851:- RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE F. contin tied.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



AND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclxxi

TABLE F. continued.



cclxxii CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE F. continued.

RELIGIOUS



ND ALES.]
SUMMARY TABLES. cclxxiii

TABLE F F.

Accommodation provided by various Religious Bodies in LARGE-TOWN DISTRICTS,

as compared with the rest of England.



cclxxiv CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [Exc

TABLE G.

Showing the ACCOMMODATION provided, in each COUNTY of Er

COUNTIES.



. WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. cclxxv

TABLE G.

Wales, by the most numerous Religious Bodies.

ngs.*



cclxxvi CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP.

TABLE H.

PROPORTION OF SITTINGS TO POPULATION
IN THE

REGISTRATION DIVISIONS, COUNTIES, AND DISTRICTS
OF

XWGX.ATCD AND WALES.

Showing the amount of Accommodation already provided, and the additional amount required.



D WALES.] TABULAR RESULTS.

TABLE H. continued.



Ixxviii CENSUS, 1851:-RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAN

TABLK H. continued.

REGISTRATION DISTRICTS.



AND V r

ALES.] TABULAR RESULTS.

TABLE H. continued.



cclxxx CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND

TABLE H. continued.



TABULAR RESULTS.

TABLE H. continued.



cclxxxii CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP.

TABLE II. continued.



WALES.] TABULAR RESULTS.

TABLE H. continued.



cclxxxiv CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP.

TABLE H continued.



AND WALES.] TABULAR RESULTS.

TABLE H continued.

REGISTRATION DISTRICTS

OB

;
POOR LAW UNIONS.



cclxxxvi CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLANI

TABLE II. continued.



WALES.] TABULAR RESULTS. cclxxxvii

TABLE H. continued.



cclxxxviii CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP.

TABLE H continued.



Nl) WALES.] TABULAR RESULTS. cclxxxix

TABLE H. continued.



ccxc CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP.
[ENGLA&amp;gt;

TABLE II. continued.



D ATALES.] TABULAR RESULTS. CCXCl

TABLE H. continued.



ccxcn CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP.

TABLE H. continued.

REGISTRATION DISTRICTS

OR

POOH LAW UNIONS.



D WALES.] TABULAR RESULTS.

TABLE H continued.



CCXC1V CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [EXGLA

TABLE IT. continued.



, WALES.] TABULAR RESULTS. ccxcv

TABLE H. continued.



CCXCV1 CENSUS, 1851: RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [EN G LAN-

TABLE I.

DISTRICTS with MOST and LEAST ACCOMMODATION respectively.



ND WALES.] SUMMARY TABLES. ccxcvu

TABLE K.

COMPARATIVE POSITION of the CHURCH OF ENGLAND and the DISSENTING CHURCHES, in

different Parts of the Country.



ocxcvm CEN7SUS, 1851 -.RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLA

TABLE L.

Showing the NUMBER of SERVICES held by EACH RELIGIOUS BODY at different periods

of the Day.



AND WALES.] TABULAR RESULTS. CCXC1X

TABLE M.

Comparative view of the frequency with which the various Religious Bodies make use of the

Accommodation provided for by them respectively. (See Report, page cli.)*

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATIONS.



ccc CENSUS, 1851 : RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. [ENGLAND AND WALES.

TABLE N.

Number of Persons present at the most numerously attended Services, on Sunday,
March 30, 1851.

IN REGISTRATION COUNTIES AND DIVISIONS.

REGISTRATION DIVISIONS
AND

COUNTIES.



DETAILED TABLES





NUMBER

OF

PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS

CONNECTED WITH THE VARIOUS

RELIGIOUS BODIES

ENGLAND AND WALES.

ARRANGED IN

REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

c,



NOTE.

The &quot;Registration District*&quot; into which the following statistics have been condensed,
are collections of contiguous Parishes or Places combined for purposes connected with
the Registration of Births, Deaths, and Marriages ; and are generally identical with
the Poor Law Unions of the same names. For the Parishes or Places comprised in

each District or Union, see. the General Abstract of the Census, Part I. The
Districts are arranged topographically under Registration Counties, and are numbered

consecutively from 1 to 623, commencing with the Metropolitan Districts.

The &quot;Registration Counties&quot; consist of groups of entire Registration Districts
;
and

as the principle adopted has been to place a District which extends into more than
one County with that County in which either the chief town or the greater part of the

population is located, the limits of the Registration Counties differ more or less from
the boundaries of the counties proper. The statistics of the latter are, however, shown
in the SUMMARY TABLES, ante.

Certain groups of Registration Counties, thought to possess a common distinctive

character, have been combined into &quot;

Divisions&quot; England and Wales contains eleven

of such Divisions, which (arranged in topographical order) are as follows :

Div. I. LONDON (comprising the portions
of Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent, within

the Registrar General s Bills of Mor
tality.

Div. II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES :

Surrey (Extra-Metropolitan).
Kent (Extra-Metropolitan).
Sussex.

Hampshire.
Berkshire.

Div. III. SOUTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES:
Middlesex (Extra-Metropolitan).
Hertfordshire.

Buckinghamshire.
Oxfordshire.

Northamptonshire.
Bedfordshire.

Cambridgeshire.

Div. IV. EASTERN COUNTIES:
Essex.

Suffolk.

Norfolk.

Div. V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES:
Wiltshire.

Dorsetshire.

Devonshire.

Cornwall.

Somersetshire.

Div. VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES:
Gloucestershire.

Herefordshire.

Shropshire.
Staffordshire.

Worcestershire.

Warwickshire.

Div. VII. NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES:
Leicestershire.

Rutlandshire.

Lincolnshire.

Nottinghamshire.

Derbyshire.

Div. VIII. NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIES :

Cheshire.

Lancashire.

Div. IX. YORKSHIRE.

Div. X. NORTHERN COUNTIES:
Durham.
Northumberland.
Cumberland.
Westmorland.

Div. XL WELSH COUNTIES:
Monmouthshire.
South Wales.

North Wales.

The Registration Districts, in the following pages, are arranged in these Divisions,
in the order here specified.

In dealing with the figures presented in the Tables, it must be borne in mind that

some of the Returns contained no information as to the number of sittings; others

were silent as to the number of attendants; while a few were wholly blank upon
both these points. The result is, that, in such cases the number of sittings and atten

dants given in the Tables will be less than the actual number. The notes at the foot

of each page will indicate the particular instances of these omissions, and supply the

nearest data from which an approximate computation may be hazarded of the extent

of the deficiency. The number of places of u orship, however, is the full number,

including those from which the defective returns have been received.

It is obvious, also, that as many of the Returns, while mentioning the total number
of sittings in a Church or Chapel, do not distinguish between &quot;Free &quot;and &quot;Appro

priated&quot; sittings, the total number of sittings in the following Tables will be frequently

larger than the number produced by the addition of the Free to the Appropriated.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

DIVISION I. LONDON.*

RELIGIOUS

DEXOMIXATIOX.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION I. LONDON. [MIDDLESEX (part of).

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

MIDDLESEX (part of).]



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION L LONDON. [MIDDLESEX (part of).

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

MIDDLESEX (part of).] DIVISION I. LONDON.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION I. -LONDON. [MIDDLKSEX (part of).



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

MIDDLESEX (part of).] DIVISION L LONDON.

RELIGIOUS

DENOM IXATIOX.



10 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.* [SURREY (part of).



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 11

SURREY (part of).] DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNT]

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



12 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES KENT (part of)-



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 13

KENT (part of ).] DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.



14 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES. KENT (part of)-



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. lo

KENT (part of).] DIVISION II.-SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



16 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION II SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES. [SUSSEX.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 17

SUSSEX.] DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.



18 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION II._SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES. [SUSSEX.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 19

IAMPSHIRE.] DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.



20 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES. [HAMPSHIU



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 21

HAMPSHIRE.] DIVISION II. -SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION. |

|



22 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES. [HAMPSHIRE

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 28

HAMPSHIRE.] DIVISION II SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.



24 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES. [BKRKSHIRK.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 25

BERKSHIRE.] DIVISION II. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION ILL SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES.* [MIDDLESEX



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 27

HERTS.] DIVISION IIL SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES.



28 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION III SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES. [HURTS, BUCKS.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 29

BUCKS.] DIVISION III. SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES.



30 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION III. SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES. [OXFORDSHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 31

DIVISION III. SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES.



32 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION III. SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES. [NORTHAMPTOX.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS, 33

HUNTS.] DIVISION III. SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES.



34 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION III. SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES. [BEDFORDSIUKK.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR L4W UNIONS. 35

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.] DIVISION HI. SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES.



36 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION III. SOUTH MIDLAND COUNTIES. [CAMBRIDGESHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 37

ESSEX.] DIVISION IV. EASTERN COUNTIES.&quot;

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



38 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IV. EASTERN COUNTIES. [EMEL

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS, 39

ESSEX.] DIVISION IV EASTERN COUNTIES.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IV. EASTERN COUNTIES. [SUFFOLK.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

SUFFOLK.] DIVISION IV.-EASTERN COUNTIES.



42 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IV. EASTERN COUNTIES. [NORFOLK.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 43

NORFOLK.] DIVISION IV.-EASTERN COUNTIES.



44- PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IV. -EASTERN COUNTIES. [NORFOLK.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS,

NORFOLK.] DIVISION IV. EASTERN COUNTIES.



46 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IV. EASTERN COUNTIES. [NORFOLK.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 47

WILTS.] DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [WILTS.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

WILTS.] DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.



50 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES, [DoilSET.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



DORSET.]

IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

DIVISION V SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.

51

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



52 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [DEVON.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 53

DEVON.] DIVISION V SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.



54 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.
[
DKVON.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

DEVON.] DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.



56 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [CORNWALL.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 57

CORNWALL.] DIVISION V SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [CORNWALL.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 59

CORNWALL,] DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTEKN COUNTIES.



60 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [SOMERSET.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 61

SOMERSET.] DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.



62 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [SoMK i :.&amp;lt;KT.

I



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 63

SOMERSET.] DIVISION V. SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.



64 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VL WEST MIDLAND COUNTIES. [GLOUCESTER.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.] DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 67

HEREFORDSHIRE.] DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [HEREFORDSHIW,



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR JAW UNIONS.

SHROPSHIRE.] DIVISION VL WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES.

:



70 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [STAFFORDSHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 71

STAFFORDSHIRE.] DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES.



72 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [WARWICKSHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 73

WORCESTERSHIRE.] DIVISION VI WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [WORCKSTERHHIBK.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, Oil POOH LAW UNIONS. 75

WORCESTERSHIRE.] DIVISION VI WEST MIDLAND COUNTIES.



PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VI. WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [WARWICKSHIRE.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

WARWICKSHIRE.] DIVISION VI



78 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VL WEST-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [WARWICKSHIRE.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 79

LEICESTERSHIRE.] DIVISION VII.-NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES.*

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



so PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AMD ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VII. NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [LEICESTERSHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 81

RUTLAND, LINCOLN.] DIVISION VII. NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES.
_



82 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION V1L NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [LINCOLKBHIBJE



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS.

LINCOLNSHIRE.] DIVISION VIL NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



84 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VII. NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 85

jINCOLNSHlKE. DIVISION VII. NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES.



86 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VTL NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 87

NOTTS, DERBYSHIRE.] DIVISION VII NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



38 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

JHVISION VII. NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES. [DEKHYSIIIRE*.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 89

DERBYSHIRE.] DIVISION VIL NORTH-MIDLAND COUNTIES.



90 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VIIL NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [ClIE.sniUK.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 91

CHESHIRE.] DIVISION VIIL NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DEXOMIXATIOX.



92 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VUL NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [CHESHIRE, LANCASHIRE.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 93

LANCASHIRE.] DIVISION VIII.-NOKTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.



94 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VIII. NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [LANCASHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 9o

LANCASHIRE.] DIVISION VIII. NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



96 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VIII. XORTH-WESTEUX COUNTIES. LANCASHIHI;.]



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 97

LANCASHIRE. DIVISION VIII. NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIES.



98 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION VIII. NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIES. [LANCASHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 99

WEST RIDING.] DIVISION IX. YORKSHIRE.*



100 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IX.-YORKSHIRE. [WEST HIDING.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 101

WEST RIDIKO.] DIVISION IX. YORKSHIRE.



102 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IX.- YORKSHIRE. [WEST RIDING.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LA.W UNIONS. 103

WEST RIDING.] DIVISION IX. YORKSHIRE.



104 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IX. YORKSHIRE. [WEST RIDIKG.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 105

WEST RIDING.] DIVISION EX. YORKSHIRE.



106 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IX. YORKSHIRE. [EAST RIDING.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 107

AST RlDFNG.] DIVISION IX. YORKSHIRE.



108 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION IX. YORKSHIRE. [NORTH RIDIN



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 109

ORTH RIDING.] DIVISION IX. YORKSHIRE.



110 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION EX. YORKSHIRE. [NORTH Hi DIN



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. Ill

NORTH RIDING.] DIVISION IX YORKSHIRE



112 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION X.-NORTHERN COUNTIES. [DURHAM.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 113

DURHAM.] DIVISION



114 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION x. NORTHERN COUNTIES. [DURHAM.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS, llo

NORTHUMBERLAND.] DIVISION X. -NORTHERN COUNTIES.



116 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION X. NORTHERN COUNTIES. [NORTHUMBERLAND.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS, 117

NORTHl MBKRLAXD.] DIVISION X. NORTHERN COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



118 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION X. NORTHERN COUNTIES. [CUMBERLAND.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 119

WESTMORLAND.] DIVISION



120 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION XL WELSH COUNTIES.* [MoXMOUTU.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 121

GLAMORGAN.] DIVISION XI. WELSH COUNTIES.



122 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION XI WELSH COUNTIES. [GLAMORGAN.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 123

CARMARTHEN, PEMBROKE.] DIVISION XI WELSH COUNTIES.



124 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION XL WELSH COUNTIES. [CARDIGANSHIRE.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 125

CARDIGAN, BRECKNOCK.] DIVISION XL WELSH COUNTIES.

RELIGIOUS

DENOMINATION.



126 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION XL WELSH COUNTIES. [RADNOR, MOXTGOMI nv



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 127

FLINT, DENBIGH.] DIVISION XL WELSH COUNTIES.



128 PLACES OF WORSHIP, SITTINGS, AND ATTENDANTS,

DIVISION XI. WELSH COUNTIES. [MKRIONKTH.



IN REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS. 129

CARNARVON ANGLESEY.] DIVISION XL WELSH COUNTIES.
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132 INDEX. [KxCJLAND

REGISTRATION DISTRICTS, OR POOR LAW UNIONS/

Aberavron 590



AND WALES.] INDEX. 133

Halste&amp;lt;l 207



134 INDEX. [ENGLAND AND WALES.

South Shields 550



ERRATA.

Page 40. HARTISMERE DISTRICT (218). For foot-note substitute &quot; The Returns

omit to state the number of sittings in two places of worship I- elonging

to the Wesleyan Methodists, attended by a maximum number of 50

persons at a service. The number of attendants is not given in the case

of one place of worship belonging to the Particular Baptists, containing

60 sittings. NeitJier sittings nor attendants are given in the case of

one place of M-orship belonging to the Baptists.&quot;

BRACKLEY DISTRICT (164) Alterations in number of sittings and

attendants :

81.

Wesleyan Methodists




